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Abstract
This thesis presents a case study of school improvement in Correa Park School, an Australian
specialist school for students with disability. The study sought an in-depth understanding
regarding the processes of school improvement from July 2011 to December 2012, as the
school learned to share and shared to learn.
The aims of the study were threefold. First, it sought to describe the distinctive context of a
specialist (as opposed to mainstream) school through identifying the affordances and
constraints that affected school improvement. The second aim was to examine the learning
trajectories of school staff and how they interrelated with accountability and staff culture.
Finally, this study sought to clarify school improvement processes in Correa Park, thus
developing a conceptualisation of a differentiated approach to school improvement in a nonmainstream context.
The study adopted a situative perspective which views learning is an integral aspect of activity
and conceptualises learning as changes in participation in activities (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Situativity emphasises that context is intrinsic to learning, and that the goal of learning is
increased participation in a community of learners (Greeno, 1997).
A case study was chosen for the current investigation as it is well-suited to examining the
context of contemporary human phenomena with a wide range of variables (Gillham, 2000).
There were multiple data sources utilised within the current research. Staff interviews and
professional learning evaluations were the primary data sources, and school documents were
used as secondary data sources. Data analysis was conducted with NVivo 10 software (QSR
International) in an iterative process using segmenting and metadata activities.
The findings showed that school improvement in Correa Park relied on the development of
collaborative staff culture and collective accountability. The establishment of shared
practices, shared discourse and shared artefacts were a vital step within school improvement
processes, overcoming the pervasive constraint of individualisation. The study identified that
many school improvement resources had to be adapted from mainstream contexts before they
could suit the contextual demands in Correa Park School. This finding suggests that specialist
schools may require either extra resourcing to enact school improvement, or need to be
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adequately linked with similar specialist schools in order to share both the pedagogical and
human resources required for school improvement.

This research is significant because it contributes to the limited base of theoretical and
empirical data relating to the enacting of school improvement in a specialist school. It explores
the distinctive context of a specialist school, and provides a differentiated model of school
improvement based on accountability and staff culture. The development of strong internal
accountability may assist specialist schools (whose students may not be well suited to national
standardised testing) to address certain difficulties in demonstrating strong external
accountability. The insights of the current research are facilitated by a situated perspective of
school improvement that allows multiple simultaneous perspectives on staff learning and their
context. Finally, the study offers an explanatory model of school improvement in a specialist
school which gives a cumulative overview of the processes which underlie the observed
changes. The model may be used by Correa Park staff to reflect and prepare for future
endeavours, or for policymakers, school executive teams and school staff within other specialist
school contexts who are interested in understanding the enactment of school improvement in
their own contexts.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1 - School improvement
in a distinctive context
This thesis is an in-depth exploration of school improvement in a specialist school for students
with disability in an Australian city, Correa Park School. Central to school improvement is the
conviction that all schools can improve student learning irrespective of context (Ainscow,
Dyson, Goldrick, & West, 2012). Using the case study method (Yin, 2009), this research
investigates the contextual constraints and affordances; the learning trajectories of staff; and the
key school improvement processes that are associated with a distinctive specialist school
context. This introductory chapter begins by outlining the concept of school improvement and
acknowledging its evolving conceptualisation. Section 1.2 describes the importance of
professional learning in compelling the enactment of school improvement. Section 1.3
delineates the purpose and rationale of the study and presents the research questions addressed
in this thesis. The next section, 1.4, gives a brief overview of the analytical framework utilised
in this research. The setting of the case study is presented in Section 1.5 outlining some
elements that make a specialist school distinctive. Section 1.6 addresses the significance of the
study and the final section overviews the organisation of the thesis chapters.
In this chapter and throughout the thesis, the situated perspective (Lave & Wenger, 1991) is
central to the documentation and analysis of Correa Park School. The current research
conforms with the view that:
… context always matters. Research from every sector of the school reform
landscape confirms that context is critical... Interventions … need to be shaped
and contoured to fit the school context. When they are not, they tend not to fit.
And when improvement efforts do not fit at the school, they rarely flourish
(Murphy, 2013, p. 260).

1.1 The fluid concept of school improvement
School improvement is a term neither simple to define nor to operationalise. As school
improvement approaches move from a one size fits all approach to an understanding that
schools at different stages require different school improvement strategies (Hopkins, 2001), the
concept is further obscured. Although school improvement has become a central theme in
contemporary educational reform (Spillane, 2014), it is not a “fixed concept. It takes on
different meanings at different times” (Murphy, 2013, p. 261). This fluidity impacts the
1
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conceptualisation, operationalisation and measurement of school improvement. Whilst there is
general consensus that the goal of school improvement is to increase student learning, there is
ongoing debate about how to achieve the goal (Hopkins, 2001; Hopkins, Stringfield, Harris,
Stoll, & Mackay, 2014). A wide range of international and Australian authors (Hargreaves,
2009; Hopkins, Harris, Stoll, & Mackay, 2011; Hopkins et al., 2014; Masters, 2012) describe
the current phase of school improvement as exemplified by a context sensitive, “differentiated”
approach (Hopkins, 2013, p. 315). The genealogy of the field of school improvement research
and implementation, presented in detail in Chapter Two, Section 2.1, reveals that this approach
is a significant change from the past strategies that tended to offer simplistic solutions to
complex problems. This was particularly true for schools that were not able to demonstrate
improvement in student learning outcomes or those schools set apart from the mainstream
(Harris & Chapman, 2004).
A broad range of factors influence the fluidity of the concept of school improvement. Firstly,
the process of school improvement itself creates confusion. Secondly, school improvement has
been impacted by the various emphases of research that has evolved over the past four decades
(Hopkins et al., 2014). Thirdly, within this research field, characterisations of school
improvement have changed over time due to an increased contextual understanding, changing
socio-political forces, evolving theoretical paradigms and a call to increase equity of
educational provision (Ainscow et al., 2012; Hopkins et al., 2011; Masters, 2012) which will be
described below.

The process of school improvement is one factor that may impact the conceptual confusion
surrounding school improvement that may result from lack of research into the process. Whilst
many schools may know what school improvement is, they remain unsure how to do it. This
may be the result of the lack of historical empirical data on how schools should enact the
process of school improvement, as identified by Harris and Young (2000). This research heeds
Harris’ (2011) further call for commentary on how to make school improvement occur:
Much has been written about educational change and the need to do things
differently to achieve better outcomes. There has been far less to say on
exactly how to make things work and far less commentary on the hard and
much less exciting hard slog of implementation (p. 626).
Research into school improvement has changed emphasis over time. This may reflect the varied
interests of sub-fields within the school improvement literature including policy
2
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implementation, learning sciences, school organisations and school leadership (Spillane, 2014).
School improvement has been conceived in this current study as a three stage process:
1) planning and conceptualisation; 2) enacting and operationalising, 3) measuring
and reporting - based on the work of Santiago, Donaldson, Herman, and
Shewbridge (2011).
As will be discussed in Section 1.5, some researchers focus on the final stage, the
accountability component of school improvement. Whilst this study will acknowledge the
importance of the third school improvement stage, it will also affirm knowledge of the second
stage (enacting and operationalising) that is fundamental for schools seeking to improve. In this
study, the actions and strategies documented within this second stage of school improvement
generate crucial recommendations to policy makers and school leaders seeking to learn more
regarding the processes of school improvement. Evans and Cowell (2013) recognised the value
of this type of investigation that focusses on the process of achieving school improvement
providing educators with insights into what is achievable. The current study investigates the
school improvement processes in a specialist school by using qualitative methods to deliver a
rich description of the enactment of school improvement, as advocated for by a range of
researchers over a considerable length of time including from Ainscow (1998) to Reynolds et
al. (2014).
School improvement has been affected further by an increased understanding of the role of
school contexts. The current phase of context sensitive differentiated school improvement may
be viewed as a response to previous, standardised responses, often based on studies of effective,
high performing schools (Hargreaves, 2004). In these previous studies, effective schools were
identified as schools with outstanding student outcomes as ascertained by national testing, and
therefore demonstrating high external accountability. Previous phases of school improvement
highlighted that effective schools have norms of continuous improvement (Harris & Hopkins,
2000). In contrast, Chapman (2000) identified strategies in ineffective schools often were
focused also on maximisation of test scores, but these were unsuccessful, and at the expense of
possible alternative achievable local school improvement goals. The current phase of school
improvement views accountability differently, as will be described in Section 1.5. This phase
seeks to explore schools from a range of contexts that exist outside the traditional definition of
effective: including those schools with students from low socio-economic backgrounds (Harris,
Chapman, Muijs, Russ, & Stoll, 2006; Harris & Chapman, 2004); those schools from
3
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international contexts in the developing world (Crossley, 2010; Leach & Moon, 2008); and, to
a small degree, schools that have students with disability (Ainscow, 2007; Farrell, 2010). This
research explores the possibility of developing a school improvement program that best fits an
individual school’s context.
The evolving concept of school improvement has also been influenced by socio-political
changes that impact of the selection of local or national school improvement approaches
(Murphy, 2013). In both Australian and international contexts, school improvement may be
defined and operationalised variously - by governments and educational administrators and
driven top down through the application of strong external political imperatives such as
national external accountability schemes (Harris, 2011) or bottom up, through a system of
internal accountability drivers, managed primarily by the school itself (Sahlberg, 2010). As
will be discussed in depth in Chapter Two of this thesis, each of these approaches adopts
methods and measurements that align with an alternative school improvement paradigm,
reflecting the different underlying theoretical underpinnings. The chapter then will argue for
a differentiated approach, which is neither top down nor bottom up, but uses elements of
both.
Furthermore, this current phase of school improvement has been impacted by a significant shift
in its theoretical underpinning from a strongly behavioural approach (Hopkins, 2001; Lancer,
2014; Murphy, 2013; Watson, 2014). With the rise of constructivist psychology and
sociocultural perspectives on learning, new understandings of the processes of school
improvement have emerged reflecting contemporary views on the educability of all children
(Ainscow et al., 2012; Murphy, 2013). This paradigmatic shift also impacts upon the role of
staff and their learning, and their role within the process of school improvement (Watson,
2014). Nonetheless, as identified in Lancer’s (2014) meta-analysis, articulating a coherent
theoretical approach to school improvement based on a learning theory, whilst essential for
planning and enacting school improvement, is neither straight forward nor common. Chapter
Three will address the importance of a theory rich (Hopkins, 2001) approach to school
improvement.
Finally, this current phase of school improvement has been shaped by the call to ensure all
schools are effective for all children (Ainscow et al., 2012), including schools that do not fit
within the regular education context, such as the specialist school at the centre of this study.
Historically, the spheres of disability education and school improvement have been separate
4
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(Ainscow, 1998). Whilst specialist schools (for students with disability) undoubtedly share the
same purpose in their school improvement as their non-specialist counterparts - that is, ensuring
equity of provision (Farrell, 2005; Masters, 2012) and a sound education for every student
(Ainscow et al., 2012), in the past this may not have been the case. Authors such as Brantlinger
(2009), explain the exclusion of disability education from mainstream educational change is
due to disability education’s domination by traditional approaches, such as individualised
instruction and issues regarding accountability, that excluded it from new educational
initiatives and often school improvement research and discourse, as will be discussed in Section
1.5 and further in Chapter Two.
This current phase of school improvement has developed from the understanding that
different instantiations of school improvement may need to be adopted depending on
different learners in different contexts (Putnam & Borko, 1997). This change in focus
generates a shift to a new understanding of who are the learners in a school.

1.2 The centrality of staff professional learning
As described above, there is uncertainty surrounding how to increase student learning in
schools. Nonetheless, there is also general agreement- that to change learning, teaching must
change (Hopkins, 2001). Schools that improve must become learning organisations (Jackson,
2000; Senge et al., 2012), not only for students but for staff. Simply, student learning cannot
improve without teacher learning (Spillane & Seashore Louis, 2002). Improvement is
fundamentally a process of organisational learning (Elmore, 2005). The teaching and learning
process is central to school improvement (Harris, 2000). Schools must “recognise the
continuing needs of staff as learners in a changing society” (Dadds, 2014, p. 9). Westheimer
describes the relationship between learning and teaching thus:
In both Norwegian and Hebrew, the verbs “to teach” and “to learn” are
etymologically inseparable. Teaching and learning in these two highly distinct
tongues are two sides of the same pedagogical coin. One who teaches is also
one who learns (2008, p.756).
Continuous professional learning for school staff is often highly recommended as the key
strategy for schools to enact school improvement. Fullan describes the process as changing
what staff do and think (Fullan, 2007). Some researchers go further to suggest the
enhancement of the quality of teaching is the crucial element in any school improvement plan
5
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(Ainscow et al., 2012; Ball & Cohen, 1999; Darling-Hammond, 2009; Fullan, 2006;
Hargreaves & Shirley, 2008; Harris, 2000; B. King & Newmann, 2001; Shirley, 2009).
Shaddock, MacDonald, Hook, Giorcelli, and Arthur-Kelly (2009) in their Review of Special
Education in one Australian jurisdiction suggested that “top priority” should be given to the
development of capacity in teachers (p.15).
School staff professional learning is central to the enactment of school improvement for a
number of reasons, (which will be fully explored in Chapter Two). Firstly, professional
learning is a means for staff to focus on improving student learning (Fullan, 2007; Hipp &
Huffman, 2010). This occurs as staff participate in a range of processes that change their
knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs and ultimately their classroom practices (Desimone,
2009). Secondly, professional learning enhances staff capacity through the development,
implementation and evaluation of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment (Newmann, King, &
Youngs, 2000). Thirdly, professional learning is a powerful means to bring a clarity of focus
within a school as staff learn to learn together and coherence is created. Seashore, Anderson,
and Riedel (2003, p. 3) describe professional learning that includes the creation of
community:
By using the term [community] we signify our interest not only in discrete acts
of [staff] sharing, but in the establishment of a school-wide culture that makes
collaboration expected, inclusive, genuine, ongoing, and focused on critically
examining practice to improve student outcomes... The hypothesis is that what
[staff] do together outside of the classroom can be as important as what they do
inside in aﬀecting school restructuring, [staffs’] professional development, and
student learning.
Finally, staff professional learning is a collaborative activity that uses a variety of data to
discover and convey a school’s strengths and weaknesses in terms of its goals (Sahlberg,
2010). When data are used to strengthen staff practices rather than as a punitive measure, data
can be a forceful impetus for change and improvement. These fundamental characteristics of
the relationship between professional learning and the enactment of school improvement will
be further elucidated in Chapter Two.
This thesis seeks to explore school improvement, using professional learning as the central
vehicle, within one specialist school, as described in the following section, the purposes of the
study.
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1.3 Purposes of the study and research questions
The overarching aim of this study is to document and analyse the enactment of school
improvement in a specialist school. To achieve this end, this study will use the situated
perspective which will be described further in Section 1.4. The overarching aim of this study
is underpinned by three purposes. The first is to describe the distinctive specialist school
context. The second purpose is to identify the possible staff learning trajectories within the
context and describe their relationship to accountability and staff culture, which according to
Harris and Chapman (2004), are the key drivers of school improvement in distinctive
contexts. The third purpose is to clarify the differentiated processes of school improvement
within the distinctive context of a specialist school.
Describing the distinctive school context
This thesis seeks to describe one specialist school’s needs and situation, in order to know the
appropriate starting point for its school improvement endeavours. Consistent with Murphy’s
observation that “Context matters. It shapes the definition of school improvement” (2013, p.
252), this thesis is committed to the view that specialist schools provide a distinctive
educational context, which must be elucidated before their school improvement efforts can be
fully understood and operationalised. Whilst Section 1.5 will describe some of the key
features of a specialist school identified in the literature, this current research establishes a
specific framework to understand the school’s distinctive context through the identification of
constraints and affordances (concepts which are defined in Chapter Three and presented as
findings in Chapter Five) and further explored in Chapter Seven in the concept of a
pedagogic setting (Leach & Moon, 2008). This current research examines one school
improvement program that is matched to the school’s needs and situation, such as that
described by Harris:
There are many different programs for school improvement in existence, but
no one blueprint for action. The research shows that there is no universally
correct starting-point for any school. In each individual school, context,
history, leadership, staffing, incentives and personal history will vary. All
these factors play a considerable role in school improvement and highlight the
importance of selecting the school improvement program that best fits the
individual school needs and situation (2000, p. 6).
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Explaining staff learning
This research explores selected issues regarding staff learning in a specialist school context
through exploring the learning trajectories of staff (a concept that will be described Chapter
Three and presented in Chapter Six findings) during the school improvement process. Whilst
there exists an extensive variety of school improvement interventions and initiatives (Harris &
Hopkins, 2000), the crucial issue of concern for education administrators, school leaders and
staff enacting school improvement is that there are no contextually sensitive programs for staff
professional learning (Putnam & Borko, 1997). Schools enacting school improvement through
professional learning are faced with many choices of strategy from broad principles to specific
guidelines (as will be outlined in Chapter Two). The professional learning used across the
developed world to promote school improvement, and the theories that underpin this learning,
differ not only from country to country, but from school to school (Masters, 2012).
Furthermore, the enactment of school improvement is perceived by some as a “black box”
(Harris & Young, 2000, p. 31). Therefore, for those seeking to embark on school improvement,
knowledge of appropriate professional learning strategies is vital (Shirley, 2009). In this study,
the focus is on the development of staff collaborative culture and internal accountability, key
drivers of school improvement, as identified by Harris and Chapman (2004).
Clarifying school improvement processes
The current research fills a gap in the literature by defining a differentiated approach to
school improvement in a specialist school. Spillane states that school improvement research
“must attend systematically to the how and the why of school improvement, not just the what”
(2014, p.5). Harris (2011) describes the recent shift to a more sophisticated framing of school
improvement implementation as a process, coupled with an appreciation that successful
improvement strategies for failing or non-mainstream schools may be very different from
those that work in effective schools. Schools are also challenged to see themselves as on a
continuum of development (Masters, 2012), and therefore required to select appropriate
school improvement strategies for their improvement stage. Hopkins (2013) describes this as
a differentiated approach that rejects a uniform approach to school change, to maximise the
impact on student learning. This differentiated approach, is particularly critical for the
schools in particular that operate in the “most challenging contexts” (Harris & Chapman,
2004, p. 428).
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At the time of writing, in the jurisdiction where this study occurred, specialist schools
participate in the same school improvement processes and utilise the same jurisdiction wide
framework as all other (mainstream) schools. This research seeks to establish whether
additional and /or alternative school improvement processes occur in specialist schools. This
case study will provide an in-depth explanation of the type of school processes that arise
specifically in one specialist school context enacting school improvement, and how they
interrelate with accountability and staff culture.
Summary of research questions
To achieve the purposes of this study, this research examined the enactment of school
improvement in one specialist school through the implementation of a case study over an
eighteen-month period in an Australian city. The research questions were developed through
discussions with the principal, informed by the literature in the area of school improvement,
and evolved during the researcher’s involvement in the school context. The main research
question is: How does a specialist school enact school improvement?
The subsidiary questions are:
1. What are the constraints and affordances within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
2. What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
3. How does the distinctive context of a specialist school influence its school improvement
processes?
The thesis will present a multi-layered model in response to these questions. The elements of
this model are the specialist school context; constraints and affordances within the setting; and
the learning trajectories of staff, and the processes of school improvement. The completed
explanatory model, presented in Chapter Eight, uses the theoretical framework of a situated
approach to learning, as will be briefly described in the following section.

1.4 A framework to guide the research: situativity
This study explores the enactment of school improvement in one specialist school and
provides a theoretical framework to guide future research in similar contexts. As will be
detailed in Chapter Three, the current investigation has utilised situativity theory (Lave &
Wenger, 1991). Situativity conceives the learning process as changes in participation in
9
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socially organised activity (Lave, 1988; Lave and Wenger, 1991). One consequence of
framing the case study through a situated lens is that staff learning is seen relative to staff
context (Spillane, 2014). This thesis’ detailed description of staff learning in one school may
assist others to understand how school improvement may occur and provides guidance for
utilising the situated perspective to enact or investigate school improvement.

From a situated perspective of a school, the context defines the interactions among staff (and
students), and simultaneously, the interactions among staff define the context (Spillane,
2014). This viewpoint frames the study of school improvement as the study of the
interactions among people in a particular place. The context of a school does not merely
influence what individuals do from outside, the context influences individuals from inside
their everyday practice. Context may be perceived as an active participant, as “that which
weaves us together” (Thorpe & Mayes, 2009, p. 151). Both the context and the staff have
affordances and constraints that impact on school improvement processes. The entwinement
of context and (staff) learning is at the heart of a situated theory of learning (Lave & Wenger,
1991).

This situated lens has enabled the current research to detail the unique learning journey of the
collective staff as learners in a distinctive context, as a setting. Unlike a traditional approach
that may have positioned the school context as a container (McDermott, 1993) and that may
have afforded a privileged place to the learners, this research places equal emphasis on the
learners and their learning, and on the context, creating a “pedagogic setting” (Leach, Moon,
& Power, 2002, p. 11). Sarason (1972) defined a setting as occurring “whenever two or more
people come together, over time, to accomplish something” (p. ix). This concept of the
setting has provided the framework for the current study and its focus on school processes.
This research addresses Goldenberg’s concern that “one key element to which we have paid
insufﬁcient attention is the creation of settings for school improvement, places and instances
where people come together over a prolonged period of time in order to achieve certain
goals”(2003, p. 16). This situated perspective of school improvement has a strong tradition
among respected, international researchers (Borko, 2004; Borko & Koellner, 2008; Putnam &
Borko, 2000; Spillane, 2014).

The situated approach is at the heart of this research as it is embedded in the main research
question: How does a specialist school enact school improvement? As will be discussed in
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more detail in Chapter Three, enactment is used in this study as a theoretical construct. It
links strongly to the situated perspective. Weick (2003) gives a theoretical explanation of the
concept of enactment, describing it as a complex reciprocal relationship between people and
their environment. It is this relationship between people and their context that enactment
explores. The interrelationship of the distinctive setting of a specialist school (as will be
described in the next section, Section 1.5) and the staff within it are central to this study.

In order to examine the school setting in-depth, this study has utilised the case study method.
Case study is a powerful tool with several characteristics that facilitate the understanding of
school improvement in one context. As will be discussed in detail in Chapter Four, case study
is the ideal means to examine contemporary human phenomena, with a wide range of variables
within the context (Gillham, 2000; Yin, 2009). This research is located in a school, a setting in
which it is impossible to control all variables. The case study method is also appropriate to
address the how question, outlined in Section 1.3, that is at the centre of this research. Shulman
(1983) wrote that case studies “evoke images of the possible…not only documenting that it can
be done, but also laying out at least one detailed example of how it was organised, developed
and pursued” (p. 495).

1.5 The research setting
This section of the chapter introduces the specialist school setting. It begins by clarifying the
term specialist school and provides a brief overview of specialist schools. Then, the setting of
Correa Park School is introduced and some of the distinctive aspects of the setting are outlined.
Nomenclature
Within the Australian disability educational context, terminology is not yet aligned regarding
the education of students with disability and the schools they attend. The terms special
education, inclusive education and disability education are all used, often interchangeably. In
the setting of the current research, the general term utilised is disability education, and the
schools specifically for students with disability only are named specialist schools. The lack of
clear nomenclature within Australian education is indicative of the complexities underpinning
the socio-political aspects of disability itself (Collins, 2007; Shakespeare, 2006). Neither is
there a clear agreement among scholars from disability studies and disability education,
indicating further disjuncture (Gabel, 2009) regarding the place of specialist schools in the
11
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highly politicised push for inclusion. Whilst the debate regarding inclusion is beyond the scope
of this thesis, it is significant to note that the Australian report Review of Special Education
stated “some special staff expressed the view that the manner in which inclusivity has been
promoted has not positioned special schools well” (Shaddock et al., 2009, p. 222). This
undoubtedly has ramifications for school improvement in specialist school contexts, some of
which will be explored in Chapter Two.
Winzer (2006, p. 22) describes disability education as the “unexplored cul-de-sac within the
history of education”. Whilst there has been limited research into the context of specialist
schools, special/ disability education has been subject to a multitude of reforms. Possibly more
than in general education, reform movements in special education that have aimed at
curriculum, at specific groups, at discrete settings, or at the entire enterprise, have abounded
(Winzer, 2006). The complex history and cyclic nature of special education show a discipline
that has been susceptible to the whim of changing fashions, politics and fads. Changes have
been motivated by appeals to new philosophies and paradigm shifts (Winzer, 2006). Special
education changes are driven from inside, as well as from outside. Change in special/ disability
education has been forged in response to “political rhetoric, social perceptions and fiscal
conditions” (Winzer, 2006, p. 22).

Historically, the pattern of education for students with disability has generally been similar
throughout the Western world (O’Donoghue & Chambers, 1998). The educative model has
moved from exclusion and institutionalisation (1830’s to 1920’s) through to segregation and
integration (1930’s to 1960’s) to possible inclusion for some (O’Donoghue & Chambers,
1998). However, the compulsory education of students with severe, multiple and/ or complex
disabilities, such as those with complex communication needs (CCN) (Light & Drager, 2007)
anywhere around the world is a relatively recent phenomenon (O'Donoghue & Chambers,
1998). The current political emphasis on inclusion also has led to a decrease in the number of
specialist schools. These two phenomena may be a rationale for the paucity of research in this
area.
The setting of the study
Data from the Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) (2013)
National Report on Schooling in Australia 2011 (the “Report”) showed that there were 422
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specialist schools in Australia, accounting for 4.5 % of total Australian schools (see Table 1.1).
The Report describes as specialist school as a:
school [that] satisfies the definition of a school and requires one or more of the
following characteristics to be exhibited by the student or situations to apply
before enrolment is allowed: mental or physical disability or impairment, slow
learning ability, social or emotional problems or in custody, on remand or in
hospital (p.117).
Table 1.1: Number and proportion of specialist schools by sector in Australia 2011
Government

Catholic

Independent

No. of specialist
331
26
65
schools
Proportion of total
3.5%
0.3%
0.7%
schools
From: (National Report on Schooling in Australia, 2011, p.42)

Total
422
4.5%

Currently within this education jurisdiction, specialist schools are one option in the range of
supports for a student with disability from most restrictive (specialist schools) to a least
restrictive environment (inclusion in a regular class). In this case study’s jurisdiction, specialist
schools educate approximately 0.9 % of students at primary and secondary levels. This research
context is important, for although it may be argued that the overall number of students in
specialist settings is small, the overall national proportion of specialist schools, 4.5%, is
significant (ACARA, 2013). This relatively high proportion underscores the importance of
addressing this gap in the literature regarding documentation and analysis of school
improvement in the distinctive context of a specialist school.
One of these 422 Australian specialist schools comprised the setting of this case study. Correa
Park School (all names in this research are pseudonyms) is a government (public) primary
school for students with disability. Correa Park School’s main campus stands alone, and is in a
built up suburban area. There are three early intervention classes co-located on other primary
mainstream school sites. The School Executive Team consisted of one principal, one deputy
principal and two executive teachers. In 2012, the staff included 20 teachers (some part time),
and 20 Learning Support Assistants ([LSAs] also some part time). At that time, there were 101
students enrolled, with a large proportion of students (approximately 40%) in the early
intervention (preschool) area. The classes were structured with an approximate staff to student
ratio of six students with one teacher and one LSA. The focus of this study is on the learning of
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both the teachers and LSAs, thus the main term used throughout the study is school staff to
encompass both, unless otherwise specified. The school has a range of facilities including a
hydrotherapy pool, a sensory garden, multisensory room, gymnasium, and large outdoor play
areas with trampolines and other multisensory equipment. It has a vegetable patch and several
chickens. Correa Park School celebrated its fortieth year of operation in 2014.
Correa Park School provides educational programs for students with a range of learning needs
with developmental delay, autism and moderate to severe intellectual or multiple disabilities in
the age range 3-12 years. Students who attend this school meet the eligibility criteria of a
diagnosis of an intellectual disability in the moderate-severe range, and / or have multiple
disabilities and require a small structured program in a secure environment. Most of the
students at Correa Park were identified with developmental delay or disability by the age of two
years and have been referred to the jurisdiction's early intervention service and from this
program are referred to Correa Park. As in many other specialist school contexts, all of the
school’s students require adjustments to mainstream curriculum, assessment and pedagogy in
order to learn. The majority of these students have complex communication needs.
The distinctive context of a specialist school
The following section provides an overview of the key features of an Australian specialist
primary school that distinguish it from mainstream schools, and create a distinctive context.
These features include the students’ learning needs, the students’ learning supports, school
values, school views on and about learning and access to relevant professional learning. The
following chapter section discusses the issues raised in the literature regarding the
accountability of specialist schools. It is argued that these characteristics of specialist schools
are important to the study, especially in order to understand the role of the distinctive context.
Students who have complex communication needs, such as the students at Correa Park School
described above, require a range of learning supports (Farrell, 2008). These students use a
range of pre-linguistic, informal or intentional forms to communicate, such as leading another
person by the hand, vocalising or challenging behaviour, such as biting, screaming or hitting
(Johnson, Baumgart, Helmstetter, & Curry, 1996). The main learning support is alternative and
augmentative communication (AAC). The goal of an AAC communication system is for
students to become social and communicative, and to develop social and communicative
relationships in society, rather than simply to develop speech (MacDonald, 2004). The
challenge for school staff (the communication partners) is to provide structured opportunities
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for communication, within the many other constraints and demands of teaching and learning in
the school environment (Sigafoos, Arthur-Kelly, & Butterfield, 2006). Undoubtedly the
learning supports required for students with complex communication needs impact pedagogy,
curriculum and assessment (Collins, 2007) across the school, however the impact of these
differences on school improvement is not clear from the literature, and will be explored in
Chapter Five.
The school values create a distinctive context in a specialist school. Specialist school staff are
influenced by their specific school values and their perceived role in the education of student
with disability. In the past, specialist school staff may have spent more time asking what is
wrong with the child, rather than what is wrong with the school (Ainscow et al., 2012). A
different, contemporary perspective in a specialist school staff may argue against the traditional
notion of disability as a problem located in individuals’ bodies, instead asserting that disability
is a problem situated within interactions between bodies and the social context in which they
are situated (Erevelles, 2009). For specialist school staff, the effective education of students
with disability may be a social justice issue that calls for “careful examination of systemic and
structural contexts as well as thoughtful consideration of how individuals and groups learn”
(Cochran-Smith & Dudley-Marling, 2012, p. 241). This concept will be further explored in
Chapter Six.
Staff beliefs on and about learning may serve to distinguish specialist schools from mainstream
schools. Staff learning is strongly influenced by staffs’ experiences, knowledge and skills both
inside and outside the classroom (Borko, 2004). One critical factor that impacts on staffs’ view
of learning in a specialist school is that there is a persistent shortage of qualified specialist
education teachers (Dempsey & Christenson-Foggett, 2011). Staff without specialist disability
education qualifications may be unaware of implicit assumptions, particularly around the nature
of learning, in play at the system or school levels. As will be described further in Chapter Two,
some staff may also be influenced (overtly or implicitly) by acquisitional perspective of
learning that views human ability as prewired and fixed (Leach & Moon, 2008) prevalent in
specialist schools in the past. Students in special education have been historically quantified by
an IQ measure that not only provides a classification (e.g. mild, moderate or severe intellectual
disability) (Collins, 2007) but also by views may have set a precise and definable limit on a
child’s learning and hence expectations. This view of learning as a response to innate
intelligence may also influence staff perceptions of their own learning (Leach & Moon, 2008).
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Disability education has often upheld models of learning that are based on individualised,
discrete, sequential, pedagogic activities (Brantlinger, 2009; Collins, 2007). This may also
impact on staff perceptions of appropriate learning task structures for themselves.
Access to, and learning from, targeted professional learning activities is the final feature
considered in this chapter section distinguishing specialist schools from the mainstream. A
report by Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) highlights the
limited opportunity for effective professional learning for the teachers of students with
disability whilst acknowledging the distinct professional skill set and “corpus of knowledge”
experienced teachers of students with disability possess (Australian Curriculum Assessment
and Reporting Authority (ACARA), 2011, p. 28). The 2012 Review of Disability Standards in
Education 2005 makes clear recommendations in the area of professional learning: “there is a
need for more comprehensive training, professional development and access to support to assist
all teachers to meet the needs of students with disability” (DEEWR, 2012, p.43). This situation
is also true for Learning Support Assistants (Shaddock et al., 2009), whom as indicated in the
previous section on Correa Park, can be up to 50% of a specialist school staff. This concept of
sourcing appropriate professional learning will be discussed further in Chapter Five.

The implications of a distinctive context for this study
Knowledge of these different features of a specialist school identified from the literature of the
students learning needs, their learning supports, staff values, staff beliefs regarding learning and
staff access to professional learning have been outlined, however, the roles of these differences
play in school improvement process is not made apparent in the literature. The concept of
affordances and constraints may assist in identifying the essential differences in a specialist
school that impact on school improvement. One further feature that distinguishes a specialist
school from its mainstream counterparts will now be considered, that of accountability.
External accountability within the distinctive context of a specialist school
Whilst the focus of this thesis is on the second stage of school improvement (enactment and
operationalising) as described in Section 1.1, the third stage, (measuring and reporting), must
also be considered here briefly. This is because all three stages are interrelated, and
accountability is a critical difference in a specialist school context from regular schools in
Australia, particularly external accountability. External accountability is the array of external
educators should be doing and producing (Knapp & Feldman, 2012).
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In Western countries, national accountability schemes with external standardised testing are
the key means of measuring student outcomes in relation to school improvement (Masters,
2012). In the United States, The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) has mandated
that all students including all students with disability, participate in state-wide accountability
assessments (Davies, 2012). Whilst it would be naïve to assume the participation of students
with disability in annual yearly progress assessments has been uncontroversial, many of the
concerns surrounding this process are regarding the testing in general rather than the testing
of students with disability in particular. The United States Department of Education has
permitted a range of flexible and alternative assessments and adjustments (Davies, 2012). In
England, national literacy and numeracy tests are used to assess student outcome measures
for all students and adjusted for contextual influences thus enabling comparison of scores of
like schools (Masters, 2012).

In Australia, primary and secondary schools use the National Assessment Program- Literacy
and Numeracy (NAPLAN) (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority
(ACARA), 2013) as the main student outcome measure of school performance and the key
measure of external accountability, and thus, school improvement. Introduced in 2008,
NAPLAN’s aim is to assess all Australian students in years three, five, seven and nine using
common national tests in reading, writing, language conventions (spelling, grammar, and
punctuation) and numeracy. Commonwealth legislation requires testing of all students in
identiﬁed grades in every Australian school each year, and federal school funding is
contingent upon involvement in the program.

Although student involvement in NAPLAN is mandatory, there are exemptions for students
with disability on the grounds of “lack of proficiency in the English language, or because of
significant intellectual and/ or functional disability” (Davies, 2012, p. 67). In addition, many
potential NAPLAN adjustments such as a teacher reading, signing or paraphrasing the
question are not permitted (Davies, 2012). Consequently, many students with disability who
attend specialist schools do not participate in NAPLAN (Davies, 2012).

Thus, there is no means of utilising standardised external assessment results for many
students in numerous specialist schools through a national benchmarking of their
performance against national standards (Shaddock et al., 2009), and therefore no means of
some specialist schools demonstrating external accountability and/ or school improvement.
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The 2012 Review of Disability Standards for Education 2005 highlighted the need for all
schools (including specialist schools) to be accountable for the progress of each student with
disability:
[The Review] argued that all education jurisdictions should be accountable for
ensuring that all new initiatives and systems are inclusive of all students,
especially students with severe and complex needs. While there are
national/state and school accountabilities for the learning of students who sit
above the Foundation or Early Stage One level of education, there is no
equivalent National/State and School accountability for the learning of this
small percentage of students who sit below the threshold. Consequently students
with severe learning disabilities are relegated to students who do not learn or do
not matter (Department of Education Employment and Workplace Relations,
2012, p. 27)
Australia uses a further tool to measure school improvement. The Australian Council for
Educational Research (ACER) has developed The National School Improvement Tool
(NSIT). The NSIT was endorsed by the Standing Council on School Education and Early
Childhood on 7 December 2012 “and has been made available to all Australian schools
for use in their school improvement planning from 2013” (researcher’s italics) (ACER,
2013, p.1) . Whilst the document states that it is for use in all Australian schools, at the
time of writing, there is currently no published research on the use of the tool in nonmainstream i.e. specialist school contexts.
The implications of external accountability for this study
The purpose of this thesis is not to argue for or against the provision of reasonable
adjustments within NAPLAN for students with disability and / or complex communication
needs but to highlight that without processes of national benchmarking of the learning
outcomes of students with disability, specialist schools are excluded from the key measures
of external accountability, one key measurement of school improvement. If there are students
not participating in NAPLAN, specialist schools are unable to complete the section of the My
Schools website which provides national NAPLAN results for all other schools (and is a
vehicle for extra recognition and funding) (Masters, 2012, p. v). Consequently, there are no
national data kept on the achievements of students with disability in specialist schools, nor on
students who do not participate in the testing nor why they fail to do so. The overall
impression is that specialist schools and their students lie outside the national discussion on,
and participation in, school improvement.
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Davies (2012) describes inconsistencies among the legislation (e.g. the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992, the Disability Standards for Education 2005), policy goals (e.g.
Melbourne Declarations (Ministerial Council on Education Employment Training and Youth
Affairs (MCEETYA), 2008) and practices (e.g. lack of data collection on NAPLAN
participation/ exemption of students with disability), that impact on the ability of a specialist
school to demonstrate external accountability. Furthermore, at this point it is not clear if using
a National School Improvement Tool is relevant or appropriate in a specialist school context.
Although addressing these political and wider governmental procedures is important and
ongoing (see for example) Children with Disability Australia (2012), further discussion is
beyond the scope of this thesis. These inconsistencies have been raised to highlight the
difficulties surrounding national student outcome measures for external accountability to
demonstrate school improvement in specialist schools.
Therefore with the above arguments regarding external accountability in Australian specialist
schools remaining unresolved and outside the scope of one specialist school to change, this
thesis does not address the lack of use of national student testing as a measure of school
improvement in a specialist school. Nonetheless, it does acknowledge that internal
accountability (Fullan, Rincn-Gallardo, & Hargreaves, 2015), a concept that will be addressed
briefly here and further in Chapter Two, is a fundamental element of school improvement that
must be understood in a specialist school enacting school improvement.
The implications of internal accountability for this study
Internal school accountability can be characterised by three features staff possess:




collective responsibility for all students achievement (which means all staff facilitate
the progress of all students across the school)
growth mindset (which allows for staff to make mistakes, share their learning and
deprivatise their practice)
development and use of shared tools and resources (which means the creation and use
of collective discourse, practices and artefacts) (Elmore, 2002, 2005; Fullan et al., 2015;
Knapp & Feldman, 2012; Sahlberg, 2010; Webster-Wright, 2009).

These three features explain the symbiotic nature of internal accountability and improvementthey must coexist and support one another’s co-existence (Elmore, 2005), prior to the
fulfillment of any external accountability measures. The pre-existence of internal accountability
and the inextricable link between internal accountability and school improvement is explained
by Knapp & Feldman:
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We easily and often forget that the ultimate goal [of school improvement] is to
get accountable practice within the school and doing so inevitably means that
school based educators must themselves enact and adhere to a system of
accountability internal to their school. In some fashion, they must hold
themselves and each other to account for their contributions to students’
learning and for their collective performance. Absent that, no external
accountability arrangements can have any useful effect (2012, p. 667).
However, in specialist schools many complexities may arise as staff attempt to demonstrate
internal accountability, particularly around the first characteristic, collective responsibility for
student achievement. Firstly, in Australia or overseas, some or even many students in specialist
schools may make inconsistent or no academic progress over certain time periods, because of
the degenerative nature of their disability, ill health or challenging behaviour (Collins, 2007).
Secondly, students with disability may have further complicating factors such as English
language proficiency, socio-economic status and single parent families impacting upon their
educational outcomes (Farrell, 2005). Each additional factor can have more than an additive
effect on student outcomes, so the effect on students with disability may be greater (Gonski et
al., 2011). Thirdly, families and educators may also argue that an academic emphasis is not
their child’s/ student’s priority and that measures of social and emotional wellbeing are more
relevant goals, particularly for students with more severe intellectual disabilities (Lyons &
Cassebohm, 2012). Fourth, educational goals for students in Australia and in other countries
including the United States, England and New Zealand are measured within the students’
Individual Learning Plan, (ILP). Australian researchers (Dempsey, 2012) have shown this to be
an inadequate accountability tool often due to external incoherent policy approaches and vastly
different practices utilised internally by schools. Next, student outcome data regularly is
conflated by jurisdictions with data on student attendance, suspensions and exclusions (Evans
& Cowell, 2013), which are less relevant in specialist schools where students with either
medical frailty or challenging behaviours are more common. Finally, many students with
disability do not access the National Curriculum, but use a school based curriculum, so arguing
for them to be tested on material they simply have not learnt is highly problematic (Davies,
2012).
It is not clear from the literature how these factors within specialist schools may impact upon a
specialist school’s attainment of internal accountability and hence ability to improve.
Furthermore, the literature is unclear regarding the impact of the second two characteristics of
internal accountability: growth mindset and shared artefacts within specialist schools. This
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thesis is therefore not about the external measurement of student learning per se, but the way
that internal and external accountabilities may intersect. This thesis will examine the enactment
of school improvement through the creation of internal accountability expectations and the
means for meeting these expectations through staffs’ new learning as a professional collective,
a crucial step in the enactment of school improvement.

1.6 Significance of the study
The first contribution of this study is to understand the distinctive context of a specialist
school. If “where you are a teacher and how the work of teaching is organised in that place
will significantly influence the kind of teacher you become” (Hargreaves, 1997, p. 52), it is
essential that the distinctive context of a specialist school is well understood. Many
researchers have called for specific research into context-specific school improvement, or at
least an acknowledgement of how context shapes school improvement, see for example
Harris (2000); Hopkins and Reynolds (2001), Little (2002), Goldenberg (2003) and Murphy
(2013). This study investigates one school’s capacity to understand its own context, including
its constraints and affordances, and to reflect upon these in terms of their influence on school
improvement.
Secondly, this study is significant because it adds to the sparse in-depth and empirical research
regarding staff learning in a specialist school context. This research builds upon literature based
on schools in challenging contexts such as the research by Harris (2000; 2002; 2006; Harris et
al. 2006; Harris & Chapman, 2004) and provides a framework for school improvement based
on professional learning that increased internal accountability and collaborative staff culture.
This approach generates unique qualitative insights on the influence of the distinctive context
of a specialist school on staffs’ learning trajectories. This study highlights the potential for staff
growth and change in a specialist school as a result of a specifically differentiated approach to
school improvement in one context.
The third contribution of this study is its addition to the limited base of empirical data relating
to the enactment of school improvement. It is the second stage of the three overlapping school
improvement stages that are planning and conceptualisation; enacting and operationalising; and
measuring and reporting, based on the work of Santiago et al. (2011). Hopkins (2001) describes
these stages as processes of “learning how to change” (p.41) and that they lead to successive
cycles of innovation following the same pattern. The explicit focus on the second stage adopted
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in this study focuses on the processes of change as they happened, and will assist others
interested in school improvement in their own context. The findings of this study demonstrate
how one specialist school staff adopt, adapt and invent relevant and feasible processes to
improve their school, further highlighting the need for an appreciation of local contexts in
designing school improvement programs.
The fourth contribution of this study is that it explicitly applies a situative theoretical
framework, first developed by Lave and Wenger in 1991. This study’s situated
conceptualisation of learning as participation enables the researcher to view learning as staffs’
participation in the shared processes of school improvement. Situativity in this study provides
both a methodological tool and a theoretical underpinning to examine the enactment of school
improvement. The use of situativity theory enables the research to focus in detail upon both the
staff as learners, and the learning context, simultaneously. Many researchers have utilised the
situated perspective in the investigation of school change and professional learning (Borko &
Koellner, 2008; Leach & Moon, 2008; Little, 2002; Peressini, Borko, Romagnano, Knuth, &
Willis, 2004) and school improvement (Borko, 2004; Borko & Koellner, 2008; Putnam &
Borko, 2000; Spillane, 2014). This situated viewpoint provides more complex understandings
of school improvement enactment than those that have dominated the school improvement field
in the past.

1.7 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is presented in eight chapters. The structure of the thesis is guided by Creswell’s
(2013) suggestions for an effective case study, that will be outlined in Chapter Four. Chapter
One lays the foundation for the thesis. It provides a rationale for the study presented and
introduces the case study site and key research issues. Then, the research aims and questions
are identified, and the significance of the study and its unique contribution to knowledge are
stated. This chapter presents some of the distinctive aspects of the specialist school context and
argues that understanding the distinctive context of a specialist school is vital to the enactment
of effective school improvement in that context.

Chapter Two places the research in a broader educational context. The chapter reviews the
school improvement literature and outlines the complex issues pertaining to school
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improvement in specialist schools. This chapter contends that a differentiated approach to
school improvement is the most pertinent to a distinctive specialist school context.
Chapter Three introduces the study’s conceptual framework through a detailed description of
the situated theoretical underpinnings and empirical approach simultaneously adopted in the
study. This chapter builds upon the previous chapters and makes a case for the appropriateness
of a situated perspective when documenting and analysing a differentiated approach to school
improvement in the distinctive context of a specialist school.
Chapter Four describes the research design and the methodological approach adopted for this
study and provides information on the study site, participants, data collection and data analysis.
The principles underpinning the trustworthiness of the research are also outlined.

Chapters Five, Six and Seven are the three chapters detailing the analysis and discussion of the
research findings. Each chapter provides an answer to a thesis sub question. Each chapter
follows a similar pattern of organisation through presenting the findings and then the discussion
in relation to staff culture and accountability. Each chapter conclusion adopts a situated
perspective to summarise the key findings.
Chapter Eight concludes the thesis with a discussion, summarising and integrating the findings
of this study and answering the overarching research question: How does a specialist school
enact school improvement? The chapter presents a Completed explanatory model of Correa
Park’s school improvement. The chapter considers the research process and provides
recommendations for future research before concluding with a reflection on the significance of
this unique case study.
This study uses a number of terms particular to specialist schools and the context of the
study. A glossary of abbreviations used in this thesis can be found preceding Chapter One.
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Chapter 2 - Literature review of school improvement
As detailed in Chapter One, the central purpose of this study is to understand how a specialist
school enacts school improvement. The first chapter also identified the need for a context
specific differentiated approach to school improvement, using staff professional learning as a
catalyst. The current chapter will review the literature on school improvement methods
within the broader mainstream educational context, and then examine the limited literature on
the enactment of school improvement in specialist schools. These literature reviews will
advance the aim of this chapter which is to inform the study of school improvement in an
Australian specialist school.
The chapter begins with an historical overview of school improvement and an outline of the
context of the study. Section 2.2 examines the theoretical paradigms which underpin school
improvement. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 review centralised and decentralised school improvement
methods to school improvement with a focus on professional learning, showing their
advantages and critiquing each approach. Section 2.5 outlines how school improvement is
mainstream–centric with scant attention being paid to non-mainstream contexts. This section
discusses the limited studies of school improvement in a range of distinctive school settings,
including specialist schools. Section 2.6 offers a summary in relation to this study, presenting
a synthesised approach to understanding school improvement in a distinctive setting. The
following chapter, Chapter Three, links closely to this current chapter, by providing a
theoretical framework for the study based on conceptions of learning in the school
improvement context, because “unless we are clear about and have consensus over the values
underpinning any particular strategy then it will flounder” (Hopkins, 2001, p. 19).
This chapter continues to build on the conceptualisation of school improvement, and presents
further clarification of the term. As indicated in Chapter One, often school improvement is a
contested term with a changing meaning. In addition, within the proliferation of literature,
there are further terms and numerous definitions associated with school improvement that are
used mostly interchangeably, such as school reform, school restructuring and school change
(Goldenberg, 2003). Further phrases used to distinguish different emphases within school
improvement work include effective schools, systemic school improvement, school
turnaround and scaling up (Murphy, 2013). Researchers such as Robinson and Timperley
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(2007) use the term school renewal to refer to a variety of processes akin to school
improvement through which the professionals within schools learn to promote the
achievement of agreed and valued outcomes for their students. School effectiveness is a
distinct and separate body of research, which was also incorporated into this literature review.
The term used throughout this thesis is school improvement.
Within this literature review, all terms cited above were accepted as contributing to the body
of knowledge on school improvement. Further criteria for the selection of relevant literature
included literature with:







reputable sources- including refereed journals and government publications;
varied contexts- such as Australian, international, developed and developing
countries, mainstream, non-mainstream, single school and system wide;
appropriate methodological perspectives- including both single studies and metaanalyses;
recent dates- with an emphasis on studies post 2000;
relevant school improvement methods- particularly those with an explicit focus on
staff professional learning; and
germane theoretical perspectives- especially those focusing on situated approach (as
will be explained further in Chapter Three’s overview of the theoretical and
methodological literature).

After the pertinent literature had been identified, it was entered into NVivo (QSR
International, 2010), (the computer assisted data analysis software that was also used in this
study for data analysis) and coded. The rereading, recoding and writing of the literature
review was an iterative process throughout the study.
This current chapter reiterates the central point made in Chapter One that professional
learning is the catalyst of school improvement. Successful school improvement programs
must focus on teaching and learning (Borko, 2004; Fullan, 2007; Harris & Hopkins, 2000;
Spillane, 2014). Therefore, the literature selected reflects different approaches utilised in the
name of school improvement driven by staff professional learning. The literature that
generated the main research question how does a specialist school enact school
improvement? was categorised under three (largely mainstream) school improvement
approaches:



centralised- professional learning approaches which focus on accountability;
decentralised- professional learning methods which emphasise staff culture; and
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synthesised- professional learning which amalgamates accountability and staff
culture.

Therefore, both the centralised and decentralised professional learning methods must be
clearly understood as they both influence the synthesised approach. This review presents the
school improvement methods intrinsic to each of these three school improvement paradigms,
highlights the relevant aspects to this study, critiques each of the approaches in relation to the
current study and finally, presents a differentiated approach pertinent to this study.

2.1 Historical overview of school improvement
School improvement is an international concern and it has a significant history. Barber (2009)
describes a historical shift in focus: “in the mid-1990s, the focus shifted from school
effectiveness (what an effective school looks like) to school improvement (how to achieve
effectiveness)” (p.71). Researchers such as Hargreaves (2009); Hopkins et al. (2014); and
Masters (2012) have chronicled school improvement incorporating international and
Australian perspectives (most of which have focused on mainstream contexts). Their work is
summarised in Table 2.1 below. This simplified chronology highlights the tensions of
centralisation and decentralisation (Hun, Creemers, & de Jong, 2007) which, fueled by
numerous social, political and economic forces, have characterised the various eras in school
improvement.
Table 2.1: A summary of school improvement periods
Time frame School Emphases
1960s-1970s High professional autonomy
Period 1
No leadership development
Some individual innovation
1970s-1990s
Period 2

1990s-2000s
Period 3

2000s-2010s
Period 4

Introduction of common assessments,
large scale reforms and school
reviews
School leader development
Lack of coherence in approaches
High stakes examinations
Standardised curriculum / assessments
Timetables for improved results
Government sanctions and rewards
Strong accountability measures
Focus on literacy and numeracy
Data driven improvement
System wide school improvement
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Research Emphases
Focus on school cultures
Focus on organisational development
Initial conceptualisation of change
processes in schools
Introduction of teacher action research
and individual initiatives
Examining “what works” in school
improvement
Introduction of whole school reform
approaches
Focus on efficacy of specific
components of improvement
Strong interest in leadership and
networks
Building professional learning
communities and capacity building
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Time frame
2010Period 5

School Emphases
Post-standardisation
Focus on sustainable change
Professional learning that builds
capacity and coherence

Research Emphases
Differentiated approaches at global
level
Examining minority populations
Balance top down and bottom up
Focus on systemic improvement
(Table adapted from: Hargreaves 2009; Hopkins, Harris, Stoll &Mackay, 2011b; Hopkins et
al., 2014; and Masters, 2012).
Each stage within Table 2.1 is not clearly delineated, but shows periods that evolve and
overlap (Hopkins et al., 2014). The School Emphases column above reveals shifts over time;
from autonomy, to standardisation to post-standardisation. These shifts reflect a change from
bottom up school driven approaches, to top down government mandated approaches, to a way
forward that seeks to encapsulate elements of both strategies (Hargreaves, 2009). Within the
Research Emphases column of the table, there can be traced twin foci of organisational
change and teaching and learning (Hopkins et al., 2014). Much of the research also has
moved from a local individual schools to national and international foci (Hopkins et al.,
2014).
All authors cited in Table 2.1 suggest that school improvement has transitioned from Period
Four, with a broad focus on effective schools to a new period, exemplified by what Hopkins et
al. (2014, p. 258) describe as a “differentiated” approach to school improvement. This new
phase, Period Five, incorporates some of the strategies from the previous phases. However, it
also recognises that different contexts call for varied and new approaches to school
improvement, and begins to examine non-mainstream contexts. This new period shapes the
background to this study.
A differentiated approach to school improvement
As outlined in Table 2.1, school improvement has now entered a period of differentiation. The
term differentiation is familiar to most in disability education. The term generally refers to the
way learning outcomes or instructional strategies may be modified for individual students
(usually with disability) within a group of learners to promote learning success (Shaddock et
al., 2009).
However, differentiation also was used in the context of school improvement over fifteen years
ago. Harris (2000) uses the term to suggest that contextually sensitive school improvement
requires differentiating strategies, and she suggests this work was, at that time, “in its infancy”
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(p.7). As previously outlined Hopkins et al. (2014) label this current phase of school
improvement as characterised by differentiated approaches that adopt contextually relevant
processes, use the processes together rather than discretely; and align the processes with the
school’s level of growth.

Phase Five, in Table 2.1, shows researchers have explored various contexts for school
improvement. These studies often focused upon whole school improvement models involving
schools serving communities with low socio- economic backgrounds and ethnic minority
populations (Kidron & Darwin, 2007). Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace, and Thomas (2006)
in their literature review of school learning communities, also acknowledge that “learning is
aﬀected by the contexts in which it takes place. The school’s context, therefore, has an impact
on teacher learning” (p. 244). This reflects a shift in school improvement research emphases
from traditionally high achieving schools to schools in more challenging and distinctive
contexts.
The differentiated approach to school improvement (a synthesis of centralised, decentralised
and possibly some new approaches) is fundamental to the design of this current study set in a
distinctive context of a specialist school. A differentiated approach enables a school to find
and adopt (and even adapt) the appropriate school improvement processes to the school
context, and incorporate these within their professional learning, rather than simply to use an
“off the shelf” method (Evans & Cowell, 2013, p. 277). The following sections of the chapter
now serve to clarify how a school may incorporate the relevant centralised and decentralised
strategies to create an appropriate differentiated approach to school improvement.

2.2 Theoretical underpinnings of school improvement
In order to conceptualise an appropriate differentiated approach to the enactment of school
improvement in a specialist school, three paradigms: centralised, decentralised and
synthesised, shall be presented in turn. Critiques will be discussed in relation to the current
study. Finally in Section 2.5, the three models shall be compared and contrasted. This
literature review concurs with Goldenberg (2003, p. 10) that “neither bottom–up (teacher- or
school-initiated) nor top–down (government-, district-, school-level mandated) strategies are
sufﬁcient; productive change requires a complex and subtle balance of both”.
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Theoretical paradigms of learning
As described in Chapter One, learning paradigms affect how learning and teaching occur
within a school context, and consequently, methods of school improvement (Watson, 2014).
Table 2.2 distinguishes between two main paradigms of learning. The impact of adopting a
specific view of learning on the enactment of school improvement (which in this thesis,
aligns more closely with Model Two, and a situated perspective) will be discussed in detail in
Chapter Three.

Table 2.2 Characteristics of two learning paradigms
Model One- acquisitionist
inquiry is understood as scientific assessment
to improve practice
practice is scientifically-managed and socially
efficient
learning takes place in the mind
knowledge is applied to practice
lack of ambiguity is normative
Adapted from: Watson (2014).

Model Two- sociocultural/ participative
inquiry supports practical deliberation
practice is socially enacted
learning is situated
knowledge is embodied in action
ambiguity is normative

Model One tends to characterise learning in terms of acquisition of skill. Model Two
characterises learning in terms of participation and construction of shared meanings. These
different conceptions of learning impact dramatically on the approach taken to school
improvement (Hopkins, 2001; Spillane & Seashore Louis, 2002). School improvement may
challenge, or be challenged by, the operation of these models in a school. Changes in the
theoretical models held by school communities generally involve changes in the principles
(tacit or explicit) of the participants (Greeno, 1998).
Theoretical underpinnings of school improvement
Learning paradigms, such as those described above, influence school improvement processes,
and their accompanying methods and measures. School improvement cannot be presented to
schools as a value-free, objective process in a positivist ontological framework (WebsterWright, 2009). Ontological assumptions and beliefs pervade countless activities within the
school context, as explained by Shirley, who asks:

Who are we? What values do we enact? Is there a discrepancy between the
values that we claim we hold and how we actually treat others in our everyday
lives? These are enduring existential questions that cut across societies and
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historical epochs. They cannot be answered quickly without evading perennial
challenges that face all of us; they deﬁne the human condition. To this degree,
they are ontological—they are of the nature of being. Even if they cannot be
resolved deﬁnitively, they can and must be explored, when possible through
mindful forms of teaching and learning (Langer 1989, 1997) that lead us
deeply into the many paradoxes and complexities of our age (Shirley, 2011, p.
194).
The underpinning theory of school improvement embraced by a school is determined by the
values the school holds. These beliefs may be tacit (Lee & Dunston, 2011), nonetheless they
may exert a powerful influence. Ainscow (2010, p. 81) shared illustrations of how “deeply
held beliefs within schools prevented the experimentation that is necessary in order to foster
the development of more inclusive ways of working”. For instance, creativity and
experimentation may be valued elements of learning in the school improvement processes
only if the school perceives these elements as appropriate ways of learning (Bath & Smith,
2009).
The two broad paradigms of learning presented previous section link to two distinct
theoretical paradigms within school improvement, as outlined in Table 2.3. Both school
improvement paradigms originated from research that was almost exclusively conducted in
mainstream schools. The first, characterised by a centralised framework places schools
within a competition landscape with standardised tests that are externally administered
(Darling-Hammond, 2009). This paradigm typically links to the Model One learning
paradigm outlined in Table 2.2. These centralised frameworks rely on individual students
demonstrating their learning as evidence of school improvement. This approach uses
prescribed professional learning activities to drive school improvement. They are often called
“top down” approaches (Harris & Hopkins, 2000, p. 13). The second paradigm, is based on a
decentralised framework that views teachers as the key to change and seeks to involve the
school community in developing the school in context (Darling-Hammond, 2009). This
school improvement paradigm aligns more naturally with the Model Two sociocultural
paradigm of learning in Table 2.2. This approach allows school staff to drive their
professional learning agenda. These are often called “bottom up” frameworks (Harris &
Hopkins, 2000, p. 13).
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Table 2.3: Characteristics of two school improvement paradigms
Centralised framework
Aligns with Model One of learning
Top down/ technical rational
Goals and targets as drivers
Focus on external testing measures
External rewards and sanctions for learning
Example: used widely in the United States

Decentralised framework
Aligns with Model Two of learning
Bottom up/ organic
Values as drivers
Focus on school practice measures
Internal school responsibility for learning
Example: used widely in Finland

The centralised school improvement paradigm, underpinned by a technical rational approach
(Harris, 2002) has several key characteristics (Dadds, 2014). The United States is an example
of a country that has adopted a largely centralised approach to school improvement. Since the
introduction of No Child Left Behind Act in 2001, all schools are required to demonstrate that
students have made adequate yearly progress in literacy and numeracy (Masters, 2012).
Schools that are able to demonstrate progress are rewarded. Those schools that are not, are
sanctioned. The publicly stated goal of this regime is to meet equity targets to narrow the
achievement gap (Masters, 2012).
The top down model is characterised by the government examining the performance of
schools through the lens of setting goals and meeting targets. This paradigm has produced
paradoxical reactions. From one perspective, this paradigm increased certainty for all about
the purpose of education through the establishment of common goals for the teaching
profession. It secured public support for investment in education. Through targets, it
increased schools’ accountability. However, from another perspective, this centralised
paradigm represented “fear, force, prescription [and] competition” (Hargreaves, 2009, p. 17).
It placed little value on innovation, creativity or motivation within the teaching profession.
The decentralised school improvement paradigm is underpinned partially by Model Two
paradigm of learning (see Table 2.2), and it offers different understandings of school
improvement work. It is an alternative perspective about values and who can learn and what
can be learnt.
Underlying [the decentralised model are] profoundly different ways of
thinking about the educability of children. Those at the forefront of this
reorientation away from schools that were historically organised to produce
results consistent with the normal curve, to sort youth into the various strata
needed to fuel the economy, see education being transformed around a new
definition of equal opportunity for learners – equal access to high-status
knowledge (Murphy, 2013, p. 255).
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The decentralised paradigm tends to use a bottom up approach. It is a model that includes the
entire school community and views both students and staff, as learners within the school
context. It places schools, principals and teachers as responsible for the data that they collect
on student learning (Sahlberg, 2010). Measures of improvement include those related to
student learning but also tend to include school practice measures such as staff learning,
partnerships and community involvement (Masters, 2012).
Finland is often cited as an example of a country which underwent highly successful
educational change using a decentralised paradigm. Sahlberg (2010) writes “interestingly, the
term accountability cannot be found in Finnish educational policy discourse” (p. 55). Instead,
Finnish teachers are not involved in external assessments, but they assess their students using
a combination of school based diagnostic, formative, performance based and summative
tools. Teachers are then able to use this information to create learning environments that meet
the needs of all students. Finland demonstrates that universal testing of students and related
external accountability are not precursors of sustainable improvement in educational
performance. However, the methods and measures that have been employed in Finland since
the 1970s may not work in other contexts due to their unique political, social and economic
context (Sahlberg, 2010). This is another reminder that understanding the unique context of a
school and a national system is an important step prior to enacting school improvement.
The centralised and decentralised paradigms lie at the extremes of the continuum of school
improvement methods and measures, and may in fact be something of a false dichotomy, as
there are some features common to both, as will be seen in Section 2.4. Often it is a case of
the pendulum swinging to each extreme whilst endeavouring to “strike the right balance
between nationally-dictated policies and [an] ability to meet local needs” (Santiago et al.,
2011, p. 9). Nonetheless, the extremes of the binary perspectives are useful because they
throw into sharp relief the contrasting implicit theories underpinning school improvement as
well as their associated methods and measures, to be discussed in the next section of the
chapter. Furthermore, the school improvement paradigm reflects a school’s or system’s
learning paradigm. For example, school improvement measures that judge the quality of a
school by assessing student learning using common standardised tests, implicitly deﬁne what
kind of learning that is viewed as important in school (Sahlberg, 2010). This is then reflected
in the school’s mode of accountability.
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As discussed in Chapter One, Section 1.5, accountability is fundamental to the third phase of
school improvement measuring and reporting. As noted in Table 2.3, the two paradigms of
school improvement encompass different approaches to accountability. Centralised
approaches utilise external high stakes testing (Sahlberg, 2010) which drives schools to
compete within a market of external accountability. Measures from the centralised models
define a school’s performance as “the performance of its students, typically on standardised
tests of English/literacy and mathematics/numeracy” (Masters, 2012, p. 7). Measures from
the decentralised models are often “practice-based measures of school performance and
improvement” (Masters, 2012, p. 20). Decentralised approaches emphasise internal
accountability. This type of accountability ensures alignment among staffs’ collective
responsibility, expectations and accountability data within the school (Fullan, 2007). One of
the key features of schools with high internal accountability is transparent local (in-school)
data on instructional practices and student achievement (Fullan et al., 2015).
Both Sahlberg and Fullan offer a middle ground, which Sahlberg describes as “intelligent
accountability” (2010, p. 54). The key is data use. Schools must not be afraid of seeking and
using “a wide variety of data that can genuinely express the strengths and weaknesses of a
particular school in meeting its goals” (Sahlberg, 2010, p. 53). In fact, data used to increase
internal accountability may be the same data that is used for the purpose of external
accountability- as data in a school can be empowering or encumbering, since “what matters is
the culture that surrounds them” (Fullan, 2007, p. 60). Critically, for school enacting school
improvement, Fullan et al. (2015) state that “internal accountability must precede external
accountability” (p.4).
Data use is important as staff learn to take collective responsibility to improve student
learning (Fullan et al., 2015). Using data to build accountability in this context is embedded
in everyday classroom practice as staff share not only their results but reflect on strategies for
improvement (Sahlberg, 2010). Common curriculum and assessments become the focus of
staff collaboration (DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Many, 2010) and as staff practices are
deprivatised, staff collective responsibility grows.

2.3 Centralised methods – A focus on accountability
Centralised methods of school improvement are derived from business and position schools
as organisations (Masters, 2012). Often these program follow a business management cycle
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with six phases: goal setting, policy making, planning, preparation, implementation and
evaluation (Harris, 2000). Centralised methods of professional learning have several key
characteristics. Firstly, professional learning based on a centralised model perpetuates the
belief that “good practice will come about from those outside schools making judgments for,
and on, those inside” (Dadds, 2014, p. 10). Secondly, the paradigm places schools, principals
and teachers as accountable for their students’ learning. Thirdly, it seeks to measure the
learning through testing and target attainment (Jackson, 2010). The assumption that this is
possible underlies the expansion of the global educational testing industry (Sahlberg, 2010).
Centralised methods are standardised in their approach, and are based on a belief that
competition and information are the key drivers of educational improvement. “This approach
is the combination of two traditions in public education that have previously been only
loosely connected, namely, public accountability and student testing” (Sahlberg, 2010, p. 50).
Supporters of this approach suggest competition and accountability are effective approaches
to improving the quality and equity of education. Some claim it is common sense: that a
school is successful if students have learned what they were expected to learn (Sahlberg,
2010).
Centralised approaches encompass the external forces from the broader education context
including government policies (Harris, 2000) that shape or even dictate the school
improvement methods and/ or measures. In response to such accountability pressures, schools
are seeking school improvement methods with the sole focus to raise student achievement
(Kidron & Darwin, 2007). These methods are often evaluated by researchers who have an
educational effectiveness research (EER) background with a professional learning focus on
external accountability and quantitative data collection and analysis (Reynolds et al., 2014).
School reform programs
The centralised method of professional learning for school improvement to be considered in
this literature review is school reform programs, also called whole school improvement models
(Kidron & Darwin, 2007). These types of programs were developed during Period Three of
school improvement, however continue to be used, particularly in the United States, and have
evolved over time (see Table 2.1) (Hopkins et al., 2014). School reform programs are highly
prescriptive in both professional learning content and instructional approach, and include a
focus on governance, staffing and organisation as well as curriculum and assessment (Kidron &
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Darwin, 2007). Examples include two United States programs Success for All and Models of
Teaching (Borko, 2004; Harris, 2000). Within school reform models there is an emphasis on a
centralised provision of professional learning. This approach stipulates what, when and how
teachers should learn (Vescio, Ross, & Adams, 2008).
Within these school improvement methods the fidelity of the professional learning program is
of central importance and there are checks to ensure adherence to the program. Professional
learning in this context is often replaced by in service training on government identified
priorities (Hargreaves, 2009). However, the most successful centralised programs are
sustained over time (Newmann, Smith, Allensworth, & Bryk, 2001). These types of programs
share certain professional learning characteristics that use:




curriculum, instructional and assessment frameworks;
specific instructional strategies; and
systematic data use.

Each of these characteristics will now be examined.
Curriculum, instructional and assessment frameworks
Newmann et al. (2001) attribute the success of centralised school improvement methods to
their comprehensive commitment to school wide instructional program coherence, which
they define as interrelated programs that are guided by a common framework for curriculum,
instruction, assessment, and pedagogy. Coherence may be impacted by factors relating to
both the school and broader context. In the case of some specific programs such as Success
for All mathematics, the curriculum for both the staff professional learning and for the
students is mandated. Schools that are the most successful in this approach have executive
teams that support staff through provision of time and training to work collaboratively around
core instructional goals and strategies (Newmann et al., 2001). Curriculum and assessment
remain stable over time to allow staff to learn to use them well.
Specific instructional strategies
Centralised professional learning programs are explicit about the pedagogy prescribed
(Harris, 2000). The content of the professional learning is taught to school staff using a
prescribed approach. Furthermore, the content of the professional learning program, usually
with a focus on literacy or mathematics, focuses on explicit strategies for the classroom. Staff
must adopt required materials and resources, creating a consistent whole school approach,
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linked to all aspects of the curriculum and other learning support programs offered by the
school (Newmann et al., 2001). This approach may give school staff increased certainty and
coherence (Hargreaves, 2009).
Systematic data use
The measures of centralised models of professional learning (focused on systematic data
gathering) may vary according to the program selected. Within some programs, the results of
national testing and standardised exams may be used to demonstrate the program’s efficacy
(Hargreaves, 2009). Quantitative data collection and analysis is central to the model (Datnow,
Park, & Kennedy- Lewis, 2012). Some of the programs enable data collected from the school
wide assessments to be used by staff to facilitate discussions around pedagogical
improvements. External accountability is seen as a key driver for school improvement, as was
described in Section 2.2.
There are a range of criticisms of the centralised school improvement methods. These are:
1. inattention to school context;
2. narrow view of attainment; and
3. disempowerment of teachers.
Each of these now will be considered in detail before the summary section.
Centralised school improvement critique 1: Inattention to the school context
Centralised methods of school improvement have been critiqued for not matching the school
context. An example of a centralised school improvement strategy given by Murphy (2013)
concerns schools adopting block scheduling (all grade teachers released simultaneously) as a
critical structural reform within their school improvement process to facilitate increased staff
professional learning. However, block scheduling will not lead to improved student outcomes
or other improvement measures, without a range of further supports facilitating teachers’
collaborative work. Schools cannot select off the shelf solutions to their unique problems.
Methods of school improvement also need to be tailored to each school’s progress along its
school improvement journey, as schools’ capacity for change varies greatly throughout the
journey (Harris, 2000).

Harris and Young (2000) identify a range of important equity issues in centralised school
improvement professional learning programs in the United Kingdom and Canada. One
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concern is the goal of school improvement in particular contexts and whether it focuses upon
‘students at risk’ or promotes ‘learning for all’. Centralised school improvement methods and
measures should have the flexibility to change depending on the focus. This gives rise to the
question of who is served by school improvement. Furthermore, if schools need to present a
good case for accessing funding for school improvement, could this result in the schools that
most need assistance being unable to access it? Alternatively, other schools may need to fund
the activities themselves. In both cases, this may lead to schools that are already
disadvantaged finding themselves in a double bind.

Within centralised school improvement methods, it is assumed that the central aim of school
improvement, and thus staff professional learning, is the maximisation of test scores (as this
is generally the only outcome which is measured). Within this paradigm, schools whose aims
are a balance of objectives reflecting their communities’ expectations would not be
considered effective if their test scores were not comparable with the test scores of similar
schools. Within this centralised paradigm, the degree of support that a particular community
gives school is not considered. Often the outcomes a school hopes to achieve are influenced
by expectations of the parents and the community context and what they value. In some
school communities, non-academic outcomes of schooling may rank higher than the school
improvement/ effectiveness paradigm assumes. This links to the next section, in which a
narrow view of attainment is assumed by schools in order to meet their school improvement
goals.
Centralised school improvement critique 2: Narrow view of attainment
The second critique of centralised school improvement methods are they present students,
parents and staff with a narrow view of attainment. Ainscow (2010) describes how a narrow
view of attainment discourages the participation of some learners. Certain aspects of
centralised school improvement methods, such as high stakes testing, are accountability
measures that have led to a narrowing of views about attainment. This has affected students,
teachers and schools in a range of ways.

The impact on students of some centralised school improvement methods includes a
narrowing of the curriculum. Masters (2012) states that national testing which focuses on
literacy and numeracy excludes other (possibly equally) valued areas of the curriculum such
as technology, history, languages, the arts and sciences. He highlights that there is no
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measure for a student’s “creativity, curiosity, persistence, values, collaboration or
socialisation” (Masters, 2012, p. 9). Sahlberg (2010) writes that accountability tests assess
standard knowledge from a prescribed curriculum which enables easy measurement of results
but may deny students the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that they may need in the future.
A narrow view of attainment can also constrain teachers if they feel they have to teach to the
test to attain better test scores for their students (Sahlberg, 2010). Centralised student
assessments which are designed to provide evidence of student achievement become ends in
themselves rather than tools for improving learning. Shirley (2011) describes a situation
where schools are transformed into performance training settings rather than spaces that
encourage deep and creative thinking, as teachers are required to focus upon measurable
results rather a holistic approach. Murphy (2013, p. 256) considers accountability focused
school improvement methods is “bureaucratic management [which] is inconsistent with the
sacred values of education” and he sees this as a dilemma for teachers to resolve.

Murphy (2013) highlights how schools adopting centralised methods to professional learning
for school improvement may also suffer from an inability to utilise professional judgment
through their need to conform to bureaucratic guidelines, thereby narrowing how the school
perceives their role and definition of attainment and the purpose of staff learning. Sahlberg
(2010, p. 55) asks:

what is it that schools and teachers should be held accountable for and to
whom? Certainly focusing on knowledge in a few subjects is not enough. A
knowledge society requires that students can use what they have learned
creatively in new situations, solving problems and coming up with new ideas.
Furthering this narrowing of attainment in schools is the competition among schools
combined with test-based accountability. Holding differing schools accountable for similar
results has become a common result of school improvement efforts to improve educational
systems internationally (Sahlberg, 2010).
Centralised school improvement Critique 3: Disempowerment of teachers
Some centralised school improvement professional learning methods have been seen as
disempowering teachers or even “de-professionalising teachers” (Masters, 2012, p. 18). This
may be the unintended aftermath of several circumstances including top-down professional
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learning delivery and elements that reside within the school culture. As discussed below, both
of these examples highlight how structures outside the control of teachers may limit their
ability to participate in, or enact, school improvement.
Centralised top-down professional learning tends to disempower teachers through the
delivery model which places teachers as empty vessels and outsiders as experts (Dadds,
2014). This is based on the assumption that:
those who work closest to children should have their thinking about the nature
of ‘good practice’ arranged for them by those outside schools. It cannot be in
the best interests of our children to be educated by teachers whose intellect
and professionalism are viewed in this way. It is antithetical to democracy and
the educative enterprise (Dadds, 2014, p. 10).
This type of professional learning is based upon an acquisitionist view of knowledge
(aligning with Learning Paradigm Model One in Table 2.2) which affects how the
interrelationship among teachers, school leaders and curriculum is perceived (Dadds, 2014).
It alters the type of learning that is valued within the professional learning process because
measurable professional skills may be valued over less measurable qualities such as empathy
(Webster-Wright, 2009). Teachers are disempowered from learning within their own context
regarding their own classrooms. Teachers who have attended this type of professional
learning may have “pinned their hopes on finding someone else’s Holy Grail as the ultimate
answer to the complexities and dilemmas of their work” (Dadds, 2014, p. 11). But if all
professional learning is structured around a centralised national agenda, based on standards
and testing, then the complexity of the curriculum and children’s learning may not be
addressed. This type of professional learning values external experts at the key providers of
knowledge in a school (Dadds, 2014).
Centralised school improvement methods may also disempower teachers via the school’s or
system’s discourse, structures or tacit beliefs. First, school discourse may disempower
teachers through the language of competition and league tables (Jackson, 2000). If these are
the topics of daily conversation, teachers may dismiss the small achievements of individuals
within their classes. Second, school structures may disempower teachers if school
improvement efforts are focused on restructuring rather than reculturing thus leaving
classrooms to flounder without clear guidance (Harris & Hopkins, 2000). Third, the tacit
beliefs of schools may serve to disempower teachers. Schools that uphold norms of teacher
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autonomy and the privacy of classroom practice disempower teachers from learning from
each other, utilising their shared knowledge and expertise (Jackson, 2000; Robinson &
Timperley, 2007). Schools that perceive student achievement data to be linked to teacher
accountability in a punitive sense, instead of a tool to support and improve teaching,
contribute to teacher stress and burn out (Fenwick, 2001). These types of tacit beliefs
underpinned by accountability measures may also persuade teachers to adopt unquestioningly
teacher-centred instructional methods at the expense of student-centred pedagogy (Sahlberg,
2010).
The impact of disempowering teachers within school improvement processes is immeasurable.
Teachers are unintentionally sandwiched within a “directive relationship between government
and schools that potentially bypasses the participation of teachers in their own work and
disengages schools from their local communities, and a regime of target setting and inspection,
creating an accountability culture” (Ainscow, 2010, p. 75).
Section Summary
Whilst the criticisms of centralised school improvement methods are strong, the emphases on
school wide frameworks, instructional coherence and data, are undoubtedly powerful levers
for change. Whilst in the jurisdiction relevant to the current study there were no centralised
school programs on offer, there were powerful aspects of the models that appeared applicable
to the specialist school context. Conversely, the above criticisms of inattention to context,
narrow views of attainment and disempowerment of teachers all provide good reasons to
consider decentralised methods of school improvement. A further summary, in the light of
centralised, decentralised and synthesised approaches, will be offered in Section 2.5.

2.4 Decentralised methods – A focus on staff culture
Decentralised methods place the emphasis on staff as learners, and as the catalysts of the
school improvement process. Research into decentralised methods suggests that the key
strategy of school improvement should be ongoing significant staff professional learning
focused on staff collaboration (Ainscow et al., 2012; Australian Council for Educational
Research (ACER), 2013; Ball & Cohen, 1999; Borko, 2004; Dadds, 2014; DarlingHammond, 2009; Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009; Dinham, 2007; Fullan, 2006,
1997; Hargreaves, 2009; Hargreaves & Shirley, 2008; Harris, 2000, 2011; B. King &
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Newmann, 2001; Shirley, 2009). Specifically, the professional learning should be continuous,
effective, school wide and collaborative (Wei, Darling-Hammond, Andree, Richardson, &
Orphanos, 2009). Although again, most of the research has been conducted in mainstream
settings, the focus in a decentralised approach is on staff culture within individual schools.
This a good fit for some specialist schools, which tend to sit outside the mainstream. This
point is taken up by Shaddock et al. (2009), whose review of special education in one
Australian jurisdiction suggests that highest priority should be given to the development of
collective capacity in specialist school staff.
This focus on teacher collaboration reflects a shift in the understanding of who learns in a
school and how that learning occurs. The learning in professional learning occurs as staff
collaboration increases and schools become learning communities (Harris & Chapman, 2004;
Jackson, 2000; Senge et al., 2012). This concept of a learning community will now be
explored in greater depth as it is the key focus of decentralised professional learning
approaches.
From its beginnings in the 1980s, the concept of learning communities continues to evolve
(Stoll et al., 2006) and therefore, the term learning community is not only difficult to define, it
is difficult to operationalise (Lomos, Hofman, & Bosker, 2011), as was noted with the term
school improvement, as noted in Chapter One. Various terms are used interchangeably and
ambiguously including professional learning community, teacher community and teacher
professional community (Westheimer, 2008). Levine (2010) describes how the different
concepts of a learning community in a school may lead to varying emphases in terms of both
implementation and research. Two terms that were influential in this study were professional
learning communities and communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). These two
approaches are compared and contrasted in Table 2.4 below.
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Table 2.4 Characteristics of Professional Learning Communities and Communities of Practice
Professional Learning
Communities
Key theorists
DuFour et al, 2010
include:
Lieberman & Miller 2008
McLaughlin and Talbert 2001
Stoll et al, 2006
Goal
improving student learning
Conceptualisation no specific conceptualisation of
of learning
learning
Emphasis
shared norms, beliefs, attitudes
and trust
Research

tends to focus on strategies rather
than a theoretical account
Adapted from Levine (2010)

Communities of Practice
Lave & Wenger, 1991
Wenger 1998
Wenger, McDermott & Snyder 2002
increasing participation in learning
as a trajectory
the development of shared practices
while working on a common
enterprise.
tends to focus on a theoretical account
of groups learning together

In this study, both perspectives were influential. Professional Learning Communities has a
strong empirical, school based emphasis and offers many useful strategies for professional
learning. Communities of Practice offer useful theoretical concepts, albeit with less emphasis
on schools. The decentralised method considered in this thesis is that of a hybrid term, learning
communities. This term incorporates many concepts of both professional learning communities
and communities of practice, as outlined below.
Learning Communities
Whilst there is no absolute consensus, a broad review of literature regarding learning
communities in schools identifies several key characteristics of decentralised methods of
professional learning. These communities demonstrate:




Focus on learning and teaching
Development of collective knowledge
Use of shared resources/tools (Bolam et al., 2005; DuFour et al., 2010; Hipp &
Huffman, 2010; Katz, Earl, & Ben Jaafar, 2009; Leach & Moon, 2008; Lieberman &
Miller, 2008; Stoll et al., 2006; Watson, 2014)

Each of these characteristics will now be introduced in turn, prior to further examination in
the findings chapters (Five, Six and Seven) where they are considered to be critical elements
within the enactment of school improvement.
Focus on learning and teaching
The purpose of the learning in a staff learning community must be to improve student
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learning, and a corollary of that is that school staff must also be learning (DuFour et al.,
2010). Examples of focusing on learning in professional learning include grounding staffs’
learning experiences in their own practice from their own classrooms (Putnam & Borko,
2000). For example, teachers may bring activities from their classrooms to the professional
learning activities, using means such as videos of classroom practice. Learning by doing
ensures that the professional learning has a focus on authentic learning. Like real life, an
authentic task may be “ill defined, having complex goals and multiple solutions and
containing collaborative activities among learners” (Durning & Artino, 2011, p. 191). In
developing a learning community, knowledge is situated in the day-to-day lived classroom
experiences of school staff and best understood through critical reﬂection with others who
share the same experience (Vescio et al., 2008). Learning happens both inside and outside the
classroom and in the act of teaching itself.
Fullan (2009) argues that purposeful collaboration is one critical tool of a school
improvement process, and that purpose is essential to learning. That is, staff must know that
the focus is on learning and teaching. If the purpose of their own learning is unclear, school
staff may be given time and space to collaborate, but learning may not occur. Ongoing,
authentic learning is cyclical rather than linear, as it occurs both in the professional learning
and in the classroom. School staff need to be able to revisit partially understood ideas as they
try them out in their everyday classroom contexts (Timperley, 2008).
Development of collective knowledge
A second feature of a learning community is that it views the development of collective
knowledge as integral to professional learning. The most powerful way for collective
knowledge to develop is through distributed learning. Distributed learning is said to occur when
staff “learn from one another [and] begin to see ways that group members can contribute to and
enrich one another’s development and growth” (Lieberman & Miller, 2008, p. 15). Distributed
learning impacts not only the professional learning activities themselves but also the broader
context, including school leadership. Within an effective learning community, there is no
designated expert. Instead, staff collectively build and manage knowledge in order to create
shared, effective teaching practices (McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006). The whole emphasis of a
learning community is that the sum is greater than the parts and that by distributing learning
more widely, the opportunities for harnessing professional learning within schools and across
the system is maximised (Harris, 2011).
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The notion of distributed learning is related to the concept of distributed leadership.
Leadership of a staff learning community is not the responsibility of a single person. Many
would argue that it is extremely difficult for a principal to be the single instructional leader of
a school, as (often) they do not teach. “While principals don't usually teach, they identify and
nurture the seeds for change and improvement, releasing latent individual and organisational
energy that translates into improved performance in the classroom” (Dinham, 2007, p. 270).
Dinham’s concept of distributed leadership is that leadership does not reside solely within
one person and that it may be dynamic and shared across several staff in different areas
across a school. The distributed nature of the leadership may be evident with respect to who
exercises leadership and how it is practiced. In effective staff learning communities, there are
often descriptions of a range of instructional leadership practices that are carried out by staff
who may or may not have held formal leadership positions (Robinson & Timperley, 2007),
thus facilitating distributed learning across the school.
Within the distributed learning model, leaders of school improvement work with the school
teams to establish explicit goals, jointly understood and judged to be important (Higgins,
Ishimaru, Holcombe, & Fowler, 2012; Robinson & Timperley, 2007). These goals often have
a bias towards “innovation and action” (Dinham, 2007, p. 268). One important aspect of this
goal setting is for leaders to minimise the competing demands, and confirm that all goals are
coherent within the school, ensuring strategic alignment (Robinson & Timperley, 2007).
Leadership then works within the professional learning program to promote an emphasis on
collective inquiry based upon data-informed decision making (Dinham, 2007). School
improvement professional learning involves mutually interpreting facts and knowledge (data)
and using these to make decisions (Jackson, 2000). The leadership may also be distributed in
the sense that leadership influence can be exercised in the context of particular school
routines and in interaction with task relevant tools (Robinson & Timperley, 2007), as will be
discussed in the next subsection.
Use of shared resources and tools
Tools, resources and their associated routines assist collective learning in standardising
particular ways of doing things so that desired practices continue over time (Robinson &
Timperley, 2007). Toolkits are all the soft and hard resources with which people interact in
doing their jobs (Leach & Moon, 2008). This term is so broad that it covers everything from
the school song, white boards, classroom furniture, meeting introductions, software for
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tracking assessment data and attendance, to policy documents and report forms (Robinson &
Timperley, 2007). Shared toolkits are vital to as group as it learns, as the discourse and
practices around the learning, become embedded in artefacts (Arnseth, 2008; Halverson,
2003).
Embedding the discourse and practices in artefacts helps to provide a common currency for
discussions and aids communication. Schools are more likely to prove generative for learning
and focus on improvement if they develop a capacity for talk that centers on dilemmas and
problems of practice. Ideally, learning communities are “collegial cultures where teachers
develop the capacity to engage in honest talk” (Lieberman & Miller, 2008, p. 18). Honest talk
specifies the difference between congeniality and collegiality. In a congenial culture, conflict
is avoided and often blame is placed on forces outside the control of staff. In contrast,
collegial cultures focus on improvement, and have a basis of trust which enables them to
share, challenge and accept blame without ascribing blame (Lieberman & Miller, 2008). This
type of culture may be achieved through a variety of strategies such as interpreting classroom
dilemmas and problems of practice, developing a common curriculum, and establishing the
norms and practices of group leadership on matters of practice.
These three characteristics will be considered further in the following findings chapters (Five,
Six and Seven) as critical elements within the enactment of school improvement.

As is the case with centralised methods, becoming aware of possible implementation
difficulties within decentralised school improvement methods is helpful. A major problem with
decentralised approaches is that schools seeking to adopt these approaches to their school
improvement professional learning have to grapple with inconsistencies. As Masters (2012)
warns: “there are no agreed measures of the quality of school practice, the quality of school
leadership or the quality of classroom teaching… this is more contested territory” (p.17). The
following critiques now will be examined:

1. Conceptual confusion;
2. Conceptualisations of community; and
3. Enactment of distributed learning.
Decentralised school improvement critique 1: Conceptual confusion
As described earlier, competing deﬁnitions exist of school learning communities within the
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literature (Harris, 2011). Richard Dufour, one of the key proponents of professional learning
communities, laments:
the term professional learning communities has become so commonplace and
has been used so ambiguously to describe virtually any loose coupling of
individuals who share a common interest in education that it is in danger of
losing all meaning. This lack of precision is an obstacle to implementing
professional learning community processes (DuFour et al., 2010, p. 10).
The concept of a learning community in a school has been diﬃcult to deﬁne and enact because
of the diﬀerent theoretical perspectives underpinning it and the complexity of its application in
the school setting (Lomos et al., 2011). The learning communities approach has been criticised
in particular for its lack of a sound theoretical foundation. Lomos et al. (2011) claim the
theoretical basis of the staff learning community concept is not clear, particularly in relation to
an underpinning theory of learning. This thesis seeks to align a situated perspective of learning
with the concept of learning communities, as shall be described in Chapter Three. Schools also
need a conceptual framework for change. Certainly schools that understand change as
nonlinear, complex and unpredictable (Goldenberg, 2003) will more likely achieve results.
Thus, those staff who view learning communities as simply another program to be
implemented, will most likely fail (Fullan, 2006).
Decentralised school improvement critique 2: Conceptualisations of community

This critique is linked to the first. It relates to difficulties conceptualising and defining the
specific notion of community (Westheimer, 2008). These difficulties are based in the
inherent tension between individualism and community, since communities are made of
groups of individuals. Simply having school staff collaborating together may not always lead
to instructional improvement (Horn & Little, 2010). For improvement to occur the
community must embrace conflict, confront existing norms, move between pre-existing
friendships and set aside presentism (Datnow, Park & Kennedy- Lewis, 2012). Furthermore,
if community is defined and operated as a top-down construct where it is regulated,
compulsory with a set agenda and fixed in time it may be less than successful to bring about
change (Hargreaves & Dawe, 1990).
Decentralised school improvement critique 3: Enactment of distributed learning
The enactment of distributed learning depends to an extent on personalities and varies greatly
across schools. Whilst there are some specific guidelines for educators seeking to enact
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school improvement, such as the use of collaborative pedagogical discussions, there is no
simple tool that describes distributed learning strategies for school improvement. If schools
simply rely on the leaders to enact school improvement, little change is made as “relative to
teacher effects, the impacts of leaders are typically much smaller” (Robinson & Timperley,
2007, p. 248). Distributed learning represents a major cultural shift in many schools where
not only the principal but all staff can be leaders, and share knowledge, in the creation of
shared understandings or intersubjectivity (Westheimer, 2008).
Section Summary
This section of the chapter has outlined the decentralised method of school improvement, staff
learning communities, and described three key criticisms: poor conceptualisation of the staff
learning communities’ model, inadequate conceptualisations of community and the difficulty of
implementing distributed learning. The role of learning communities for staff in schools will
again be examined in Section 2.5 in describing a synthesised approach to school improvement.
Implications of Sections 2.3 and 2.4
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 (centralised and decentralised school improvement, respectively) have
shown that professional learning within both school improvement models are complex, and
may take a wide variety of forms. Other commonalities between the models are: goals are
important within the professional learning model and drive the learning process; common
curriculum and assessment frameworks enable staff to work together on the same tasks; and
the data that is generated from these activities are used collectively by staff.

As first discussed in Section 2.2, there are also differences in the theoretical underpinning of
both models. These include obvious differences such as the mandated versus the organic
nature of the professional learning, and the focus on accountability rather than staff culture.
Other differences are more subtle. For example, whilst both approaches have common goals
and curricular frameworks, in the centralised model these are imposed, and in the
decentralised model they are mutually developed and adopted, reflecting the prescribed/
organic dichotomy. Thus, whilst many of the professional learning activities may look
essentially similar, it is this difference in the theoretical underpinning that accounts for how
and why staff perform the professional learning. The characteristics of centralised and
decentralised professional learning school improvement approaches are outlined in Table 2.5
below.
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Table 2.5: Characteristics of centralised and decentralised professional learning approaches
Centralised professional learning
Top down/ technical rational
Professional learning is prescribed
Students performance is central
Goals are mandated
Common curriculum/assessment frameworks
External testing measures
Schools in competition
Aligns with Model One of learning
Focus on external accountability
Data use for external accountability

Decentralised professional learning
Bottom up/ organic
Professional learning is organic
Teacher learning as key to change
Goals are agreed upon
Common curriculum/assessment frameworks
School practice measures
Schools working in their community
Aligns with Model Two of learning
Focus on staff culture
Data use for internal accountability

Furthermore, as was discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, there is a range of criticisms of both
approaches to professional learning for school improvement. These criticisms will be
explored further in Section 2.5 in respect to the applicability of a model in a specialist school.
In response to these criticisms some researchers have noted a change in the school
improvement movement. Some call this adjustment “post-standardisation” (Shirley, 2009) or
Period 5 - towards differentiated approaches to improvement - as discussed in Table 2.1 in
the introduction of this chapter. It is anticipated that the differentiated approach will best
support the purpose of this thesis - to explore deeply the enactment of school improvement in
a specialist school and to highlight any processes that may be suitable for that distinctive
context.

2.5 School improvement in distinctive contexts

Up to this point this literature review has highlighted the centralised and decentralised
methods of professional learning within schools largely defined as effective (with high scores
in national tests) and engaged in school improvement activities in mainstream contexts.
Unfortunately, peer reviewed literature on non-mainstream specialist schools enacting
professional learning for school improvement is sparse. Therefore, to more clearly understand
school improvement in distinctive contexts, this Section 2.5 first will examine the relevant
international literature that is emerging from Period Five of school improvement: set in
schools that were initially deemed non-effective. As shown in Table 2.1, this literature from
Period Five emphases context, reform at a global level, and a differentiated school
improvement approach. This review of studies in non-effective contexts precedes an
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examination of school improvement in specialist schools.
The first body of literature is set in distinctive settings, focuses on schools in challenging (not
necessarily specialist) contexts. This body of literature can be further categorised broadly into
two sections: developing nation contexts and western contexts focusing on schools in areas of
low socio economic status. Two pertinent studies examining school improvement in
developing nations take the view that context is essential to an understanding of school
improvement. The first, conducted by Crossley (2010), highlights the importance of
contextually sensitive analysis in Papua New Guinea, and other small state nations. He points
out that these nations have: “an ecology of their own and their educational and development
needs, priorities and aspirations often differ markedly from those of the larger, more
inﬂuential nations” (2010, p. 424). Crossley urges researchers to consider context carefully
(not as simply an extraneous variable to be statistically analysed) and to view contextual
factors as central to promoting successful reform in distinctive contexts.

A second study by Leach, Moon and Power (2002) developed a model to explore distinctive
school contexts using the concept of a pedagogic setting. Leach and Moon (2002) define a
pedagogic setting as the staff practices, that with the learners, are created and experienced.
(This concept will be defined further in Chapter Three). The notion of pedagogic settings
evolved from Leach et al.’s work on the Digital Education Enhancement Project (DEEP) in
South African schools and is highly applicable to the current research. Their theoretical
approach is also similar to that of the current research as it was influenced strongly by Jean
Lave. Leach et al.’s used the model to investigate schools in the developing world. The current
study used the concept of pedagogic setting to guide research in a specialist school in Australia.
In both cases, the researchers place critical importance on the education of all children, and in
order to achieve this, the education of all teachers. Furthermore, Leach et al. (2002) argue in
support of their model that “it is necessary to formulate models and practices of professional
development that are conceptually strong, confident, and whilst sensitive to the inevitable
complexity and contrariness of local circumstances, are capable of establishing discourse across
and between communities” (p.1). This conceptualisation of a pedagogic setting is explained in
greater detail in Chapter Three.
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Research on school improvement in disability education contexts
There are two key researchers - Mel Ainscow (Ainscow, 1998, 2007, 2010; Ainscow et al.,
2012) and Michael Farrell (Farrell, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2010) - who bridge and explicitly
address the two fields of school improvement and disability education. Ainscow’s (1998)
article Exploring links between special needs and school improvement states that historically,
the disciplines of special needs education and school improvement have been separate. A
related point reiterated by Ainscow is that school improvement needs to be centered upon
changing the school, not changing the children. This is an implicit criticism of the deficit
model of disability that has impeded some schools adopting effective change, thereby also
contributing to the lack of research in this area. In later writings (Ainscow, 2010; Ainscow et
al., 2012), Ainscow questions the purpose of school improvement. He reiterates that the
purpose of school improvement should be to ensure a sound education for every child, and
thus achieving equity. This is consistent with authors previously reviewed in the current
chapter who state the school improvement via staff learning is a means to an important end.
Beyond these points however, Ainscow’s work whilst generally influential, has limited
relevance to the present study as his main focus is on school improvement within inclusive
settings, not specialist schools.

Farrell, another UK researcher, has written extensively about specialist schools, for example
(2005, 2008, 2009, 2010), however none of these texts address school improvement directly.
Farrell’s influential 2005 text Key Issues in Special Education focuses on the issues for all
students with disability (in all contexts) and indirectly addresses the issue of school
improvement through his focus on achievement for these students. Writing from within the
British Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (OfSTED)
framework, Farrell (2008) describes the need for effective curriculum based assessments for
students in specialist schools, as it is critical that students are only assessed on what they have
been taught. As already mentioned in Chapter One, this is consistent with concerns about
national testing of Australian students with a disability who follow a school based curriculum
and for whom NAPLAN is inappropriate. In the UK context, OfSTED inspectors evaluate
“the suitability and rigour of assessment in planning and monitoring learners’ progress”
(Farrell, 2008, p. 74). Farrell also recommends whole school procedures for moderation of
assessments, and stringent whole school practices for reporting. Although Farrell’s research
does not align directly to the current study because school improvement is not his main focus,
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his emphasis on accountability is consistent with this study’s focus on accountability through
professional learning for school improvement.
There are three school improvement studies set in specialist schools that have some bearing on
the current study. The first study, by Beresford et al. (2003) describes decentralised methods of
school improvement in the UK. Beresford and his colleagues conducted a case study of one
specialist schools’ experience within the decade old Improving the Quality of Education for All
(IQEA) project (begun in 1993) which had not previously included specialist schools. IQEA
had evolved from a strong university - schools collaboration focusing on school improvement
which “not only secures improvement in student learning but also acculturates and transforms
school communities into learning communities” (p.207). Accessing external university
expertise and using a range of data including staff questionnaires, the specialist school
established teams (including learning support assistants) to identify school priorities. These
included: “short-term and medium-term planning; pupil behaviour; developing a greater range
of teaching strategies; raising expectations and celebrating achievement; staff induction; class
organisation” (p.208). An earlier external inspection of the school had identified many
weaknesses relating to leadership, management and teaching and learning. The article then
describes some of the steps the IQEA project and the school took to develop management,
increase the focus on teaching and learning, support school development and promote effective
professional learning. The conclusion of the article highlights the importance of specialist
school’s developing “common understandings” (p.212) in the school improvement process.
This finding is relevant to the current study.
A second study that guided this research was written by Smith, McKay, and Chakrabarti (2004)
who focused upon a residential Scottish specialist school while it enacted school improvement.
The school context was a multifunction education and residential care centre for “troubled
youth” (p. 68), that is boys who had been involved in the juvenile justice system (and thus
differed to the current research context). The school also diverged from the current study as it
operated as a limited company, with a Chief Executive Officer, directors and trustees. The
research team gathered data on the school using interviews and questionnaires. As in
Beresford’s (2003) article, Smith et al. observed “a high degree of congruence” (p.68) as a key
attribute of the school’s move to improvement. It also emphasised that staff needed to work
collaboratively, particularly when managing students with challenging behaviour. These are
key factors also pertinent to the current study.
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Finally, Turner (2006) investigated how one special school in the UK sought to “marry national
and school agendas” (p. 393) through an examination of how the school implemented
professional development for staff on the National Curriculum. Turner acknowledged that a
mismatch was created when the school attempted to align with the national external agenda and
professional competencies, whilst at the same time viewing learning as a holistic and creative
endeavour. The ensuing tensions between institutional and individual staff goals relates to the
contrasting theoretical underpinnings and models of learning discussed in Section 2.2 of this
chapter. A further initial tension arose from the inclusion of support staff (learning support
assistants) in the training sessions, resisted by teachers who felt they could not talk openly in
front of others. The research identified that over time a culture shift occurred in the school.
Although this shift did not dissolve the tensions above, the disequilibrium was acknowledged
and staff autonomy was increased, and this was a powerful lever for school change. However,
Turner did not give explicit details on how the school enacted the school improvement other
than through professional development sessions.
It is clear from the above review of the school improvement research from centralised,
decentralised or middle ground approaches respectively that no clear template has emerged for
school improvement in a specialist school. The next section will address this issue.
A synthesised approach- Differentiation
None of the literature presented above can supply a specialist school with definitive solutions
regarding how to enact school improvement. Therefore, a differentiated approach to school
improvement may provide some more answers. As discussed below, the differentiated
approach uses the knowledge of various global contexts, ineffective schools or schools with a
high ratio of special needs students to identify and provide evidence in relation to local
contextual improvement priorities (Masters, 2012). This approach gives schools ownership of
their school improvement professional learning processes, and flexibility in terms of their
own improvement priorities. This approach also encourages schools to focus on changing
what they can control, not matters that lie outside their control. This approach means that in
the future, “school improvement will be differently defined in different types of schools and
different school contexts” (Masters, 2012, p. 48).
In the current study, the most influential school improvement literature relates to research
from the developed world that investigates schools with difficult or disadvantaged
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circumstances. Alma Harris and her colleagues (Chapman & Harris, 2004; Harris, 2000,
2002, 2006, 2011; Harris et al., 2006; Harris & Chapman, 2004; Harris & Hopkins, 2000;
Harris & Young, 2000) have been a driving force in understanding school improvement
process in these challenging or different types of school contexts. Before describing the
contribution of these aforementioned researchers to the current study, however, a caveat is in
order: the specialist school studied in this thesis is not impacted greatly by low
socioeconomic status, low levels of parent education, high staff turnover, poor facilities, lack
of resources, failing student numbers or constant casual staff nor other such indicators of
social disadvantage that is the focus of much of Harris’ work.
Harris and Chapman (2004) state that whilst effective schools are generally similar in terms
of what makes them effective, schools that are ineffective may display a wide range of
characteristics that explain their circumstances. The relevance of Harris’ extensive work to
this study is that she exhorts both researchers and practitioners to match the school
improvement program to the context, being mindful that each school has its own “context,
history, leadership, staffing, incentives and personal history” (2000, p. 6). Much of Harris’
work has influenced this study as she urges the entire field of school improvement to adopt a
differentiated approach. The current study has sought to understand what the differentiated
approach to school improvement could be in a specialist school context.
A further relevant point from Harris to this current study relates to the false dichotomy
created by a centralised/ decentralised school paradigm. Harris suggests that as schools
change and improve there may need to be different combinations of external support and
internal development. Harris and Chapman (2004) argue that strong external accountability
measures alone are unlikely to facilitate school improvement in challenging school contexts
and they warn that external accountability, pressure and blame may serve to exacerbate a
school’s difficulties rather than improve them. The authors offer a means to undertake school
improvement whilst respecting a school’s inherent “diversity, variability and complexity” (p.
429). This stance allows a school just beginning its improvement process to adopt an
apprenticeship model with a more effective school, whilst it is building initial capacity.
The typology of schools in challenging contexts offered by Harris and Chapman (2004) is
relevant to this study. Their study is based on schools in England with a range of contextual
factors such as low socio-economic status that affect their school improvement. Whilst low
socio economic status is not the case for the current specialist school, the model is applicable to
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this study because it seeks to find “context specific and differentiated approaches to school
improvement” (Harris & Chapman, 2004, p. 421) .
Harris and Chapman’s (2004) model, presented as Figure 2.1, uses two axes. The first axis
indicates the school culture: from individualised to collaborative. The second axis demonstrates
the continuum from internal to external accountability. Within this typology, a school in
Quadrant 1 (top left) with an individualised culture and high external accountability is the
lowest performing, characterised by the authors as an “immobile” school (p. 425). A school in
Quadrant 2 has low capacity and is characterised by an individualised staff culture with some
internal accountability. Quadrant 3 (medium capacity) has a collaborative teaching culture and
external accountability. A school in Quadrant 4 (bottom right), with a strong collaborative
culture and strong internal accountability is operating at the highest capacity for school
improvement. The model illustrates that strategies that enhance staff collaboration and increase
internal accountability are powerful tools in the context specific school improvement arsenal.
Harris and Chapman (2004) further highlight that learning communities can develop both staff
collaboration and increase internal accountability, when staff work together to develop coherent
expectations for student learning.
Typology of school improvement processes

ACCOUNTABILITY

External

Q1

Q3

Immobile
school

Medium capacity
school

Individualised

Collaborative

Q4

Q2
Internal

Low capacity
school

High capacity

STAFF CULTURE

Figure 2.1: A typology of schools in difficult contexts adapted from Harris and Chapman
(2004)
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This model offers a structure to understand how a school may be operating in terms of the
intersection between staff culture and accountability. Although simple, the framework above
offers a means to examine the context of the school, and to group effective strategies to assist a
school to move from one quadrant to the next. The typology provides a structure to explore the
differentiated strategies needed to improve a school with a distinctive context, such as a
specialist school.
This model also suggests the tensions inherent in adopting a differentiated approach to school
improvement. These include tensions about adopting centralised or decentralised methods to
professional learning for school improvement. Centralised methods (such as those described in
Section 2.3 of this chapter) may be necessary for schools in Quadrant One, in order to support
the school and to build competence. However, decentralised methods are also required (as
defined in Section 2.4 of this chapter) to ensure staff build the prerequisite trust and confidence
for school improvement strategies to be effective in the long term. The authors argue that a
differentiated approach to school improvement utilises a context specific blend of both,
dependent on each school’s position within the typology. The challenge for each school is
specify the combination of centralised and decentralised strategies appropriate to their context,
as depicted in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Characteristics of three paradigms of school improvement
Centralised framework
Differentiated framework
Decentralised framework
Top down
Elements of both
Bottom up
Students performance is
central
External testing measures

unknown
unknown

Teacher learning as key to
change
School practice measures

Coherence of curriculum

unknown

Coherence of curriculum

Data use

unknown

Data use

Schools in competition

unknown

Aligns with Model One of
learning
Focus on accountability

Aligns with Model Two (as
detailed in Chapter Three)
Internal accountability and
staff culture are BOTH vital
unknown

Schools working in their
community
Aligns with Model Two of
learning
Focus on staff culture

External rewards and
sanctions for learning
Example: used widely in the
United States

Correa Park (case study site)
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Internal school responsibility
for learning
Example: used widely in
Finland
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This third framework, the differentiated approach, is a combination of the centralised and
decentralised approaches. Table 2.6 is important in relation to the current study. However, at
this time there are many unknown, incomplete sections. This study seeks to complete the table
and present this in Chapter Eight, the conclusion to the current study. Furthermore, using the
completed table, this study seeks to address the six critiques presented in the centralised and
decentralised approaches in Sections 2.3 and 2.4:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Inattention to school context;
Narrow view of attainment;
Disempowerment of teachers;
Conceptual confusion;
Romanticised notion of community;
Enactment of distributed learning.

In relation to the first critique, few studies have examined school improvement in specialist
schools. To inform school improvement in specialist settings, in-depth studies are needed to
understand the contextual issues. This study seeks to explore school improvement methods that
address the specialist school context, through the concepts of constraints and affordances, as
will be described in Chapter Three and detailed in Chapter Five. Using a situated approach, this
current study places learners and their context as central.

Second, this study seeks to address is the narrow lack of attainment that may characterise
specialist schools seeking to enact school improvement. This study focuses on the development
of curriculum and pedagogy to match the unique needs of students with complex
communication needs. A better understanding of the distinctive pedagogic setting of a specialist
school will inform knowledge of school improvement in that distinctive context.

The third issue centres upon the disempowerment of teachers in the process of school
improvement. Building on previous studies in both mainstream schools (see for example Harris
(2011) Spillane and Seashore Louis (2002) and Sullivan and Glanz (2006), and in specialist
school (such as Beresford et al. (2003) Smith et al. (2004) and Turner (2006), the majority of
authors place staff professional learning at the centre of school improvement endeavours. This
study further builds on these previous studies by examining school improvement longitudinally
through the lens of staffs’ learning trajectories, explored in Chapter Six.
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The fourth critique of school improvement approaches centres around the conceptual confusion
often associated with learning communities as described by authors such as Westheimer (2008)
and DuFour et al. (2010). This study addresses the issue by examining the literature, and
comparing and contrasting this with the processes at one specialist school, to arrive finally at a
clear conceptualisation of the development of a learning community for school improvement in
a specialist school in Chapter Eight. This study also examines the vital roles of accountability
and staff culture within school improvement processes.
The fifth concern relates to the notion of community as presented by authors such as Hargreaves
(1997) who warns community can be simply “contrived congeniality”, and not lead to change.
The current study was inspired by the situative approach, which is focused on the interactions
and practices of staff in the context (Spillane, 2014) (as will be explained in depth in Chapter
Three) to examine how meaningful community can be aligned with collective learning.

The sixth and final critique in this literature review regards the enactment of distributed
learning, a concept linked closely to internal accountability and collective responsibility. This
study examines the processes of a specialist school (in Chapter Seven) in order to understand
how distributed learning may evolve in a specialist school context.

2.6 Chapter Summary
The main aim of this chapter has been to review the literature exploring methods of
professional learning for school improvement in order to investigate the enactment of school
improvement in a specialist school. Much of the school improvement professional learning
literature focuses on two distinct approaches: centralised and decentralised. Each approach was
described along with their theoretical underpinnings and advantages. Critiques of centralised
and decentralised methods of school improvement were also outlined. Whilst the vast majority
of research overviewed was based in mainstream school settings, much of the recent literature
highlights the need to understand the unique dimensions of each school context. Nonetheless,
while the volume of research set in schools from a range of distinctive contexts has increased in
recent years, there remains a surprising lack of literature in relation to the distinctive context of
a specialist school.
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The circumstances summarised above have informed the current study. First, a relatively
recent, alternative school improvement paradigm was considered favourably in this literature
review. This alternative is the differentiated approach, which focuses on both learners and their
context and approach represents a synthesis of the centralised and decentralised school
improvement models. However, the literature reviewed does not outline the specifics of a
differentiated approach in a specialist school. This is because it must be context specific, and
therefore, will form part of the Explanatory Model of School Improvement in a Specialist
School to be presented in Chapter Eight.
Second, this study was informed by the gap in the literature concerning school improvement in
specialist schools and has sought to address this issue. Therefore, as described in Chapter One,
the three purposes of the study are to examine school improvement within a distinctive
specialist school context, to identify staffs’ learning trajectories and to understand the processes
of school improvement in a specialist school. The author of this study was aware of the
importance of context sensitivity in adopting effective approaches to the enactment of school
improvement. Influenced by Harris and Chapman (2004), this study examines the issue guided
by two key drivers: accountability (the growth from external to internal) and staff culture (the
growth from individualised to collaborative) in a specialist school context. This study uses a
situated approach to understand the context more fully, a perspective which will be explored in
detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 - A situated perspective
of context and learners
This chapter continues the literature review begun in Chapter Two, with the aim of establishing
a conceptual framework for this study. Conceptual frameworks explain the key concepts and
variables to be studied, and their presumed interrelationships. Chapters One and Two have
already reviewed several key concepts in the current study, including specialist schools, school
improvement and a differentiated approach to school improvement. The current chapter both
extends the pool of relevant concepts and delimits the study, by reviewing the literature based
on situated conceptions of context and learners and applying this lens specifically to school
improvement.
This chapter begins with a review of the literature surrounding the purpose of a conceptual
framework. Then, a summary of this study’s conceptual framework is presented, highlighting
the key themes that draw together the literature reviews presented in Chapters Two and Three.
This is followed by an exploration of the situated perspective of learning in a general context.
The next section (Section 3.4) more specifically reviews a situated approach to school
improvement, outlining the key terms to be used in this research and reviewing the associated
literature. The main focus of the literature reviewed in this chapter is on research that has
explored the intersection among people and context within a learning situation. Finally, in
Section 3.5, a summary of the key implications of the conceptual framework of this study is
presented.

3.1 The purpose of a conceptual framework
A conceptual framework is a powerful schemata that makes explicit the researcher’s orientation
to the study through outlining its boundaries and thus providing coherence to the research. In
Merriam’s (2009) words “Even the things we observe, the questions we ask, the documents we
attend to are determined by the study’s [conceptual] framework” (p. 69) and this may “reveal
and conceal” meanings (p.70). A framework evolves over the course of the research, tracking
the development of the investigator’s thinking and their increasing ability to reflect upon the
research (Lesham & Trafford, 2007). Thus, the conceptual framework can serve as a
“metacognitive cornerstone” for the researcher to maintain the research on a logical path
(Smyth, 2004, p. 168).
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The conceptual framework provides evidence of alignment between epistemology, ontology
and methodology (Berman & Smyth, 2013). It can be viewed as a bridge between paradigms
which elucidates the purpose and process of the research for both the researcher and the reader
(Lesham & Trafford, 2007). For the reader, a conceptual framework will clarify theoretically
what the researcher intends to investigate, as well as how and why theory is embedded in the
research. The conceptual framework serves to highlight a shared language for the dissertation
by clearly articulating key terms used throughout the thesis (Lesham & Trafford, 2007). This
facilitates clear and consistent communication (Smyth, 2004), a meta-aim of the thesis.
Identifying the possible limitations of the conceptual framework is essential. The conceptual
framework helps to demonstrate abstract and complex concepts in a simple way and is usually
expressed visually, but it should not be attributed power beyond that of an explanatory tool.
Nor can it be expected to explain all data from the study. Awareness of these limitations and
addressing them is a critical element of ensuring the study’s rigour (see further discussion in
Chapter Four of this thesis).

3.2 Overview of the study’s conceptual framework
The conceptual framework of this study is depicted in Figure 3.1. It is designed to demonstrate
the key ontological, methodological and epistemological elements of the study, as
recommended by Berman and Smyth (2013). The conceptual framework serves as a summary
of the key concepts introduced within the first three chapters of the thesis. Figure 3.1 may at
first appear visually complex but as Eraut warns “tidy maps of knowledge and learning are
usually deceptive” (2000, p. 133). To assist the reader, this section of the chapter begins with an
overview of the components of the framework. Each component is then discussed in further
detail except for the specific features of the method and methodology which will be discussed
in-depth in Chapter Four.
Figure 3.1, below, represents the study’s conceptual framework in a tabular format with six
columns. The main research problem is centered in the first row at the top centre of the page:
How does a specialist school enact school improvement? Beginning on the left, the first
column reveals the links in the study among the methodology, ontology and epistemology.
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Methodology
The methodology aspect of the conceptual framework, also termed the how of the research,
(Berman & Smyth, 2013) describes the research themes, research questions and research
design. The research theme embedded within the main question of the study, is how does a
special school enact school improvement? The highlighted boxes at the top of the conceptual
framework in Figure 3.1 also contain the three research sub questions:

1. What are the constraints and affordances within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
2. What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
3. How does the distinctive context of a specialist school influence its school improvement
processes?
This research is a theory guided critical case study. A theory guided case study is structured
explicitly by a conceptual framework that spotlights some theoretically speciﬁed aspects of the
study and ignores others (Levy, 2008). Chapter Four will explain the qualities of a critical case
study. Levy goes on to explain that this type of case study makes:
… explicit and structured use of theory to explain discrete cases [which] often
provides better explanations and understandings of the key aspects of those
cases than do less structured … analyses. The more case interpretations are
guided by theory, the more explicit their underlying analytic assumptions,
normative biases, … the fewer their logical contradictions; and the easier they
are to empirically validate or invalidate (2008, p. 5).
A full account of the study’s methodology is provided in Chapter 4. The summary, above, was
provided at this point for completeness, in view of its links with ontology and epistemology,
which will be discussed in the next section.
Ontology
The ontology of the research is described by Berman and Smyth as the what of the research
(2013, p.6). It articulates the context of the research problem, the key concepts and
relationships and establishes the shared language of the thesis and the boundaries for
conclusions. Ontology is a person’s perspective on the nature of social reality and how people
exist in the world (N. King & Horrocks, 2010). In this study, reality is understood to be
“holistic, multidimensional, and ever-changing” (Merriam, 2009, p. 213). As described in
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Chapter One, reality in this study means that both the researcher’s and the participants’
understandings and experiences are relative to their specific cultural and social frames of
reference, and are thus part of a range of interpretations (N. King & Horrocks, 2010). In other
words, the ontological position within this study is that the social world is constructed by the
actors engaged within it (Coldwell & Simkins, 2011). This paradigm is termed relativist
ontology. This notion of reality aligns with this study’s methodology and is consistent with the
use of qualitative research methods to discern more about school improvement processes.
Epistemology
Epistemology, the why of the research, (Berman & Smyth, 2013, p. 6), is the final component
of the conceptual framework to be discussed in this chapter. It refers to the subjectivist theory
of knowledge – situativity- adopted in this study. The situated perspective is described in detail
in Section 3.3 below. The epistemology aligns with the study’s ontology, viewing knowledge
as dynamic and distributed. This study’s epistemology also is embedded within the new
knowledge and implications for practice generated by the research. In this study, the new
knowledge will emerge from the explanatory model, in response to the answers to the main
research question and the three sub questions listed under Methodology above.

Figure 3.1 represents the conceptual framework in a tabular format with six columns. As
described above, the first column lists the three organising themes: the methodology, ontology
and epistemology. The second column highlights that in this research, the context and the
learners are central to the entire research process including the research questions and the
methodology. One of the crucial assumptions of the thesis is that the context shapes the learners
and the learners shape the context. Figure 3.1 also emphasises that the context is given a
specific definition, using the key term pedagogic setting, introduced in Chapter One and further
detailed in Section 3.4.
The third column identifies the intersection of situativity (the theoretical lens) and staff learning
communities (the empirical lens) for the study. Together, they provide the information to
construct “a coherent framework for enabling and understanding [learning] communities in
practice” (Westheimer, 2008, p. 758). As discussed in the Chapter Two, Section 2.2, school
improvement is often portrayed as a value free and theoretically neutral activity in schools. In
contrast, this conceptual framework has made the “implicit, explicit” (Nuthall, 1996, p. 209) by
highlighting that school improvement is underpinned by values. Furthermore, school
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improvement is more effective if it is underpinned by a powerful theory of learning, which in
this study is situativity. This theme is expounded in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
Situativity is represented in the third column of Figure 3.1 in bold and it is underlined to
demonstrate the central role it plays and that it influences the other concepts within the study.
For school improvement to be effective, it requires a consistent and clearly articulated values
base, with a theory based within a philosophical tradition (Hopkins, 2001). Situativity aligns
with the ontology of the study and provides a coherent basis for selecting appropriate school
improvement strategies, as will be described in Section 3.4.
The fourth column of Figure 3.1 represents the key analytical constructs - affordances and
constraints- also terms from Lave and Wenger (1991, 1998). These constructs will be explained
in greater detail in Section 3.4 and also in relation to the findings presented in Chapter Five.
The fifth column details the concept of enactment which, in this study, is a tool to understand
how people learn within their environment. It also highlights the situated conceptualisation of
learning as a trajectory. These constructs will be defined in Section 3.4 and also in relation to
the findings presented in Chapter Six.

The final sixth column indicates the importance of examining processes (staff participation in
learning) in order to answer the third and final sub-question. As explained in Section 3.4, this
column also shows the type of new knowledge that will be generated by this thesis. Processes
and the new knowledge will be revisited In Chapter Eight through the presentation of an
explanatory model of school improvement a specialist school context.
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HOW DOES A SPECIALIST SCHOOL ENACT SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT?
Methodology (the how of research- qualitative case study)

Ontology (the what of
the research- relativist
ontology)

Conceptions of
contexts and learners

Epistemology (the
why of the researchthe generation of an
explanatory model)

Research sub question
1: What are the
affordances and
constraints within a
specialist school
enacting school
improvement?

Conceptions of
learning

Research sub question
2: What are the staffs’
learning trajectories
within a specialist
school enacting school
improvement?

Research sub question
3: How does the
distinctive context of a
specialist school
influence its school
improvement
processes?

Conceptions of what and how staff
learn together

Situativity
(theoretical lens)
(Lave & Wenger,
1991, Lave, 1996)

Affordances
(Greeno, 1997,
Wenger, 1998)

Enactment
(Weick, 2003)

Processes
(Lave & Wenger,
1991)

Learning Community
(empirical lens)
(DuFour et al., 2010,
Hipp & Huffman,
2010, Lieberman &
Miller, 2008)

Constraints
(Lave, 1988, Wilson &
Myers 2000)

Learning Trajectories Explanatory Model of
school improvement in
(Lave & Wenger,
a specialist school
1991)

Pedagogic Setting
(Leach & Moon, 2008)

Figure 3.1: A conceptual framework for this study
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3.3 The theory of situativity
Theory permeates the entire process of qualitative research (Merriam, 2009). The concept of
situativity was introduced in Chapter One, and aligns closely with Model Two of learning
presented in Chapter Two (See Table 2.2). Situativity theory arose in part from Lave and
Wenger’s (1991) seminal text Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation. The
theory of situativity now encompasses situated cognition, situated learning, ecological
psychology and distributed cognition (Durning & Artino, 2011). In this thesis, the terms
situativity or the situated perspective are used, rather than situated learning, as all learning is,
by definition, situated (Greeno, 1998).
Using the theory of situativity to conceptualise learning is a pivotal construct of this thesis and
its conceptual framework, as depicted in Figure 3.1. Situativity is central to the conceptual
framework, the methodology, the analysis and the research emphases. It is pertinent to this
thesis as it focuses on learners in context, and the context of learners. The theoretical
foundation of situativity for the study has further methodological implications for terminology,
the unit of analysis, the data collection, data analysis and structuring and discussion of findings,
as will be elaborated in Chapter Four. Situativity thus underpins a major contribution of this
thesis- understanding school improvement as a whole school approach to staff learning within
the distinctive context of the specialist school.
Situativity theory has been influenced by and utilised within a variety of disciplines, including
psychology, philosophy, organisational theory, anthropology, sociology and education
(Wenger, 1998, p. 12). In terms of its relevance to education, one can trace key ideas of
situativity to Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (Durning & Artino, 2011). Vygotsky
argued that knowledge is constructed in a sociocultural context, and that social interaction,
cultural tools and activity shape individual learning and development (Sullivan & Glanz, 2006).
Situativity theorists also have built upon the writings of Dewey, and his emphasis on the need
for the learner to be actively interacting with his or her environment (Fenwick, 2001). Lave and
Wenger took these ideas further, although they distanced themselves from discussing schooling
explicitly. However even from an early stage of situativity theory, Lave and Wenger (1991)
address:
the relations between learning and pedagogy, the place of knowledge in
practice, the importance of access to the learning potential of given settings, the
uses of language in learning-in-practice, and the way in which knowledge takes
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on value for the learner in the fashioning of identities of full participation … and
how these are involved in generating change (p.42-43).
It is not appropriate to assume there is one homogeneous and uncontested view of situativity as
it is, itself, a product of the dynamic process of learning that emerged in the early 1990s and
continues to be applied and debated in many disciplines. Three conceptual themes can illustrate
the characteristics of learning from the situated perspective pertinent to this study. These
themes describe learning that is:
1. contextualised;
2. social; and,
3. distributed (Borko & Koellner, 2008; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Leach & Moon, 2008;
Putnam & Borko, 2000).
Each of these three themes now will be examined.
Situativity theorists view learning in context
Situativity theorists postulate that learning is an integral aspect of activity in and with the
world, and they focus on learners’ developing participation in valued social practices and on
their identities as learners. Lave and Wenger (1991) conceptualise learning as the movement of
a learner from legitimate peripheral participation at the margin of a community, through
increased participation in shared discourse, practices with shared artefacts, to full participation
within a learning community. Participation brings the possibility of increased togetherness and
collaboration through the learning process (Fenwick, 2001).

Through conceptualising learning and context as inseparable, situativity moves beyond
dualistic treatments, and treats both the individual and the context as constituted by and
constituting the other (Barab & Duffy, 2000). Whilst the individual learns within their
context, the context also changes as a result of each individual’s learning. As part of this
process, the contexts and activities in which people learn become a fundamental part of what
they learn (Greeno, Collins, & Resnick, 1996). Understanding that all learning is situated
means that learning does not only occur in structured formal contexts, but also during
informal, non-organised learning activities (Putnam & Borko, 2000). Each different context
creates different learning through “different demands of participation” (Fenwick, 2001, p.
35).
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Situativity theorists acknowledge learning occurs in both formal and informal learning contexts
(Durning & Artino, 2011). In general, situative proponents maintain that learning consists of all
aspects of activity, not something reified as separate from other activity (Lave, 1996, p. 38).
This suggests a view of learning in which practice is not independent of learning and in which
meaning is not separate from the practices and contexts in which it was negotiated (Barab &
Duffy, 2000). Lave and Wenger (1991) place practice at the centre of their understanding of
situativity, creating a “community of practice” (1991, p. 94). Practices are envisaged as how
learners interact with one another within a context. Shared practices evolve as the community
interacts in similar ways, through a shared repertoire of interactions. Spillane (2014) describes
this process: “Human interactions, the building blocks of practice…depend on reactions or
interactions that are emergent rather than pre-determined individual plans or scripts" (p. 8).
Situativity theorists link learning to changes in participation (or a learning trajectory- a concept
further described in Section 3.4),and this has the advantage that changes in participation can be
documented in research as learners move through a range of learning processes (Lave &
Wenger, 1991). For example, research confirms that key learning occurs not just within the
apprentice/ master context but also among apprentices participating at the periphery of a
learning community (Lave & Wenger, 1996). The link between learning, participation and
context embodies the essence of sociocultural learning.
Situativity theorists value learning to learn, and the development of knowledge that has value
outside classroom walls, in real life contexts (Vescio et al., 2008). Learning activities are given
meaning by the learners, not by external experts. Value is placed upon ongoing, lifelong
learning, and through the notion of increasing participation, one is never finished or completed
as a learner. This implies that learning should involve relevant, real world activities (Barab &
Duffy, 2000). These activities gain authenticity through being the ordinary practices of a
culture that obtain meaning from being related to every day activity (Putnam & Borko, 2000).
When engaging in authentic learning, outcomes may be “nonlinear” because of the ways the
interaction between the learner and the context occur (Durning & Artino, 2011, p. 189).
However, authentic learning activities should result in improved learning (Durning & Artino,
2011), as the learning and the meaning are closely intertwined.
The concepts of affordances and constraints (further explained in Section 3.4) help to explain
why learning occurs within various contexts. Affordances may be defined as opportunities for
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learning, which reside neither within the learner nor the context, but within the interactions
between them (Durning & Artino, 2011). The affordances within a specific context may be
different for various learners depending on their intentions (Young, Barab, & Garrett, 2000). In
contrast, constraints are the elements of the learner and the context that frame, guide or
constrain the learning opportunities (Kennewell, Tanner, Jones, & Beauchamp, 2008). A
constraint may or may not be negative. A balance between affordances and constraints may
exist in any learning context.
Situativity theorists view learning as social
For situativity theorists, meaning is socially and culturally constructed (Durning & Artino,
2011). Situativity theory emphasises that learning occurs within a particular social
environment, through group discussion, shared understanding and input, as well as practical
activities (Barab & Duffy, 2000). Learners are active and wilful in their learning process, not
simply passively imbibing facts (Durning & Artino, 2011). Consequently each learner
experiences their environment uniquely, and there is not a single truth or dichotomous correct/
incorrect paradigm to guide their learning. This notion of multiple truths helps to explain why
learning rarely occurs in the way teachers may anticipate (Leach & Moon, 1999) and why
“what is learnt is not always what is taught” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 41). The multifaceted
nature of learning is summed up by Lave (1996): “That learning occurs is not problematic.
What is learned is always complexly problematic” (Lave, 1996, p. 8).
Learning involves the construction of identities (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Legitimate peripheral
participation, described above as part of a process of becoming a full participant in a learning
community, is also the means through which the identity of each individual, and the group as a
whole, changes (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Learning occurs as memberships and identities in the
community evolve. This evolution process can be seen in the complex interconnections in
Western society among learning, work and people’s identities (Wenger, 1998). Individuals are
constituted through their relations with the world (Lave, 1996), and the community also
develops a shared identity as a group of learners. Identity of the community may occur through
participation in a formal group, or through participation in an informal activity system in which
participants share understandings concerning what they are doing and what that means for their
lives and their communities (Lave & Wenger, 1996).
Learning occurs through participation in a discourse community, formed as a group learns to
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share meanings together and develop shared understandings, thus developing intersubjectivity
(Westheimer, 2008). Discourse communities provide tools such as ideas, concepts and
theories that individuals incorporate into their own thinking. Through shared discourse,
learners have the opportunity to use concepts and forms of reasoning that are unique to that
community (Putnam & Borko, 2000). Communities may develop “valuational” discourse
over time (Fenwick, 2001, p. 36). This emerges from stories of, and told by, the community.
These stories hold the values of the community implicitly within them. Communities may
also develop particular shibboleths. Shibboleths or words that have a particular meaning in a
particular context, tend to remain unexamined precisely because of the prevalence and
extensiveness of their shared meanings for groups (Brantlinger, 2009). One of the main
indicators of changes in the community of learners may be through variations in discourse.
However this is dependent on the group accessing alternative ways to talk about, or conceive
of, situations (Timperley, Wilson, Barrar, & Fung, 2007).
Situativity theorists view learning as distributed
Learning is distributed, when it is understood not as a unidirectional transmission process
from expert to novice, but as an interactive process between participants at the periphery of
the group (Lieberman & Miller, 2008). Learning occurs as individuals:
participate in interacting with the community (with its history, assumptions,
and cultural values, rules and patterns of relationship), the tools at hand
(including objects, technology, languages and images) and the moment’s
activity (its purposes, norms and practical challenges) (researcher’s italics)
(Fenwick, 2001, p. 34).
Lave and Wenger (1991) use the metaphors of learners as apprentices, and even life as an
apprenticeship, to further illustrate the distribution of learners and learning within and across
communities. In these cases the learner’s final aim is not for central participation, implying
there is a single core of knowledge, but more for full participation in a community with a
diverse centre (Lave & Wenger, 1996). Distributed learning thus has an impact on models of
leadership, as the leader of the community will not be the only one with access to expert
knowledge or learning. Instead, expertise will be shared across the group (Spillane, 2014)
creating a distributed model of learning and leadership.
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Furthermore, learning is distributed not only among learners and the context, but across shared
resources as well (Putnam & Borko, 2000). Take, for example, a large production company
where large objects are manufactured. No single person knows how to operate all the
equipment nor is aware of the finer details of all other peoples’ roles; however the construction
succeeds because each member of the community contributes their learning and tools to the
project (Putnam & Borko, 1997). Shared toolkits (which can be tools or resources) are
essential for a group in the development of shared discourse, shared identity and shared
practices (Leach & Moon, 2008). Tools used to tell stories within a community may become a
shared artefact. Shared artefacts may include information and resources within the community
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). These tools and resources include both physical and symbolic
resources people require to do their jobs (Robinson & Timperley, 2007).

This model of distributed learners is applicable to an innovative specialist school context as it
challenges “disability as deficit” notions and associated beliefs. School staff with these
traditional type of beliefs may constrain students from reaching their potential because they
believe ability, intelligence or aptitude are fixed. In contrast, are staff who may position other
learners as the key agents in the learning process alongside themselves. This second viewpoint
aligns with Model Two of learning as presented in Table 2.2 in Chapter 2.2, which views
learning as distributed across all learners in a learning context.
The preceding pages –about the three key elements of situativity- that is, viewing learning as
contextualised, social and distributed- have presented a generally favourable account of this
theory. However situativity is not without its critics. Saloman and Perkins (1998) question the
idyllic picture created by Lave and Wenger of a community of practice that suggests all
learning is positive and all members of the group are able and willing to participate. Critical
cultural theorists take this idea further and question the power and the politics of the
community and the learners themselves. Lave and Wenger have been charged with ignoring
the different learning histories of participants and the possible dysfunctional, hierarchical or
other power dynamics in a community (Eraut, 2007; Fenwick, 2001). However, in terms of the
current research, aside from the point that no one theory can explain everything, the above
criticisms have limited relevance because this study is not seeking to examine individual power
or hierarchy in a specialist school context. Thus, notwithstanding the above critiques, it is
appropriate to turn to further evidence on the use of situativity within this kind of research.
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Unfortunately, a literature search found no reliable publications that directly examined the use
of a situativity framework to guide school improvement in specialist school. Although it is
conceivable that there may be internal specialist school documents relating to situativity
utilisation, these would not pass the admissibility criteria (including the use of refereed journals
and government publications) specified in Chapter Two’s literature review. Therefore indirect
supporting evidence was sought. The relevance of a situated perspective when exploring the
learning environment of a specialist school is foreshadowed by Wilson and Myers (2000) who
state: “a situated approach to learning environments pays close attention to language, activities
of individuals and groups, cultural meanings and differences, [artefacts] and the interaction of
all of these together” (p. 70). The rest of the chapter is dedicated to a discussion of situativity
specifically in relation to the study of school improvement.

3.4 A situated approach to school improvement
Since situativity theory was introduced in the early 1990s by Lave and Wenger, a considerable
number of researchers in education have utilised a situated approach. This situated perspective
of school improvement has a strong tradition among respected, international researchers
(Borko, 2004; Borko & Koellner, 2008; Putnam & Borko, 2000; Spillane, 2014). Further
informative studies have focused on preservice teachers and their learning (Leaman &
Flanagan, 2013; Putnam & Borko, 2000); adult learners and/ or those in higher education
contexts (Hansman, 2001; Lee & Dunston, 2011); and professional learning and ongoing
teacher education (Borko, 2004; Borko & Koellner, 2008; Korthagen, 2010; Owen, 2004;
Peressini et al., 2004; Putnam & Borko, 1997; Putnam & Borko, 2000; Riveros, Newton, &
Burgess, 2012; Whitcomb, Borko, & Liston, 2009). Other studies that have influenced the
current research include those that contrast situativity with other learning theories (Arnseth,
2008; Barab & Duffy, 2000; Greeno, 1997; Korthagen, 2010; Wilson & Myers, 2000) and
studies that emphasise practice as the primary focus of inquiry (Arnseth, 2008; Leach & Moon,
1999; Riveros et al., 2012; Spillane, 2014; Yakhlef, 2010).
Therefore, as will be elucidated in the following section, a situated conceptualisation of
learning is appropriate for this study for many reasons. Situativity focuses on learners in
context, and the context of the learners; it reflects the learning model used within the
professional learning being researched; it strengthens the empirical notion of learning
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communities; it facilitates understanding of discourse, practice, artefacts and identity; and it
enables the researcher to trace changes in how staff participate in their learning community
and how this change occurs.

The studies listed above have influenced the conceptual framework of this study and shaped its
key concepts, as detailed in the research questions outlined in Section 3.2. The key concepts of
the study are:








context;
learning;
enactment;
affordances;
constraints;
learning trajectories; and
school improvement processes.

These key concepts of the study will now be examined in detail, following Spillane’s (2014)
recommendation to authors to develop joint understandings and clarify their research by
presenting the conceptual tools that underpin it. The following pages are designed to develop
shared understandings with the reader through describing the role of each concept within the
conceptual framework, by explaining the relevance of each concept to this study and reviewing
the literature that has utilised each concept within a school improvement context.
Conceptualising context
In this sub-section, a situated perspective of school contexts will be introduced and research
on this approach will be examined. As discussed in Chapter One, there are multiple
contextual factors that exist in any school (such as school history, location, demographics,
and staffing profiles) that may play a significant role in school improvement processes, so it
is important to select the school improvement program that best fits the individual school
(Harris, 2000). However, it is unclear from the literature what specific elements of context
need to be examined. This may again be traced to the notion of conceptual confusion, this
time around the term, context.
The term context is not easy to define. In her introduction to Understanding Practice, Lave
writes “reminded by a ﬂurry of gestures during the conference, Latour pointed out that when
most people talk about context, they sketch in the air a shell about the size and shape of a
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pumpkin” (Lave, 1996, p. 22). Latour’s description of context as an air pumpkin is a powerful
image to demonstrate the nebulous nature of the term context, both in everyday usage and in
research. The term is often defined according to common usage within the discipline of the
researcher (Bazire & Brezillon, 2005). Alternatively, it may be linked intrinsically to the
ontological and epistemological underpinnings of the field of research. Context may be
portrayed as an empty slot or container (McDermott, 1993). In contrast, a central tenet of
situative perspective is how a person learns and the context in which a person learns, becomes
part of what is learned (Putnam & Borko, 2000). From this viewpoint and in this research, the
context and the learner jointly are essential, mutually constituted and equally weighted.
One concept developed by Leach and Moon (1999) to denote the context of a school is a
pedagogic setting. Leach and Moon (2008) define a pedagogic setting as “the practices that a
teacher or teachers, together with a specific group of learners, create, enact and experience”
(p.11). A pedagogic setting has a past, present and a future. It is dynamic without fixed
boundaries. It is the interdependence of all its parts over time that makes a pedagogic setting a
single entity (Leach & Moon, 2008).

Leach and Moon (2008) view a pedagogic setting as comprised of multiple interrelated
dimensions that combine to give each school a unique pedagogic framework. They define these
dimensions as:








learning and assessment activities;
views of learning and learners;
goals and purposes;
roles and relationships;
views of knowledge;
discourse; and
artefacts.

Each of these dimensions is created by interactions among staff and students, and these
interactions determine the boundaries of the pedagogic setting.
The pedagogic setting is a useful unit of analysis to understand how a specialist school enacts
school improvement using both tacit and explicit dimensions of context. Leach and her
colleagues use the pedagogic setting to describe “an architecture for teacher
development”(Leach et al., 2002, p. 16) that enables educators, administrators and researchers
working in any teaching and learning context to be sensitised to the commonalities and
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differences that impact upon teaching and learning in that context. In this research, the
pedagogic setting is a tool that enables the researcher to adopt multiple perspectives through
observing changes across the entire school staff; to understand change as dynamic moderation
and mediation of the various pedagogic setting dimensions; and to identify how staff are acting
to create, enact and experience school improvement processes within their setting.
Pedagogic setting is a powerful way to understand a school’s context. Leach and her colleagues
used this model in a wide range of contexts (including their work in Sub Saharan Africa, 2002)
and therefore demonstrated the model is “sensitive to the inevitable complexity and
contrariness of local circumstances” (p.1). The concept of the pedagogic setting will be used in
the current study’s Chapter Seven to explore the distinctive context of a specialist school.
Conceptualising learning
The view that learning consists of mastery through participation is pivotal to the conceptual
framing of this study. This standpoint is consistent with the work of Lave and Wenger, who
provide analytical examples of how midwives, tailors, quartermasters, butchers and nondrinking alcoholics gradually learn mastery of a particular practice through participation in
that practice. The concept of legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991)
provides a framework for examining how participation in a context may change over time as
the participant learns. This concept is illustrated by Lave’s research on apprentices in
different contexts. An appreciation of legitimate peripheral participation changes how
learning may be perceived within solely a teacher/ learner paradigm (particularly in a school
context), and places learning in a more democratic position of occurring with others who may
also be peripherally located in the learning process.
Section 3.3 of this chapter outlined situativity, the basis of this study’s conceptualisation of
learning. Situativity is also pertinent to the empirical lens of learning communities, as
described in detail in Chapter 2.4. Researchers such as Borko and her colleagues (Borko,
2004; Borko & Koellner, 2008; Koellner & Borko, 2008; Peressini et al., 2004; Putnam &
Borko, 1997; Whitcomb et al., 2009) have championed the use of the situated approach to
examine professional learning in schools. Their work informs the approach taken in the
current study, where, as described in Chapter One, professional learning is the catalyst for
school change. Webster-Wright (2009) describes the importance of theoretical congruence
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between the professional learning that is delivered and the professional learning that is
researched:
...if we accept … that professional learning is situated, social, and constructed;
then research into professional learning and support for professional learning
should reflect these assumptions, or at least acknowledge the difficulties and
limitations in researching such experience (2009, p. 724).
Conceptualising enactment
Enactment is the central concept in this study’s main research question: How does a specialist
school enact school improvement? The concept of enactment was developed by Weick
(2003) to frame how people in organisations actively shape their environment. People enact
their environment as they construct it, and as the environment shapes them. Weick linked
organisational processes to organisational practices. He presents a situated perspective where
people participate in the environment, and thereby enact changes in themselves and in the
environment (Weick, 2003). Furthermore, by shaping the environment, Weick argued, people
learn more about their environment. This notion of enactment provides a new and rich
concept to analyse the interactions of a group of people within their organisation.

Riveros et al. (2012) use the concept of enactment within their situated account of
professional learning communities in schools in Canada. The authors state that whilst
professional learning communities are widely used to attain school improvement, the concept
of professional learning communities has been poorly enacted. The authors believe this may
be improved by a situated perspective of professional learning communities that focuses on
teacher agency and the ability of staff to engage in discourse that upholds discord as a
positive. They link a rejection of cognitive individualism to the rise of a context sensitive
approach to school improvement that fosters the co-creation of new knowledge through staff
enacting their practice within their school. The current study acknowledges the complexity of
understanding learning and reform in organisations, and suggests that enactment provides a
different way to comprehend peoples’ understanding of change influences how the change is
implemented. This conceptualisation of enactment is highly pertinent to this study.
Conceptualising affordances
Affordances are an important research concept shown in column four of the study’s conceptual
framework (depicted in Figure 3.1) and are utilised in the research’s first sub question: What
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are the constraints and affordances within a specialist school enacting school improvement?
The concept of an affordance is a useful explanatory tool in this research as it serves to
highlight and clarify the dynamic nature of the relationship between the learner and their
context. The term, used first by Gibson in 1977, is a means to understand the relationship
between objects and actors involved in an interactive activity (P. A. Brown, 2008; Wenger,
1998). Young et al. (2000, p. 150) describe an affordance as “the properties of an environment
… that enable action”. They use the example of a doorknob that may be used by a person
wishing to exit a room. For those who do not wish to exit, or perhaps a small child who cannot
reach the door, the affordance of the door handle does not exist. This highlights two key
elements of an affordance. An affordance is codetermined by properties of the object in relation
to the properties of the person (e.g. the person must have the height and strength to open the
door, and the door handle must work) and only detected by a person when they have a relevant
goal (e.g. to get out of the room) (Greeno, 1997).
The concept of an affordance highlights that there are opportunities for learning within a
professional learning environment that may or may not be exploited by school staff. In
everyday learning, there may be a whole framework of affordances that interact within a
dynamic system enabling staff to perceive and utilise different affordances at different points in
their learning trajectory. Appreciating that the affordance is intrinsic to both the person and the
activity is critical to understanding how staff may identify unique affordances within
professional learning activities. Cobb, Zhao, and Dean (2009) developed a framework to
describe how individual teachers learning processes contribute to shared learning, in their case,
in mathematics. The authors illustrate how a skilled professional learning facilitator could
utilise the various affordances within the communal norms and practices and encourage
individuals to adopt the affordances that worked best for them. Chapter Five in the current
study explores the affordances identified by staff at Correa Park.
Conceptualising constraints
Constraints are also a vital term, related to affordances, within this study’s conceptual
framework (Figure 3.1). If an affordance enables action (Young et al., 2000) , a constraint is
the “structure for action” (Kennewell, Tanner, Jones, & Beauchamp, 2008, p. 65) . It is
complementary concept to affordance, not a contradictory one. As with an affordance, a
constraint exists as a perception of a potential for action that is dependent on a users’
knowledge, skills and dispositions. The constraint may act as a boundary or guide. It is not
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necessarily a negative attribute, although it may sometimes be perceived as an obstacle to
action. As such, a constraint has been defined as the absence or diminished capacity to utilise a
tool at will (Murphy & Coffin, 2003). Lave (1988) utilised the concepts of constraints and
affordances to explore how grocery shoppers undertook mathematical computations. The
constraints she identified were issues such as the size of their pantry, the requirements for each
child in the family and the breakdown of prices given by the supermarket to assist with price
calculations. The affordances she identified were store design, the ability to compare similar
products and the different symbols that provided price information.
Using a framework of affordances and constraints is an ideal way to examine the messiness
and tensions inherent in staff working together in schools, described by Westheimer (2008, p.
756) as “slippery work”, that might be otherwise difficult to explore. Datnow et al. (2012)
examined the affordances and constraints for teachers collaborating around data driven decision
making. The study focused on organisational routines, practices and artefacts in regular school
settings. Within the six schools studied, they highlighted several affordances for data use:
strong leadership promoting thoughtful data use, viewing data as building collective
responsibility and developing norms and protocols for data discussions. The authors noted that
in alternative contexts attempting reform, where there was a less supportive and trusting
culture, the above affordances may have acted as constraints. The capacity to change according
to the setting suggests affordances and constraints would be useful conceptual tools for this
study’s differentiated approach to school improvement, which recognises that different contexts
call for different approaches.
Conceptualising learning trajectories
In the study’s conceptual framework, learning trajectories are central to the second research sub
question: What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school enacting school
improvement? Lave and Wenger (1991) conceptualised learning as a trajectory from
peripherality to full participation in a community of practice. Wenglen and Huzzard (2006)
offer this definition of a learning trajectory: it is learners’ increased understanding of the
learning task and the learner’s own role – which in turn leads to better performance of the role.
Empson (2011) states learning trajectories only exist due to the specific affordances and
constraints in that specific context. Each of these interpretations is useful to this study,
particularly, Lave and Wenger’s (1991) conceptions of learning as direction and participation
implying change over time. This conceptualisation of a learning trajectory allows for
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exploration of changes in both context and learners in a more satisfactory way than would be
possible under a transmission model of learning (discussed in the previous chapter, Section 2.2
as Model 1) that conceives learning as a linear process of input/output that occurs within a
learner’s head.
Learning trajectories serve to explain the ongoing, cumulative nature of learning. This
conceptualisation of learning embodies the long-term view of learning direction (Lave &
Wenger, 1991) reflecting the view of many researchers that one of the key factors implicated in
school change is time. The conceptualisation of learning trajectories acknowledges the arbitrary
nature of many research periods of data collection. In most cases, school improvement efforts
both precede and succeed the period under scrutiny.

The concept of a learning trajectory can apply to both individual and organisational units of
analysis (Wenglen & Huzzard, 2006) thereby accommodating the social component integral to
staffs’ learning in a school context. Wenglen and Huzzard (2006) build upon this notion and
describe how a learning trajectory reflects changes in both individual and organisational
identities:
The concept of trajectory thus tries to capture the long-term process in which a
participant moves in the direction of doing things differently in a way that
gradually changes his or her way of being, the way one is perceived by others,
and how one perceives oneself as a member of a particular community (p. 3).
Cobb, Zhao & Dean (2009) use the concept of learning trajectories in their research with
middle school mathematics teachers engaged in professional development to improve their
teaching of statistical analysis. Cobb et al. (2009) embed learning trajectories within their
development of a context-specific theory of teacher professional development. They use the
term to explain the learning that occurs as successive developments in the teacher group and in
the instructional practices of the participating teachers. Learning trajectories were central to
their research framework to enable the documentation of “the evolution of the communal
norms and practices that constitute the collective learning of a teacher group” (Cobb et al.,
2009, p.181).
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Conceptualising processes
In the current study, the term processes has a specific meaning, building further on the situated
perspective adopted. The term is key to the third research subquestion: How does the distinctive
context of a specialist school influence its school improvement processes? Processes relate to
the change in participation as learning occurs (Lave & Wenger, 1991). There may be
peripheral, partial or full participation. Legitimate peripheral participation, described earlier in
the chapter section Conceptualising Learning, refers to both the development of knowledgeably
skilled identities in practice as well as the reproduction and collective transformation of
learning communities (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Often the concept of legitimate peripheral
participation can focus on the roles of individuals, such as the newcomer or old timer (Lave &
Wenger, 1991). However, in the current study, with the collective unit of analysis being the
entire staff, legitimate peripheral participation is a useful concept to trace the increasing level of
collective participation in learning (for school improvement) across the school. This study,
through focussing on the collective transformation of the staff, takes the concept of legitimate
peripheral participation to characterise the processes of school improvement as complex
overlapping phases of peripheral participation, partial participation and full participation. This
way of understanding school improvement seeks to decentre mastery and the domination of
experts over beginners (acknowledging this professional learning activity was new learning for
all staff).

3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a description of this thesis’ key theoretical construct. The situative
perspective takes a positive approach to all learners in a specialist school as it views all
people’s learning in an extremely hopeful way:
the vocabulary of participation brings the message of togetherness, solidarity,
and collaboration. . . [It] does not allow for talk about permanence of either
human possessions or human traits. . . [which] means refraining from a
permanent labeling. Actions can be clever or unsuccessful, but these adjectives
do not apply to the actors. For the learner, all options are always open, even if
he or she carries a history of failure. Thus, quite unlike the . . .[acquisition
metaphor], the . . . [participation metaphor] seems to bring a message of an
everlasting hope: Today you act one way; tomorrow you may act differently
(Sfard, 1998, p. 8).
To summarise, this chapter has presented the conceptual framework for the current study,
drawing together the literature reviews presented in Chapters Two and Three. The conceptual
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framework has provided a structure and justification for the methodology, ontology and
epistemology of the study. Significantly, this chapter has provided a detailed explanation of
situativity and how it characterises learning by three key features: contextualised, social, and
distributed. Situativity also is intrinsic to the concepts within the thesis’ sub-questions. In the
findings chapters (Five, Six and Seven) this situated perspective of learning will be used as a
lens to understand and discuss the findings, and to structure answers to each of the thesis’ sub
questions. In the next chapter, Chapter Four, the methodological approach adopted in this study
is discussed, building on the conceptual framework presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 4 - Research Design and Methodology - Ways of
knowing about learners and contexts
As outlined in Chapter One, this qualitative case study seeks to gain an in-depth understanding
of one specialist school enacting school improvement over approximately 18 months. The
study aims to develop a model of school improvement in a specialist school context. The
current chapter describes and justifies the methodology used to gain these insights. The first
section of this chapter discusses the ontological and epistemological position of the researcher,
building upon the conceptual framework presented in Chapter Three, noting how these
positions influenced the selection of methodology. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 explore the choices of
the study’s qualitative approach and case study methodology and their characteristics. Section
4.5 provides details of the participants and sites. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 outline the professional
learning that occurred during the research project and the various data sources. Section 4.8
describes the data analysis and interpretation process. Issues of rigour, ethical considerations
and difficulties and limitations of the research are explored in Sections 4.9 and 4.10.

4.1 The research questions
The study’s research questions were developed in response to the problems the researcher faced
when invited to become a facilitator of professional learning with a view to school
improvement within the specialist school context. As described by White (2009), research
questions may evolve organically as a project shifts in focus and as data emerges. The purpose
of research questions is to lead the researcher into the data, in order to explore issues important
to the people and communities under investigation (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
As outlined in Chapter One, the central question of this study is how does a specialist school
enact school improvement? This research question is answered through a series of subquestions:
1. What are the constraints and affordances within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
2. What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
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3. How does the distinctive context of a specialist school influence its school improvement
processes?
Undoubtedly, these questions could be addressed in a range of ways, reflecting a researcher’s
view of the world, their theoretical perspectives, their conceptualisation of the problem, their
analysis of the data and their interpretation of events (Stake, 2010). This chapter outlines and
provides a rationale for this current study’s research design, methodology and methods selected
to answer the research questions, and attempts to make explicit the current researcher’s world
view, theoretical perspective, conceptualisation of the research problem, data analysis
techniques and method of interpretation of the research events.

4.2 Ontological and epistemological stances of the research
The relativist ontological stance (that there are multiple realities) and subjectivist
epistemological stance (that knowledge is constructed socially) of this research were described
in-depth in Chapter Three. That chapter described how these stances are shaped by the
theoretical approach to the study- situativity- a theory of learning as participation developed by
Lave and Wenger (1991). Situativity theorists conceive that learning cannot be separated from
context (Durning & Artino, 2011).
Table 4.1 illustrates the spectrum of epistemological positions a qualitative researcher may
assume (N. King & Horrocks, 2010), and demonstrates how each position shapes assumptions
regarding learning and context. The contextual position (highlighted) is most relevant to this
study. As noted in the table, the position of the researcher is central to contextual research, as
will be discussed in the final section of this chapter, Section 4.10.
Table 4.1: Epistemological position of a researcher (adapted from N.King and Horrocks, 2008)
Realist
Contextual
Constructionist
Context is the key to
Language constructs
Assumptions The researcher can
access the ‘real’ world, understanding people’s
social reality
about the
to reveal processes
lived experience
world
Knowledge is objective The data include the
Knowledge arises
Knowledge
and generalisable
context
from verbal exchanges
produced
The researcher is not
The subjectivity of the
The researcher coRole of the
biased, and remains
researcher is integral. The
produces the
researcher
detached
researcher plays an active
knowledge
role in data collection and
analysis
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4.3 The philosophy of qualitative research
Qualitative research can assume many forms but the essence of qualitative research is
concerned with the exploration of context (Patton, 2002), a central concept of the current study,
as outlined in Chapter 3.4. Within this research the methodological choices including the logic
of design, data collection and data analysis, all reinforce the centrality of context. Essentially,
the qualitative approach was selected because it recognises that enactment of school
improvement in any school is inextricably linked to the school context. The choice of
qualitative paradigm for this research also acknowledges that this researcher does not seek to
prove or disprove a specific theoretical position but rather to gather and analyse data that can
explain a particular phenomenon in a particular context.

Qualitative research is characterised by several key aspects: It is interpretive. It is
experiential. It is personalistic. It is situational (Stake, 2010). It is all these aspects, but in this
thesis it was particularly the situational aspect of qualitative research that made the
qualitative research paradigm of most relevance. This study was intended to gain a deep
understanding of the nuances and the complexities of the distinctive context of the specialist
school and the learners within the school (especially in the first and third sub questions).
Thus, this thesis utilises a qualitative approach that accepts the viewpoint that diverse views
of acceptable knowledge including those that are interpretive, experiential and personalistic
(Heshusius, 2004; Stake, 2010) are vital in an exploration of a specialist school context and
the staff learners.

The current study was also strongly influenced by other researchers who used a qualitative
situated perspective to provide an interpretive framework based in examining staff
participation in learning communities. It uses a similar methodology, and asks similar
research questions to investigators such as Ainscow (2010) and Cobb et al. (2009). Like
Ainscow’s (2010) research, the current study focuses on the perceptions of different groups
of staff within a school; explores processes in the school; outlines the social and cultural
practices that influence change efforts; and uses a method that enables the tracing of
sustained attempts to bring about organisational restructuring and developments in classroom
practice that would benefit all students (highly relevant to this study’s third sub question).
Cobb and his colleagues documented in their study the learning trajectories of mainstream
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school staff which provided a useful tool to conceptualise learning for the current study and
its specialist school context (particularly relevant to the research’s second sub question). Both
Cobb and Ainscow, “situate[d] teachers’ learning with respect to their participation in
collective practices that both enable and constrain their activity” (Cobb et al., 2009, p.181).
The three sub questions in the current study conceptualise learning as participation, building
on the ontological and epistemological stances within this research and harnessing the power
of qualitative paradigm to explore the participants’ multiple perspectives within the study
context.
The context must be given “thick description” (Brantlinger, Jimenez, Kilingner, Pugach, &
Richardson, 2005, p. 201). This thick description serves to clarify what is distinctive in a
context. One of the most effective methods to ensure a thick description is through the use of a
single site case study (Yin, 2009). Case studies assist researchers “…to understand the world of
education … bringing to life what goes on in [the setting]. They can provide both descriptive
richness and analytic insight into people, events, and passions as played out in real-life
environments (Yin, 2005, p. xiv).

4.4 Case study
Case study has been a contested term, regarded variously as a design, a methodology, a
particular data collection procedure, and as a research strategy (P. A. Brown, 2008). After
examining the seminal literature on case studies, (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009),
the definition adopted in the current research is that case study is a research method. It is a
design that may be both the object of study, and the product of the study (Creswell, 2013). A
case study is an appropriate research method to explore and explain current human activity
within a context (Gillham, 2000). Further, a case study enables the researcher to craft rich
dialogue with the data (Yin, 2009).
There are several key reasons why the case study is methodologically appropriate to this
current study. This case study is a critical case study (Yin, 2009), as it explores a single school
site that is distinctive, that of a specialist school. Whilst there are case studies of schools
enacting school improvement, there appears to be few case studies of Australian specialist
schools. This study also tests (by confirming, challenging or extending) the theory of situativity
as an explanation for the staff learning that occurred during the school improvement process.
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As such, even as a single case, this case study may make a significant contribution to
knowledge.

The following features have been attributed to case studies, and they apply also to the current
research as outlined in Table 4.2 below. The first four characteristics relate to the study of
context and the last two relate to the study design.
Table 4.2: Characteristics of case studies and the current study
Case study characteristic
Highlights the context of the setting (Patton,
2002) and describes and explores an
intervention and the context in which it
occurred (Yin, 2009)
Incorporates the researcher’s experience in
and understanding of the context (Yin, 2009)

Current study characteristic
Exploration of the context is vital to this case
study as it is a distinctive case (a specialist
school)

In this case study the researcher’s knowledge
of the context enabled increased access to data
(see Section 4.9)
Seeks to address how research questions and
The research question is how does a school
to examine process over product (Yin, 2009)
enact school improvement? The study
examines processes of school improvement
Investigates a context in which it is impossible This case study is set in a school which has
to control variables and when the contextual
unlimited variables
boundaries are not evident (Yin, 2009)
Generates both empirical and theoretical
As described in Section 1.5 (Significance of
knowledge (McNabb, 2004)
the study) this case study endeavours to
generate empirical and theoretical knowledge
Utilises multiple sources of evidence (Yin,
Multiple sources of evidence are used to
2009)
develop this study’s thick description, and will
be described in detail in Sections 4.5 and 4.7.
Several criticisms have been levelled at case studies including that they provide little evidence
for generalisation, and that they lack validity due to subjective bias (Yin, 2009). A response to
these criticisms in light of this case study will be presented in Sections 4.9 (Criteria for
assessing this study’s worth) and 4.10 (The researcher’s background and subjectivities). The
case study approach was adopted in this study as all the criteria listed above pertain to, and
strengthen the rigour of the current research.
As indicated by the final characteristic from the table above, case studies generally utilise
multiple sources of evidence, including interviews, direct or participant observations,
documents, archives and artefacts (Yin, 2009). The following sections will now define and
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describe in detail the participants and the site and also the multiple sources of evidence used in
the current study.

4.5 The research context

As highlighted in Section 4.2, the context of the research considers both the participants (the
learners) and the site as integral to the context of the case study.
The participants
The participants in this study formed part of the large and vibrant school community of Correa
Park (a pseudonym for the specialist school under investigation). As the main emphasis of the
study was on the staff’s key school improvement strategies, data were elicited from the teachers
within the school, as well as the principal, and the School Executive Team (SET) which
included the principal and the school executive staff. As Learning Support Assistants (LSAs)
are also a critical part of the teaching and learning that occurs in classrooms they were also
included within the data. Finally, administrative staff (office support, the school nurse and
janitor) were also included. All participants are referred to by a pseudonym. The staff consent
form is included as Appendix 4.10.

Some members of the school community, notably students, parents and therapists, were
excluded from the study. The majority of the school’s students have a Complex
Communication Needs (CCN) thus they were not able to participate easily in the interviews or
focus groups. Therefore, unlike the other participants (above) their data were collected through
secondary sources (Individual Learning Plans [ILPs] and reports) as detailed in Section 4.7.
The school’s recognition of the vital role played by families in the development of their child’s
learning was evident in their provision during the research project of many productive parent
workshops. Therapists, too, collaborated with staff to facilitate the students’ learning and paid
regular visits to the school. Despite these contributions to the school, both parents and
therapists had only a limited ability to comment on the staff learning, the main focus of this
research. Much of this learning only became evident in the staff professional development
sessions to which the parents were not invited and which the therapists did not attend because
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of other commitments. Consequently, collecting parent and therapist data was considered
beyond the scope of the study.
The site- Correa Park School
The specialist school selected for the current research was called Correa Park. As described in
detail in Chapter One, the school is a primary school for students aged three to twelve years
who have developmental delays or a moderate or severe intellectual disability. Some students
have autism and most students have Complex Communication Needs (CCN). In 2012 there
were 101 students enrolled. There were twenty classroom teachers, twenty learning support
assistants, two administrative staff and four staff on the School Executive Team (principal,
deputy principal and two executive teachers). The classes were structured with an approximate
staff to student ratio of one teacher and one LSA to six students.

Correa Park School was highly appropriate for the current research for a number of
interrelated reasons, including site access; a pre-existing positive relationship; the principal’s
(Rose) openness to research; recent changes in the school’s focus; and its position within the
jurisdiction’s school improvement processes. In the first instance, the school was located
within a short driving distance from the researcher’s work. Second, the researcher and the
school were already on good terms. The researcher had successfully taught there for three
years, 15 years prior to the inception of this study, (although there was one administrative
staff member remaining at the school during the research) and in 2010, the researcher had
begun facilitating some productive professional learning at the school as an external
consultant. Third, the principal was highly supportive of the researcher’s request to focus the
research study on her school. Having been at the school since 2009 as principal, she now had
a clearer vision for the school’s future. The principal particularly wanted to the project to
document the professional learning and whether it was associated with school improvement.
Fourth, the school itself was appropriate as it was undergoing a significant period of change
with an increased focus on pedagogy and communication. Finally, the school was scheduled
to undergo an external validation process as part of the jurisdictional school improvement
process in mid-2012 which entailed it was open to multiple school improvement efforts.
Together, these features entailed that the sample was purposive, with the advantage that the
processes being studied were likely to happen (Silverman, 2005) increasing the likelihood
that the researcher could explore the school improvement processes.
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4.6 The professional learning process
As outlined in Chapter One, professional learning is central to the enactment of school
improvement. At Correa Park, the school principal, Rose, and her executive team wanted to
encourage a stronger focus on the topics of pedagogy and student communication as part of the
school’s improvement processes. Rose invited the researcher to facilitate a series of fortnightly
professional learning forums on those topics for her staff. The principal, and her executive
team, were chiefly interested in increasing staff competence in using Alternative and
Augmentative Communication (AAC), beginning with an agreed pictorial ‘core vocabulary’
(which was also spoken and signed). This common vocabulary was published on to Core
Vocabulary Boards (CVBs) and was to be implemented across the school to complement the
individualised learning and communication systems that had been developed for each child.
The senior staff at Correa Park School believed that the fortnightly professional learning
sessions would provide the ideal catalyst to build on this model that previously had been used
by some staff in the school but not integrated within a formalised school wide approach.
Table 4.3 below outlines the professional learning topics that were discussed in the staff
learning sessions, named teacher forums, which were convened from August 2011 to
December 2012. The acronyms used within the table are explained in the Glossary at the
beginning of this thesis. The teacher forums were held on Wednesday afternoons after school,
from approximately 3.15pm to 4.30pm. Each session utilised a PowerPoint presentation to
summarise the activities for those teachers present, and a paper copy was made available for
those unable to attend.
As Table 4.3 indicates, the ongoing pedagogical focus for all sessions was on AAC for
Children with Complex Communication Needs (CCN). The 2011 teacher forums focussed
largely on the development and use of the Communication Matrix, (see Appendix 6.7) a school
tool to assist staff to select appropriate screening protocols, learning goals, pedagogical
strategies and assessment tools for their students with CCN. The 2012 teacher forums were
focussed teachers sharing their use of various parts of the Communication Matrix in their
classrooms. Table 4.3 reveals the model of professional learning shifted from the content
largely being selected by the researcher in 2011 to a collaborative professional learning model
with the content driven by the staff in 2012. (This change will be discussed further in Chapters
Six and Seven).
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Table 4.3: Correa Park formal Professional Learning Processes and Activities, 2011- 2012
Professional Learning Processes and Activities- 2011
Date
Content
Key activities
We talked about the best PL we had attended and
1 3/8/11
 What is effective Professional
the characteristics of effective PL.
Learning (PL)?
We talked about what we wanted to achieve
 What is Collaborative Action
through the project.
Research?
 What are ethical standards in
collaborative action research?
We completed a questionnaire on our knowledge
2 17/8/11
 Alternative and Augmentative
Communication (AAC) Questionnaire of AAC.
We wrote our priorities for the AAC Framework.
 What could a Correa Park AAC
We completed the AAC Classroom rubric.
Framework achieve?
 AAC Classroom rubric (Appendix 6.8)
We developed a broad list of issues around
3 31/8/11
 Issues around assessing students with
assessing students with CCN at Correa Park.
Complex Communication Needs
Therapist from Therapy services introduced part
(CCN)
 Developmental vs ecological approach one of the Matrix- the assessment section.
 Introducing The Communication
Matrix (Appendix 6.7)
21/8/11
We talked about what we needed in place to get
4
 Creating a graphic reconstruction of
where we want to go.
our journey
We introduced part two of the Matrix- the goals
 The Correa Park Communication
section.
Matrix – part two
We introduced and talked about part three of the
5 26/10/11  AAC Classroom rubric- What do you
Matrix- the strategies section.
think?
We watched a video of teaching strategies used
 How does this fit with Pedagogical
with students who are communicating at different
Content Knowledge (PCK)
 The Communication Matrix Strategies levels on the Matrix.
section
 Pedagogy Video (Appendix 6.13)
We introduced and talked about part four of the
6 9/11/11
 How do we know when our students
Matrix- the data collection section.
‘get’ there?
We discussed what we were already using for data
 Problems with data collection
collection and looked at some ‘paper and pen’
 What, Who, Why, When, Where and
type tools to match the goals we are teaching.
How of data collection
 Solutions for data collection
We looked at the pros and cons of different types
7 30/11/11  Clarifying the project
of data collection tools and made a checklist.
 Talking about our data
 Looking at pros and cons
 Embedding Quality Teaching (QT) –
How to reflect on ourselves as
communication partners
7/12/11
We decided as a team on our highest priority
8
 Talking about our data
issues in terms of AAC.
 Looking at pros and cons
We discussed an outline of the Handbook to go
 Embedding Quality Teaching – How
with the Matrix.
to reflect on ourselves as
We reflected on the PL journey so far.
communication partners
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1

Date
2/2/12

2

29/2/12

3

14/3/12

4

28/3/12

5

9/5/12

6

13/6/12

7

1/8/12

8

12/9/12

9

7/11/12

1
0

5/12/12

Table 4.3 (cont.) Professional Learning Processes and Activities - 2012
Content
Key activities
We developed a poster on Correa Park’s
 Correa Park’s communication culture
culture of communication. We started
 Communication Matrix in practice
using the Matrix to plan for one student in
 Resources
our class.
We started talking about the importance of
 Learn: about the draft model ‘Atlas’
coherence and how the Matrix will help us
 Experiment: with the Matrix
all to use a common language.
 Reflect: on the process
 Learn, Experiment and Reflect: Student We watched a video with student’s team
planning her ILP and using the Matrix to
P’s meeting video (Appendix 6.13)
assess her communication skills.
We reflected on the Matrix after having
 Learn: How are we going to collect
used it and agreed on some changes to
data?
present to Therapy services.
 Experiment: Think about play and
We completed the AAC Classroom
strategies to enhance communication
Rubric.
 Reflect: Using the AAC classroom
We started thinking about using
rubric
 Look at proposed changes to the Matrix communication and the CVBs more
broadly e.g. in the community
We discussed the personal and broader
 Learn: About our philosophy –
behaviourists vs. situationists? What do school philosophical underpinnings of our
teaching of communication.
you believe?
We wrote more SMART goals for each
 Experiment: With writing some
level of communication.
SMART goals for the Matrix.
 Reflect: On where we are so far
We talked about how to use the Matrix to
 Learn: How it ‘all fits together’.
write an ILP for a specific student using
 Experiment: With completing a
information and video that a teacher shared
communication ILP for Student L.
with us.
 Reflect: How useful has this process
been to help us in writing and teaching
our ILPs?
A teacher presented on teaching yes and no
 Learn: from Annelise (a class teacher)
and we agreed it was a priority to teach yes
about teaching yes and no
and no across the school. We talked about
 Experiment: With how the 2012
the coherence of embedding the Teaching
Communication ILP pages look so
and Learning Cycle with ILPs, reports,
far…
class programs, curriculum, the Matrix,
 Reflect: How Correa Park could use a
coaching templates, with our culture and
‘Data Wall’ to talk about student
with the way we think and talk about what
outcomes in terms of communication
is happening in our classrooms.
and AAC?
Using the PLC framework of focusing on
 Learn: about the Data Wall and the
student achievement, many teachers shared
PLC sharing process
video and data on our students and
 Experiment: with sharing information
discussed it as a team.
on one student from our class
We started the Correa Park Data Wall.
 Reflect: as a group on pedagogy.
We completed the 2012 Communication
 Data Wall (Appendix 6.11)
Audit.
 PLC discussion and reflection on
We again focused on student achievement
student progress
through sharing data and discussing ideas.
We completed AAC questionnaires and
 Data Wall.
classroom rubrics.
 Review what we wrote in PL 1 3/8/11
AAC framework PL review.
and what we have achieved.
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4.7 Data collection
As explained in Section 4.3, qualitative research accepts, and is strengthened by, diverse views
of acceptable knowledge. Case studies utilise multiple sources of evidence, as indicated in
Section 4.4. The case study researcher must always make choices about what data to select and
what data to omit (Yin, 2009). This section outlines the data collection phases, and the sources
of primary and secondary data and their pertinence to the research question and sub-questions.
In this study, the data were collected in three phases, as depicted in Table 4.4:
Table 4.4 : Phases in the data collection
Antecedent - 2010
School documents

Intensive - June 2011-December 2012
School documents
School artefacts
Professional learning artefacts
Staff interviews
Staff focus groups

Follow up - 2013
Member checks

Table 4.4 reveals three data collection phases. Of these, data in the antecedent phase consisted
of school documents that were collected from school archival material and from the school
computer drive. Data from the intensive phase consisted of documents; school developed
artefacts; professional learning artefacts that were collected by the researcher, and interviews
and focus groups which were conducted by the researcher. December 2012 was chosen as the
final point in the intensive data collection process because at that time a school wide shift
occurred in the pedagogical focus from communication and Alternative and Augmentative
Communication (AAC) to a school wide focus on literacy. In the third and final follow up
phase during 2013, the researcher conducted member checks based on early staff responses to
the release of the preliminary findings as part of the continuing collaboration between the
researcher and the school. The rationale for the three phases is that the intensive phase was the
most critical phase to provide data pertinent to the research questions and therefore represents
the bulk of data collection. In contrast, the antecedent phase provided some school context, and
the follow up phase represented an opportunity to reflect on the intensive phase.

All teaching and administrative staff at the school were invited to participate in the research,
and all agreed to do so. Unfortunately, notwithstanding the high rate of consent, there were
some unforeseen circumstances which prevented several individuals from completing the data
collection process. Factors which limited participation in the study included staff maternity
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leave, retirement, staff doing casual work, being new to the school in 2012 and education
directorate mobility requirements which obliged staff to change schools part way through the
research. Fortunately, despite these limitations on data collection, the final participants
represented all the five preferred staff categories: principal, Senior Executive Team (SET),
teachers, Learning Support Assistants (LSAs) and administrative staff.

Table 4.5 summarises the five stakeholder groups from whom data were collected, and the type
of data collected from each group. The different types of data collection are explained in
Section 4.7. The primary data consisted of interviews, focus groups and professional learning
evaluations. The teachers participated in two interviews each. The LSAs participated in one
interview and one focus group. The administrative staff participated in one interview. The
School Executive Team (including the principal) participated in four focus groups. The
Principal engaged in four (individual) interviews. The Professional Learning evaluations were
conducted at the end of every teacher forum.
The secondary data consisted of documents (such as school developed reports that were usually
public and formal in nature) and artefacts (such as staff developed resources to support their
classroom teaching and learning, or resources created during the teacher forums).
Table 4.5: Study data sources and methods
Primary data
Data source

Data
method

Number of
participants

Teachers

Students

Admin

School
Executive
Team
2
ILPs and
1
4 Focus
Interviews reports
interview groups
Member
(document Member Member
checks
study)
checks
checks
PL
PL
evaluations
evaluations
14
25
3 office
4
staff
(Principal,
1 nurse
Deputy
Principal,
2
executive
teachers
(1 new in
2012)
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Principal

4
Interviews
Member
checks
PL
evaluations
1
Principal

Secondary
data
Students

ILPs and
reports
(document
study)
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Primary data
Semi structured interviews
Semi structured interviews were one of three types of primary data collected throughout the
study. A semi structured interview uses the interviewer’s pre-devised open ended questions, but
unlike structured interviews, the interviewer is able to probe the answers for additional
information, plus ask individuals further questions if applicable (Kervin, Vialle, Herrington, &
Okely, 2006). The interview questions were designed to enable the researcher to learn more
about the school improvement processes both in-depth and from a wide range of perspectives,
as recommended by Merriam (2009). Interviewing is an important method to enable the
researcher to discover how other’s perceive their world, enabling the researcher to understand
the other person’s perspective (Patton, 2002). The interviewer sought to gain the staff’s
perspectives on the school improvement processes.

In the current study, the interviewees (teachers, LSAs, administrative staff, and the principal)
were provided with written documentation detailing the study prior to the commencement of
each interview. The interviewer also spoke explicitly with each participant about the research
process, the ethics process (discussed in more detail later in the chapter) and the interviewee’s
rights. Interviews took place in the school, mostly in classrooms or the executive offices. All
interviews were digitally recorded and ranged from 15 minutes to 45 minutes depending on the
expansiveness of the respondents. During the interviews the researcher took notes, primarily as
a tool to give respondents time to think and respond. The interview protocols used for staff
interviews are attached as Appendices 4.1 and 4.2. The principal interview protocols are
Appendices 4.3-4.6.
Not all interviews went exactly to plan. One interview was conducted over the telephone as the
staff member had agreed to participate but was at home sick on the day of the interview. The
reality of the school was that it was not possible to ensure quiet or disruption free time. Most
interviews were interrupted by students or other staff, by the phone ringing, loud background
noises, or staff themselves eating their lunch. There were even people singing in the
background! Consequently some staff requested that the interview be moved to another quieter
area, which was done.
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Some interviews were formal and others transformed into something more conversational,
often depending on the relationship between the interviewer (the researcher) and the
interviewee or as the participants relaxed. Particularly in the initial interviews, many staff
mentioned that they were nervous, and wary of being recorded. The key factor in de-stressing
the staff appeared to be the first interviewees reporting to others across the school ‘that it
wasn’t that bad!’ and thus all participants who signed the consent went ahead with the
interview process. Nonetheless the researcher was highly aware that this may have been due
factors highlighted in other research such as the “possible power differential between
interviewer and interviewee and because of politeness” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 14). This
issue is addressed in Section 4.8, Rigour of the study.
Focus groups
Focus groups comprised the second of the three types of primary data collected throughout the
study. In a focus group, pre-devised questions were also used by the interviewer, plus further
probes were used. The key advantage of focus groups is that participants can hear and respond
to one another (Kervin et al., 2006). This group conversation format enabled multiple
viewpoints to be discussed with or without consensus being reached. In a focus group the
objective is to obtain quality data in a social context where participants can consider their own
views in the context of others’ views (Patton, 2002). Essentially the focus group format helps
to reveal the variations in the group as well as the points of consensus, and enhances the
richness of the discussion. This was true in this study as the two focus groups, the School
Executive Team (SET) and the Learning Support Assistants, (LSAs) were able to reflect on one
another’s comments and build upon each other’s ideas. This enabled the researcher/ interviewer
to gain a rich variety of data from these focus groups.
In the current study, there were four focus group interviews with the SET each lasting
approximately an hour. Focus groups were held relatively frequently with the SET, as school
improvement was led largely by this team. The focus group protocols for the SET are in
Appendices 4.7- 4.10. In addition, a separate focus group of approximately 45 minutes was
held once, in 2012, with the LSAs. The 2012 focus group replaced the second individual LSA
interview that was initially planned for each of these staff. This replacement was made largely
on the grounds of convenience. The 2011 interview data collection had been facilitated by a
student free day which enabled the researcher to meet individually with many of the LSAs
during school hours. This opportunity was not possible at the end of the study so the group
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agreed to meet as a focus group. The focus group protocol for the LSAs can be found in
Appendix 4.7.
As noted in the introductory remarks about this form of data collection, focus groups enable the
sharing of opinions, and this was considered advantageous for the current study. However,
during the focus group, the groups became more vocal as the discussion progressed, and
similarities and differences in outlook and behaviour became more apparent. The researcher
had to maintain sensitivity to differences within the group, even if those differences were
outside the scope of the research. This issue is discussed in Section 4.9, along with other ethical
issues.
Professional learning evaluations
As was discussed in Section 4.6, school wide professional learning was a key component of
the research project from mid-2011 to the end of 2012. The professional learning teacher
forums generated evaluation forms, which comprise the third type of primary data used in the
current study. Professional learning evaluations are a common tool to gather information on
participants’ immediate reactions to professional learning (Guskey, 2002). In the current study
the professional learning evaluations were collected at the end of each formal professional
learning session. Each session’s evaluation form followed the same format. The qualitative
questions on the evaluation forms were:
1. Did you learn something that was new, or excited you or made you think differently in
this session?
2. What feelings do you have about what was discussed in this session?
3. Will you do anything differently in your classroom as a result of this session?
4. Are there other comments you would like to make (please write any thoughts/
observations and feelings about any aspect of the professional learning that you liked or
disliked or think could work differently)?
The four questions highlighted some of the critical areas of evaluation during the professional
learning process recommended for exploration by Desimone (2009). Question One probed staff
knowledge and skills. Question Two focussed on staff attitudes and beliefs. Staffs’ changes in
practice were embedded in the responses to Question Three. Question Four encouraged further
responses in any area. Over time as the questions became more familiar the answers often
contained responses to other questions, so the delineation could not always be clear cut. This
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may be indicative of the interrelationship among all these factors within the professional
learning process.
Secondary Data
Document study
Documents produced by the school were the key source of the secondary data. In the current
study the analysis of documents was also used to supplement material provided in the
interviews and focus groups. For example, documentation used included information about the
school’s structure, functions and organisational features that were not discussed in interviews.
Document analysis is particularly applicable within qualitative case studies as it provides a
framework in understanding the external and internal context of the school (Bowen, 2009).
Contents of documents are not seen simply at face value but can be carefully analysed for
underlying implications. This is an important process within document analysis as described by
Burton and Bartlett (2009).

Table 4.6 indicates the large variety of school documents that were utilised within this study.
These documents assisted in several ways the crystallisation of ideas during the study, a key
criterion of assessing study rigour (discussed further in Section 4.9). Firstly, in this study,
documents contextualised the school change and supported findings from other sources, a
process recommended by Bowen (2009). Secondly, school documents provided a stable
overview of events because, as noted by (Yin, 2009), documents remain unchanged by the
research process. Finally, in the current research, the documents were impartial data. They were
not written or influenced by the researcher (Yin, 2009) (although the researcher recognised that
may have contained bias from alternative authors).
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Table 4.6: School based documents used as secondary data

Student related
School related

Antecedent phase
2010
Student ILPs
Student reports
School plan 2010-2013
School curriculum and
assessment documents

Intensive Phase
2011
-

School Board Report
Annual Operating Plan
Report
School Accountability
and Performance Sheet
Staff Satisfaction
Survey

Jurisdictional

2012
Student ILPs
Student reports
-

School Board Report
Annual Operating Plan
Report
School Accountability
and Performance Sheet
Staff Satisfaction
Survey
School Summative
Evaluation Report
External Validation
Report 2012

Table 4.6 depicts the types of documents that were studied, and the phases in which this
occurred. Within the antecedent phase, a sample of 25 Individual Learning Plans (ILPs) and
Reports comprised the specific student related information used in this study. The ILPs and
reports helped demonstrate changes over time and also provided official versions of how the
school operated at a particular point in time, as recommended by researchers such as Burton
and Bartlett (2009). The 2011 student related documents were not included because the school
operates on a mid-year to mid-year cycle and was in an interim phase when the research began
in mid-2011. Therefore to observe the significant changes that occurred, the ILP documents
from 2010 and 2012 were selected as they were separated by the largest time renegotiation and
had the potential to demonstrate the greatest contrast. One school plan (2010-2013) was
scrutinised as it covered the period of the research. School curriculum and assessment
documents were only examined in 2010 because further curriculum and assessment documents
were produced within the research project and are therefore considered as artefacts (see the
next section).

Within the intensive phase, the 2011- 2012 school board reports, operating plan reports,
accountability and performance sheets and staff satisfaction sheet were all considered as they
are annual processes and incorporated (to some extent) a reflection on the research process. The
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school summative reports and evaluation reports were only considered in 2012 as they are
jurisdictional requirements only once every four years.
Artefacts
The school documents discussed in the previous section produced data whose form was
planned and anticipated. In contrast, other documents, generated by the researcher and/ or staff
as part of the research project and process, could not be so easily predicted, despite their
importance. These research project artefacts included:




The Communication Matrix (See Appendix 6.6)
The culture of communication poster (see Appendix 6.13)
The ILP/report writing guide (See Appendix 6.8)

These artefacts are mentioned at this point to complete the exposition of secondary data.
However they are properly conceived as outcomes of the research process, and will be
described more fully when the data analysis and results are described in Chapters Five, Six and
Seven.
The link between the data collection and research questions
The large volume of data collected provided the researcher with a rich and varied source of
information in order to answer the research questions. Table 4.7 synthesises some of the
previous discussion by illustrating the data selected in order to answer the main research
question and each of the subsidiary questions.
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Table 4.7 The research questions and data sources
Primary
data
Interviews
Focus
groups
PL
evaluations
2011 2012

How does a specialist 
school enact school
improvement?


What are the
affordances and
constraints within a
specialist school
context enacting
school improvement?


What are the staffs’
learning trajectories
within a specialist
school enacting
school improvement?


How does the
distinctive context of
a specialist school
influence its school
improvement
processes?

Secondary data
ILPs and
Reports

School
Documents

2010


2010 2011 2012 2011





2012






2012






Artefacts























In summary, the key data collection in this research involved the use of primary (interviews,
focus groups and professional learning evaluations) and secondary data (ILPs, reports, school
documents and artefacts) collected from between 2010 and 2013. This generated a significant
amount of data to answer each of the research questions. The processes used to answer the
research questions will now be described in the following section, data analysis.

4.8 Data analysis

Effective qualitative case study data analysis ensures that the analysis and findings attend to all
the evidence, address rival explanations, highlight the most significant aspects of the case and
utilise of the researcher’s prior expert knowledge (Yin, 2009) as through the process of data
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analysis, the researcher interprets the data. In order to meet the above criteria, a range of
strategies was used for analysis. Effective data analysis within a case study considers both data
analysis strategies and techniques. In order to analyse the data in this study, constant
comparative analysis , the process of taking information and comparing it to emerging themes
was used (Merriam, 2009).
Data analysis strategies
NVivo
To code the large amount of data in this study the computer software program NVivo 10 was
used (QSR International, 2010). NVivo is a Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
Software (CAQDAS) tool to enable the researcher to store, organise, code and analyse
qualitative data. Although the software is extremely powerful in its scope, the researcher
remains the agent to identify what are the patterns in the data, what to name these patterns, and
what ascribed meanings they should have (Patton, 2002). Thus, NVivo is simply a tool. As in
all effective data analyses, creativity and intelligence remain the central challenges for the
researcher, as it is the researcher herself who is engaged in dialogue with the data (Yin, 2009).

The major advantages of NVivo are that it enables the researcher to organise and manage the
large volume of data, and easily retrieve information related to codes, themes or documents,
ensuring that all evidence is considered (Creswell, 2013). NVivo coding enables researchers to
build a coding system of nodes. A node is defined as “a container that lets you gather source
content relating to themes, people, places, organisations or other areas of interest” (QSR
International, 2010, p. 110). Nodes can also be in relationship with each other as parents or
children and shown in trees (Richards, 2005). Over time these nodes are often refined, removed
or recoded. In the current study, the nodes were then further refined to become the core themes
of the research. An example of NVivo coding from this study can be seen in Appendices 4.8
and 4.9. These themes were influenced by situativity, the theoretical proposition of the study, a
strong case study analysis strategy (Yin, 2009).
The role of theory in the current study’s data analysis
This theory guided case study used a combination of inductive and deductive strategies. The
inductive strategy is a way of examining data first and selecting theories to explain the data
(discovery) whereas in the deductive approach a pre-existing framework is used to sort the data
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(Patton, 2002). The researcher used both approaches in a cyclic process of emerging
understanding, by using the theoretical proposition (Yin, 2009) and the existing literature
(deduction) and then using the researcher’s prior expert knowledge and experience and other
data to find new categories (induction), similar to the process described by Marshall and
Rossman (2006). Yin (2009) states that one of the most important roles of theory in guiding
case study analysis is to focus the researcher’s attention on certain data and to ignore other data.

Cobb et al. (2009) describe how situated theoretical constructs developed in the contexts in
which they will be used are a methodological strength because they can contribute to context
specific explanations. In this study, situativity theory played a key role in sensitising the
researcher to key concepts during the initial coding phase, and confirming key data codes
through the secondary coding phases. As described in Chapter Three, situativity is reflected in
both the research questions and the analysis terms, such as affordances, constraints, and
learning trajectories. Further following proponents of the situated perspective, this study
upheld the importance of peer reviews by continual checking of the study’s findings by
returning to the research context with the participants. Ultimately, these interactions and the
shared language helped to develop the study’s explanatory model of school improvement in a
specialist school as presented in Chapter Eight.

In this study, NVivo was used not only for data storage, coding and analysis but for the storage,
coding and analysis of literature as well, as described in Chapter Two. This enabled the process
of theory guided case study to occur. See Appendix 4.9 for a NVivo example relating to the
node situativity.

Data analysis techniques
There is no single recipe for data analysis in qualitative research. However, there is a range of
techniques to help confirm whether the chosen data analysis is appropriate (Saldaña, 2009; Yin,
2009). Patton (2002) depicts the qualitative data analysis approach as having two components:
segmenting activities and metadata activities. The former is a process of highlighting text and
applying codes to a segment. The latter process is the creation of new data, such as codes,
comments, memos, annotations and visual representations of information. These two processes
occur iteratively. Data analysis methods are selected to harmonise with the conceptual
framework (see Chapter Three) and to answer the research questions.
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Like teaching, data analysis has been described as both “an art and a craft” (Saldaña, 2009, p.
31) with all the need for creativity and intuition as well as skill and knowledge. In this context,
coding is the summative meaning assigned to the raw data (Saldaña, 2009, p. 3). The initial
processes are a simple means to organise the data. The secondary processes are more analytic,
using higher order skills such as “classifying, prioritising, integrating, synthesising, abstracting,
conceptualising and theory building” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 45). Patton (2002) acknowledges that,
as each qualitative study is unique, the analytical approach adopted also will be unique.

The following section offers a summary of the data analysis used in this study. The analysis
was based on Merriam (2009), Creswell (2013) and Yin (2009) who advise that case study
analysis and representation is a process of describing, classifying and interpreting the data into
codes and themes. In the current study the following approach was taken.
1. The data were scrutinised for emerging themes mostly based on the research questions
(see Table 4.7) and emerging conceptual framework.
2. Detailed descriptions of the data were created, building up the understanding of the
context, central to case studies.
3. Further insights from these themes were developed from the patterns in the data.
4. Early nodes (coding descriptors) were created in NVivo. These were changed
throughout the process as the researcher’s understanding of the coding deepened,
influenced by the theoretical proposition of the study (situativity).
5. These codes were checked with peers (see Study Rigour section).
6. The codes were reviewed for inconsistencies, plausibility and coherence, and themes
were reapplied as necessary. As new nodes were created, new literature was consulted.
7. The researcher wrote about themes, and added insights from literature, checked with the
theory, using coded extracts to substantiate these.
In this study, NVivo codes were not counted. Creswell states the counting codes approach is a
“quantitative orientation of magnitude and frequency contrary to qualitative research” (2013, p.
185). Furthermore, counting codes also may lead to certain codes being given more prominence
than appropriate. If codes are counted, one single rival explanation may be dismissed. In this
study, all participants’ voices were deemed pertinent, rather than simply considering the
majority.
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4.9 Study rigour
Justification of research and addressing issues around research rigour are central in any qualitative
research (Patton, 2002). Although there is general agreement about the importance of conducting the
research in an ethical manner (Merriam, 2009), justification of other aspects of research rigour is not a
clear process. Assessing the rigour of qualitative research in general is a contested activity, because
definitions, terms and procedures differ amongst the academy (Creswell, 2013). For some, applying to
qualitative research traditional criteria like generalisability, objectivity, and reliability is illegitimate
(Guba & Lincoln, 2005). This extreme position was not adopted in the current study, and instead
qualitative criteria for rigour were applied to this qualitative research. This section of the chapter
examines ethical considerations in this study, then examines the various means of establishing rigour
within a qualitative single site case study drawing further on the literature of Yin (2009), Creswell
(2013), and Merriam (2009).

In the following section, it is recognised that each aspect of the research design contributes to the overall
assessment of rigour in the study. Throughout this entire chapter, the elucidation of the various aspects of
the research design is designed to establish the sense, not only of epistemological coherence, but of a
high standard of study rigour.
Ethical considerations
Permission to conduct the research was sought and gained from the University of Canberra Committee
for Ethics in Human Research and the Jurisdictional Education and Training Directorate (‘the
Directorate’). (Due to the need for school anonymity the approvals were not provided as Appendices).
To promote confidentiality, pseudonyms were used for all adults and the school, and each staff member
was encouraged to select their own assumed name. Material that could identify individuals was
eliminated and the researcher took care not to disclose any information that would be prejudicial to an
individual.
Two overarching principles guided the study. The first is taken from Corbin and Strauss (2008, p.14): “a
safe rule is if you don't think you would like it, then the participants probably wouldn't like it either”.
This simple maxim was adopted to enable the researcher to focus upon honest, open and transparent
dealings with all participants. A second principle is based upon epistemological integrity - that is,
ensuring coherence among the nature of the research, the strategy, research questions, design and
methods (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). In this study, a major source of coherence was the values of
social justice. Social justice is reinforcing and reinforced by the situated perspective of the study. The
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researcher acknowledged throughout the research the distributed learning occurring across the school for
both the staff and the researcher, and the multidirectional nature of learning within the formal and
informal learning contexts. At a more specific level, the above two principles guided the researcher in all
interactions with both staff and students. For example, the steps taken to minimise any power imbalances
between the researcher and the participants include the following steps taken by the researcher: working
face to face in preference to electronic or other non-face to face means, looking and listening carefully
before speaking, acknowledging the researcher as learner, refraining from being patronising or flaunting
knowledge, avoiding pitfalls through being politically astute and finding ways to share knowledge, as
recommended by Gordon (2008). All adult participants were given information regarding the research
and were involved in a range of discussions around the research and its findings to ensure they were
comfortable with the direction and findings of the research (see, for example, the use of member checks
to ensure the participants’ comments were faithfully recorded, described in the professional learning
process in Section 4.6) .
Criteria for assessing the study’s worth
As outlined in Section 4.3, a qualitative case study cannot be judged by the criteria of quantitative
positivistic research as it is incongruent with this research (Creswell, 2013). However, qualitative single
site case studies may be accused of a lack of rigour on other grounds – such as lack of a systematic
approach, or unidentified researcher bias (Yin, 2009). On the advice of supervisors, other colleagues and
the literature, the rigour of this study was constantly questioned, and as described in Table 4.8, key
actions were adopted throughout the study to increase the study’s rigour. Table 4.8 outlines the criteria
pertinent to this case study and the actions that enabled this study to meet the criteria to establish study
rigour. It can be seen that some actions serve to meet multiple criteria.
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Table 4.8: Criteria for establishing study rigour
Criteria and
‘definition’
Authenticity
(How accurately
and fairly the
participants’
views are
represented)

References

Action taken

Merriam, 2009,
Yin, 2009,
Creswell, 2013.

Reflexivity
(the researcher’s
awareness of the
influences of
their experiences
on the research
and how the
research impacts
on the
researcher);
Credibility
(Related to
validity- Do the
findings capture
what is really
there?)

Merriam, 2009
Creswell, 2013

Member checking - All interviews were summarised and
given to the participants to read and comment upon and
add to if necessary. Furthermore, at strategic stages of
the research process, such as developing and refining the
research questions, the researcher’s draft conclusions
were shared and discussed with the school principal.
Peer review- Thesis chapters were given to four
university staff members for their review and feedback.
Researcher had regular and informal discussions on the
research with school principal and LSA, Anita.
Researcher and principal co-presented research at
national and international conferences in order to gain
further feedback.
Ethical relationship with participants- The researcher
was always respectful of participants’ time, knowledge
and perspectives (see ethical considerations earlier in
Section 4.8).
Audio recording of interviews – All interviews were
recorded successfully and were transcribed without
technical difficulties.
Multivocality- The data in this thesis are representative
of the entire staff and their varying statuses (e.g. LSAs,
principal, executive and teachers)
Sufficient raw data presented- The researcher has
presented extensive interview and focus group data to
enable the reader to identify participants viewpoints.
Critical self-reflection - This occurred throughout the
research process, using discussion and journaling.
Explanation of researcher biases and background- The
researcher was transparent in her position, as explained
in Section 4.10 in this chapter.

Merriam, 2009
Yin, 2009
Creswell, 2013

Rich description – The three findings chapters show rich
data to contextualise the study such that readers will
determine the credibility of the findings.
Long term observation- The researcher was in the school
for more than two years and therefore was able to
develop strong rapport and trust with the staff and a
detailed knowledge of the intricacies of the context.
Negative case analysis- The researcher reported both
positive and negative evidence relating to the study.
Member checks/ Peer review- See Authenticity criterion
above.
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Crystallisation
(related to
triangulation.
(Reflecting on
the analysis in
an attempt to
identify
corroboration
and convergence
of evidence)
Dependability
(related to
reliability- are
the results
consistent with
the data
collected?)
Transferability
(related to
generalisability
and external
validity)

Merriam, 2009
Yin, 2009

Member checks/ reflections- See Authenticity criterion
above.
Use of primary and secondary data- The use of multiple
sources of evidence led the researcher to reconsider the
data several times from different perspectives, which
helped to consolidate ideas, see Table 4.6 for list of data
sources.

Merriam, 2009

Triangulation/ Crystallisation- See use of primary and
secondary data above.
Member checks – See Authenticity criterion above.
Clarifying investigator’s position - See Section 4.9 of
this chapter.

Merriam, 2009

Rich description- this study provided detailed contextual
knowledge to allow readers to note similarities and
differences in their own contexts
Maximum variation- The researcher purposefully sought
diversity in the sample of school staff (e.g. principal,
LSAs, teachers) permitting wider application of the
findings for readers.

Table 4.8 reveals that, of the seven criteria under scrutiny, all were met to a high degree. It is important
to note that in the table the final criterion refers to transferability, rather than the more familiar term
‘generalisability’. Generalisability is the ability to transfer findings of a specific study to another context
(Kervin et al., 2006) and is usually considered desirable in a rigorous case study. However, the nature of
this current case study as rich qualitative research works against the concept of generalisability
(Merriam, 2009; Stake, 2010) because this study highlights the distinctiveness of Correa Park at this time
and in this particular jurisdiction. Therefore, transferability was selected as a more appropriate concept,
as it suggests that whilst it is not a typical case, others may benefit from the description of the specific
context, the insights offered, the assertions made and the conclusions that were reached, and make their
own conclusions pertinent to their context (Stake, 2010). The role of this thesis accords with Stake’s
(2010) advice to add “situational examples to the reader’s experience” (p. 23). It must be emphasised
that the purpose of the current study is not to be a representative picture, but rather to represent the
specific case.

4.10 The researcher’s background and subjectivities
Prior knowledge and experience not only enable researchers to be more sensitive to concepts in data,
they also enable researchers to see connections between concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The
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researcher was integrally involved in this study, and at the centre of the data collection, analysis and
interpretation. Thus, the study is distilled through the researcher’s partial and subjective lens. Making the
researcher’s assumptions and beliefs explicit assists others to understand the methods of data collection
and analysis. The researcher’s “… deep personal interests, professional commitments and concerns,
methodological predilections” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 24) also provided a specific conceptual
understanding that shaped the construction of this research process. Merriam (2009) describes this
process as activity the researcher participates in but does not become absorbed in. The researcher must
be detached to observe and analyse and this is difficult to sustain.
In any qualitative study, the researcher may hold a multiplicity of roles: from a measurer, and
executor of research design, a listener, observer, absorber, participator, organiser of data, and a
narrator (Heshusius, 1989). In this study, the researcher played a range of roles. These included:
designing the structure of the professional learning; co-designing the content of the professional
learning; co-facilitating the professional learning; co-facilitating the school’s participatory action
research; evaluating the professional learning by designing interview questions and
questionnaires; conducting interviews; providing interview summaries; and researching the
participation of others in the professional learning by investigating the key factors and exploring
some of the outcomes.
Case studies often rely on the researcher as the primary tool for collecting the primary data (LeCompte &
Schensul, 2010). The researcher’s presence and immersion in the site under study was essential to this
research. During the course of the research, the researcher’s role tended to move along a continuum,
rather than being positioned exactly on the traditional outsider/ insider dialectic. Being explicit about the
researcher’s positionality (Marshall & Rossman, 2006), plus the use of a wide range of data sources as
well as utilising the researcher’s experience in the field are central in strengthening the rigour of this
study. This process occurs when the researcher is reflective on their role in the research. Reflexivity is
about the researcher examining the impact of their position, perspective and presence within the study
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
There is a range of advantages and disadvantages in adopting either an insider or outsider status within
the school. In this study, the benefits of adopting an insider perspective included greater researcher
access to information and people around the school; an improved ability to establish relationships based
on trust; and increased familiarity with the daily challenges of the context. Together, these gave the
researcher credibility in the setting. Furthermore, the researcher’s insider status facilitated access to
staffs’ classrooms – the site of change. However, there were issues that may be perceived as
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disadvantages. First, the closeness to the setting may have impaired the researcher’s ability to notice
anything other than what was expected to be perceived. A second challenge arose from the researcher’s
personal proximity to the research; and as mentioned previously, this may have affected the ability to be
self-reflective.

To increase researcher self-reflexivity, a research journal (Gillham, 2000) was used. The journal was
used to prompt reflexive vigilance and to enable the meaning of events to be seen in hindsight rather than
possibly remaining unacknowledged. The journal was also a tool to facilitate reflection upon the
researcher’s own actions and interpretations (Le Gallais, 2008). In this tool, reflection was in first person.
Careful consideration was given to the researcher’s voice within this case study. In this thesis, reference
to the researcher in third person is used, following more traditional research where the researcher is
generally conceived as an outsider.
The researcher felt obliged in writing this thesis to honour the intense mutuality of the research process
that arose from working closely inside the school setting. In this study, the role of the researcher can be
described as a researcher as participant (Creswell, 2013). By rejecting positivist approaches and
acknowledging the role of a researcher as a participant, there was, as Heshusius, (2004) reflects “a more
open and democratic notion of inquiry…working directly with research participants, face to face, with no
instruments between us. Our research encounters became human encounters” (p. 154). Throughout the
research process, the researcher reflected on Fullan’s wise words: “Successful change agents learn to
become humble. Success is not just about being right; it is about engaging diverse individuals and groups
who likely have many different versions about what is right and wrong” (2007, p. 40). The research was
an extended opportunity for enormous personal growth and learning, on a scale that would have been
improbable, had the researcher been teaching in the school as a complete insider, and not in a more
outsider role as a researcher.
As described above, there was a range of benefits and challenges to being a researcher as participant. A
range of solutions and strategies was adopted to maximise the advantages and minimise the
disadvantages. Many of these strategies also enhance the rigour of the study, as described below in
Table 4.9. The content of the table was informed again by the three key texts on case study research
(Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009).
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Table 4.9: Advantages, challenges and solutions adopted by the researcher as participant
Probable advantages
The researcher spends time in
the setting allowing people in
the organisation to get to
know and trust her. This
assists in the building of
rapport (Creswell, 2013).
Participants may feel more
confident sharing information
they they would not normally
share with an outsider.

The researcher may
participate in events and
activities revealing aspects of
the ‘culture’ of the
organisation (Yin, 2009)

The researcher has wide
access to documents giving
broad coverage of time and
events (Yin, 2009)

The school improvement
process being researched is
broader than the activities
within the researcher’s
involvement.

Possible challenges
There is a possibility the
researcher may form her own
alliances or networks within
the organisation, or tend to
overidentify with certain
people (Merriam, 2009).
Participants may not wish to
offend the researcher and not
be prepared to share negative
views. This is reflexivity, as
the interviewee gives what it
is perceived the interviewer
wants to hear (Yin, 2009).

Solutions adopted
Data were collected from a
wide range of participants to
minimise the risk of skewed
data.
The researcher sought advice
from all participants.
The researcher enabled
participants to give
anonymous feedback if they
preferred and asked directly
for negative feedback in
interviews, after rapport had
been established. The
researcher used member
checks to ensure the
participants were comfortable
with the information they had
shared.
The event may proceed
Extended time in the setting
differently because it is being enabled the partcipants to feel
observed/ attended by the
more comfortable with the
researcher.
researcher’s role, enabling
them to return to “normal
functioning” (Merriam, 2009,
p. 127).
The research findings may
Identifying researcher bias
lack credibility in the external was central and the researcher
world of research due to
sought expert advice on this
appearance of bias.
when devising data collection
and analysis strategies. Strong
triangulation of data sources
was used to broaden the
partial lens of the researcher.
The use of NVivo increased
study trustworthiness.
Many aspects of change in the The process under
school occurred whilst the
investigation required a broad
researcher was neither present range of data sources, many
nor involved.
of which did not involve the
researcher.

This research values the relationships among the researcher and the participants in terms of accessing
valuable information that may have not been possible had a more traditional research paradigm been
utilised. However, it is vital that the researcher remains aware of the ethical implications and the
criteria for study rigour to ensure the highest quality research is produced.
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4.11 Chapter Summary
This chapter outlines the methodological framework for the current case study using many of the insights
from three key texts (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009). This case study method was selected
as the most appropriate method to answer this study’s research question How does a specialist school
enact school improvement?, to embed the study’s theoretical proposition (situativity), and to clearly
define, then explore the units of analysis (both learners and their context). As described in both in
Section 4.8 and Chapter Three, the theoretical proposition of this study has been central to the study’s
design, as recommended by Yin (2009). The selection of the critical case study method influenced all
aspects of the research design, the methods of data collection, and how the data were analysed. The
rigour of the case study was discussed as well as the advantages and challenges of being a researcher as
participant within a case study. The following three chapters present the findings and analysis of the data
gathered.
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Chapter 5 - Initial constraints and affordances
within Correa Park
This chapter and Chapters Six and Seven each addresses one of the three subsidiary research
questions in the current investigation. The issue under scrutiny in the current chapter is What
are the constraints and affordances within a specialist school enacting school improvement?
To answer this question, this chapter presents, examines and interprets data from the
interviews, focus groups and professional learning evaluations that were collected in the
beginning months of Correa Park’s school improvement processes in 2011. These data are
presented using Harris and Chapman’s (2004) framework of two orthogonal drivers of school
improvement: collaborative staff culture and school accountability (introduced in Chapter Two,
Section 2.7). Based upon this framework, the Correa Park constraints and affordances relating
to staff culture and school accountability are identified, preceding a literature-based discussion
of the role of each in school improvement. At the close of the chapter, a situated perspective on
the constraints and affordances at Correa Park consolidates the interpretation. Chapter Six
examines the staffs’ learning trajectories within Correa Park’s school improvement activities in
2012. This leads to Chapter Seven’s descriptions of the observed processes at Correa Park
School. Finally, the summative discussion (Chapter Eight) presents an explanatory model that
addresses the overarching research question: How does a specialist school enact school
improvement?
As the title of the current chapter indicates, the focus is on constraints and affordances to
enable a deeper understanding of the learners and the context of Correa Park. As previously
described in Chapter Three, constraints and affordances are conceptualised within the
framework of situativity theory, a central tenet of which is that the contexts and activities in
which people learn become a fundamental part of what they learn (Greeno, Collins, & Resnick,
1996). A constraint refers to a boundary, guide, or structure for action (Kennewell et al., 2008).
An affordance refers to the property of an environment that enables action (Young et al., 2000).
These two elements are “two sides of one coin” (M. Brown, 2009, p. 20) as constraints can
define and provide boundaries for activities, and affordances can describe the possibilities and
potential of the same activities. Constraints are the elements that shape learning and
affordances are the elements that support learning. These two terms and their associated verbs,
shape and support, will be used throughout this chapter to explore the interactions among the
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learners and their context and to explain why learning and positive change may occur in certain
contexts and not in others (Datnow et al., 2012).
Before proceeding to the analysis, some nomenclature requires clarification. The focus of this
study has been on commonalities in the collective staff perspectives rather than on the different
specific experiences of executive staff, teachers and Learning Support Assistants (LSAs –
sometimes referred to as teacher aides or paraprofessionals in other jurisdictions). Therefore the
general term used throughout the following chapters will be staff, and after a specific quotation
the staff role (for example, teacher or LSA) will be indicated. The term teacher will be used if
the example refers to a teacher specific activity such as the professional learning teacher
forums.
In order to answer the research sub-question: What are the constraints and affordances within a
specialist school enacting school improvement? the current chapter is organised as follows. The
staff culture driver is considered first, followed by the accountability driver. The discussion
within each driver opens with an examination of the constraints and then the affordances that
emerged from the data. These sections are followed by a description of the roles played by the
constraints or affordances in relation to the staff culture or accountability driver, with reference
to the associated literature, both new and that reported in Chapters Two and Three. Some
discussions are more detailed as they draw heavily on staff voices and include the research on
school improvement to substantiate the theorising about how both the constraints and
affordances shaped school improvement at Correa Park. Following the descriptions, a situated
perspective is used to summarise the chapter and present a synthesised answer to the research
question.
Fundamental to building a deeper understanding of school improvement at Correa Park was the
identification of the learners and context interacted to produce constraints and affordances (also
referred to as elements). Table 5.1 shows each constraint and affordance in terms of the staff
culture and accountability drivers. These elements emerged as fundamental to the learning that
occurred for staff, and ultimately the whole school as a learning community. The key elements
are interrelated and bound by the many different relationships that existed within the school.
There is no clear agreement in the literature on a categorisation system of constraints and
affordances, as often they are unique to learners and learning contexts. Potentially a myriad of
affordances and constraints could be identified within any one learning context. In the current
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research, the constraints and affordances emerged as an outcome of deductive and inductive
analysis as detailed in Chapter Four, which included the use of NVivo.
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Table 5.1: Constraints and affordances shaping and supporting staff culture and accountability
Constraints and
Description
affordances
Staff culture constraints
Staff were learning individually and
individualthey felt isolated.
isation
Staff identified that staff meetings and
information
professional learning were
flow
characterised by one way, top down
information flow.
Staff culture affordances
Staff felt they could ask for help and
trust
feel supported and not judged

conversation

Staff recognised the importance of
informal discussion to support
informal knowledge sharing.

Staff appreciated the friendliness
across the school and the willingness
to help others.
Accountability constraints
Staff relied on experts from outside as
external
the main providers of professional
expertise
learning (PL) and had little agency in
their learning.
Staff described the discomfort they
mindset
felt with learning new and difficult
content in their professional learning.
congeniality

Staff did not have a shared language
to discuss teaching and learning, nor a
repertoire of shared pedagogical
practices.
Accountability affordances
Staff valued and expected learning
authentic
that was related to their daily
learning
practice.
Staff experimented, adapted and
experimentadopted new ideas to find solutions to
ation
complex classroom issues.
symbolic tools

physical tools

Staff began to develop and use shared
teaching tools across the school e.g.
for data use.
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Example
“Each classroom’s its own little
environment”(Iris, LSA, Interview, 2011)
“There was a culture at meetings of just
administration not professional
discussion” (Priscilla, SET focus group,
2011)
“There is…encouragement in asking for
help and asking to support the needs you
have” (Ziggaboo, teacher, Interview,
2011)
“I’ve been learning from Ivy…and we
just talk about stuff all the time, which I
guess is the easiest way to do it” (Fern,
LSA, Interview 2011)
“[The school secretary knows] what you
need before you know yourself!” (Lauren,
teacher, Interview, 2011)
“PL is an area where our staff get a lot of
support, going to conferences, a day off
to go to just about anything!”(Rose,
Principal, SET Focus Group 2011)
“I feel uneasiness because I am struggling
with how to use AAC in my class and feel
guilty about that!” (Ziggaboo, teacher, PL
evaluation, August, 2011)
“Maybe we need more difficult
conversations. Maybe we need to get
better. Need to be more targeted” (Rose,
Principal, Interview, 2011)
“You know what you need [in terms of
professional learning]” (Edna, teacher,
Interview 2011)
“I think the open mindedness to try
different things is…in the staff… they’re
open to opinions and different methods of
doing things” (Raisa, LSA, Interview,
2011)
“Great to have some new data collection
sheets to adapt and use” (Annelise,
teacher, Interview 2011)
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5.1 The staff culture driver
As detailed in Chapter Two, staff culture can be conceptualised as existing on a continuum
from individualised to collaborative (Harris & Chapman, 2004). A collaborative staff culture is
desirable to support school improvement (Duncombe & Armour, 2004; Hargreaves et al., 2009;
Harris, 2011; Stoll et al., 2006; Thuneberg et al., 2014; Westheimer, 2008). There are several
constraints and affordances identified in the literature that shape and support the staff culture of
a school. As will be outlined in the following sections, Correa Park experienced a range of
elements.
A collaborative staff culture has several features which underpin the staff’s ability to
“transform individual expertise into collective knowledge” (Leach & Moon, 2008, p. 74). The
staff’s learning focuses on teaching and learning (DuFour et al., 2010). The staff learn a process
that is social and shares resources or tools (Durning & Artino, 2011). Ideally, staff
collaboration is a sharing process that is two way or even multidirectional, and it occurs both
formally and informally (Timperley et al., 2007). A collaborative staff culture is a pivotal
concept in the current research because it is strongly related to positive school improvement
outcomes (Borko, 2004; Dadds, 2014; Fullan et al., 2015; Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, &
Yoon, 2001; Hopkins et al., 2014; Vescio et al., 2008). A non-collaborative culture is
characterised by an egg crate ecology as staff work and learn alone (Gallimore & Goldenberg,
2001).

However, uncovering staff understanding of their learning culture is not easy. The sense of a
school culture of learning may be implicit, and thus taken for granted (Leach & Moon, 2008).
One reason for this may be a school may not clearly articulate, or ever discuss, its position on
learning, particularly for the staff. These school wide tacit views on learning are influenced by
individual staff’s perspectives on learning and their learning theories, and may become visible
only as staffs’ (often unquestioned) everyday beliefs and habits in their classrooms. Making
explicit the nature of collective staff culture will uncover constraints and affordances that shape
and support staff learning.

In the current research, the desire to understand both implicit and explicit understandings of
staff culture influenced the choice of interview questions (reproduced in Appendices 4.1-4.7).
A select group of questions was inspired by Hammal and Vadi (2010) and Morgan (2016), who
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asked their participants to use metaphor to concretise their understanding of their own
organisations. These researchers found that metaphors can be a powerful way to grasp both
many multidimensional and paradoxical aspects of an organisation (Morgan, 2016). In the
current study, the researcher selected metaphor as an engaging strategy for staff to explore their
feelings and beliefs about Correa Park’s (professional) learning context, thus enabling the
researcher to uncover staff understandings around their school culture. Metaphors were
assessed to be a powerful way for staff to indicate their deep understanding – both tacit and
explicit - of the complex mix of constraints and affordances that existed within the school
context. One of the key questions that provided valuable input regarding the staff’s sense of
school culture during the 2011 interviews was If Correa Park were a mode of transport, what
would it be?

5.2 Constraints of staff culture
Staff culture constraint - individualisation
The constraint that emerged from the data in relation to staff culture at Correa Park was called
individualisation, as it related to both how staff identified learning as a solitary act, and felt
isolated in the school. Individualisation also influenced staffs’ views of learning. As will be
seen in the following data, individualisation constrained staff from learning together, a key
aspect of a collaborative staff culture. The initial staff culture in 2011 at Correa Park was
shaped by staff often working, and also learning, alone.
Rose strongly expressed the individualisation concept in her metaphor: “Correa Park is a road
train with ALL those carriages…Lots of carriages that may want to go off in other directions”
(Rose, Principal, Interview 2011). This highlighted the robust sense of individualism and
individualisation that pervaded the school culture. Staff wanted to go off in diverse directions to
follow their interests or specific learning needs related to individuals in their classes. Iris also
reflected this theme when she described Correa Park as “each classroom’s its own little
environment” (LSA, Interview 2011).

Individualisation encompassed the influence of individualised instruction on the operation of
the school classrooms. When reflecting on the school’s pedagogy one teacher responded:
I’m thinking submarine (laughs). I think we’re all submerged into a whole
new thing this year and it has been a bit like coming up for air sometimes,
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pretty on the go all the time, and you feel a little bit isolated for that reason
because we are so busy doing what we do (Annelise, teacher, Interview 2011).
Annelise was describing how she felt isolated in the school. She felt that when she was in her
classroom she was so busy that she was not able to engage with other staff. This sense of
individualism and isolation was shaped further by the school’s physical layout. Classrooms
were widely dispersed across the site and often classroom doors were locked for safety
reasons (to prevent students absconding). This situation shaped staffs’ ability to team teach,
to informally observe other classrooms, or to support one another during critical incidents.
Staff were not used to their non- executive colleagues observing in their rooms, or evaluating
them, as team teaching rarely occurred at Correa Park due to the difficulty of meeting
multiple diverse student learning needs.
One staff member who felt particularly physically separated from the school was Anita, a
Learning Support Assistant (LSA) who worked in the school’s Early Childhood Unit (ECU).
Anita had a slightly different role and timetable to the other LSAs. Largely because she had a
speech pathology background, Anita was the lead staff member in the development of the
communication and Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) system for the
whole school. Although working as an LSA at Correa Park, her role in the school was defined
uniquely and included one day per week time release to make the AAC resources. Anita was
based in the ECU, which is slightly separate from the main school. Anita felt both physically,
and in some ways philosophically, separated from the rest of the school. Her role restricted
some of her interactions with staff:
Partly that's the nature of working in ECU and not being with one teacher all
day every day. We go in our own direction in the afternoon. So perhaps I miss
out. So in some ways I tend to work alone (Anita, LSA, Interview 2011).
Individualisation shaped staff learning at Correa Park both in terms of a pedagogical approach
and as a perspective that influenced their perceptions of learning. Anita described Correa Park’s
character in 2011 as a cruise ship. Her description reflected the lack of coherence within the
school: “Probably a ship. There are lots of things happening. Everybody is not confined like in
an airplane. They’re not boxed, not everybody is in the same place” (LSA, Interview). Anita
encapsulated the nature of the constraint of individualisation. As staff were dispersed across the
school in separate classrooms, there were few opportunities for them to work together.
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Staff culture constraint – Information flow
The second constraint that shaped staff culture early in the research was information flow. In
2011 at Correa Park, staff meetings and formal professional learning were generally structured
to provide information sharing that was unidirectional. This one way information flow shaped
the way staff could learn from one another, as there were few opportunities for deep
pedagogical dialogue, another important way that staff learn together in a collaborative staff
culture.
Weekly school staff meetings went for approximately one hour after school. One staff member
described the staff meetings as times when “I was to be told about anything” (Fern, LSA,
Interview 2011), or “when things are brought to our attention” (Mervaunie, teacher, Interview
2011). Priscila stated that “there was a culture at meetings of just administration, not a
professional discussion” (Deputy Principal, SET Focus Group 2011). Of course, there was
time for questions, but there were few opportunities for deep dialogue regarding learning and
teaching. The reason for this structure may be that the administrational issues tended to
dominate the staff meetings, thus necessitating a one-way flow of information. Within the
customary meeting agenda, there were regular times allocated for formal information sharing
by the executive, and also for short time slots allocated staff to feedback regarding external
professional learning activities. There were no formal or structured opportunities for in-depth
discussions on learning and teaching.
The single direction of information flow was evident also in some staff’s feelings about the
formal professional learning sessions in 2011. Some staff expressed the view that this type of
formal professional learning content was too theory laden and not fostering two-way dialogue
about staffs’ daily practice. As Frances said:
I suspect we are trying to cover too much material in too much depth. It seems
to work best when we move away from theories of professional learning and
action research and start to talk about what we actually do at school (Frances,
PL evaluation, August 2011).
Frances’ reflection on the one way flow of information in the professional learning sessions
shaped her feelings about the content of the professional learning. It also shaped her ability to
learn as a staff team member if she felt the content of the professional learning was about
research and not relevant to her own classroom practice.
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Information flow at Correa Park was also shaped by the roles of staff. One of the most
distinctive structures in a specialist school is the presence of one or more Learning Support
Assistants (LSAs) in each classroom. Many of the LSAs reported that the collaboration that
they experienced was unidirectional: “[the class teacher] will give me a little run down of whatwhat they’ve been talking about and so, I think it kind of gets passed down, through the
rankings, yeah” (Fern, LSA, Interview 2011). Lily described the collaboration as “we’re given
directions as to what’s happening” (Lily, LSA, Interview 2011). One LSA explained that the
differences in the amount or quality of information sharing led to some confusion: “Yeah, I
sometimes get confused. They do this, but the other teacher says different things. So- which is,
you know- I’m supposed to, you know, follow” (Hana, LSA, Interview 2011). Some LSAs
perceived that the collaboration was unidirectional and teacher dependent, and that the type of
information shared across the school varied. When asked about Individual Learning Plans
(ILPs) and the process of writing them, and whether she was involved Doris stated: “No, not
really, because [the teacher] goes off to the meetings with parents and then really it’s her baby,
not mine” (LSA, Interview 2011). One LSA explained the experience of sharing varied from
year to year:
Yeah, so, there are- I can honestly say in all the years I’ve been here it’s been
Annelise and Elizabeth who are the only ones that actually sat me down and
said, “These are the ILPs; this is what we wanna do; this is how we’re gonna do
it”. [Otherwise] not great communication between teachers and LSAs (Hazel,
LSA, Interview 2011).
Despite her specialised staff status, Anita too felt constrained by the one directional nature of
collaboration in the school context, as she stated “I sometimes wonder if I miss out being in the
ECU. So I am not always around when incidental information is given” (Anita, LSA, Interview
2011). She felt that often incidental information was not shared due to the physical separation
or due to the fact that the ECU day was structured slightly differently to the rest of the school.
As a consequence, for Anita: “my interaction with teachers is on the run” (LSA, Interview
2011) constraining her ability to work closely with other staff.
The two constraints shaping staff culture at Correa Park- individualisation and information
flow- provided an insight into the challenges in creating a collaborative staff culture at Correa
Park. Both individualisation and information flow had a strong impact of staffs’ individual and
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group sense of identity and opportunities to learn together. However, even in the initial stages
of the study, there were several elements in the school that supported the emergence of a
collaborative staff culture, as discussed below.

5.3 Affordances of staff culture
Staff culture affordance – Trust
The affordance related to trust, where Correa Park Staff felt they could ask for help, feel
supported and not judged by their colleagues, emerged from the data in response to the
interview question “If you need advice or ideas about strategies for your classroom, who or
what would you use to get that information?” Poppy responded “[The] teacher mainly, and
also other assistants – LSAs… I have a couple of people here- I trust their judgement, and so
we’ll talk informally” (LSA, Interview 2011). Trust provided a basis for a collaborative staff
culture because staff were learning to feel confident when opening themselves to sharing
information and learning from one another.
Ziggaboo, a teacher, described the trust she felt in her colleagues (particularly the executive)
when asking for advice or assistance:
[There is] always support from executive, whether on the job when you are
having problems and they come into your class to show you how to implement
change better - or whether it is outside the classroom where you sit down with
somebody and nut something out and say “look I don’t know where to go
here”. I am going through a stage like that at the moment very specifically and
I am finding there is plenty of support. I have been in a school where people
have made you feel, “well suck it up sister...you're having a tough time? Well
off you go!” But nobody ever says that here… Yes, I think there is a great
respect for improving your knowledge here and an encouragement in asking for
help and asking to support the needs you have (Interview 2011).
Ziggaboo’s expressed experience of the school ethos was that it was permissible to ask for
assistance and that others could be trusted not to be judgemental or dismissive of her concerns.
For Ziggaboo, trust served as a foundation for her broader learning and her confidence to
improve her knowledge. She felt that others in the school were a vital source of learning and
offered new ways to teach.
Some staff, like Ziggaboo, identified the executive team as key sources of trust. Trust in the
executive was possibly a result of the executive spending time in the classrooms at Correa Park.
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This developed a general culture of openness between staff and the executive team. Several of
the teachers (Daisy, Lauren, Hope, Elizabeth, Mervaunie, Annelise, Hope, Ziggaboo) and
LSAs (Anita, Camilla, Fern, Hazel, Myrtle) gave similar responses to the interview questions
about where and from whom they would seek advice. These staff stated that they would go to
the executive, thereby demonstrating a level of trust in the executive’s ability to provide
support through their knowledge as well as in their ability to provide support through their
understanding. Raisa, a LSA, described the executive as having “a fair amount of experience in
their fields” (Interview 2011).
Many staff at Correa Park were familiar with the executive or other visitors in their classroom
(e.g. teachers from other schools, parents or other observers coming for short periods of time)
and these visitors were not evaluative, but supportive, in their observations. Some collegial
observations had been implemented at Correa Park School in 2009 as part of the Quality
Teaching Program. This practice was the foundation of building trust across the school, and
the “deprivatisation of classrooms” (Fullan, 2006, p. 13). Priscilla said:
It is the nature of special schools as well. People are not threatened by [other]
people being in their classrooms. They don’t take the suggestion of going to
another room as they are better than you, but you might find something that will
work for you (Deputy Principal, School Executive Team Focus Group, 2011).
Staff culture affordance – Conversation
While staff felt that formal opportunities for multidirectional collaboration were rare in 2011
(as described previously in Section 5.2 Information flow), they described instances of
unstructured or informal collaboration. Often the collaboration was in the form of a
conversation. Conversation was the means by which staff shared knowledge informally at
various times and places across the school. Some staff highly valued these opportunities for
sharing, which were spontaneous and informal, again giving opportunities for learning from
one another thus building a foundation for a collaborative staff culture. This type of staff
collaboration was often based on a social interaction, while staff sat and chatted with their
friends at a break time or were engaged in a (generally) relaxed atmosphere of student break
supervision. For some staff, collaboration occurred during conversations in the staffroom,
around the lunch table:
even if it’s just a talk around the [staffroom] table, there’s a lot of input and
sharing of resources and things like that. Like, somebody might go to one
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professional development…they come back and talk to us about it and say,
“OK, this is what happened today, maybe you can use it in your class” (Raisa,
LSA, Interview 2011).
Aspects of the school’s physical layout also supported opportunities for staff conversation.
Teachers did not have an office in their classrooms, so most used the school’s shared computer
workroom, a place to share as described by Grace:
There is a culture of supporting each other and sharing with each other. The
workroom has become such a hub of shared support, and shared knowledge,
where can I find answers, where to look. People asking ‘where can I go
next?’”(Executive teacher, SET Focus Group 2011).
The workroom was a place to chat and for staff to seek information from colleagues at any time
of the day. As the main equipment for making communication resources was in the workroom,
staff also chatted and discussed ideas while printing or laminating various resources.
Conversation also occurred during recess and lunch breaks. During these breaks, staff chatted
“So you just kind of- I suppose- You just pick things up, you know, in conversation about
students” (Olive, Administration, Interview, 2011). Conversation provided another
opportunity for collaboration through the organisation of the school playground supervision.
All staff were required to supervise non- teaching play times across the school playgrounds,
with students from all classes, and with other staff from across the school. As a result, staff
learnt more about students from outside their own classrooms:
… it just gives you an opportunity to see their routines and what their kids do
and things like that, and not just in one part of the school, and you know what’s
happening in the other sides. So, I like that bit (Raisa, LSA, Interview 2011).
Often informal opportunities for conversation supported learning and collaboration, particularly
in relation to student progress:
Like, maybe when an issue comes up, like, it’s sort of not- we don’t really set
anything down but we know, you know- it- it happens every day, really, you
know, little things…. We never really set a time, but it’s always, “Oh, haven’t
you noticed that so and so has stopped doing this?” or “He’s got a lot better at
this” (Camilla, LSA, Interview 2011).
The strong bond of informal support and informal collaborative learning was often based
across friendship groups or within classroom based teams of teachers and LSAs. For some
staff, the sharing was perceived as a natural activity, part of everyday practice: “I’ve been
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learning from Ivy [the class teacher] and stuff, and we just talk about stuff all the time, which
is I guess the easiest way to do it” (Fern, LSA, Interview 2011). Conversation related to the
nature of the team working together, and included aspects of the staffs’ personality or their
attitude to sharing. For example, Lauren declared: “I love to bounce ideas off people. I like to
see other people's examples” (Lauren, teacher, Interview 2011). Lauren was extroverted and
enjoyed chatting to many other staff members and would regularly seek advice from others.
In the 2011 interviews, some staff stated that Correa Park had a culture where conversational
collaboration often occurred informally as one person approached another to seek advice.
Some staff saw collaboration as the key strategy to solve issues or problems in the school: “If
there is a problem, it is a shared problem, there are discussions” (Grace, School Executive
Team, Focus group, 2011). However, Rose indicated that she felt “maybe we need more
difficult conversations” (Principal, Interview 2011). She highlighted that although
conversations were occurring, they were not yet addressing deeper pedagogical issues.
Furthermore these conversations were reliant on personality or opportunity to occur, often
happening on the run. Whilst staff did value their opportunities for conversation, it was not
yet an ongoing, intensive, structured dialogue on learning and teaching. Instead, conversation
was an emerging affordance, subject to various influences, including congeniality.
Staff culture Affordance – Congeniality
The third affordance related to staff culture that arose from the data collected in the early stage
of the research was congeniality, or friendliness. Congeniality was a theme that emerged as
staff described the pleasant atmosphere that existed across the school, exemplified by the way
staff cared for one another and the students. This sense of caring enabled the staff to build on
the trust and conversation affordances and to enjoy spending time together, catalysts crucial to
the development of a collaborative staff culture. Congeniality emerged as an affordance in the
2011 interviews, as staff sought to create a new metaphor in response to the question: “If
Correa Park were an animal, what would it be and why?” The answers to this question revealed
something of a paradox: although staff had expressed a sense of isolation when describing the
sense of individualisation in Correa Park, there was also a deep appreciation of the caring and
friendliness in the school.
In responding to the above interview question, several of the staff mentioned animals and
their associated congenial qualities, as also described in the organisational learning studies of
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Hammal and Vadi (2010). These included: dog- friendly (Annelise, teacher); kangaroo helpful and nurturing (Daisy, teacher); eagle - nurturing (Mervaunie, teacher); meerkat –
protective, loyal, caring (Myrtle, LSA); a cat- gentle, loving and kind (Rosemary, LSA) and
elephant - mothering (Grace, Executive Teacher). Hope described her metaphor for the
school as “Maybe some type of bird but I’m not sure what, because they are gentle and soft
and pretty (laughs). And I suppose with birds they have a certain amount of freedom as well
(laughs)” (teacher, Interview, 2011).
Lauren, a teacher, selected a metaphor to describe how staff helped one another: “Has anyone
else said an octopus? Because there are so many things going on, trying to solve one thing
and grab another thing. And [the school secretary] is like the chief octopus knowing what you
need before you know yourself” (Interview 2011). These descriptions revealed Lauren’s
belief that the school was generally characterised by a friendliness and openness to support
all staff when they asked for assistance.
A humorous metaphor used by Olive (administration, Interview, 2011) is illustrative. When
asked to describe the type of transport the school might be, she responded:
The Love Boat, [from the 1980s TV show] because there’s just so much love
in this school for the kids. And you have to be… teachers study for it, they
choose this, but a lot of the LSAs, you know, like it’s a job, but it’s a special
job and they love it and they care for the students, it’s just beautiful.
Such a reflection revealed the deep commitment that the staff had to the students at the
school. Given the previous comments, it seems likely that the unique professional
relationships that developed due to the shared commitment to the students was linked to a
strong bond among staff.

5.4 The role of constraints and affordances in shaping and
supporting staff culture
Staff culture can be defined by three key characteristics as previously described in Chapter
Two. The characteristics are: staff learning together to build collective knowledge; a focus
on teaching and learning; and the use of shared resources/tools. Also as previously stated,
staff collaboration can only be understood as part of the context in which it is embedded
(Spillane, 2012). Bearing in mind these three characteristics and preferred theoretical
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viewpoint, the discussion will now examine the role of each constraint and affordance in
shaping or supporting staff culture in light of the mainstream school improvement literature.
Constraints shaping staff culture
Evidence was presented in Section 5.3 to support the interpretation that individualisation
shaped Correa Park staff culture and prevented staff learning together in a social context, as it
perpetuated a sense of isolation. Annelise, for example, used the metaphor of a submarine to
describe her feelings of separateness from the rest of the school. This constraint is reflected
also in the school improvement literature. When school staff work in isolation they may be
resistant to change because they are set in their own patterns of teaching and thinking, and the
character and discourse of the school may enculturate and perpetuate these behaviours and
ideas (Putnam & Borko, 2000). In some schools, there is a strong tradition of the “egg crate
ecology” of teaching (Gallimore & Goldenberg, 2001, p. 51) with staff working in isolation
(Maloney & Konza, 2011). In any context where the norm is individualisation and
individualism, staff may not perceive the need to work together (Gallimore & Goldenberg,
2001) thus decreasing the opportunities to build shared artefacts, let alone sustain a
collaborative staff culture.
As a possible consequence of individualisation, one-way information flow was typical at Correa
Park. One-way information flow minimised opportunities for staff to build collective
knowledge or develop shared artefacts. The data, discussed above, reveals that the information
flow in the school tended to be top-down, regardless of the role or professional background of
teaching staff, and irrespective of the nature of meetings (whether they comprised staff
meetings or professional learning sessions). Unidirectional information flow may have emerged
from the lack of shared practices, discourse and artefacts across the school. (This theme will be
pursued further in Sections 5.6 and 5.7). Across the school, collaboration was often haphazard,
unstructured and had no common basis as a starting point. Without a solid foundation, the staff
culture was based only on the affordance of congeniality and was superficial, and certainly not
focused on teaching and learning.
Furthermore, information flow shaped the staff culture of learning within some classrooms. In
interviews and focus groups the LSAs indicated that teachers’ learning was not always shared
with the LSA in their classroom. When asked whose advice they would seek regarding
strategies for their classroom, few teachers mentioned the LSAs in the class. Many teachers
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mentioned the executive who may not have worked directly with the student. However,
teachers chose support from the executive because there was a strong level of trust. In turn, this
trust in those outside their classroom may have decreased opportunities to focus collaboratively
on teaching and learning with the LSA inside their classroom. At Correa Park, this hierarchy
impacted on information and knowledge sharing. However, in the interviews, no staff were
openly hostile, disrespectful or voiced significant dissatisfaction regarding the teacher/ LSA
relationships, which were on the whole, perceived as generally effective.
The constraints of individualisation and information flow shaped staffs’ interactions with their
context and with each other. As they felt isolated, they continued to work (and learn) in relative
isolation. These two elements constrained collaboration at Correa Park, and this has been noted
in other schools as well. Fullan (2006) attributes to these two constraints the difficulty in
achieving cultural change through the deprivatisation of teaching. Fullan continues that
building the trust necessary for staff to open their classrooms may be to be one of the most
intractable aspects of school improvement. An emerging counterbalance to these constraints,
were the affordances of trust, conversation and congeniality.
Affordances supporting staff culture
Whilst the term trust was only mentioned explicitly by one participant in the research, the
notion of a trusting relationship was implicit in many of the examples given by staff. Trust
appeared as an important affordance that supported an emerging collaborative staff culture,
particularly learning together in a social context. Many researchers in mainstream contexts
argue that the existence of trust in a school is an important prerequisite for school improvement
(Dinham, 2007; Harris & Young, 2000; Lomos et al., 2011; Stoll et al., 2006). Trust builds
upon congenial social norms (Borko, 2004) and is important in school improvement because it
underpins activities such as group discussions within professional learning sessions (Harris,
2002). Moving successfully to becoming a learning community also requires certain forms of
leadership based on trust (Harris, 2011). This was foreshadowed by Ziggaboo’s expression of
her trust in Correa Park’s school executive team, noted previously. Confirming previous
research such as that by King and Newmann (2001), this study suggests that staff learning is
most likely to occur when teachers have opportunities to collaborate with peers both within and
outside of their school, along with access to the expertise of external researchers. This is not
unlike Duncombe and Armour’s (2004) description of a learning community where learning
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was not perceived to exist within a hierarchy of knowledge relationships, but open to all.
Generally the Correa Park executive offered support and built trust through normalising
responses, which Horn and Little (2010) define as responses that reassure staff by viewing a
problem as normal and an expected part of teaching. Normalising responses gave staff at
Correa Park some degree of comfort when they sought support from the executive. This was an
emerging affordance as staff began to trust one another when learning together.

Conversation played an important role in the enactment of school improvement at Correa
Park through facilitating a positive change in the staff culture. The data showed that informal
conversations provided opportunities for staff to discuss learning and teaching. The literature
describes the importance of these types of discussions. Informal conversations “amongst
friends… allowed diﬀerent sorts of exchanges to take place, whereby the participants felt able
to think aloud, trying to make sense of what had happened” (Ainscow, 2010, p. 83). Such
informal conversations may enable staff to represent and clarify their understanding of issues,
develop ideas, learn about different practices and share their own experiences (Ball & Cohen,
1999).
At Correa Park, the strong emphasis on congeniality enabled staff to support not only the
students but also each other, fostering the emergent development of a collaborative staff
culture. In their research, Peressini et al. (2004) explain that an identity of a school may be
shaped and supported both by individuals’ experiences and histories, as well as the collective
social practices and cultural experiences of the school. Correa Park School had strong norms
of celebrating staff events such as birthdays, weddings and baby showers. The staff room was
often filled with home cooking and staff discussing new recipes. The staff generally enjoyed
one another’s company and engaged in some out of hours social activities. In 2010-2011, the
staff room was renovated to include couches and a long table for staff to share their meal time
breaks. This indicated that the school executive were concerned not simply to raise work
efficiency or to comply with work health and safety regulations, but to foster staff wellbeing
and comfort. The sense of caring for others has been characterised by some researchers such
as Noddings (2012) as one of the important aspects of the teaching profession, and a
foundation for a collaborative staff culture.
In relation to collaborative staff culture, congeniality provided one foundation for the
development of a learning community. Congeniality ensured the group had some norms for
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interaction such as respectful listening and active participation, as also described in Borko’s
(2004) research. In 2011, these norms at Correa Park School were based on caring, and the
staff generally enjoying mutual support and friendships (although often not across the entire
school, but in class clusters). This care ensured that group conflict was minimised or at least
suppressed.
The mainstream literature highlights circumstances where the elements of conversation and
congeniality do not always function as affordances that support collaborative staff cultures.
Conversation alone does not qualify as an affordance for collaborative staff learning, not does
it automatically become shared discourse when it occurs in naturally occurring workplace
groups (Horn & Little, 2010). For the conversations to produce genuine collaboration on
learning and teaching there is a need to “emphasise the importance of situating professional
discussion in concrete tasks or artefacts of practice, because they ground the conversation in
ways that are virtually impossible when the referents are remote or merely rhetorical” (Ball &
Cohen, 1999, p. 17).
Similarly, despite the apparent benefits of congeniality, the literature warns against assuming
that all types of congeniality support school improvement. The suppression of conflict, or of
differences of opinion, can twist this affordance to a constraint, sometimes called contrived
collegiality (Hargreaves & Dawe, 1990). If congeniality is merely niceness, at the expense of
debate, then its power as a pre-existing foundation of a learning community is dramatically
diminished and the staff culture may be described as a pseudo community, which has been
described as follows:
… where a community starts to form, individuals have a natural tendency to
play community—to act as if they are already a community that shares values
and common beliefs. … The imperative of pseudo community is to “behave as
if we all agree.” … The maintenance of a pseudo community pivots on
suppression of conflict (Grossman, Wineburg, & Woolworth, 2001, p. 955).
Thus it can be seen that the constraints and affordances that emerged as shaping and supporting
staff culture at Correa Park are closely linked to those found in the mainstream school
improvement research on staff culture. Whilst the impact of individualisation and information
flow that shaped staff culture was clearly evident, the role of conversation and congeniality in
supporting staff culture was more complex. Although trust is a foundation for the establishment
of a collaborative staff culture, conversation and congeniality must be structured in specific
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ways (such as a conversation protocol) to ensure staff learning is facilitated. The roles of these
constraints and affordances in shaping and supporting staff culture at Correa Park in 2012 will
be explored further in Chapter Seven.

5.5 The accountability driver
As described in the introduction, the current chapter is structured under the headings of staff
culture and school accountability, which Harris and Chapman (2004) designate as two central
drivers of school improvement. Following the analysis of staff culture, above, the discussion
now turns to the constraints and affordances shaping and supporting staff accountability in
the early stages of the research. According to Harris and Chapman (2004) school
improvement is characterised by a movement from external accountability – focused on
external student testing or other top down imperatives – to internal accountability - focused
on a school’s collective responsibility for students’ learning. As described in Chapter One,
Section 1.5, schools with high internal accountability have three main characteristics. First,
staff in schools with high internal accountability take collective responsibility for both their
students’ learning and their own learning (Fullan et al., 2015). Second, in order to take
collective responsibility, staff must be bold enough to deprivatise their practice and embrace
a growth-oriented shared mindset (Fullan et al., 2015; Robinson & Timperley, 2007). Third,
schools with high internal accountability have shared resources or tools for staff and student
learning, including data on student achievement, and these data are aligned with staff
expectations (Jackson, 2000).

In the current research, much of the relevant data for the accountability driver is derived from
the staff interviews and focus groups, and the ongoing evaluations of a series of professional
development sessions which began mid-2011. As part of the evaluation, the staff at Correa
Park were asked to reflect on their own learning processes, and their own theories of learning.

5.6 Constraints of accountability
Accountability Constraint- External expertise
Staff responses to the interview question “what professional learning have you attended this
year?” revealed a strong reliance and focus on external expertise which shaped staffs’
perceptions of their own learning needs and their feelings about their own learning. At the
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beginning of the research, staff learning at Correa Park was characterised by an outward
looking, individualised, (often) one off approach to professional learning with a focus on the
provision of knowledge by external experts.
As Table 5.2 indicates in 2011 and 2012, Correa Park staff attended a wide range of external
professional learning events, as individuals or in small teams, on a variety of topics.
Table 5.2: External professional learning attended by staff at Correa Park in 2011-2012
One off events
Conferences
Study tours
 Health and well being
 Australian Group
 Conductive
on Severe
Education
 First Aid
Communication
centre
 Injury prevention
Impairments
 Principal –
 Social stories workshop
(AGOSCI)
Harvard study
 Disability and grief
Tour
 Early Childhood
 Positive behaviour support
Conference
 National curriculum
 School Leadership
 Literacy workshop
 Building
 Numeracy workshop
Professional
 Trauma and disability
Learning
 Picture Exchange Communication system
Communities
(PECS)
 Spectronics Social stories workshop
Inclusive
 Hydrotherapy
Technologies
 Team Teach
 Australian
 Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display
Association of
(PODD)
Specialist
 Support strategies for students with Autism
Education (AASE)
 Alternative and Augmentative
Conference
Communication (AAC)
 GROWTH coaching
(Source: Correa Park 2011 and 2012 School Operational Reports)
Many staff in the 2011 interviews referred to external professional learning as their key method
to gain desired professional knowledge. Staff discussed the support from the executive to attend
various types of external professional learning activities, and the opportunities given to provide
brief feedback at staff meetings afterwards. The executive also spoke highly of this type of
professional learning and stated that they gave money, time and relief support to enable it to
occur. Rose, the Principal, stated “people come and ask to go to things. MOST people seek
[professional learning]. They do a fair bit in their own time” (Interview 2011). This type of
professional learning rarely provided opportunities for the whole school staff to learn
together.
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Whilst most staff indicated that they had attended several external professional learning
activities, the outcomes were sometimes disappointing. Rose the Principal stated: “We went to
Sydney to see some expert schools, but they were not further ahead” (Interview 2011).
During interviews, many other staff could not remember the name, the presenter or even the
purpose of the professional learning activity that they had attended in the previous six months:
“I’ve gone blank, sorry. I can’t even think what I did at the beginning of the year” (Daphne,
LSA, 2011). If activities, professional learning content or presenters were not memorable it was
unlikely that the knowledge they were intended to impart was applied in the classroom.
Staff’s reliance on external expertise meant that they did not have a strong sense of agency over
their own professional learning. This was the case for both teachers and LSAs, who were
constrained by the way professional learning was organised in the school, and by the externally
devised content of the professional learning. Whilst all staff felt that Correa Park had a strong
culture of professional learning, few questioned the model of professional learning provision
that existed in the school prior to the commencement of the study.
Rose, the principal, described the structure of professional learning provision at Correa Park for
all staff in 2011:

Each staff member has to do five days [of professional learning]. System
priorities and school priorities are four days. One day [staff] can chose. We use
time such as holidays at the beginning of the year or half days. Professional
learning varies from experts coming in or special education conference or doing
it within school. Very variable. It depends on money, needs, staff and system
priorities. We have started thinking ahead e.g. to conference. We ask staff what
they would like. Leadership team look at the strategic plan. The Deputy
Principal, Priscilla, is in charge (Interview 2011).
Most full time or permanent staff understood this process and described it in their interview.
Rose, the principal also explained Professional Pathways which was a system mandated goal
setting/performance management structure for all staff. All staff agreed that they were asked
to give input into the professional learning timetable for the next year. Staff explained that
while they did have some responsibility for their own professional learning, it was often only
for the one day of personal professional learning allowed by the system. There was no
guarantee that they would be allowed to attend their chosen event due to the nature of the
process which one teacher described as follows:
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the deputy sends out emails or displays ideas in the staffroom or talks about
[professional learning] in staff meeting or teacher forums. So people are aware
of when it is on and when it is and the cost. Then you can see the deputy and
see if you can actually go to the course. And that can lead to professional
development which we do a couple of times a year. Then you may be accepted
or put on to another professional learning later down the track (Hope,
Interview 2011).
This approach to the organisation of professional learning - five compulsory days, with
choice regarding a single day’s learning but no guarantee that this request would be granted constrained staff from taking personal responsibility for their learning. Undoubtedly this
approach was adopted by the school to promote equity, but it had an unintended effect of
making some staff feel like passive recipients of professional learning. Lauren explained her
feeling as: “I guess we do [have a professional learning culture] because you have to do so
many days that are compulsory. There are after school things that we can join if you want to.
If I don’t go I feel a little bit guilty” (teacher, Interview 2011). Edna, a teacher, described the
professional learning culture as a “forced culture” (Interview 2011), one that perhaps did not
offer choice, nor give a coherent sense of school wide staff learning.
A feeling of lack of agency in their learning through attendance at external expert forums was
expressed by some staff. Edna illustrated this when describing how staff were asked for
input:
[at the] beginning of the year … you get an informal request about anything
you would like to do- I’m not sure how much weight is placed on what we
respond to- because I don't think they don't listen… Alternatively for
afternoon professional learning we just get thrown in; we got told what we are
going to be learning (Interview 2011).
Teachers and assistants felt that professional learning was led strongly by the executive team,
and that they were not able always to find the relevance in the professional learning they
attended:
The school’s PL approach is varied. [The executive] consider input from the
staff about what they need. They've also identified areas that they think we can
really grow. Some are really relevant and sometimes you wonder what is
going on here? (Ivy, teacher, Interview 2011).
Here Ivy described a situation where others had control of her learning. Some staff perceived
the choices about who learnt what and when lay with the executive. Staff perceived that
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professional learning should be “made relevant to our day to day tasks” (Ziggaboo, teacher,
Interview 2011) but that often it was not.
However even when professional learning was based in the school classrooms, some found it
was not valuable. Elizabeth stated: “It was interesting to see what is happening in other
classes and the strategies they use but I didn’t actually learn anything new” (teacher, PL
evaluation August, 2011). The relevance of the activity to her own classroom was not
apparent to Elizabeth and hence she valued it less. Elizabeth’s comment reflected that there
was not a sense that staff collective learning was a possibility in the school or that it was
possible to learn from other staff inside the school through deprivatised practice, thus
perpetuating the ongoing reliance on external experts.
As the years prior to the commencement of the study and 2011 models of professional
learning provision had mainly focused on external provision, some staff felt there was not a
cohesive approach to professional learning in the school. As the external expertise model was
not focused on a whole school approach, staff were used to a piecemeal approach to
professional learning across the school.
In terms of implementing AAC over the past eighteen months, I would say it
has been caught rather than taught. It has not been the same in every
classroom, some teachers have taken to it readily, others not so readily, so in
that sense change has been very fragmented across the school (Anita, LSA,
Interview 2011).
Anita expressed the belief that staff were not working together to achieve a whole
school goal, and the school learning was therefore fragmented. External expertise
constrained staff from assuming collective responsibility for student learning.
Accountability constraint - Mindset
Mindset emerged as a theme in the professional learning evaluations in 2011. This theme
described how staff perceived and responded when learning new or difficult content, and their
dislike of being challenged in a professional learning context. Many staff indicated that they
felt uncomfortably tested when they were faced with the new content and expectations
embedded within the research project 2011 professional learning sessions. The initial
professional learning was strongly focussed on Alternative and Augmentative Communication
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(AAC) pedagogical content knowledge, and data use, which were unfamiliar professional
learning topics for many staff.
In the 2011 professional learning (PL) evaluations, the mindset demonstrated by staff was
characterised by highly emotive language and a wide range of negative expressions. These
responses were often given to the question: “What feelings do you have about what was
discussed in this session?” When responding, teachers expressed a wide range of emotions to
their perceived challenge including “overwhelmed” (Ivy, PL evaluation, August 2011;
Annelise, PL evaluation, November 2011), “concerned” (Holly, PL evaluation, August 2011),
“daunted” (Frances, PL evaluation, August 2011), “trepidation” (Ziggaboo, PL evaluation,
December 2011), “sick” (Annelise, PL evaluation August 2011) and “tired” (Daisy, PL
evaluation, December 2011).
The staff’s mindset emerged as some staff expressed a lack of confidence in terms of content
knowledge around AAC. Some staff indicated that they felt troubled because they could not
always trust their own judgment in the classroom: “I feel uneasiness because I am struggling
with how to use AAC in my class and feel guilty about that!” (Ziggaboo, PL evaluation,
August, 2011). Some teachers had not been taught in sufficient detail about students with
complex communication needs nor AAC as a preservice teacher and therefore were
challenged by the professional learning content (“we learnt [how to use AAC] for one hour at
University”, Claire, teacher, Interview 2011). These teachers did not feel comfortable or
confident to take the lead teaching role in terms of implementing AAC in their classrooms.
Their mindset towards challenging professional learning content was perceived as
uncomfortable, stressful and to be avoided, if possible. Edna described her experience early in
the professional learning process:

I switched off after ten minutes of theory- I suppose it has got to do with the
time of the day which we have it, which is nobody's fault. At that time of the
day, I could still do practical stuff but theory wise, I am lost to the world
(teacher, December 2012).
As well as describing concerns regarding professional learning content around AAC and
pedagogy, teachers expressed a negative mindset relating to data use and analysis of student
performance. Communication assessment and data for students with complex communication
needs were emphasised in the professional learning sessions, and some teachers struggled with
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this material as it was relatively unfamiliar to them. Teachers expressed a wide range of
negative concerns:
Feel confused about how I have written up my data sheets and need to look at
them again (Ziggaboo, PL evaluation, November 2011)
What do you do if your data looks negative all the time? (Lauren, PL
evaluation, November 2011)
Frustration- collecting data is a tricky thing. It’s something I don’t do well, but
will having more tick sheets change my behaviour? (Holly, PL evaluation,
November 2011)
I think it is a tricky topic because people want to do as much data collection as
they can but it is also very hard to do at the same time as teaching. I think
people might feel a bit guilty that they are not getting enough data done
(Claire, PL evaluation, November, 2011).
In December 2011, Rose, the principal, described her feelings about the challenges for staff in
terms of their difficulties in data use:
Teachers must be competent and confident in data collection and analysis.
This is an area to work on. Some teachers are great. Some struggle. This is
hard and tricky. We also need to capture some school wide data. Can’t easily
track individual students… We need teachers who are really good at report
writing, good at setting goals. It is easy to get stuck in one place. Need a way
to track the whole process (Interview 2011).
Mindset shaped staff’s feelings about new learning in 2011. They saw challenging learning or
making mistakes as a cause for stress and anxiety, rather than as an opportunity for new
learning.
Accountability constraint - Symbolic tools
In the initial Correa Park interviews, staff described a factor that was given the term symbolic
tools. Symbolic tools are the shared discourses or practices that become part of the fabric of an
organisation (Leach & Moon, 2008). Due perhaps to other elements such as individualisation,
Correa Park did not have a strong shared discourse. Due perhaps to the element of external
expertise, nor did it have a repertoire of shared practices. Rose, the principal, identified the
difficulties in developing shared discourse and practices around accountability:
How do you measure accountability? So difficult. Maybe we need more
difficult conversations. Maybe we need to get better. Need to be more
targeted. There may be reasons for slow/no [student] progress such as family
or medical reasons. Still tricky with consistency between staff. [We need] less
about opinion and more on data and evidence (Interview, 2011).
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Lack of shared symbolic tools meant that in 2011 the school had inconsistent discourse and
practices around many aspects of teaching and learning. This strongly shaped how staff
learned together, discussed student learning and taught in their own classrooms. This will be
explored further in Chapters Six and Seven.

5.7 Affordances of accountability
Accountability affordance- Authentic learning
In contrast to external expertise, staff felt supported and open to powerful further learning
opportunities when their professional learning met their expectations and was related to their
daily practice. Authentic learning activities are given meaning by the learners, not by external
experts, and because the learning and the meaning are closely intertwined, authentic learning
activities often result in better learning (Durning & Artino, 2011). Authentic learning
activities are characterised by being related to every day, or real world activity (Putnam &
Borko, 2000).
Although she did not use the term, Edna showed a clear preference for authentic learning.
She described the motivational impact of authentic learning:

Having had 33 years of broad experience and I like [professional learning] if it
is something I value, I feel that you should be able to have choices to opt in or
opt out. But I think if you could get a PL ethos where they could choose
something they value and they realise what is their shortcoming. I am working
on assessment and data for my shortcoming. You know what you need
(teacher, Interview 2011).
Edna explained that the type of learning she valued is learning what you need. This was
different from learning decided by others or provided by external experts. Edna expressed a
preference for learning that was not only about what she wanted to learn, and was meaningful
to her, but that was also related to her classroom practice.
Fern, a LSA, spoke expansively about what she appreciated about the school’s approach to
authentic professional learning:
I think that Correa Park … as a school finds [professional learning] quite an
important thing. Everyone’s always trying to learn new things…if anybody
finds out anything about… communication or… new research … there’s always
an email sent out and people put it up on the [daily staff newsletter] … there’s
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always new research happening, so it’s good to keep up with things that we can
be learning about, especially with these children (Interview 2011).
Fern expressed her belief that professional learning was a valued, expected and central part of
staff learning activities in the school. The school appeared to place significant value on staffs’
professional learning and the need to keep up-to-date in many aspects of staff learning. The
School Executive Team also described the value of professional learning in the school. Staff
capacity was built at Correa Park School through significant input into and attention upon
staffs’ professional learning. There were high expectations at the school, prior to the
commencement of this study, on the importance of professional learning for staff. So although
the professional learning was often provided by external experts, staff did value the
professional learning when it led to changes to their classroom practice.
Accountability affordance - Experimentation
Experimentation is the second affordance for discussion under the accountability umbrella. In
their early interviews and professional learning evaluations staff described how they
experimented, adapted and adopted new ideas to find solutions to complex classroom issues.
Several staff spoke about their need to experiment in their classrooms and find creative
solutions to address the complex, changing or unpredictable needs of their students :
“sometimes we have to make major changes because of the nature of the children” (Anita,
LSA, Interview 2011). Claire described the support she received to experiment in her
classroom:
I think [the school] is supportive of classroom change. I've got one class I
changed completely around because the strategies weren't working so well,
and that is supported… for what you can do it is supported and new ideas are
always encouraged and it is worked through- through discussion (teacher,
Interview 2011).
Camilla spoke animatedly about how this played out in her classroom for students with
autism spectrum disorder, complex communication needs and challenging behaviours:
Anything can happen here – with the students, with the staff, anything – so, I
don’t think you can pin it down…If you come in with expectations, you’re
gonna be disappointed…When shit hits the fan, you get disappointed within
yourself, so you gotta come in with open- “I’m ready for it!” like, “Hit me
up!” sort of thing (LSA, Interview 2011).
This attitude of openness to new ideas was supported by Priscilla, the Deputy Principal:
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[We are] a supportive environment for risk taking…We aren’t afraid of
asking, we don’t feel we have to know it all. We are not a closed institution
but we think there are other ways to do things- we don’t sit there and do what
we’ve done for years, because we do what we’ve done for years. There are
very few sacred cows at Correa Park (SET Interview, December 2011).
Camilla and Priscilla’s attitudes were supportive of learning from others and experimenting
with the knowledge gained. Raisa reiterated this idea: “I think the open-mindedness to try
different things is very much there, yeah. I guess, in the staff as well as the Executives, they’re
open to opinions and different methods of doing things” (LSA, Interview 2011).
Experimentation at Correa Park was a daily occurrence and supported as an appropriate way to
increase student learning. Experimentation represents an important element of the staff’s
movement to a growth mindset, a foundation of internal accountability (Ainscow et al., 2012;
Fullan et al., 2015; Higgins et al., 2012; Putnam & Borko, 2000).
Accountability affordance- physical tools
Evidence that physical tools assisted Correa Park staff to build accountability was gathered
from PL evaluations and staff interviews. Physical tools were developed collaboratively by the
staff to assist in their teaching and learning. Some physical tools were developed by the school
prior to the commencement of the research. The school had created a range of teaching
resources, including documents such as the School Charter (2009), the Teaching and Learning
Cycle (2010) (described in detail in Chapter Six- See Appendices 6.3 and 6.1) and the Correa
Park Preschool and Primary Curriculum (2010). The creation of these whole school physical
tools, in turn, guided the development of documents at the class and individual student level.
For example the class program template, the student Individual Learning Plan (ILP) and student
report templates were changed to align with the Teaching and Learning Cycle and curriculum
documents named above. Priscilla stated that “our reporting format has changed to fit with it.
It is all more explicit. I can read any kid’s document now and see how you teach them”
(Deputy Principal, SET Focus Group, 2011).
For example, Anita spoke about the need to“consolidate our approach and ideas and skills”
(Anita, LSA, Interview 2011) through some form of physical tool. One of the key ways Anita
strived to do this was through the development of an AAC Handbook, a tool that would assist
staff and families to learn about and implement the AAC system across the school. This
document was not completed in its final form until 2013 (see Appendix 6.11) but several
earlier versions were created collaboratively during the whole school professional learning
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process.
As staff increasingly participated in developing shared physical tools, particularly around
data use, they acknowledged the power of a coherent whole school approach. It was early in
the professional learning process (2011) that teachers noted the collective power of the whole
school approach to data:
Good to have collective assessment and strategies as a whole school thing
(Simone, PL evaluation, August 2011)
Feelings of all things coming together e.g. curriculum, assessment, data and
goal setting… felt on the same page (Holly, PL evaluation, August 2011).
Physical tools emerged as an affordance at Correa Park in 2011 because this was the first
time that there had been a systematic approach amongst all teachers towards the development
and use of shared tools for data collection and analysis. Prior to this, data had been an
individual teacher’s prerogative and the tools they used varied often, from student to student.
Recognition that some teachers were beginning to feel on the same page was an important
affordance supporting accountability that was further built upon in 2012, as will be described
in Chapter Six.

5.8 The role of constraints and affordances in shaping and
supporting accountability
As described in Chapter One, and in the introduction to this section, accountability is
characterised by three features: staff learning together to build collective responsibility for
students’ learning; a growth oriented mindset open to deprivatised practice; and the use of
shared resources and tools (including those for data). This section of the chapter will now
explore how the constraints and affordances at Correa Park shaped and supported the existence
of accountability in the early stages of the research.
Constraints shaping accountability
Viewing external expertise as a means to increase staff knowledge was a major constraint in
Correa Park’s development of accountability and the staffs’ ability to learn together. Correa
Park staff perceived professional learning mainly as one- off, off-site events. This thinking
pervaded all levels of the school staff. It constrained the School Executive Team as they were
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in the habit of outsourcing the staff’s professional learning to others. In turn, the large number
of external, (and undoubtedly often beneficial), professional learning activities organised by the
School Executive Team contributed to staff perceptions that external expertise was a (or even,
the) vital source of increasing their collective pedagogical knowledge.
In 2011, Correa Park staff were not accustomed to internal and ongoing professional learning,
nor did they initially perceive its value within school improvement processes. Duncombe and
Armour (2004) described the key factor when schools rely on external expertise:
one of the most valuable resources that schools possess is under-utilised; the
teachers themselves have a wealth of knowledge between them that could be
shared within the context of the school, but this resource is often overlooked
and more formalised training days favoured (Duncombe & Armour, 2004, p.
144).
In schools that utilise external expertise, staff knowledge is under-utilised. Prior to the current
study, Correa Park staff had not participated in continuous, intensive, internal, whole school
professional learning as part of a school improvement process. This constrained the way that
staff thought and felt about both the professional learning content and the process of
increasing accountability. For example, not one staff member mentioned informal discussions
outside the formal learning context as an important part of their professional learning. Deemphasising informal learning affected collective accountability as it shaped perceptions of
who held expert knowledge in the school. This is consistent with other research:
“particularly in the teaching profession, the historical nexus between teaching and learning
may reinforce the assumption that significant learning experiences require external direction”
(Webster-Wright, 2009, p. 704). Fullan and his colleagues (2015) describe the importance of
redirecting professional learning from a reliance on external experts to staff learning together,
particularly in order to build a school’s internal accountability.
In 2011, Correa Park staff found it difficult to build or share a collective responsibility for
student learning. Some staff were constrained by their understanding of ways of learning (that
is, they believed that the only or best type of professional learning was imposed externally)
and they felt particularly limited by the perceived irrelevance of their previous professional
learning. This finding, that staff find much of the professional development available to them
is not relevant, is also supported by the literature (Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009).
Ball and Cohen (1999) characterise such schools as having an incoherent infrastructure for
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professional learning. These settings often do create opportunities for staff learning, but lack
consistency and coherence around both the content and the process.
Perceptions of inconsistency and incoherence are likely to occur if staff feel the professional
learning is not linked to their pre-existing schema (Korthagen, 2010). Unfortunately, one of
the most common forms of professional learning consists of serial individual activities which
do not automatically align with previous staff learning (Garet et al., 2001) as also illustrated
by the array of professional learning activities attended by Correa Park staff as outlined in
Table 5.2. Analysis suggests that Correa Park staff’s learning was constrained when they
were given activities they perceived as irrelevant to themselves and their classrooms. As
accountability is concerned with staffs’ collective responsibility for their own learning and
that of their students, external expertise constrained staff from developing this type of
accountability. According to Dadds, some teachers find external professional learning
activities extremely disheartening if they have “pinned their hopes on finding someone else’s
Holy Grail as the ultimate answer to the complexities and dilemmas of their work” (2014, p.
11). This perspective of seeing experts as residing outside the school also distances the
professional learning further from those who work closest with the children daily, and may
reduce staffs’ sense of accountability for solving their own classroom issues (Dadds, 2014;
Fullan, 2007; Sahlberg, 2010).
The data collected at this beginning stage of the research in 2011 indicated that staff did not yet
perceive challenge as a learning opportunity. This attitude to challenge shaped Correa Park’s
accountability endeavours because one of their greatest challenges consisted of collecting and
analysing student data, a practice crucial to establishing internal accountability. The Correa
Park staffs’ initial strong negative and emotional response to their sense of being challenged is
also supported by the literature. Timperley et al. (2007) describe how challenge may have a
strong negative impact for some teachers, acting as a cognitive constraint to changing thinking.
These authors maintain that some of the most confident educators may become unsettled when
their long held beliefs are confronted or perceived as undermined. Many experienced teachers
may have a fixed schema about how the world, or at least their classroom, works. Some
teachers may become so overwhelmed by this new learning they may view it as a “personal or
professional attack” (Timperley et al., 2007, p. 97). For some teachers, ideas may be rejected if
they conflict with their personal beliefs and ideas (Timperley, 2008) and the professional
learning opportunity will be lost (Ainscow, 2010).
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Schools with high internal accountability commonly use symbolic tools including shared
language, customs, stories, rituals and practices (Leach & Moon, 2008). However there was
little evidence of such sharing at Correa Park in 2011. The scarcity of symbolic tools reflects
the level of individualisation (see Section 5.2), since staff members who work in different
rooms using programs that are customised for each student are less likely to perceive
commonalities across their work or to have opportunities to share their discourses, routines or
practices. The lack of symbolic tools also links to the affordance of conversation (see Section
5.3), because without concrete reference points, conversations are more likely to be
susceptible to potential misunderstandings or lack common reference points (Ball & Cohen,
1999). In a school enacting improvement, the importance of creating and using shared
symbolic artefacts is that artefacts enable staff to have a joint understanding, a critical feature
of internal accountability (Halverson, 2003). Being on the same page is not sufficient for
school improvement to occur however. Although symbolic tools may be the resources that
enable staff to bring about change through shared understandings, it is also possible that they
may assume such importance in a school that they remain unchanged and unquestioned as
sacred cows. Spillane (2014, p. 9) describes the paradoxical nature of symbolic tools:
… they have something of a bad rap in organisational theory and school
reform literature, blamed for inertia and opposition to improvement efforts.
Recent work, however, suggests that [symbolic tools such as] organisational
routines can also be critical in transforming business as usual in organisations
such as schools.
Shared understandings, embedded within shared discourse and shared practices, can become
whole school paradigms that enable staff to collectively share and reflect upon practice.
Schools that engage in the reculturing of school improvement may develop sacred cows but
these are both sacred and essential because they function as “shared norms, expectations,
behaviours, and patterns of interaction that promote collaborative work” (Gallimore &
Goldenberg, 2001, p. 54).
Affordances supporting accountability
Conversely, supporting the development of accountability, was the emerging use of shared
physical tools across the school. (Physical tools are considered here first, as they link closely
to symbolic tools above). When a school has high internal accountability, the physical/
material (hard tools) and symbolic/ abstract (soft tools) combine to make a school’s toolkit
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(Leach & Moon, 2008). These collective toolkits create and are created by shared discourse,
practices and artefacts enabling staff to be learning collectively. Within school improvement
processes, physical tools can play a critical role mediating shared ideas to enable a school to
increase accountability (Arnseth, 2008). As a school develops concrete representations of its
practice, these can be shared, discussed and even reinvented (Stoll et al., 2006). From a
situated perspective, physical tools also known as artefacts, are critical in “converting tacit
knowledge in practice to explicit knowledge about a given practice- experiences that
knowledge can be translated to others or codified as routines” (Yakhlef, 2010, p. 41).

Effective data use is another vital tool central to school improvement processes and the
development of a school’s accountability (DuFour et al., 2010; Sharratt & Fullan, 2012;
Spillane, 2012). Student data provides the evidence for schools to ascertain whether students
are learning. Data collection and analysis have elements of both constraints and affordances
for all teaching staff, and requires mastery of a complex array of skills (Spillane, 2012).
Using data to make accountability decisions to enhance student learning is challenging for
staff for a range of reasons. These include the lack of data literacy, the difficulty in linking
data to classroom practice, the selection of appropriate strategies to analyse the data and the
dynamics of staff groups when working on data (Datnow et al., 2012). The use of shared
artefacts can be central in promoting effective data discussion (Horn & Little, 2010). Correa
Park staff indicated that they were finding the shared data artefacts to be useful tools to build
their emergent data literacy and hence an important element of accountability.
In order to further enhance collective accountability, the type of learning is also important.
The value of authentic learning is supported in the literature. Putnam and Borko (2000) argue
that authentic learning that is intertwined with ongoing practice will increase the
opportunities for learning and this new found knowledge will influence and support staff’s
teaching practice in meaningful ways. Barab and Duffy (2000) maintain that if learning
activities are not anchored in real uses, knowledge may remain inert. Rather than simply
acquiring strategies and activities, staff must be actively learning as they teach. Fullan (2006)
suggests several tangible ways to employ authentic learning in teacher professional
development including “doing, reﬂection, inquiry, evidence, more doing and so on” (Fullan,
2006, p. 10). Professional learning characterised by authentic experiences addresses the
complexity of teaching and enables staff to be responsive to their own learning needs, as well
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as those of their students (Timperley, 2008). Staff in this situation are likely to learn and act
in a manner that is true to their values, or in other words, they will act with high
accountability.
Furthermore, authentic learning is a cornerstone of situativity theory (Wilson & Myers,
2000). From a situated perspective, practice is an integral, dynamic and social part of being a
professional working in the school context (Webster-Wright, 2009). Authentic learning is a
vital foundation for school improvement accountability processes.
Whilst learning to use new data artefacts, staff experimentation afforded Correa Park staff
opportunities to share their knowledge in an environment that was safe and non-judgemental.
Experimentation reflected the emerging shift in staff thinking from looking to outside experts,
to viewing their own experience in their own classrooms as a source for learning. When
learning is distributed across a learning community, the different voices of staff knowledge and
expertise can be incorporated into the conversations about teaching and learning (Putnam &
Borko, 2000). This reflects the situation where:
much of current professional development activity, as opposed to professional
learning, rests on the assumption that there are best practices out there. In
[learning communities], this belief is replaced by the conviction that the best
practices are in here; they can be uncovered by mining inside knowledge
(Lieberman & Miller, 2008, p. 22).
At Correa Park in 2011, experimenting and sharing this learning together were new
experiences. Staff had to deprivatise their practice and this was for some staff, a challenge to
their mindset. The role played by experimentation in affording school improvement is
highlighted by Sahlberg (2010). He attributes the importance of experimentation to its
function as a precursor to innovation and change. Experimentation also relies on the existence
of the affordance of trust discussed previously (see Section 5.3). Sahlberg (2010, p. 59)
states that “creativity will not ﬂourish and be sustained in schools unless people feel secure to
take risks and explore the unknown”. In describing the Finnish education system, Sahlberg
highlights how schools that embrace experimentation are more innovative, risk taking and
open to new ways of thinking. This affordance can become one of the key means to drive
change and enhance a school’s accountability (Dinham, 2007; Harris, 2006; Higgins et al.,
2012).
The focus on accountability (and staff culture) helps to draw attention to the multifaceted
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nature of school improvement. Once it is recognised that learning is not confined only to the
students in a school, but to all, the opportunities for staff learning (and hence, school
improvement) are significantly increased. Accountability must be built on the foundation of
staff learning together, sharing collective responsibility, sharing a growth mindset and
deprivatising their practice through the use of various shared artefacts, including data use.
This incremental learning towards accountability may be both formal and informal learning
in a school. In Borko’s words:
[staff] learning occurs in many different aspects of practice, including their
classrooms, their school communities, and professional development courses or
workshops. It can occur in a brief hallway conversation with a colleague, or after
school when counselling a troubled child. To understand [staff] learning, we must
study it within these multiple contexts, taking into account both the individual
[staff] and the social systems in which they are participants (Borko, 2004, p. 4).

5.9 Chapter summary
When interpreting the data presented in this chapter, it must be noted that Correa Park’s
school improvement journey had begun some time prior to this study, as the school had
participated in a range of jurisdictional and formalised school improvement processes for
more than ten years. This current study, commencing in July 2011, captures a snapshot of the
evolution of the school at a particular point in time. In order to fully appreciate the school’s
progress, the situated approach was selected because it enabled an in-depth examination of
the interactions among the learners and their context using the concepts of constraints and
affordances to shape and support staff culture and accountability, which are two key drivers
of school improvement (Harris & Chapman, 2004). This approach can be framed as an
attunement to the constraints and affordances (Greeno, 1998) where attunement is defined as
the identification of the elements that shape and support activities within a particular context.
In order to answer the research sub question What are the constraints and affordances within
a specialist school enacting school improvement? this chapter has described a contextual
baseline against which data collected at a later date can be compared and contrasted, to
ascertain whether change occurred over time. Without knowing the school’s starting point at
Phase One, it is impossible to determine or understand its progress later on (as described in
Chapter Seven). The second purpose goes to the heart of school improvement itself. As
described in Chapter Two, school improvement is conceptualised as the process of building
greater accountability and moving towards an increasingly collaborative staff culture (Harris
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& Chapman 2004), and so it is vital to understand the constraints and affordances inherent in
that process and their role in shaping and supporting elements of school improvement.

Constraints and affordances provide a method to understand the context of a school.
Researchers such as Wilson and Myers (2000, p. 77) highlight the key role of affordances and
constraints within learning environments, as:
If we are reading the situated position correctly, authentic communities of
practice are not so much designed, but rather emerge within existing
environments and constraints. They fill ecological niches where certain
opportunities open up, based upon the environment, people, tools,
organizational structure and power dynamics.
Table 5.3 summarises the relationships of the constraints and affordances with the two key
drivers of school improvement: staff culture and accountability. These constraints and
affordances at Correa Park were:

Table 5.3: The constraints and affordances shaping and supporting the key drivers of school
improvement
Collaborative Staff Culture Internal Accountability
individualisation
external expertise
Constraints
information flow
mindset
symbolic tools
trust
authentic learning
Affordances
conversation
experimentation
congeniality
physical tools
The current chapter has largely been an exposition of Correa Park and the elements which
shaped its staff learning. From a situated perspective, which views learning as contextualised,
social and distributed (as described in Chapter Three) it can be seen that each constraint and
affordance shaped and supported staff learning differently. From a contextualised learning
viewpoint, authentic learning and experimentation were identified in the data as a critical
element supporting staff learning that was pertinent in their own classroom, and the reliance
on external expertise and fixed mindset limited the staffs’ opportunities to learn within the
school context. From a social learning perspective, learning was supported by trust,
congeniality and conversation, encouraging staff to learn together, particularly informally.
Constraining opportunities for social learning, were individualisation, unidirectional
information flow and lack of symbolic tools, as staff had few opportunities to be on the same
page. From a distributed view point, learning from each other was not seen as a valuable
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resource, with many staff viewing external expertise as vital for their professional learning.
However, the development of physical tools was an important tool to support staff beginning
to learn together using shared resources. The situated perspective will be used again in
Chapter Six to explore the learning trajectories of staff as the school enactment processes
continued.
A further point to note is that, by providing a snapshot of the Correa Park context at the
beginning of the research, the current chapter provides a reference point for successive
chapters in this thesis. The current chapter has laid the foundation for Chapter Six, which
reveals that following the early formal 2011 teacher forums, it emerged that the traditional
theory based approach to professional learning was not providing what teachers needed to
effect change in their classrooms. It was not until the teachers had opportunities to make their
learning authentic, and by practicing it consistently in their classrooms that change began to
occur. That is, the learners and their context interacted, which led to the commencement of
the staff learning trajectories. Once again, the learning trajectories will be examined through
the lens of staff culture and accountability, providing a clear structure for the discussion of
Correa’s Parks school improvement journey.
Elements of the current chapter will also be reference points for Chapter Seven. In the current
chapter, all constraints and affordances were identified, to various extents, in the mainstream
literature on school improvement, thus highlighting the many similarities of the specialist
school context with the mainstream school contexts. Differences will be noted in Chapter
Seven, when Correa Park’s processes are examined in light of both the mainstream literature
and specialist school/ disability education literature.
In relation to Chapter Eight, each of the research questions answers will be synthesised to
present a completed explanatory model of Correa Park school improvement. The contribution
of this chapter will be the step acknowledging the importance of staff developing a shared
knowledge of their context. As will be described in Chapter Eight, this step in the school
improvement process is essential for staff to build on their affordances and acknowledge their
constraints within their context in order to select appropriate strategies to enact school
improvement.
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Chapter 6 - Correa Park’s staff learning trajectories
towards school improvement
This chapter describes staffs’ learning trajectories when they were striving for school
improvement at Correa Park School. Further, it provides an answer to the second research sub
question of this thesis: What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school
enacting school improvement? In keeping with the situated perspective of this thesis, the staffs’
ongoing learning is conceptualised as a series of learning trajectories, a term used by Lave and
Wenger (1991) and described in detail in Chapter Three. The concept of a learning trajectory
captures the idea of staff constructing identities in practice. The term describes the direction of
the staff’s collective learning over time. In this study, the actions (developing, forming and
creating) are used to signify the movement and growth involved in each trajectory. This
reinforces the viewpoint that staff learning within school improvement is not a set of discrete
events but can be more effectively characterised as ongoing, dynamic changes in identity
(Peressini et al., 2004).
Chapter Six complements the research findings presented in Chapters Five which explored
the school context using the conceptualisations of constraints and affordances in the early
stages of the research. Like Chapter Five, this chapter also uses the two drivers of school
improvement (staff culture and accountability) from the typology of schools in difficult
contexts created by Harris and Chapman (2004) introduced in Chapter Two. This current
chapter describes three interrelated learning trajectories of Correa Park staff as they enacted
school improvement, and their relationship to the school improvement drivers. As described
in the previous chapters, collaborative staff culture is characterised by a focus on teaching
and learning, the sharing of collective knowledge and the use of shared resources/tools.
Internal accountability is established as staff assume collective responsibility for student
learning, adopt a growth mindset, deprivatise their practice and develop and use shared
resources/tools.

Following a similar structure to the previous chapter, the current chapter presents the staffs’
learning trajectories, describes the findings from the data and then explains the role of the
learning trajectory with reference to the development of staff culture and accountability. The
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chapter concludes by presenting an explanation of the findings using a situated perspective.
Chapter Seven will build upon the previous two chapters’ descriptions of Correa Park’s
learning in context and discusses the implications of the school improvement processes in a
specialist school context.
Conceptualising learning trajectories as changes in identity
As described above, learning trajectory is a metaphor used by Lave and Wenger (1991) to
explain learning in context, and in particular, the ongoing construction of identity. The concept
of identity may be defined as how individuals and the community view themselves and also
what they perceive they may become (Leach & Moon, 2008). A group’s sense of identity has a
profound impact on their learning, knowledge and beliefs (Peressini et al., 2004).In the current
research context, learning and identity are viewed as intertwined.
Each learning trajectory identified in this chapter represents a significant shift in the identity of
the staff learning community. As Correa Park staff participated in the school improvement
journey, they gained increased agency in the school improvement process. This changed their
identity. Critically, through the journey of the learning trajectories, staff began to see not just
the students, but also themselves as learners in the school. In the professional learning sessions
staff talked about their own learning styles and the way they learnt best. Staff adopted the
identity of learners:
Definitely I am always learning. Whilst I had a lot of knowledge I would say, I
still lacked confidence in assessing the right thing for the right student and that
still can be an issue. There is a lot of experimenting that goes on. And I think I
am still having a go and trying things out… Everything takes a while to learn
before you can use it really well (Annelise, teacher, Interview, 2012).
The staff discussed how their contribution and role in their own learning was a core feature of
the professional learning processes at Correa Park. Ziggaboo described her how her feelings
changed throughout the process of the professional learning “in the beginning I thought that
would be really onerous, but now I realise it wasn't that hard to stand up and contribute
(teacher, Interview 2012).
As staff participation in the professional learning intensified, learning became distributed across
the school. Distributed roles emerged, changing perceptions of identity within the school. This
process is also reflected in the literature. Leach & Moon (2008) characterise the process as staff
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learning to “feel they [have] a genuine voice in the learning process… a key aspect of
developing agency, and hence identity and self-esteem” (p. 145).
Through the distributed (professional) learning model, Correa Park staff realised they could
learn from one another. Vescio et al. (2008) describe how collaborative professional learning
may shape roles and relationships in schools through new identities. Changed identities may
shape accountability through opening practice, mutual sharing, reﬂecting and even risk
taking. Distributed roles form if they are consciously attended to through an explicit focus
within each professional learning session, giving all staff opportunities to lead learning
(Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009). In a school with distributed learning, staff work
together to drive, rather than simply implement, improvements in teaching and learning, as
staff invest not only in their students, but in each other leading to high internal accountability
(Fullan et al., 2015).
This aim of this chapter is not to portray individual staff identities as subsumed under the
umbrella of one uniform whole school identity. Both the identities of individuals and the
identity of the community developed in conjunction with one another. The staff learning
community’s shared identity needed to be flexible and responsive to the changing needs and
ideas of the individuals within that community. However, this chapter does use the concept of
learning trajectories from the collective organisational viewpoint, a perspective suggested by
Wenglen and Huzzard (2006).The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the centrality of
staff’s changing identity in the enactment of school improvement at Correa Park. This change
in identity is traced across the three learning trajectories presented in this chapter.

6.1

Three learning trajectories of staff from Correa Park

This chapter presents three staff learning trajectories that characterised school improvement
at Correa Park over the course of the research from July 2011 to December 2012. These
trajectories are: developing a whole-school approach; forming common goals; and creating
collective practices, discourse and artefacts. As discussed later in the chapter, these three
trajectories are central to building both collaborative staff culture and internal accountability.
The data used to understand these trajectories were primarily the 2012 staff interviews and
focus groups and professional learning evaluations. The process of data analysis to discover
these trajectories, including the use of Nvivo, was described in Chapter Four. The three
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learning trajectories, their descriptions and examples from the data are presented in Table 6.1
below.
Table 6.1: Staff learning trajectories at Correa Park
Learning
Description of learning
Example
trajectories
Developing a whole school approach
Staff adopted a coherent
“…the way that the classrooms are being
teaching
approach to screening,
run it feels like they are being more
and
curriculum, pedagogy and
connected” (Claire, teacher, Interview,
learning
assessment.
2012).
“Getting us all on the same page,
professional Staff learned the same content
together based on their own
regardless of what we were learning”
learning
classrooms, creating coherence.
(Edna, Teacher, Interview, 2012)
The whole staff had input into the “We have taken something and developed
strategic
school strategic plan and worked it consistently” (Priscilla, SET Focus
planning
together to implement it.
Group, December 2012)
Forming common goals
Staff saw the value in acting on
“We've kind of drawn that together across
shared
the school’s shared goals.
the school with common goals”
mission,
(Annelise, teacher, Interview, 2012).
vision and
values
Staff shared student success
“We work towards celebrating
shared
communications gains and so there is a
celebrations stories from their classrooms
enhancing the increasing sense of culture of it” (Priscilla, SET Focus group,
collective responsibility across
December 2012).
the school.
Creating collective practices, discourse and artefacts
Staff deprivatised their practice
“I just love teachers that share
collective
through discussing what worked
information, data, video footage.
practices
and what did not work in their
This is my favourite way of
classrooms.
learning” (Lauren, teacher, PL
eval., Sept, 2012).
Staff talked about their problems “… being able to bring my work samples
collective
of practice, giving opportunities
and my ideas and having a discussion
discourse
to feel on the same page.
with everyone made it more worthwhile
and I understood how it all linked in after
that” (Elise, teacher, Interview, 2012).
Staff created artefacts (such as
“… it was obvious in every classroom…
collective
posters, teaching resources) that
the AAC stuff and in terms of teaching
artefacts
reinforced and were reinforced by and learning and what ILP goals look like
collective practices and
on the walls and things like that”
discourse. The artefacts were
(Priscilla, SET Focus Group, December
highly visible across the school.
2012).
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6.2

Developing a whole school approach

As summarised in Table 6.1, developing a whole school approach at Correa Park emerged
from the data as a learning trajectory relating to three key areas of school improvement:
teaching and learning, the professional learning content and processes, and strategic planning.
A whole school approach also became a catalyst for the other learning trajectories that
occurred in the school.
Whole school approach to teaching and learning
A whole school approach is a teaching and learning strategy created by staff adopting shared
expectations and practices around the screening, goals, pedagogy, assessment of learning of
all students (Newmann et al., 2001). At Correa Park, the whole school approach was not just
about maximising individual teacher’s expertise in their own classrooms. All staff were part
of developing the whole school approach. The approach shifted the school’s teaching and
learning focus from a single expert classroom to whole school learning: “not just one
showcase classroom, not just one lighthouse classroom, but for ALL children right across the
school” (Anita, LSA, Interview, December 2012). Claire described this as a sense of
connection:
I definitely think Correa Park has changed. In that there are a lot of the
approaches, not just AAC, but a lot of the approaches have become more of
what I think of as a whole school approach, with the way that the classrooms
are being run it feels like they are being more connected (Claire, teacher,
Interview 2012).
The 2011-2012 professional learning forums used a school developed tool, the Correa Park
Teaching and Learning Cycle (see Appendix 6.1 and further detailed in Section 6.5), to
promote the whole school approach to learning. The Correa Park Teaching and Learning
Cycle was not unique to the setting nor did it pose questions that were specific to a specialist
school. It was an explicit mainstream pedagogical tool to assist staff’s planning and practice
by highlighting the following four questions to guide teaching and learning:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where are my students now? (screening/initial assessment)
What do I want my students to learn? (goals/outcomes)
How will my students get there? (pedagogy/ teaching strategies)
How do I know when my students get there? (data collection/assessment).
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The Teaching and Learning Cycle was pivotal during Correa Park’s first attempt to establish a
whole school approach, because reflecting on the four questions helped staff across the school
to be consistent in their approach to teaching and learning. For example Rose, the Correa Park
principal, recognised that “the Teaching and Learning Cycle is really everything you do in your
classroom” (Interview, May 2012). With this realisation, staff were more open to new forms of
professional learning, such as increasing their proficiency in data use, thereby overcoming the
constraint of mindset as discussed in the previous chapter. Similarly, having the Teaching and
Learning Cycle tool to focus discussion around all aspects of teaching and learning led to the
emphasis on a whole school approach to communication, and structured the key document in
the Communication and Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) Matrix (see
Appendix 6.7). This was the school’s first attempts to align school documents and increase the
coherence of all staff’s teaching programs through shared templates based on the Teaching and
Learning Cycle.
Whole school approach to professional learning
In 2012, Correa Park adopted a whole school approach to professional learning, with far less
reliance on external experts or isolated one day training sessions. This was a departure from
the previous practice of relying on external expertise, a constraint described in Chapter Five.
In 2012, professional learning sessions were characterised by authentic learning related to
classroom practice, sustained time on the same content, increased agency in staff learning,
opportunities for feedback from colleagues and challenges which encouraged staff to adopt a
growth mindset. Edna described the features of 2012 professional learning:
Getting us all on the same page, regardless of what we were learning. … I think
being able to take it and put it straight into practice in the classroom, having to
write an ILP, around the Matrix, using the Matrix - it was very easy … it was
made easier by the fact that you could take something that was relevant and you
could take it and put in into practice straight away (teacher, Interview, 2012).
Edna and other Correa Park staff identified that making the content relevant to their everyday
practice was important so the staff could implement what they had learned. This built on the
affordance of authentic learning described in Chapter Five.
Anita, a LSA, spoke about how the 2012 professional learning was “a defined process and a
timetabled process where the whole staff had to go through the steps together as opposed to a
drip sort of effect where we'll just let it catch on gradually” (Interview, 2012). The school’s
ongoing commitment to continuous whole school professional learning (18 formal
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professional learning sessions over 18 months) enabled staff to generate deep knowledge over
time, not simply through incremental or incidental learning opportunities, again giving staff
authentic learning experiences. When asked “Were there things unique to this [professional
learning] process?” Elise responded:
Having it every fortnight. Making you more aware to do the homework and
bring it and it makes you implement the whole school practice a bit more, I feel
in other schools we might call it a whole school approach and we touch on it in
term one and then not again until term two, and you are not accountable along
the way. But here every second week if you show something [to the staff
group] or try something you are continually building on your practices. It wasn't
too much or too little (teacher, Interview, December 2012).
Staff recognised that the whole school approach represented a shift in not only the content of
their professional learning, but also in the process of the professional learning. In 2012 staff had
far more input into their own professional learning than previously. Claire described the change
as:
It has been a work in progress through slowly being developed and people have
been contributing and changes have been made and so it has been a work in
progress. It is not just ‘this is what you’re learning and this is what you're
doing’. It has been a group thing. The group have worked toward something
together rather than just sitting and hearing somebody else telling you this is
how it is going to be done (teacher, Interview, December 2012).
A further important aspect of the whole school approach to professional learning was the
opportunity it provided for mutual and explicit feedback, not only from the executive and the
researcher, but among the staff. This arose because Correa Park had adopted a model of
professional learning that was more than simply looking at students’ work. The model included
a Problem of Practice Protocol (see Section 6.5 and Appendix 6.5) to ensure there were ways
to debate ideas about what to look at in a classroom, ways to describe what was observed and
ways to make effective suggestions. The Protocol was an important tool to structure
professional conversations, as it gave staff a model to provide constructive mutual feedback.
The advantage of this shared artefact was explicitly recognised by Lauren, who wrote in her
November 2012 professional learning evaluation, that this model of professional learning was
“good for constructive feedback/ideas”.
The feedback process was particularly valuable in the 2012 teacher forums because the staff
were establishing new norms of interaction and dealing with the stress of new and/or
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challenging ideas. At Correa Park, the new norms encouraged some teachers to speak up, and
for some to listen more. Although many teachers found the process challenging, this
environment was a potent vehicle for learning as teachers were now viewing their own
mistakes as opportunities for learning. Claire described the benefits of her new learning
experience, particularly the value of trying something and making mistakes:
I think I've had a huge change in my knowledge and skills, because I was
coming from university straight in. I had only one university class where they
spoke about that sort of stuff [AAC and teaching students with complex
communication needs] and I'd never had the experience of doing it and actually
hands on, getting in there and making mistakes and trying it differently and
actually using it has made my knowledge so much better. But doing the little
things each week with the new strategy , that's been really good as well because
I've actually taken some of those [ideas from the staff meetings, from Anita] and
taken them back and tried to use them … I feel like I know a lot more than I did
when I first came in (teacher, Interview December 2012).
Whole school approach to strategic planning
In 2011, the responsibility for staff professional learning was expanded to include all staff
and the researcher, and no longer rested solely with the school’s deputy principal. This
change was recorded on the Correa Park School Operational Plan, which articulated how the
professional learning aligned with school improvement priorities and goals. Effectively, this
meant that staff had collective responsibility for school wide capacity building and were
expected to work together to improve practice through shared support, accountability and
mutual challenge. Priscilla described this change:
We have taken something and developed it consistently…I’ve been in schools
where we've written school plans but then darted on to the next thing, but to sit
here and gather the evidence for school improvement and that whole school
cycle, I do think it is quite unique in both [mainstream and specialist] settings.
I don't get a sense there is that consistency of approach and practice evident in
other schools. It is the language and agreed understandings; this is what we do
here...this is unique to a special education practice. I think the amount of PL
and commitment to team based PL and study tours were pivotal to developing
a [learning community] (Deputy Principal, SET Focus Group, December
2012).
Under the revised professional learning arrangements, not only were staff responsible for the
co-construction of their goals, they also set the learning agenda, and then were accountable
for the results. This was recognised in the External Validation Report 2012 (the jurisdictional
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external school improvement report):
The whole school community is coming to appreciate that considerable
dedication and commitment is required in order for key improvement strategies
to be successfully developed. As part of the reflection process it was noted how
everyone in the community has a part to play in the school improvement
journey.
The role of a whole school approach in developing collaborative staff culture and
accountability
Up to this point, the whole school approach learning trajectory has been discussed under three
separate headings (teaching and learning; professional learning; and strategic planning).
However, in reality, these three activities were interrelated. The whole school approach to
strategic planning, for example, enhanced the whole school approach to teaching and learning
as well as to professional learning. The role played by this multifaceted, whole school approach
learning trajectory in the enactment of school improvement at Correa Park will now be
examined with reference to the relevant literature.
The whole school approach at Correa Park was fundamental to the development of a
collaborative staff culture as it maximised three core features: it focused on teaching and
learning; it enhanced the development of collective knowledge; and, it fostered the creation and
use of shared tools across the school. A whole school focus necessitates that all staff in a school
work with their colleagues on real issues of teaching and learning that makes a difference to all
learners (Harris, 2011). This type of professional learning embodies processes of collaboration
and exchange with colleagues, as described by Korthagen (2010). The whole school focus is a
powerful harnessing of staff energy onto one particular area, whilst still relating it to broader
issues of pedagogical content knowledge (Timperley, 2008).
At Correa Park, the shift in professional learning focus from piecemeal pedagogical approaches
(as described in Chapter Five, Table 5.2) to an explicit focus on student learning, reflected the
essence of learning communities, as described by DuFour et al. (2010), and was a critical
aspect of developing a collaborative staff culture. At Correa Park, the professional learning
content selected was student communication and the use of Alternative and Augmentative
Communication (AAC). Staff regarded this as a foundational learning skill for all students
across the school in order to increase their access to and participation in the entire curriculum.
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As staff in any school work closely together on teaching and learning matters, the process may
create “disequilibrium at times, for teachers would encounter ideas and perspectives, evidence
and possibilities, quite different from what they assumed” (Ball & Cohen, 1999, p. 27). Many
teachers find the tenacious questioning required to probe their own and others’ ideas and
interpretations confronting (Ball & Cohen, 1999). In order to minimise the stress at Correa
Park, the professional learning model was structured to utilise constructive problem talk
(Robinson & Timperley, 2007). This widely used professional learning strategy was used
because it incorporated:
two problem-solving qualities: the first is the ability to name and describe
problems in a way that invites ownership and commitment rather than
defensiveness, and the second is the ability to respectfully examine the extent
to which the beliefs and practices of teachers and leaders are, however
unwittingly, contributing to the problem (Robinson & Timperley, 2007, p.
253).
At Correa Park, constructive problem talk was incorporated into teacher forums. The forums
encouraged teachers to show their own classroom videos and discuss them using the Problem
of Practice Protocol (see Appendix 6.5). The Protocol was a pivotal shared artefact. It was a
school developed template [adapted from a mainstream resource (Easton, 2009)] with
prompts to encourage professional conversations. It was a tool to interrupt existing ways of
thinking and working. This professional learning model stimulated self-questioning,
creativity and action. It led to a reframing of perceived problems that, in turn, drew attention
to new possibilities for addressing barriers to participation and learning, reiterating findings
also described by Ainscow (2010). Critically, the Problem of Practice Protocol allowed for
the development of collective knowledge, a component of collaborative staff culture.
The whole school approach was also vital in the development of internal accountability as it
promoted collective responsibility, a growth mindset and the use of shared artefacts. Correa
Park harnessed school resources, school tools and staff energy to build a common and
coherent instructional framework and prioritised these as shared goals, (described in detail
below, Section 6.3). These shared goals created coherence, which has been shown to be vital
for school improvement (Newmann et al., 2001). Furthermore, throughout the professional
learning processes and school improvement processes, the staff were given increased
authority which enabled them to make decisions regarding both school governance and the
processes of their learning community. This independence extended to their roles in the
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school improvement processes, as also described by Vescio et al. (2008). This assisted Correa
Park staff to balance teacher autonomy with a measure of collective responsibility, a crucial
process within accountability as acknowledged by Timperley et al. (2007).

6.3

Forming common goals

Forming common goals as a school emerged from the data as the second staff learning
trajectory. This trajectory encompassed the formation of shared mission, vision and values by
staff and the shared celebrations that reinforced these at Correa Park.
Shared mission, vision and values
The school’s mission was encapsulated in Correa Park School’s motto: Achieving Potential
Together. The school had begun work on developing a shared mission, vision and values
through the development of the School Charter in 2009 (see Appendix 6.3). The Charter was
the main tool that highlighted the values for the entire school community. The charter’s
collective commitments (such as teamwork, professional working relationships, lifelong
learning) became particularly evident in the early 2012 formal professional learning sessions.
At that time, teachers began sharing ideas about students’ goals in teacher forums. These ideas
were shared not because the students came from the teachers’ own class but because of what
these staff had seen on playground duty. By the end of 2012, many staff, including LSAs,
reported a change in their sense of responsibility for students across the school, due perhaps to
their ability to communicate with more students. Annelise described this process:
It is lovely to see how students are progressing across the school… Oh I think
probably we've become more focused on what we are doing, and collective
rather than every teacher doing what they are doing and what they think is
best- we've kind of drawn that together across the school with common goals,
so I think that has been good (Annelise, teacher, Interview 2012).
The development of shared goals and a focus on whole school approach to communication
enabled the school’s mission, vision and values to permeate throughout the school. The
external school validation panel made explicit the link between these three pervasive priorities
and the school improvement process:
As part of a focus on effective communication and the provision of high
expectations for all students, the school developed a Correa Park School
Charter. As part of the school improvement process, Correa Park revised the
vision and mission statements and included a new school motto. The validation
panel has noted that as part of the improvement process and the selection of
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school priorities, everything is centred on meeting the needs of students and
their families. Correa Park School is to be commended for the way the clearly
articulated school motto and School Charter permeates all aspects of community
life at the school and is clearly lived in daily life. The School Charter provides a
guide for decision-making, strategic planning and school improvement
(External Validation Report, 2012).
Shared celebrations
School celebrations may include a variety of informal or formal ways to acknowledge students’
learning successes (Leach & Moon, 2008). Correa Park School celebrated the achievement of
students’ shared communication goals in a range of ways, as described by the External
Validation Report: “The outstanding communication and display of student work informs and
celebrates progress and student achievement” (2012). Some celebrations were simply one to
one informal discussions, some were at school based events and some were at the district level.
Anita was often the recipient of good news stories about communication as she was the main
developer of the AAC resources. She decided to make some of these conversations more
formal and more widely known, and so she developed an A5 sheet highlighting students’
communication successes for staff to complete (see Communication Celebrations, Section, 6.5
and Appendix 6.4) and these sheets were displayed in the communal staff work room.
The Problem of Practice Protocol (see Appendix 6.5) used in the formal professional learning
sessions also included a celebration section. This enabled the successful achievement of a
student’s communication goal to be shared, and documented on the protocol minutes, in a
supportive setting where cheering and clapping usually ensued. Often several of the teachers
would share their experiences, and then a snowball effect would occur, as many of them either
offered success stories from their own classrooms or added information to support the success
of a student in another class. Celebrations were an important aspect of creating the shared
discourse (as will be discussed in Section 6.5), as articulated by Priscilla who described the
celebrations as central to the development of school culture around communication:
… in the celebrations around [communication], we are going to work towards
getting a common language, we are going to work towards getting these things,
so they are targeted. We work towards celebrating communications gains and so
there is a culture of it (Deputy Principal, SET Focus group, December 2012).
Celebrations and shared goals were part of the second staff learning trajectory. Their role in the
school improvement process will now be explored.
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The role of common goals in developing collaborative staff culture and internal accountability
Correa Park’s whole school approach to professional learning was the central means to embed
the school’s common goals into a coherent whole, as recognised by the External Validation
Report (2012).
[The school is commended for] the development of a highly effective
Professional Learning Community with shared understandings and common
goals. All linked by a common language and framework that includes a
negotiated School Charter, Vision, Mission and Motto.
Shared goals were created and reinforced strongly at Correa Park. Developing shared goals is
central to building both collaborative staff culture and internal accountability as shared goals
facilitate the development of collective knowledge and collective responsibility, and the use of
shared tools (DuFour et al., 2010; Halverson, 2003; Leach & Moon, 2008).
Through a range of 2012 professional learning activities, Correa Park staff became more open
to deprivatising and sharing their practice. Opportunities were created for all staff to give
feedback on students from other classes. The school also utilised staff’s collective knowledge
in more public forums such as the Jurisdictional Specialist Educators Conference in 2012 to
showcase the AAC Framework and various teaching and learning activities. This was a further
opportunity to display and celebrate shared goals whilst building a range of shared artefacts
(such as PowerPoint presentations) to display classroom practices. As staff presented at the
conference together, further opportunities for developing a collaborative staff culture emerged,
and staff became increasingly comfortable working together. Furthermore, presenting to an
external audience enabled staff to invite critique and receive feedback from their peers beyond
the school, thereby creating opportunities to enhance their growth mindset.
The power of the deprivatising practice process has been described in the literature. Opening
classroom practices enables some teachers to view their work in a different light (Ainscow,
1998; Hargreaves et al., 2009) whilst simultaneously being affirmed for their risk taking when
presenting in public. This process creates positivity and optimism around a school (Maloney &
Konza, 2011) as not only is student progress being documented and celebrated, but so too is the
staff’s learning journey documented and celebrated (Masters, 2012). Opening practice up to
shared scrutiny both drives and is driven by a sense of collective responsibility and
accountability for student achievement and wellbeing (Robinson & Timperley, 2007), and can
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occur in internal and external settings as well as formal and informal professional learning
events (Darling-Hammond, 2009).

6.4

Creating collective practices, discourse and artefacts

The third and final learning trajectory revealed in the data was the creation of collective
practices, discourse and artefacts. In Chapter Five, tools were assigned to two groups
(symbolic or physical tools). In the current chapter, symbolic tools, sometimes known as soft
tools (discourse and practice) and physical/ hard tools (artefacts) are grouped together when
considering their role of supporting school improvement. This sets the pattern for the rest of
this thesis, where the three tool types (practices, discourse and artefacts) are grouped together
when discussing their role of supporting both collaborative staff culture and internal
accountability. Combining the three tools is also an acknowledgement of the way they
reinforce, and are reinforced by, each other over time, becoming a school’s toolkit. Shared
toolkits encompass the identifiable interwoven repertoires of a school and act as the social
mediators of learning (Leach & Moon, 2008).
Collective practices
Practices can be defined very broadly as the way a school does things or the routines that
staff use when teaching (Leach & Moon, 2008). At Correa Park, Claire described the way
that staff shared their practice during professional learning.
[The core feature of the professional learning was] being able to model [the
communication strategies] and being able to discuss it among each other … And
being able to model it and hear from other people… that has been really good
and different from other PLs that you get, where people are showing their
learning experience and just letting others in on it. I loved those sharing sessions
(Claire, teacher, Interview, December 2012).
As Claire noted, an important aspect of the school’s professional learning was the modelling
and discussion around pedagogy and assessment. These regular pedagogical discussions
provided the teachers with meaningful and sustained opportunities to experience comparative
perspectives on their practice. Through the Problem of Practice Protocol (Appendix 6.5)
teachers had the opportunity to stand back from and analyse their own teaching, and to ask
and answer such questions as: What is working? and What is not working? This process
stimulated the development of a shared discourse to help everyone recognise and describe the
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shared practices.
Changes in expectations and structures in the school facilitated increased opportunities for a
wide range of practices that enabled staff to develop and demonstrate their learning, as
explained by Anita:
I've come up with the idea of showcasing what is happening in classes in the
staff meeting. I have a five to ten minute slot once a fortnight. Last year I
talked about various strategies and I thought this year that it would be good to
showcase what is happening in some of the classrooms for instance, Daisy's
chat time and how she is using Core Vocabulary Boards and Fringe
Vocabulary Boards together, maybe how Ziggaboo or Claire are using the big
Core Vocabulary Boards, as part of their circle time, so showcasing that rather
than just me talking. And having the teachers talk to video or whatever. I am
keen for them to see video from their peers, rather than from me talking at
them. Just to share those ideas and what is happening (Anita, LSA, Interview,
May 2012).
In 2012, there was an increasingly strong sense of staff’s openness and commitment to
sharing their learning with one another. Petunia wrote “I felt that it was a very open and
sharing session. People were very supportive of one another” (PL Evaluation, November,
2012). Staff identified how the professional learning features and structure had changed in
order for peer to peer collegial learning to occur. The responses to the interview question
‘What were the core features of PL?’ are instructive. In contrast to 2011’s emphasis on
external expertise, the 2012 responses described how the 2012 professional learning
facilitated the sharing of knowledge by staff within the school, thus increasing their learning:
I think we've become a [learning community], and I love the fact we have a
whole school focus on AAC now ... And I love it that people are sharing
confidently, in degrees of confidence, sharing their work (Rose, Principal,
Interview May 2012).
These various aspects allowed many members of the staff to begin to view themselves
and others as pedagogical leaders within the school, a major shift in identity. Staff
described their positive feelings about sharing and their response to this type of
professional learning model in a range of professional learning evaluations from
2012:
Great to chat about goals and data collection to confirm ideas (Veronica
September 2012)
Great to share ideas and see what other teachers are doing (Annelise,
November 2012)
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I just love teachers that share information, data, video footage. This is my
favourite way of learning! (Lauren, September 2012)
Staff were describing how sharing among each other promoted learning. They felt safe. They
felt comfortable. More importantly, staff perceived this type of learning to be valuable. They
had begun the process of sharing their practice. A central feature of the 2012 professional
learning sessions was that different teachers looked at the same phenomenon and saw different
things and interpreted them in many different ways. Claire wrote in her March 2012 PL
evaluation: “I really liked seeing it in action! I think this DVD is a really good teaching tool for
using the Matrix. I found this PL worked really well for the way I learn”. Some other
researchers such as Lieberman and Miller (2008) have used peer observation and the creation
of videos for wider sharing. Videos of classroom practices enable shared practices to develop as
teachers are prepared to go public with their teaching (McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006).
Collective discourse
Discourse in a school includes the language used around school expectations for teaching and
learning; education and school specific jargon; key concepts for learning; and the school’s
stories, for example about the school’s history, students or successes (Leach & Moon, 2008).
At Correa Park, the discourse changed to reflect new shared understandings, as described by
Rose:
I don't think they realise, I mean, we realise, the quality of the sharing has
changed because we are all talking the same language and we know what we are
sharing about. Before we didn't really know what we were sharing about, it was
just like ‘oh we have to share’. It could be about… some very superficial
process/administrative thing. Now we are talking about our real reflection and
our teaching and learning and I think that has been the biggest change …
because we are all talking about the same thing. We know that if I say
something that someone else will know what I mean. So I reckon it has been
great (Principal, Interview, December 2012).
Rose’s statement was insightful on a number of levels. First she reflected the change in
pronoun (from they to we) that occurred in the school over the course of the research project.
She also identified the change in the content of the shared discourse. Finally, she highlighted
the link between shared discourse and shared artefacts. Each of these shall now be described
in detail.
The most concrete evidence of a shared discourse in the data emerged from the document
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analysis of the professional learning evaluations from 2011 to 2012. Just as Rose’s
perspective changed from they to we in the quotation above, a similar change was evident in
the professional learning evaluations. Table 6.2 below shows how staffs’ use of the pronoun
changed from the use of the singular I to the plural we.
Table 6.2: Quotations from 2011 and 2012 PL evaluations demonstrating the change from singular
to plural pronouns (highlighted in bold)
2011

2011- 2012

•

•

•
•
•

I feel enthused, but at the same daunted by
the complexity of my workload.
I feel just a little nervous that we don’t lose
sight of catering for individual requirements
in the effort to be a whole school approach.
I feel uneasiness because I am struggling
with how to use AAC and I feel guilty about
that!
It was interesting to see what is happening in
other classes and the strategies they use, but
I didn’t actually learn anything new.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Could see more where we are heading in
the future.
Good to see as a school we have
progressed.
It was a very open session. People were
very supportive of one another.
Pleased we will all be on the same page.
Excited to make sure we are on the same
track with our goals.
Good - we are moving forward.
Positive that we have something concrete
to work with as a school.

Elise, a new teacher to the school in 2012, described how the content of the professional
learning sessions was vital in helping her to develop a shared discourse:
Being new, and just getting an overview as soon as I came into that first
[professional learning] forum was really handy… I think the first [session] I
was at was making the SMART goals, for a student and I was a bit confused,
but being able to bring my work samples and my ideas and having a
discussion with everyone made it more worthwhile and I understood how it all
linked in after that (teacher, Interview 2012).
Shared discourse based on work samples and artefacts was critical to the development of an
effective staff learning community at Correa Park. The Problem of Practice Protocol
(Appendix 6.5) was a prime facilitator of shared discourse. The problem solving approach
placed each teacher as a participant in the school wide improvement of teaching and learning:
… if you are not talking the same language and using the same practice then
you've got a problem, and you feel like you are on your own because you have
to explain everything 100 times- but now, you don't have to explain it
(Priscilla, Deputy Principal, SET interview 2012).
The shared discourse emerged from a range of artefacts developed in the school professional
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learning activities, as described below.
Collective artefacts
The creation of collective artefacts at Correa Park built upon, and contributed to, the school’s
collective discourse and practice. A school’s artefacts are the physical tools (such as teaching
resources, posters, assessment tools, meeting minutes, protocols, alternative and
augmentative communication systems) that shape different ways of knowing and thinking in
the school community (Halverson, 2003; Leach & Moon, 2008). Priscilla described the
importance of the collective artefacts:
[They guide] your practice, if you are talking about the same thing … five or
six years ago, one classroom had this set of operational stuff, and another
different with different things. But [last week] when we had those people from
the [Education Central Office] and other visitors… it was obvious in every
classroom, not to the same level everywhere, but obvious on the AAC stuff and
in terms of teaching and learning and what ILP goals look like on the walls and
things like that (Deputy Principal, SET Focus Group December 2012).
The shared artefacts in the school, developed in conjunction with the shared discourse, were
critical in the development of Correa Park as a staff learning community. The artefacts were
the most visible representation of staffs’ learning. Some of these (listed below) have been
addressed in earlier sections of the chapter:





Correa Park Teaching and Learning Cycle (Appendix 6.1)
Correa Park School Charter (Appendix 6.3)
Correa Park Celebrating Communication Successes mini poster (Appendix 6.4)
Correa Park Problem of Practice Protocol (Appendix 6.5)

These school artefacts contributed to the development and the maintenance of a whole school
approach (Section 6.2) and shared goals of the school (Section 6.3). Many of the artefacts
also reinforced the shared identity that had emerged within the school. Most were the result
of Correa Park’s shared experiences during professional learning.
The artefacts developed at Correa Park were varied ranging from a strategy to track
assessment data, through to policy documents and report forms. Some artefacts were
transient. For example, several teachers made videos of their teaching to make their practice
public and open to peer critique, to enable others to learn new practices and pedagogical
strategies, and to facilitate the analysis of aspects of teaching practice that may have been
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difficult to capture otherwise. These videos were used in one professional learning session.
Other artefacts were visible or accessible to all. The school wide artefacts listed above were
either on the shared school computer drive or published and displayed around the school.
These artefacts were not simply visually appealing but had a direct impact on, or were the
result of, the staffs’ learning at Correa Park.
Shared artefacts played a powerful role in creating authentic learning experiences based on
classroom practice (building upon an affordance described in Chapter Five). Ziggaboo said in
her interview in 2012:
I had trouble with some of the language, some of the concepts that you were
continually referring to, I didn't understand what the Matrix was, until
surprise, surprise I went and did it. I assessed my kids. I thought it was more
complicated than it was.
Once the Matrix document became practical instead of merely theoretical, teachers
recognised that analysing student learning was facilitated by the artefact and this in turn
enabled the professional learning to focus on the realities of their practice.
Further artefacts, their developer, a description and their role in school improvement are
described in Table 6.3 below. Detailed images are provided in the Appendices.
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Table 6.3: Correa Park School artefacts
Artefact
Made by
Description
Correa Park
Anita, LSA The whole school approach
AAC System
and school to AAC used the concepts
(Appendix
AAC
of core and fringe
6.2)
expert,
vocabulary with the
with staff
commitment to give every
input
child in the school the
opportunity to access a
means of communication, to
enable the development of a
language system (not just a
focus on speech).
Correa Park
Communicati
on and AAC
Matrix
(Appendix
6.6)

Therapists,
Anita, and
the
researcher
collaborate
d to create
the draft
Matrix
which all
staff then
provided
input.

AAC Rubric
for staff
(Appendix
6.7)

Researcher

Correa Park
ILP/ Report
writing guides
(Appendix
6.8)

Frances,
the
executive
teacher.

In 2011 the professional
learning was focused on the
further development and
implementation of the
Matrix document. The four
sections of the Matrix
focused on initial
assessment/ screening, goal
setting, pedagogy and
formative and summative
assessment approaches in
communication and
Alternative and
Augmentative
Communication.
The AAC Rubric for staff
was based loosely on the
Australian Institute for
Teaching and School
Leadership (AITSL)
Professional Standards for
Teachers. It was adapted for
the specialist school context
with specific content relating
to AAC.
The document established
clear procedures, and
guidelines for ILP and
report writing that in the
past had been less clear.
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School Improvement Role
This was most visible aspect of
Correa Park’s whole school
approach and the most widely
used shared artefact was the
whole school Alternative and
Augmentative Communication
(AAC) system.

Situating Correa Park’s
professional discussion in
shared artefacts of practice was
a critical factor in developing a
shared discourse and shared
practices.

The rubric was used three
times over the 18 months of
the professional learning
sessions to assist teachers to
identify changes in their own
attitudes and skills relating to
AAC and to facilitate
conversation regarding best
practice in utilising AAC in a
classroom environment.
As part of the document
development, the staff
negotiated the standards for
student achievement used in
the school in the reports. These
documents served to embed
other school artefacts, e.g.
Matrix, into school practice
and to reinforce shared
discourse.
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Artefact
Correa Park
Data wall
(Appendix
6.10)

Made by
Researcher
assisted by
Anita

Correa Park
Communicati
on Handbook
(Appendix
6.11)

Anita
assisted by
researcher,
(staff
provided
input
during
2012 but
not
published
until 2013)
Researcher
assisted by
Anita, plus
a therapist

Correa Park
Pedagogy and
Family
Meeting
Videos
(Appendix
6.12)

Correa Park
Culture of
Communicati
on Poster
(Appendix
6.13)

Researcher
with input
from the
whole staff

Description
It was based on a model in
Sharratt and Fullan (2012)
and was then adapted to suit
the Correa Park context
through the links to the
Teaching and Learning
Cycle and ILP process. It
included student photos on
paddle pops sticks to enable
staff to “put faces on the
data” (Sharratt & Fullan,
2012, p. 1).
The Handbook was designed
to explain all aspects of the
school wide communication
system in a manner that was
accessible to new staff as
well as families.

School Improvement Role
The Data Wall was developed
by the researcher as a tool to
track the entire schools’
student progress in
communication and to
facilitate whole school
conversations regarding
communication data.

Two videos made in 2011
served as important artefacts
over the course of the
professional learning
sessions. The videos were
made at Correa Park to
answer the third question of
the teaching and learning
cycle: “How will my
students get there in terms of
communication and AAC?”

The first video was designed to
demonstrate a range of
pedagogical strategies for all
communication partners to use
with their students in the
classroom during a range of
activities. The second video
was made at Correa Park to
demonstrate how the Speech
Therapist (who had
collaborated on the
development of the Matrix)
worked with a family, in a one
hour meeting, to assess their
child’s level of
communication.
One of the most visible shared
artefacts developed as a result
of the professional learning
sessions was the Culture of
Communication Poster created
by the entire school staff on the
first day of school professional
learning in 2012.

The poster was a tool to
articulate and reinforce the
value that the school placed
on communication, and that
it applied not only to
students but to staff as well.
It was displayed all over the
school.
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Although the Communication
Handbook was not completed
until 2013, it became an
important artefact for staff that
articulated the agreed upon
shared practices around
communication and AAC in
the school through the process
of gaining their input and
revising it over time.
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The role of creating collective practices, discourse and artefacts in developing collaborative
staff culture and internal accountability
Shared toolkits – Correa Park’s practices, discourse and artefacts- shaped and supported
staffs’ learning. In schools, coherence develops through professional learning models that
enable staff to share their “ways of doing things” in their classroom (Wenger, McDermott, &
Snyder, 2002, p. 38). These ways of doing things create a school’s repertoire that includes
practices, discourse and artefacts, which are formed through a school’s tacit and explicit
knowledge (Leach & Moon, 2008). Practices, discourse and artefacts are themselves also
interlinked as catalysts for, and results of, each other. In fact the whole school culture is not
just held by individual participants but resides also in the practices of the group, the discourse
they share, the artefacts they use and the contextual setting (Wilson & Myers, 2000). As in
the formation of common goals discussed in Section 6.3, schools that are improving
emphasise the co-creation of educational and pedagogical meanings (Korthagen, 2010).
Practices are not simply containers of “individual knowledge and skill, but rather complex
socio-material accomplishments, multi-dimensional, situated, embodied, and fundamentally
relational” (Lee & Dunston, 2011, p. 489). In contrast to the traditionally individualistic
structure of teaching and professional learning, powerful professional learning can occur
when teachers see teaching other than their own. Opportunities to examine student work and
varied pedagogical practices found in another teacher’s classroom provides teachers with a
chance to learn from others’ practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999). At Correa Park, this type of
learning had been challenging because the students’ high learning and physical support needs
reduced the opportunities for team teaching. The use of video was central to deprivatising
practice among staff and building collaborative staff culture. Ball and Cohen (1999) suggest
that examining both other teachers’ practice and one’s own offers opportunities to expand the
school wide perspectives of practice, as well as to stimulate discussion of the implicit
elements in a school that may not have been questioned previously.

Practice, a term also used by Wenger (1998) describes something (such as intangible roles,
identities, social structures or tangible such as discourse or artefacts ) which is changed
through interaction. Practice is the knowledge, skills and values embodied in behaviour
(Elmore, 2005). According to Lave and Wenger (1998), practice is something which is
developed and changed in and through social relationships. From this perspective, concepts
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such as staff roles, identities, rules and social structures are realised in the school’s everyday
activity. This study’s conceptualisation of practice has also been influenced by Spillane who
describes practice as “social, situated and distributed activity” (2014, p. 4). Like processes,
practices focus on staff as the collective unit of analysis, and their interactions. Examining
practices also allows for the exploration of mediating elements such as discourse or artefacts
that may frame or focus an interaction. Spillane’s understanding of practice is also powerful
as it removes the notion of the power of one transformative individual making a change (be it
a teacher or principal - which although possible often cannot be replicated) and shifts the
emphasis to the community of learners and their ability to work together to create change.
Internal accountability is strongly influenced by this sense of emerging collective
responsibility through shared practice. Ball and Cohen (1999) describe the process of locating
the content of the professional learning within the school, as professional learning in
practice. When professional learning is located in practice staff are free to engage in
conversation that enables them to represent and clarify their understandings, to use their own
and others’ classroom experiences to develop ideas, learn about others’ classroom practices,
and gain a sense of themselves as contributing members of a staff learning community (Ball
& Cohen, 1999). In this model of professional accountability, change is not imposed, but
schools “use the group to change the group” (Fullan et al., 2015, p. 6).
Professional learning discussions held by teachers may assist in the development of shared
standards for good work, progress, and learning (Ball & Cohen, 1999). Furthermore, in this
type of professional learning the staffs’ conversations may give them opportunities to
critically reflect on their practice (Borko, 2004). As the norms of teacher interaction and
discourse shift, teachers may open themselves to the joint consideration of each other’s
practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999). This liberates staff from the “private world” of their own
classroom’s accountability (Ball & Cohen, 1999, p. 19). A powerful example of Correa Park
school’s changed perspective on accountability and culture was reflected in their discourse as
staff began using the personal pronoun we instead of I. This is an example, also described in
the literature, of how discourse communities can play a central role in forming the way
school staff view their world and enact their work (Putnam & Borko, 2000).
The staffs’ collective view of accountability may also be developed and reinforced by the
development of shared artefacts. Robinson and Timperley (2007) portray artefacts as the
translation of abstract (implicit or tacit) knowledge into concrete ( explicit) explanations of
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what is required for staff (and student) learning to occur in a school. Artefacts and their
associated routines serve to institutionalise particular ways of doing things so that the shared
understandings continue independently of leadership (Robinson & Timperley, 2007). The
development of shared understandings can also be termed intersubjectivity (Westheimer,
2008). Similarly, Correa Park artefacts such as the Data Wall and Problem of Practice
Protocol enabled staff to have a common frame of reference as they discussed student
learning; this new perspective facilitated their school’s overall progress. The videos
(Appendix 6.12) helped staff to learn about students from beyond their own classrooms. The
use of videos as shared artefacts raised a wide range of salient problems of practice not only
for the staff member sharing the video but for other staff also. The adoption of shared
artefacts in Correa Park community was a tangible reinforcement of the school’s belief that
their communication system could make a difference in the lives of all students in the school.
This changed the focus of the school culture from staff and their own classes, to a shared
identity of all staff valuing the learning of the entire student cohort.

6.5

Do the learning trajectories explain all learning?

Whilst the key purpose of this chapter is to describe the findings of the research in relation to
the research sub-question What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school
enacting school improvement?, it is important to acknowledge briefly that there were also
barriers to staff learning that were not overcome during the research period. Whilst many of the
constraints identified in the previous chapter were overcome through the development of the
whole school approach, the formation of common goals and the creation of shared toolkits,
both teachers and LSAs identified a range of obstacles that remained. Undoubtedly, more
remained unspoken or can only be recognised in hindsight. It is essential to acknowledge
within this school improvement process that not all individuals responded in the same way to
all the learning experiences, as expected in a situated learning model. Table 6.4 outlines some
of the remaining barriers to staff learning.
The three categories of barriers in Table 6.4 suggest that there are several possible reasons that
staff learning trajectories were not experienced uniformly across the school, particularly in
terms of developing the whole school approach. The pedagogical barriers related to
opportunities for the Learning Support Assistants (LSAs) to have agency in their learning and
to further develop their skills in using Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC).
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The attitudinal barriers emerged from staff learning to use AAC and to share concerns about the
time it took for some students to learn to use it effectively. The organisational barriers
described the difficulties staff experienced around finding resources and time to support both
students and their own learning. The first two types of barriers, pedagogical and attitudinal,
reflect some of the concerns relating to changes in identity for staff and students in the
enactment of school improvement, as their role as learners in the school changed.

Table 6.4: Barriers to staff learning as reported in December 2012
Barrier
Example – quotation from 2012 interviews and 2012/2013 focus
groups
Pedagogical barriers- including all staff in learning opportunities
Sometimes it depends on teacher direction and how much AAC is
Variation in
actually embedded (Azalea, LSA, LSA Focus Group, December
implementation of
2012).
whole school
In the classroom it is driven by the teacher, we can only follow their
approach
lead (Fern, LSA, LSA Focus Group, December 2012).
Ongoing, formalised …you can’t get [LSAs] to stay back [after school] for PL. That is
professional learning another thing we could do. We could all go on class and be the LSAs
and get some relief in and and you know get the LSAs off from 9-11
(PL) for LSAs
and do two good solid hours [of professional learning] (Rose,
Principal, Interview, December 2012).
Attitudinal barriers- using AAC and staff sharing about student progress
Changing beliefs and I think people still have some old beliefs that they are hanging on to
and aren't totally convinced that this is a really effective method [of
attitudes to students
learning to use AAC teaching communication] …and I am not sure that people understand
how long it takes to establish a communication system so they tend to
try and don't give it enough time to start to work and develop, so they
give up and try something else, and that concerns me (Anita, LSA,
December 2012).
[In the PL sessions] I feel like there is a lot of focus on really really
Teachers feeling
achieving, and when [your class] are not doing that, you feel
comfortable to talk
about lack of student embarrassed (Frances, Executive Teacher, School Executive Team
Focus group, May 2013).
progress
Organisational barriers-Resources and time
It has been really hard to build up that base [of AAC resources]
Resources to
especially from the beginning. People assume you have stuff that you
continue making
don't have. I have made a lot of stuff, my husband has done a lot of
communication
Sunday night cutting! [Laughs] I don't have a problem with that!
systems for all
students (including at (Veronica, teacher, Interview December 2012).
home) and for off-site
campuses
What could we have done differently? Started on Wednesdays at 9
Enough time for
o'clock - and kept the kids locked out! [Laughs] People are tired in the
activities and the
time of day when the afternoon and you are asking them to grapple with some fairly
professional learning complex concepts (Ziggaboo, teacher, Interview December 2012).
session was held.
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These barriers demonstrate that there were elements within many staffs’ learning trajectories
that were difficult to resolve within the 18 months of the research project. These barriers
demonstrate some of the school improvement processes that shaped the identities of staff, as a
result of the ambiguities and dilemmas that the processes created, and these will be further
explored in Chapter Seven. Some of these barriers were resolved as the school moved to a new
phase of school improvement, as will be described in Chapter Eight.
A word about leadership
As described in the introduction to this chapter, the focus of the current study has been on the
collective identity of the staff, rather than each individual as a learner. However, it is
important to acknowledge the role of one individual Rose, the school principal, in facilitating
many of the changes in identity across the school. Rose was central to encouraging the
distributed learning at Correa Park. Distributed learning occurs in environments where
leadership facilitates the transformation of individual expertise into collective knowledge
(Higgins et al., 2012; Leach & Moon, 2008).

In the May 2012 School Executive Team focus group, Priscilla, the deputy principal,
described the Principal’s (Rose’s) leadership as one of the factors unique to Correa Park’s
school improvement process: “Rose's willingness to be planned and purposeful… I've been in
schools where 40 people have had great ideas and the principal either says ‘yeah, yeah, go
away and do it’ or ‘no, no, it is rubbish- we'll do it my way’”. Priscilla recognised that Rose’s
leadership strategy was planned and that Rose collaborated genuinely with others in setting
the whole school direction. This was an acknowledgement of Rose’s role to ensure whole
school coherence. Over the research period, Rose continued to utilise her leadership attributes
such as collaborating, listening and supporting the Correa Park staff in their learning.
However, in 2012, she did this differently from 2011.
Rose’s leadership shifted in 2012, from a focus on executive driven change to a model of
distributed (instructional) leadership, also termed leadership that reinforces learning
(Higgins et al., 2012). Her leadership facilitated her staff’s learning and this in turn enabled
them to facilitate one another’s learning. Rose’s changed role may be evidenced by the fact
no staff mentioned Rose when they were interviewed about their professional learning in
2012. This suggested that support from the school executive team was regarded as less
important to staffs’ own professional learning than in 2011. Rose’s role also became far less
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visible in terms of driving professional learning in the school. She stepped back from being
the key driver of the school’s professional learning and instead, enabled a range of other staff
across the school to demonstrate instructional leadership.

At Correa Park, Rose embraced a distributed leadership model. Distributed leadership is a
“fundamental re-conceptualisation of leadership … that equates leadership with the many
rather than the few and recognises the fundamental relationship between teacher leadership and
school improvement” (Harris, 2002, p. 15). This type of leadership is described by Jackson as
“opportunistic, flexible, responsive and context-specific, rather than prescribed by roles,
inflexible, hierarchical and status-driven. It [is] a model that encourages and provides support
for a broadly based leadership approach” (2000, p. 70). Leaders who adopt a distributed model
establish a high-trust environment where it is safe for the staff to lead innovation and change
(Harris, 2011). These types of leaders know that effective leaders do many other things, such as
organising resources, and working with a wide range of partnerships (Robinson & Timperley,
2007).
Rose’s actions at Correa Park reflected how the change in staff identity in the school
empowered many staff to take control of their own learning and even to lead staff learning
within the school. It is undeniable that Rose’s style of leadership encouraged staff to learn
together about pedagogy, which was fundamental to the development of a collaborative staff
culture and internal accountability at Correa Park. The present research was limited in its scope
to explore the role of specialist school leadership in the enactment of school improvement but
as recommended in Chapter 8.5, future research could explore this question.

6.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the data findings relating to the thesis sub question: What are the
staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school enacting school improvement? The
metaphor of a trajectory has served to capture powerfully the changes in identity that
occurred in staff learning at Correa Park School. It encompassed the notion described by
Wenglen and Huzzard (2006) that learning changes a person, not only in their way of being,
but how others perceive them and how each individual perceives themselves within the
school community. As Correa Park became a learning community, three interrelated learning
trajectories emerged. Correa Park staff described the changes they experienced in their
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identity, in their relationships and in their community. This chapter has described how
Correa Park staff began to:
… understand (their own) context in order to determine opportunities and
resources for moving thinking and practice forward, and … address possible
barriers to progress. The success that has been achieved is not so much about
importing solutions from elsewhere: rather it involves people within the local
context inventing relevant and feasible strategies that fit existing
circumstances:” (Ainscow, 2007, p. 136).
This chapter has described the three learning trajectories of staff enacting school improvement
in a specialist school:

Table 6.5: Staff learning trajectories at Correa Park
Learning trajectories Description of learning
professional learning
Developing a whole teaching and
learning
school approach
shared mission,
shared celebrations
Forming common
vision and values
goals
collective practices
collective
Creating collective
discourse
practices, discourse
and artefacts

strategic planning

collective
artefacts

These descriptions may also be termed another way, in preparation for the final thesis chapter:




The development of the whole school approach led to consensus around the school’s
shared expectations;
The formation of school wide common goals built on the clarification of the school’s
values and expectations created shared goals;
The creation of shared practices, discourse and artefacts established a shared toolkit at
the school.

The role that each of these trajectories played in school improvement will be discussed further
in Chapter Seven, and each highlighted phrase above will be further elaborated in the
summative chapter, Chapter Eight.
Understanding these shifts in identity through a situated lens has enabled the researcher to
place the critical act of staff learning at the centre of the school improvement process, noting
how each of the learning trajectories shaped and was shaped by the others. Lave (1996)
argued that it is not enough to “add situated contexts to learning experiences ... a more
promising alternative lies in treating relations among people, tools, activity as they are given
in social practice” (p. 7). In the current research, viewing the learning trajectories through a
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situated lens as forms of contextualised, social and distributed learning has been a means to
highlight the tremendous shift that occurred in the way that staff were learning at Correa
Park.

The situated perspective views the learning as contextualised. The whole school approach
places staff within their whole school context, rather than as individuals in their classrooms.
Staff saw their learning as authentic as it was based in their classroom and daily practice.
Through video, staff also shared in the classroom practices of others, using the Problem of
Practice Protocol to share their knowledge on student from across the school. This provided
all staff with opportunities to participate in the teaching of all students and to be part of the
development of a whole school approach.

The social aspect of the learning trajectories builds further upon the concept of learning in
context. As staff shared learning experiences and created shared toolkits, they learnt together
around Correa Park’s shared goals. Staff had to negotiate and renegotiate during these
activities to maximise their coherent approach. Staff began to see themselves as learners in
the school and began to value the learning that occurred within the school. The shared
discourse and practices developed through the ongoing social interactions.

The distributed aspect of the learning trajectories was crucial. As staff came to view
themselves as the leaders of pedagogy in their own classrooms, and then as leaders of
learning in their school, distributed learning became a reality. Practices are how learners
interact with one another within a context. Shared practices evolved as the community
interacted in similar ways, through a shared repertoire of experiences. Furthermore, as
Spillane (2014) writes: “Human interactions, the building blocks of practice, then depend on
reactions or interactions that are emergent rather than pre-determined individual plans or
scripts" (p. 8). At Correa Part the shared practices were also further strengthened by the
shared discourse and shared artefacts that were the words and tools unique to the context.
Thus both shared toolkits and shared experiences facilitated learning in and about the context.
The next chapter, Chapter Seven, is the final findings chapter. It will build on the current and
previous chapters findings. Chapter Seven will provide an answer to the third research sub
question: How does the distinctive context of a specialist school influence its school
improvement processes?
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Chapter 7- The processes of school improvement
at Correa Park
This final findings chapter presents an answer to this study’s third subsidiary research
question: How does the distinctive context of a specialist school influence its school
improvement processes? Building on the previous analyses presented in Chapters Five and
Six, this chapter offers a cumulative narrative of Correa Park’s school improvement
processes, rather than an exact chronological account. Expanding upon the previous chapters
that utilised mainstream school improvement literature, this chapter examines the school
improvement processes within one specialist school with reference to both the mainstream
and specialist school/ special/ disability education literature. As described in Chapters Five
and Six of this thesis, the affordances, constraints and learning trajectories identified in
Correa Park specialist school are often also reported in general mainstream contexts.
However, as this chapter will elucidate, Correa Park, as a distinctive context (in this chapter
framed as a pedagogic setting- a term introduced in Chapter Three), did enact school
improvement differently from mainstream contexts. Differences from specialist schools are
impossible to discern due to the lack of relevant literature. In particular, the constraints,
affordances and staff learning trajectories influenced its school improvement processes in
distinctive ways.

This chapter presents two interlinked perspectives, introduced in Chapter Three. Firstly,
building upon the situated view explored throughout this thesis, this chapter traces the
processes of increasing staff participation in learning in a specialist school context. In terms
of chapter organisation, these processes are framed in terms of the development of peripheral
participation, partial participation and full participation which are described in Sections 7.1,
7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The second perspective traces the processes as they were enacted in
the distinctive context of Correa Park, that is in its pedagogic setting. These two perspectives
of processes and pedagogic setting are overlapped to highlight the multidimensionality of
school improvement at Correa Park.
Conceptualising Correa Park processes and context
The first perspective used in this chapter to explain how Correa Park enacted school
improvement outlines the participation of staff in school improvement processes. This
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understanding builds upon Lave and Wenger’s (1991) conception of learning as a process of
changing participation. This approach acknowledges that people learn as they participate in,
and become intimately involved with, a learning community, interacting with the community
and learning to understand and participate in its history, assumptions, cultural values and
rules (Fenwick, 2001; Leach & Moon, 2008). From this perspective, staff learning “is
usefully understood as a process of increasing participation in the practice of teaching, and
through this participation, a process of becoming knowledgeable in and about teaching”
(Adler, 2000, p. 37). This study seeks to demonstrate the increasing participation of the staff
as a collective unit of analysis, using the concepts of peripheral, partial and full
participation.
The second perspective used in this chapter to answer the third research sub-question is the
conceptualisation of Correa Park’s distinctive context as a pedagogic setting. As described in
Chapter Three, Leach and Moon (2008) view a pedagogic setting as comprised of multiple
interrelated dimensions that combine to give a school its own pedagogic framework. They
define these dimensions as a school’s:








learning and assessment activities;
views of learning and learners;
goals and purposes;
roles and relationships;
views of knowledge;
discourse; and
artefacts.

This chapter will explore how the pedagogic setting of Correa Park influenced the processes
of school improvement. Whilst selected dimensions only are considered in each school
improvement phase, this is to highlight certain relevant points. All dimensions exist in all
school improvement phases.
In order to understand the processes in each phase of Correa Park’s school improvement, it is
important to understand how the pedagogic setting was influenced by constraints and
affordances identified in Chapter Five, which shaped and supported the staff learning in the
school’s distinctive context. In the current chapter, the possible reasons for the existence of
these constraints and affordances in a specialist school context are explored and the ways they
shaped and supported the learning in each phase are then considered. The specific ways the
learning trajectories identified in Chapter Six played out in Correa Park also will be explored in
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the current chapter, to illuminate the key dimensions of the distinctive pedagogic setting.
Furthermore, the staff’s learning trajectories also influenced the pedagogic setting, which
finally, increased staff participation. The interrelationship of the three findings chapters is
portrayed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Interrelationship of the three findings chapters
Chapter
Five
Constraints
and
affordances

Chapter Six
shaped and
supported

staff
learning
trajectories

that
influenced
the

Chapter
Seven
pedagogic
setting

that
changed

Chapter
Seven
school
improvement
processes

that
increased
staff
participation
.

As described in Chapter Four, the propositions regarding the three phases of staff peripheral,
partial and full participation presented in this chapter were authenticated through the process
of member checking, to ensure the propositions were meaningful to the school participants.
Teacher forums and staff meetings were the primary opportunity for member checking and
the school principal and the researcher presented the propositions (in different and emerging
forms over time) to the school staff (for example, when the researcher and principal were
preparing for conference presentations, many staff would give feedback on the initial
presentation). These propositions are each outlined in specific chapter sections, as explained
in Table 7.2 below. (Note As discussed in Chapter Five, only the initial constraints and
affordances were identified, therefore they are included only in Phases One and Two in Table
7.2)
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Table 7.2: Phases of Correa Park’s school improvement reflecting the school’s processes
Chapter
Description
section
Phase
Processes
7.1 Phase One - Peripheral participation
Staff began to develop a
Learning
trajectory
whole school approach
to teaching and learning.
focus in this
phase:

Example

“18 months ago perhaps
people were interested in
the idea of a whole
school approach but not
really sure if they could
manage it and be able to
do it- it seemed difficult
or potentially
unachievable” (Frances,
SET Focus Group,
December 2012).
individualisation, mindset, external expertise

Constraints in
this phase:
Affordances in experimentation, authentic learning, physical tools
this phase:
7.2 Phase Two- Partial participation
Staff formed common
“… everybody was
Learning
goals together and
involved. That we
trajectory
celebrated their learning worked through it
focus in this
successes.
together, it was a process
phase:
together and we
celebrated our
achievements as well
and shared (Mervaunie,
teacher, Interview 2012).
Constraints in individualisation, information flow, symbolic tools
this phase:
Affordances in trust, congeniality, conversation
this phase:
7.3 Phase Three- Full participation
Staff learned together
“The difference is in the
Learning
way they share now…
trajectory
creating collective
they’re actually talking
focus in this
practices, discourse
phase:
and artefacts (toolkits) about their teaching and
no longer shaped in the
learning- and that to me
same way by previous
has been the biggest
constraints, as whole
difference” (Rose,
staff learning was
Principal, Interview,
supported.
December 2012).
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Pedagogic setting
dimension

learning and assessment
activities
views of learning and
learners

goals and purposes
roles and relationships

views of knowledge
discourse
artefacts
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7.1

Phase One: Peripheral Participation

Phase One – or peripheral participation - occurs for learners within a new learning
community when they are given productive access to the community and the meaning of new
activities is made transparent (Leach & Moon, 2008). At Correa Park, the commencement of
Phase One of school improvement was signalled in the data analysis with the identification of
a new collective staff learning trajectory centred on a whole school approach to teaching and
learning. In this first phase, two dimensions of Leach’ and Moon’s (2008) seven key
dimensions, above were particularly salient in the Correa Park data. The two dimensions,
discussed below, are:



learning and assessment activities; and
views of learning and learners.

The role of pedagogic setting: learning and assessment activities in Phase One Processes
Learning and assessment activities define and structure student and staff learning within a
pedagogic setting (Leach & Moon, 2008). Correa Park’s staff began to participate
peripherally in mid-2011 when they started developing the learning trajectory of a whole
school approach to teaching and learning (described in Chapter Six), by creating a whole
school Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) system (see Appendix 6.2).
This whole school approach shaped learning and assessment activities within Phase One for
both students and staff.
The whole school approach to teaching and learning represented a major shift in students’
learning at Correa Park. Previously, many students at Correa Park had had an individualised
AAC system that was familiar to only some of the school staff. In contrast, a whole school
approach to AAC facilitated school wide access to the same AAC for all students, across the
school. This was the first school wide teaching and learning physical artefact that existed
across all Correa Park classrooms, including the gymnasium, pool area and playground. The
use of the AAC system across the school was a new learning process for all staff, as
described by Frances:
I think one difference is perhaps 18 months ago perhaps people were interested
in the idea of a whole school approach but not really sure if they could manage
it and be able to do it- it seemed difficult or potentially unachievable, but now, I
think, I don't know for sure, but most people think they are doing it… I still get
surprised when I see it in action, a Learning Support Assistant (LSA) from
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another class can come in to another class and apply their whole school
approach to AAC to a student they don't usually work with- and it works
(School Executive Team focus group, December 2012).
The development of a whole school approach to teaching and learning was the core focus of
the 2011 staff professional learning activities. This took some time to achieve. Correa Park’s
Teaching and Learning Cycle (see Appendix 6.1) had directed staff professional learning to
an increased focus on student learning in 2010. By 2011, the school executive team
recognised the need to shift to a clearer, more focused, holistic dialogue about teaching and
learning (assessment, goal setting and pedagogy) across the school. However, staff who were
constrained by individualisation found this difficult until the school wide communication
focus was made explicit and became the core content of the professional learning.
In 2011, all teacher forums emphasised the collaborative development of the Correa Park
School Early Communication Matrix, (see Appendix 6.6) a document to assist in the initial
assessment, goal setting, pedagogy and formative assessment processes of teaching Correa
Park students’ communication skills. The content of the document was a significant shift for
staff. The simultaneous learning by all teachers about the same content during professional
learning had not occurred before in the school. This was a vital aspect of the school
improvement process as the staff began to learn, for the first time, how to learn together.
The role of pedagogic setting: views of learning and learners in Phase One Processes
The views of learning and learners influence how staff and learners act in the classrooms and
depends on how they think learning occurs within their pedagogic setting (Leach & Moon,
2008). In Phase One at Correa Park, the staff’s views on learning were challenged. The whole
school professional learning approach efforts became centred on student learning in each
session. This was a change in emphasis from the previous professional learning approaches,
as Rose explained:
When a few years ago in Silver Class, we were just talking about a band aid
solution and asking ‘what are we going to do about that?’ but then we started
looking at the learning, then all of a sudden - hello, what a surprise,
everything in that room changed! (Principal, School Executive Team focus
group, December 2012).
Rose described how previously the main focus for staff in Silver Class had been behaviour
management, rather than student learning, because the class comprised students with autism
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spectrum disorders with highly challenging behaviours. Rose labelled this as a band aid
approach that at worst, excluded a focus on learning, or at best, considered learning as a
secondary purpose of the classroom. This is a situation that may also occur in mainstream
settings, but may be more prevalent in specialist schools where students are demonstrating
highly aggressive and or even potentially dangerous behaviours (Collins, 2007).
The whole school approach reflected a change in the staff’s views of their student learners.
Although the goal of embedding the AAC Framework was in the 2011 school operational plan,
it was not until late in 2011 that an explicit focus on communication as a school wide goal
became evident. Grace wrote in her December 2011 professional learning evaluation: “I felt
excited about the power of developing a shared vision and passion for student’s outcomes i.e. to
have a voice and be empowered”. Through the explicit focus on effective communication and
AAC for all students across the school, staff began to understand and implement the School
Charter’s directive to hold high expectations for students. The professional learning goals
reflected and supported the school wide goals through sustained organisational focus, the
collaborative agreement on speciﬁc strategies, more common expectations around
communication for students, collective responsibility for meeting goals, and a consistent
climate of positive supports. Ziggaboo described her reactions to these factors:
I think Correa Park is more on a single track, I think we more seem to be all
riding the same bus…There has always been a positive feeling in this school,
but I think if it is possible, it is even more so, more positive about the kids.
Sometimes I find it difficult myself, but I think on the whole, this school has
such a positive attitude towards the kids, always looking at their attributes, not
their deficits. I think I am more positive about about having high expectations. I
think I was guilty of having a belief that the students can’t progress along the
[communication] continuum; they are where they are at and they'll be that way
until they are an adult. Now I've seen that students that I thought were low
functioning can actually use some type of symbolic communication and get a
sense of power out of it (teacher, Interview December 2012).
Ziggaboo’s comments reflected a change in her beliefs about students’ learning and her
ability to hold high expectations for all students’ communication skills across the school. She
articulated that a sense of optimism also characterised by other members the school
community, reflecting her perception that everyone in that community was working towards
the same goal. She also recognised that her changing beliefs were as a result of what she had
seen the students learn. Ziggaboo used the metaphor of “riding the same bus” to describe the
school wide agreed learning outcomes for students. This learning trajectory challenged a
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traditional approach to learning, that views learning ability as fixed, innate or prewired and
reliant on student achieving prerequisites before they can move to the next level of skill, a
view sometimes previously prevalent in a specialist school (Ware, 2009).
Phase One constraints
The constraints of individualisation, mindset and external expertise shaped staff’s perception of
learning in Phase One. Specialist schools have a long history of individualisation, as it has
been fundamental to special education pedagogy:
An individual perspective is the most durable and established standpoint
informing special education. Often there is a person centred focus in terms of
definition of the disability, identification of the disability and assessment of
skills/ deficits. Often causes of disabilities are individual rather than social or
environmental influences (Farrell, 2010, p. 9).
Individualisation has emerged from the foundational disciplines of special education such as
medicine, neuropsychology, psychotherapies, psychology, child development and
psycholinguistics (Farrell, 2010). This individualised perspective serves to define disability,
provide evidence of prevalence of disability, and provide a pedagogical underpinning for the
use of individualised instruction. It shapes both student and staff learning. For students in a
specialist setting, individualisation is manifested in an Individualised Learning Plan (ILP)
(Farrell, 2009) to enable their specific learning needs to be met. For staff at Correa Park,
individualisation was evident in a Professional Pathways Plan (PPP) that focused upon their
specific professional learning needs. This approach to planning one individual’s learning
reflects a model of learning that runs strongly counter to a whole school approach for either
students or staff (Brantlinger, 2009). In this way, a specialist school may, even inadvertently,
foster the model of individualised learning of its students on to its staff, limiting the
opportunities for a collaborative staff culture to develop or even be seen as necessary. At
Correa Park, individualisation was an influential constraint. In Phase One, this constraint kept
the staff participation at the periphery and even in Phase Two its influence continued, albeit
on a diminished level.

The second constraint evident in Phase One was mindset, which described staff expectations
for student and staff learning. Staff felt tentative and anxious, probably because they lacked
previous professional learning on the specific pedagogical content knowledge (that is, on
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Alternative and Augmentative Communication), and most lacked previous explicit, whole
school discussion around data collection and analysis. Many authors from special education
fields nationally and internationally concur that measurement of the achievement of students
with disability is complex and often contentious, and that data collection and analysis is of
particular concern (Davies, 2012; Dempsey, 2012; Farrell, 2005; Heward, 2003; Kauffman &
Hallahan, 2005; Sebba, Thurlow, & Goertz, 2000; Skrtic, Harris, & Shriner, 2005; Ysseldyke
& Algozzine, 2006). This may explain why many staff at Correa Park initially found student
assessment a particular challenge and only participated in a peripheral way. However, as staff
began to learn together and began to value supportive collective learning, the significance of
this constraint decreased.
External expertise was the final constraint that significantly shaped staff’s views of learning
and learners in Phase One. This constraint shaped staff’s beliefs regarding from whom they
could learn. Correa Park staff had been attending a pedagogical smorgasbord of externally
provided professional learning activities, possibly because special education is arguably more
so than regular education, inundated with new fads and trends (Heward, 2003). Prior to 2011,
staff attended external expertise professional learning that was not part of a coherent, schoolwide plan. In their interviews, staff described how they attended a range of fad type
professional learning and that once it had begun, they often realised it was not relevant to their
students. The staff may have been unable to see the relevance of the professional learning as the
link between teaching students in mainstream contexts and teaching their own students was not
made explicit, either by the professional learning facilitator or themselves. Regrettably, single
occasion professional development approaches are not only frequently experienced as
disjointed, but they are also associated with perceived irrelevance (Newmann et al., 2001). In
Phase One, many staff still attended externally provided professional learning (as seen in Table
5.2, in Chapter Five), although this became less frequent as internal staff professional learning
started to become a regular occurrence in the school.
Phase One affordances
Three of the affordances discussed in Chapter Six were strongly evident in Phase One
processes: experimentation, authentic learning, and the development of physical tools. Correa
Park staff’s receptiveness to experimentation shaped and provided new opportunities for
learning and assessment activities in the school improvement process. Correa Park was an
innovative specialist school, and its openness to trialling new ideas was apparent: “We don’t
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sit there and do what we’ve done for years, just because we do what we’ve done for years.
There are very few sacred cows at Correa Park” (Priscilla, Deputy Principal, School
Executive Team Focus Group 2011). Priscilla described that she thought open-mindedness
was characteristic of all staff in the school, not simply those at the executive level.
Experimentation in Correa Park may have been valued because flexible pedagogy is essential
to meet the diverse needs of a specialist school student population (Collins, 2007). Many of
the Correa Park students had intellectual, physical and/or sensory impairments each of which
required specific and targeted approaches not usually described in texts addressing evidence
based teaching strategies (such as Mitchell, 2008). The school’s ongoing primary focus on
the students’ individual needs, and its malleable expectations around timetables, curricula and
student participation in certain activities, meant that Correa Park staff were continually
reflecting upon and experimenting with their daily pedagogical practice. In Phase One, staff
were learning to adopt and adapt new and unfamiliar approaches as they differentiated their
teaching to meet the needs of their students. In this context, risking a new whole school
approach was a continuation of the same pattern of innovation.
The second affordance supporting the learning and assessment activities of both staff and
students in the current study was authentic learning. Correa Park staff routinely created
functional learning activities for students that were generalisable to real life contexts, a
tradition that has been observed in many specialist schools (Stephenson, 2005).
Communication for students with complex communication needs is best taught in a
meaningful (authentic) context with engaged communication partners (Blackstone, Williams,
& Wilkins, 2007; Hill & Romich, 2002; Light & Drager, 2007). In the same vein Harris
(2006) maintains authentic learning is also vital for the staff to feel motivated and engaged.
When Correa Park staff began to see how the communication system worked with students in
their classroom, they became more motivated to engage with the new process. Thus authentic
learning supported the learning and assessment activities as staff learned (to communicate
using AAC) alongside their students.
The third affordance supporting learning and assessment activities was the development of
physical tools. Specialist schools often do not have this type of artefact because obvious
mainstream examples such as textbooks are not relevant to specialist schools’ individualised
curriculum and pedagogy (Farrell, 2008). This meant that prior to 2011 at Correa Park, it was
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possible to see seven different communication systems in one class with seven students.
Consequently, students could not easily communicate with one another, and each staff
member had to be an expert in seven different systems. The development of school-wide
physical tools (the Correa Park AAC system- Appendix 6.2) in Phase One helped overcome
these disadvantages by clarifying the initial practices and discourse of whole school approach
to teaching and learning (the key Phase One learning trajectory).
Summary of Phase One processes and the relationship to staff culture and accountability
The focus of Phase One of Correa Park school improvement processes was on the
development of a whole school approach. In this process, staff initially participated on the
periphery but then began learning to share expectations through the whole school approach to
teaching and learning, which bound the staff together in a new way. The development of
Correa Park’s whole school approach both influenced, and was influenced by, shared
knowledge of the context. The whole school approach features are significant from a situated
perspective. Like the staff at Correa Park, situativity theorists attach importance to shared
expectations, and “the development of depth of knowledge that has value beyond the
classroom” (Vescio et al., 2008, p. 83). Value is placed upon shared, continuous authentic
learning, and through the idea of ever increasing participation, one is never finished or
completed as a learner. This has vital implications for the type of staff learning that should
occur in a school. Learning together on a joint enterprise is an essential organisational
prerequisite for improvement, which is consistent with the views of Wenger et al. (2002).
At Correa Park, learning to implement a whole school approach to teaching and learning
marked the beginnings of a staff learning trajectory that laid the foundations for both building
internal accountability and developing a collaborative staff culture, the key elements of school
improvement [Chapman & Harris (2004), as described in Chapter 2.7]. Phase One had a strong
focus on both staff and student learning, and was a time when accountability and culture were
shaped as staff saw learning in a new way. This phase signifies the first shift to understanding
that learning “is not what about happens in people’s heads; it is about what happens in their
relationships and conversations with others who are engaged in common work” (Lieberman &
Miller, 2008, p. 16). Learning began to be shared (distributed) across people and tools, as the
socio-cultural nature of their work practices enabled the development of staffs’ differing
abilities, as also described by Webster-Wright (2009). This phase’s processes led staff to
appreciate that learning began from their own distinctive experience at Correa Park.
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7.2

Phase Two: Partial Participation

As the school improvement at Correa Park moved into Phase Two of partial participation,
staff gradually increased their participation through the processes of “negotiation and
renegotiation of meaning” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 51). Phase Two of the school
improvement processes overlapped with the first, as new staff roles emerged from the
development of a whole school approach and the creation of shared goals across the school.
In this second phase staff learning was greatly enhanced by an increased sense of shared
identity. Some of the constraints and affordances identified in the first phase also remained
strong influences on the staffs’ enactment of school improvement. Despite these constancies,
new dimensions of the pedagogic setting emerged in Phase Two, notably:



goals and purposes
roles and relationships

The role of pedagogic setting: goals and purposes in Phase Two Processes
Goals and purposes are the key ideas that inform (both implicitly and explicitly) all pedagogic
settings (Leach & Moon, 2008). At Correa Park, one impetus for staff to move from peripheral
to partial participation was the learning trajectory of forming common goals (described in
Chapter Six) which focused on consistency in the goals and purposes of the staff professional
learning activities. Through the explicit focus on a whole school approach to effective
communication and Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) for all students
across the school, staff began to understand and implement the school’s common
communication goals. Staff confidently articulated their understanding of these goals:
Researcher: How are students supported to learn in this school?
Priscilla: Through our explicit and overriding focus on communication…
Jasmine: If we achieve that, it is everything. All encompassing. It is number
one. (School Executive Team focus group, 2011).
The forming common goals learning trajectory embodied the way the Correa Park staff began
to view their shared identity and articulate their way of being. This trajectory included how
they perceived themselves and the way they were perceived by others (Wenglen & Huzzard,
2006). The staff practices changed as they began to perceive themselves and each other
differently as a result of their common goals. One of the key examples of this was their shared
understanding of their mission, vision, values and goals, which DuFour et al. (2010) describe as
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the four pillars of an effective school. Grace spoke of the journey to bring the school’s mission,
vision, values and goals to life:
I think the other thing is that whilst we espoused that every child deserves a
place to have their voice and every child should have the opportunity; it seemed
airy fairy at the beginning. But now I think there is a belief that it is doable.
(Grace, Executive Teacher, School Executive Team Focus Group, December
2012).
Grace’s emphasis was not simply on content knowledge of alternative and augmentative
communication (AAC). It represented the clear articulation of school values. The values
represented a means to connect the professional learning to classroom teaching, as supported in
the literature by Ingvarson, Meiers, and Beavis (2005). The capacity building efforts, where
staff learnt together, sought to replace the previously limited individualised staff learning model
with a whole staff learning model that was based on staff learning together with a set of
common goals, to give every child “a voice”.
The early 2012 professional learning also reflected a shift in purpose, as the engagement of the
whole school staff was sought. Mervaunie described this change in the purpose of the school
wide professional learning:
… not only were the teachers involved, the executive, but also the LSAs, we've
tried to incorporate the LSAs as much as possible, but definitely, everybody was
involved. That we worked through it together, it was a process together and we
celebrated our achievements as well and shared and again we shared stuff…We
were involved. I thought that we had quite a bit of input into the direction that it
was going (teacher, Interview 2012).
Mervaunie highlighted that the key process of the professional learning was the sharing of staff
experiences and the increased opportunities for each staff member to participate in whole
school learning. In these circumstances, each staff member provided input into the formal
professional learning as the learning content and learning processes were driven increasingly by
the group and their identified learning needs.
The role of pedagogic setting: roles and relationships in Phase Two Processes
The dimension of roles and relationships relates to both staff and students and the way
collaboration occurs within the pedagogic setting (Leach & Moon, 2008). This dimension was
influenced by the learning trajectory forming common goals that was evidenced through
celebration of goal achievement and partnerships. Whole staff celebrations assisted during all
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school improvement phases to affirm the staffs’ shared goals and to reinforce the staff’s
collective capacity, but became more powerful in Phase Two. The literature attests that
celebrations are a potent tool to communicate what is valued in a community and remind the
community of their shared values and goals (DuFour et al., 2010). Celebrations communicate
success and are opportunities to disseminate and receive feedback especially about the schools’
vision, values and goals (Fullan, 2009). Celebrations are central in changing how an
organisation perceives itself. Rose’s enthusiasm for Correa Park’s learning was palpable: “I
think we've become a [Learning Community], and I love the fact we have a whole school focus
on AAC now… and I love the fact that people are confidently sharing their work” (Rose,
Principal, School Executive Team focus group, December 2012).
At the same that common goals were being formed and staff participation was increasing, new
partnerships with families started to develop. Staff were encouraged by families to extend their
participation still further and consider the effects of school improvement beyond the school
gates. Many families requested the whole school communication system for use in their home
and so staff provided either group or individual training and support to families. Staff
participation increased as evidence mounted that the communication system was effective in
promoting student communication, generating excitement across the school. Rose described the
positive response of families to the school wide communication: “We have the parents on
board. Parents are just over the moon, saying ‘guess what he did today? He pointed to this and
this he has never done that before’. They are going to be our advocates” (Rose, Interview,
December 2012).
New roles were further strengthened as staff communicated regularly with many of the
families both formally and informally. Staff tailored their communication to families’ needs
including in the daily communication books between school and home. Although the school
had always had a strong link with families, this was the first time that a specific school wide
intervention, such as the communication system, was strongly encouraged in both school and
home settings. Many staff recognised that this school and home relationship directly affected
student outcomes and that communication was essential in both settings. Priscilla said “There
is certainly a core group of parents that are very committed to it I think. Who are using it at
home…and the reason they are doing it is because it is meaningful”(SET focus group, 2012).
The school community became an exemplar of distributed learning as learning in the school
became the domain of families and children, as well as the principal, executive and staff.
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Correa Park’s staff cohesion was furthered strengthened by cohesion with the parent body.
The parents and carers had immense confidence in the staff because they had seen the impact
of innovative programs like the whole school communication program and knew the benefits
for their children and whole family. At Correa Park, Rose’s openness to collaboration
through distributed leadership, as discussed in Chapter 6.5, was further evidenced by the
many partnerships that the school developed and maintained. Staff learning was facilitated
through the support of a wide range of collaborations both within formal professional
learning sessions and informally throughout the school.
Phase Two constraints
The Phase One constraint of individualisation also impacted on Phase Two processes,
although to a lesser extent. Individualisation is perpetuated by an entrenched belief in teacher
autonomy within special education. Often specialist school contexts are characterised by
“norms of individual teacher autonomy over curriculum materials, instructional strategies,
and assessment” (Newmann et al., 2001, p. 310). In specialist schools, where the Individual
Learning Plan (ILP) is the primary driver for student learning and staff accountability, teacher
autonomy over curriculum, strategies and assessment in their own class is traditionally the
most common model (Dempsey, 2012). This model leaves individual teachers to interpret
curriculum, adopt teaching strategies and implement assessment on an individual student case
by case basis without needing to consult with other teachers. This may lead not only to an
increased workload for each teacher working alone, but a situation where teachers do not
know what they do not know, thereby perpetuating poor or limited teaching practices in the
name of individualised instruction (Brantlinger, 2009). Partnerships simply are not developed
when each teacher is seen to be responsible solely for each individual student in their class.
Fortunately, the increase in collective responsibility during Phase Two at Correa Park
lessened the impact of this constraint.
Information flow was the second constraint that shaped Phase Two. In interviews and focus
groups the LSAs indicated that teachers’ learning was not always shared with the LSA in their
classroom. Conversely, when asked whose advice they would seek regarding strategies for their
classroom, most teachers mentioned the executive, not the LSAs working in their class. Even
though the executive may not have worked directly with the student, the teachers chose to seek
support from these senior staff because there was a strong level of trust. In turn, this trust in
those outside their classroom may have decreased opportunities to collaboratively focus on
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teaching and learning with the LSA. Another reason for the unidirectional teacher-LSA
relationship may reside in the organisation of specialist schools. Most if not all these schools
have a hierarchy of roles, which brings a range of constraints. The graduation of responsibility,
from the executive, to teachers, to LSAs, is commensurate with their qualifications, working
roles, expectations and salaries (Westling & Fox, 2009). At Correa Park, this hierarchy
impacted on information and knowledge sharing. Over time, in Phase Two, the LSAs were
included more in the whole school approach thereby partly overcoming this constraint,
although they still did not attend the formal teacher forums (fortnightly professional learning
sessions), they did attend whole school professional learning sessions and expressed that the
teachers were sharing their learning more with them.
The third constraint that strongly shaped Phase Two was symbolic tools (discourse and
practices). Although school goals were included in previous school plans, these goals were not
explicitly related to school wide pedagogy (due, at least partly, to the Phase One constraint of
individualisation). Constraining the formation of common goals was the lack of shared
symbolic tools, in particular, shared discourse at Correa Park. The scarcity of communal goals
may be a reflection of special education’s sometimes incompatible interdisciplinary origins
(Ware, 2009) or the lack of a coherent special education unifying theory (Ainscow, 1998).
Irrespective of the cause, the result is staff took time to create their own common goals,
because they needed the emergent shared discourse, practices and in turn physical artefacts to
support their formation.
Phase Two affordances
The affordances of trust, conversation and congeniality were foundational to the emergence
of a collaborative staff culture in Phase Two. These affordances enabled Correa Park staff to
view each other as sources of information and knowledge. The events at Correa Park strongly
resemble Putnam and Borko’s (2000) study, as teachers in both settings, over time, brought to
the discourse community knowledge about their own pedagogical practices, their own
students, and the contexts of their own classrooms. They were facilitated in this kind of
sharing through the development of trusting relationships. At Correa Park, as the professional
learning opened opportunities for whole staff sharing, as the staff came to recognise of the
level of expertise in the school and the power of the distributed model of learning. Through
the professional learning sessions the teachers discovered there were opportunities to
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incorporate other's expertise, despite their diverse knowledge, experience and class needs.
This created rich conversations and new and varied insights into teaching and learning at
Correa Park.
Conversation existed as an affordance in Phase Two at Correa Park as a result of several factors
inherent to a specialist school context. Firstly, the staff valued and shared in-depth knowledge
with one another about students, as supported by the specialist school research (Farrell, 2007).
Secondly, conversation supporting collaboration may have been as a result of the expected
extensive multi professional environment within which teachers and the LSAs work in a
specialist school context, communicating daily with families and often having conversations
about students with other professionals such as therapists, doctors and counsellors (Farrell,
2008). Thirdly, as the staff to student ratio is small (maximum of eight students in one class
with one teacher and at least one LSA), staff did have the opportunity to know their students
very well, and therefore could share this deep knowledge with others in informal and formal
ways. So, whilst information flow shaped relationships in the school, conversation supported
staff to communicate informally with one another in their classroom contexts.
Congeniality was the third affordance noted in Phase Two. A preponderance of congenial staff
is consistent with the literature, which refers to a community perception that special educators
are still imbued with the “benevolent humanitarianism” (Hodkinson & Vickerman, 2009, p. 55)
that created the first specialist schools. Kauffman and Hallahan (2005, p. 54) also mention the
myth that special education was only for teachers who were “patient, kind, sensitive and
caring” and their regard whether students learnt was a secondary concern. However this was
not the case at Correa Park, as the data show staff increasingly were focused on their students’
learning. Consequently it would be inaccurate to assume the Correa Park staffs’ congeniality
arose simply because teachers were responding to community expectations to prioritise care
over student learning. A more persuasive explanation for the basis of congeniality may be that
the staff had strong “emotional bonds” (Owen, 2004, p. 11) forged through the need to support
one another (particularly the teacher/ LSA dyad) during students’ challenging behaviour,
illnesses or (relatively common) family breakdowns.
Summary of Phase Two processes and the relationship to staff culture and accountability
During Phase Two processes, the growth in shared experiences and the increasing number of
common goals across the school were indicators that the staff had moved from peripheral to
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partial participation. A major factor was the focus on teaching and learning, a key aspect of a
collaborative staff culture. As they collaborated, teachers’ enthusiasm for the formal
professional learning sessions intensified as they had more opportunities to influence the
content and process in 2012. One teacher exclaimed: “I just love teachers that share
information, data, video footage. This is my favourite way of learning” (Lauren, PL
evaluation, September 2012).
Viewing knowledge and learning through a situated lens allowed the researcher and the
executive team to create contexts for staff learning that allowed them to share in the design,
process, and evaluation of their learning activities, as Hansman (2001) also found. Many
researchers of professional learning suggest that staff engagement in collaborative work is
central to promoting school improvement, and they maintain that collaboration also increases
staff capacity to learn through a model of distributed learning, see for example (DarlingHammond & Richardson, 2009; Gallimore & Goldenberg, 2001; Harris, 2011; Jackson,
2000; Vescio et al., 2008).
A related characteristic of Phase Two was an increase in staff sharing that led to increases in
collective knowledge, a further characteristic of a collaborative staff culture. The importance of
sharing to build collective knowledge has been noted in analogous (although mainstream)
contexts by several researchers who suggest a range of possible factors: DuFour et al. (2010)
highlight the power of professional learning which emphases collaborative work through
jointly examining student work; Ball and Cohen (1999) describe how the process of effective
professional learning is linked to increases in staff cohesion as staff share, compare and contrast
their own ideas and practices with each other; Macgregor and Ryan (2009) show that
professional learning that increases professional discourse and collaboration, can decrease staff
isolation while increasing staff cohesion. Despite differences in emphasis, these researchers
(above) make links between staff cohesion and the development of collective knowledge,
themes also evident in the Correa Park data.
During this time, staff were developing shared understandings and improving their ability to
build collective knowledge from individual expertise (Leach & Moon, 2008) through the use
of shared resources, the final aspect of a collaborative staff culture. Staff benefitted from
opportunities for distributed learning and began to develop elements of their shared toolkit.
Shared understandings were also shaped by the emerging shared discourse, which became
fully apparent in Phase Three. The emergence of a shared discourse was a critical factor in
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the development of a shared identity as it enabled staff to discuss and clarify complex
elements of teaching and learning, leading to shared understandings. The shared discourse
was vital in providing staff with a more useful and discriminating language of practice. Such
concrete referents became the foundation of serious intellectual work, rather than the less
rigorous alternative, which had focused more on personal opinion and preference without
recourse to evidence, research or analysis (Ball & Cohen, 1999). A key idea of situated
learning is that, “learning to talk” is an important component of a new member’s learning
process (Lave & Wenger, 1991), as each staff member learns about, understands and
becomes a member of a community of practice. As active members of a community of
practice, Correa Park staff discovered, shaped, and made explicit their own knowledge,
through a range of sustained conversations with their peers, a process also described by
Hansman (2001).
The consequence of an increasing sense of shared identity at Correa Park was the
development of what Robinson and Timperley (2007, p. 252) describe as “strong norms of
collective responsibility and accountability”. School professional learning that builds a
collective approach to learning can only occur as staff share experiences, and learn to create
shared identity. Seashore, Anderson, and Riedel (2003, p. 3) describe the benefits of
professional learning that also includes staff learning with a shared focus on student learning:
By using the term … learning community we signify our interest not only in
discrete acts of teacher sharing, but in the establishment of a school-wide culture
that makes collaboration expected, inclusive, genuine, ongoing, and focused on
critically examining practice to improve student outcomes. ...The hypothesis is
that what teachers do together outside of the classroom can be as important as
what they do inside in aﬀecting school restructuring, teachers’ professional
development, and student learning.
At Correa Park, common goals shaped and increased collective accountability and this change
in attitude influenced behaviour and mindset around issues, such as the use of data. Rose,
Correa Park’s Principal, encapsulated this: “I just feel so much more confident that what we do
is based on evidence, research, data. I feel really confident to say we have really quality
teaching and learning” (Interview December, 2012).

7.3

Phase Three: Full Participation

The third and final phase of school improvement was characterised by staff’s full
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participation as staff learnt to share toolkits (practices, discourse and artefacts). Shared
toolkits is a term used to describe a school’s repertoires which act as the social mediators of
learning (Leach & Moon, 2008). Full participation does not necessarily place each learner in
the position of master or expert, but provides a means to understand the complex and social
nature of learning, that recognises the distributed nature of learning in schools when
professional learning is jointly constructed among staff and is stretched over collective
practices, discourse and artefacts. This perspective of learning reveals all staff were
participating in the creating collective practices, discourse and artefacts learning trajectory
(discussed in Chapter Six), and their collective learning and aspirations were shaping the
school learning community.
Although the creation of shared practices, discourse and artefacts began from the August
2011 professional learning sessions (the commencement of Phase One), it took time for them
to become embedded. It was only in the third phase of Correa Park’s school improvement,
that the data showed the staff were fully participating. At this time, learning to share toolkits
emerged as a final key theme through the multiplicity of collective practices, discourse and
artefacts that changed the way the staff viewed themselves and the community. The critical
conversations needed to support the emergence of these shared toolkits were possible because
the prerequisites had been established in Phases One and Two, staff learning was embedded
in their school context, there was time and space given to engage in these collaborations, and
there was trust among those engaged in the collegial exchange, (discussed in Sections 7.1 and
7.2).
This penultimate section of this chapter emphasises the most tangible elements of the
professional learning processes that became evident across the school; collective practices,
discourse and artefacts. Although these three processes are considered separately below, in
reality they are inseparable, as staff participation and identity were integral to all aspects of
this phase. As in the previous two sections, the data is considered though the final three of
Leach and Moon’s (2008) dimensions that coalesce to give a school its own pedagogic
framework, namely:




views of knowledge;
discourse; and
physical artefacts.
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The role of pedagogic setting: views of knowledge in Phase Three Processes
Views of knowledge describes the ways staff understand and use knowledge in their pedagogic
setting to build meaning (Leach & Moon, 2008). At Correa Park staff began to see knowledge
creation as a social practice as they became more confident in articulating their own
pedagogical practices. Over the course of the professional learning, the shared practices that
staff described in their final interviews were around the use of the whole school Alternative and
Augmentative Communication (AAC) system and Core Vocabulary Boards (CVBs), the
writing and implementation of Individual Learning Plans (ILPs) and data use. Edna described
how her classroom had changed and why, as she answered the question – “have my attitudes
and beliefs around AAC changed?”
Absolutely. I will not put something to the kid, without having Core Vocabulary
Board (CVB) to support me in all of their program. When I am sitting with a
child at a table doing table work, when in any kind of interaction, I use it and I
encourage our LSAs, and they've really become good at it, to pick up the CVB
and talk… I think that has been our emphasis in absolutely everything we have
done….The other thing is that I feel much more confident in writing Individual
Learning Plans (ILPs), not just in communication areas (Edna, teacher,
Interview December 2012).
Edna’s focus on the teaching and learning of communication across the day exemplified a
monumental shift in the way staff incorporated communication and AAC into their pedagogy.
By Phase Three, staff had adopted specific pedagogical approaches such as modelling, focusing
on receptive and expressive language development and the utilisation of strategies such as
Natural Aided Language (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2005). These staff who had previously
engaged in little training in AAC pedagogy (and saw it as a challenge, a mindset constraint
noted in Chapter Five) were now able to identify, utilise and evaluate the most appropriate
strategies to teach their students. This was largely a result of the collaboratively developed
Matrix (see Appendix 6.6) a whole school instructional framework that guided curriculum,
goals, pedagogy and assessment, in relation to students and their communication.
Through the sharing of their practices, staff participation across the school increased to full
staff participation in Phase Three. For example, whilst the LSAs did not develop the Matrix,
they did participate in a whole school training day on the document in 2012. The data suggest
that this professional learning plus the teachers’ increased confidence and ability to articulate a
range of pedagogical approaches to communication and AAC, facilitated the further sharing of
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practices resulting in increased skills and confidence of the LSAs across the school. This
upward cycle is described by Camilla, a LSA:
We are all on the same page this year…we’ve come so far … We have 50000
more communication things in that classroom this year, because we have had a
driver. We needed some guidance and that has really helped… but [AAC] really
has helped a million fold with [the students’] progress in everything, every
aspect, friendships in the class (LSA focus group, 2012).
Ziggaboo also described the importance of developing shared school practices, particularly
for those working across the school in a variety of classrooms. She also acknowledged the
importance of shared practices to support new staff, or casual staff coming in to the school:
[In our professional learning, we’ve had] discussions on how Individual
Learning Plans (ILPs) and programs are written… there has been an attempt to
translate curriculum into something uniform across the school so that people
can pick up other people’s programs and ILPs and go ‘OK yes that relates to
the curriculum and I could step in there and start teaching this’ (Ziggaboo,
teacher, Interview 2011).
Ziggaboo introduces the idea of something uniform across the school. This was a new
concept at Correa Park inspired by professional learning about collaboratively developing
and documenting ILPs and programs.
Shared practices when writing ILPs emerged as an important theme in developing shared
toolkits across the school in Phase Three. Teachers’ learning about ILPs grew from a specific
focus in professional learning sessions on writing and documenting effective ILPs. As part of
the professional learning, teachers had to embed a communication (and AAC, if applicable)
goal in all their students’ ILPs. As Veronica’s comments indicate, this was a critical step in
developing shared practice through authentic learning in each teacher’s classroom:
I think by having the ILP [communication] goal, my knowledge around specific
teaching focus and around each child on a day to day and week to week basis,
has probably improved and just the increase in my want to use [AAC] more
everyday. My ability to implement that has improved (Veronica, teacher,
Interview December 2012).
Embedding the shared practices within the ILP is another example of a cyclical practice at
Correa Park: the practice was embedded in the ILP, the teachers became accustomed to writing
in the required ILP template, thereby strengthening their practice and then the practice became
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more deeply embedded after it was evaluated positively by the group, building on the previous
affordance of authentic learning. This practice was also linked to the theme of shared discourse
which will be explored in the next section. This cycle highlighted to staff the need to clearly
articulate the ILP processes in the school, which had not been done previously. The literature
shows that improvements in ILP documentation, as evident at Correa Park is significant on at
least two counts. First, Correa Park’s achievement in improving its ILPs is all the more
remarkable because, as Dempsey (2012) identifies, writing ILPs remains an issue for many
specialist schools. Second, student ILPs are related to student outcomes, which are important
indicators of school improvement (Farrell, 2010).
In the extract below, Rose, the Correa Park principal, spoke about the ILP changes and their
impact on parents. She also mentioned how staff found writing the reports much easier as they
had set clearer template and more data on which to base their report writing:
I think changing the ILPs has been fantastic. I think the two big changes have
been adding the communication page and having the matrix ... and I think that
when we added the column [in the ILP] about assessment and where to now and
that extra language that tied it to the teaching and learning cycle… One person
said I found [the ILPs] easier to write because I actually do know what I am
doing and I have some data to guide me. The overall quality [of the ILPs] is
much better (interview December 2012).
As Rose described above, teachers were learning to collect and use data more effectively and to
recognise the importance of data collection as a shared school practice. This idea was further
reiterated by a teacher:
The attitudes towards data collection have changed. After writing our last lot of
reports, I think that it is more of a positive. It made things a lot easier - report
time, flick this open, ‘oh yes, they are doing that’ and you've got the data there
saying they are doing that, not just sitting at the computer going ‘now what can I
remember?’ (Mervaunie, Interview December 2012).
Several processes facilitated this shift away from the previous mindset that constrained data
use. These strategies included teaching LSAs to collect data; using resources to purchase new
video recording equipment to support data collection; and the executive’s provision of extra
people or time to collect data. Ziggaboo may have been expressing the feelings of many
teachers when she explained that data collection and analysis had formerly been “like the black
cloud of teaching” (Interview, December 2012). However, as data use became more of a shared
and openly discussed practice, staff became less resistant to it. Anita offers one explanation as
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to why this may have been the case: “I think across the school teachers feel more supported and
there's been that peer pressure, this is what we are doing, launch in and give it a go” (LSA,
Interview, December 2012). In this instance Anita is using the term ‘peer pressure’ in a positive
sense, as this pressure contributed to all staff developing shared practices in data collection and
analysis.
The role of pedagogic setting: discourse in Phase Three processes
Discourse is more than the language used in the classroom. It is a reflection of the norms and
behaviours in a pedagogic setting. It is indivisible from a person or group’s views of learning
(Leach & Moon, 2008). Grace, a school executive teacher, described the change in the school
discourse as “We are all talking from the same page” (School Executive Team Focus Group,
December 2012). She articulated the change in the content and purpose of the staff
conversations. As a result of the whole school approach (described in Phase One) the focus in
the school shifted from teaching to student and staff learning. This had a ripple effect across the
school. For example:
The difference is in the way they share now, it is completely different, like when
I used to ask them to share, it would be a little, some little sort of administration
or process, or something like that. Now they’re actually talking about their
teaching and learning and that to me has been the biggest difference (Rose,
Principal, Interview December 2012).
In 2012, Veronica articulated how, by reflecting on the work of other teachers, even if not
directly pertinent to her own class, she was able to make links to her own learning and build
her knowledge through the shared discourse based on a range of shared artefacts (such as the
family meeting video and the Data Wall):
I think the video of meeting with the family using the Matrix [was useful]. It
was good to get your head around it a bit and although I did [my meeting]
differently, it just gave you a sense of how it works and the ultimate way of
how to do it. It is nice to have a feel for how to do it even if you are doing it a
bit differently…
I liked the first Data Wall session and how we all shared something, and
reflected for each other, how we all brought our evidence and videos I thought
that was really powerful. I know that really clarified for me what I was doing
in terms of my communication goals and strategies and most other people felt
the same...
(Veronica, Teacher, Interview December 2012).
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The power of participating in sharing sessions led to the shared discourse, which in
turn led to increased sharing. These types of shared artefacts were identified as
increasingly important to this process.
The role of pedagogic setting: artefacts in Phase Three Processes
Artefacts are crucial to knowledge building in a pedagogic setting as they stretch
understanding across people and tools (Leach & Moon, 2008). Traditionally, specialist
schools do not have shared physical artefacts such as textbooks, national curriculum
documents or other ‘hard’ tools that may serve as, or facilitate the development of, shared
artefacts (Kauffman & Hallahan, 2005). Furthermore, some of the staff (including LSAs and
a few teachers) did not have any formal special education qualifications, which are another
means of bringing school relevant artefacts to share into the specialist school environment.
Nevertheless, shared artefacts became the most highly visible change in the school as a result
of the school improvement process: “What I have heard from other people outside this
school, they've said, ‘wow, you have a communication system all over this school’” (Lily,
LSA, LSA focus group, 2012).
The shared artefacts developed during Correa Park’s professional learning were extensive, as
detailed in Chapter Six. They included:














Teaching and Learning Cycle (Appendix 6.1)
AAC System (Appendix 6.2)
School Charter (Appendix 6.3)
Celebrating Communication Successes mini-poster (Appendix 6.4)
Problem of Practice Protocol (Appendix 6.5)
Communication and AAC Matrix (Appendix 6.6)
AAC Rubric for staff (Appendix 6.7)
ILP/ Report writing guides (Appendix 6.8)
Correa Park School ILP template for writing communication goals (Appendix 6.9)
Data Wall (Appendix 6.10)
Communication Handbook (Appendix 6.11)
Communication pedagogy video and family meeting video (Appendix 6.12)
Culture of Communication Poster (Appendix 6.13)

These artefacts enabled the whole school approach, ideas and skills to be shared noticeably
across the school.
Four of the key artefacts that changed the structure of the professional learning sessions, as
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well as the staff practices and discourse, were the Matrix, the Problem of Practice Protocol,
the Data Wall and videos. These artefacts were adapted from mainstream contexts to support
staff learning within a specialist school context.
The Matrix was the school’s first attempt to implement a school wide instructional framework.
These types of frameworks are common in mainstream settings, but did not exist at Correa Park
because like many specialist schools, it had adopted an individualised approach to student
learning. Following many of the suggestions set out by Newmann et al. (2001), Correa Park’s
whole school approach and professional learning were embedded in the Communication
Matrix, (see Appendix 6.7) and framework of processes supporting its implementation, which
was based on the Teaching and Learning Cycle which comprised the following elements and
processes:







Developing school wide initial screens, goal setting, instructional strategies, and
assessments. These strategies addressed key environmental considerations and were set
out in levels to encourage a focus on student progress;
Devising criteria for recruiting and hiring teachers which emphasised commitment to
and competence in executing the framework. New staff were given support to
familiarise themselves with the document and then to implement it in their classrooms;
Expecting teachers to implement the framework;
Assessing teachers within their yearly professional performance management on the
basis of how effectively they used the common instructional framework;
Focusing most school professional learning opportunities for staff on the common
instructional framework, and continuing this over a sustained period; and
Providing staff with many opportunities to be introduced to a new teaching strategy,
then to critically examine it, to implement it in the classroom, and then receive
feedback.

These elements describe the multi-pronged approach to staff learning to learn together in the
school, harnessing the power of the whole school approach. The Matrix was more than a
simple tool that staff might use if they wished; its use was unavoidable as it was embedded
throughout the school through the multiple strategies described above.
The Matrix was the first whole school shared artefact, which facilitated staff’s (but teachers’
in particular) engagement in deep collaborative discussions around screening, goal setting,
pedagogy and assessment. This served two purposes which align with the development of
accountability: to promote collective responsibility for student achievement as teachers
recognised commonalities among their students, and to deprivatise practice as teachers shared
how they were teaching and assessing their students in terms of communication and AAC.
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The appearance of collective responsibility and deprivatisation were significant as previously
this had not occurred at Correa Park. In this way, the Matrix artefact was central to the
development of internal accountability at Correa Park.
The Problem of Practice Protocol (see Appendix 6.5) was a protocol designed to structure
the staffs’ conversation around videos of classroom practice. The School Executive Team
initially suggested that teachers should be selected to present their problem of practice but
after the first session teachers volunteered eagerly. Roseanne spoke of the mutual benefit of
both presenting and participating:
I found this session very useful – not only because I was able to receive
valuable help from others through my videos but it was so interesting and
valuable to share other people’s videos and look at their students, ideas, data
etc. (PL evaluation, September 2012).
The Problem of Practice Protocol was significant in the specialist school context as it enabled,
for the first time, the deprivatisation of practice. As discussed previously, staff were rarely able
to visit each other’s classrooms or team teach as the needs of students were too complex. Video
enabled teachers to open their classrooms for the first time and to share their teaching
challenges in a supportive and structured environment. The protocol ensured that the
conversation was guided, positive and proactive.
The third artefact that was significant in Phase Three of school improvement was the Data
Wall. Some teachers were initially reticent about using this type of shared artefact as it was so
foreign to the specialist school context. For some, it was a completely new process within the
school: “I think everybody broke out in hives when you started talking about the data wall…but
it has been less onerous than I thought” (Ziggaboo, teacher, Interview December 2012).
However teachers, became more confident over time as they recognised the power of the data
wall as a shared artefact. Teachers described the impact of the data wall on their sense of
accountability and their new ability to examine the progress of the whole school cohort:
[The Data Wall] actually has made me go back and rewrite my reports but I
think that is a good thing. Making us a bit more accountable I guess. I mean
having that visual to see ‘well they are here, how do I get them to that next
step?’ (Elise, teacher, Interview December 2012).
[It] was amazing to plot the students on the Data Wall and … [it] was quite
interesting for the whole staff to be able to say that is where the students are and
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to be able to see in terms of we've got students right over here and we have to
meet their needs as well, we have to readdress that again to make sure their
needs are met (Mervaunie, teacher, Interview December 2012).
The Data Wall played a key role in helping staff see and celebrate student progress. The staff
also used the Data Wall as a catalyst to discuss some of the more negative aspects of learning
in a specialist school context, such as the lack of student progress, or even obvious decrease
in skills in certain cases (due to illness, behaviour, nature of the disability, for example).
Using the Data Wall in this manner took time and required support and scaffolds (such as
sample questions) to shape the conversation (see Appendix 6.9). Frances described the
rationale for this:
I think I personally just need practice. I think everyone needs time, and
specific guidance. It’s important to have the in-depth discussions about how
we do things and why, and to make sure we are all comfortable with how,
what and why (Frances, PL evaluation, August 2012).
The fourth and final artefact to be considered is the use of video. At Correa Park, teachers used
videos of their teaching to make aspects of their practice public and open to peer critique. These
shared artefacts were used within professional learning sessions to assist all teachers to access
certain experiences. Through this process, teachers can learn new practices and pedagogical
strategies, and analyse aspects of teaching practice that may be difficult to capture otherwise
(Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009). Videos give staff the opportunity to watch and
replay certain interactions repeatedly as necessary, a luxury not afforded in a classroom context
(Borko, 2007). Teachers can also view events both from a teachers’ and a students’ perspective.
Borko (2007) adds that teachers’ videos of their own classrooms are powerful because they
situate their exploration in a potentially more motivating and relevant way. Some teachers may
feel threatened by this type of activity, so a supportive culture is necessary (Macgregor & Ryan,
2009). The culture should not simply affirm unreservedly however, as Borko advises that
instructional change is promoted most effectively when the organisation ensures that
productive in-depth conversations occur around the video. At Correa Park, the Problem of
Practice Protocol ensured this was the case.
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Phase Three constraints and affordances
As staff participated fully, and the use of collective practices, discourse and artefacts became
common place, Correa Park overcame the previous lack of physical and symbolic tools that
had constrained school improvement efforts. As the staff moved to full participation in the
school improvement process, the sharing of practices, discourse and artefacts created
coherence. Simultaneously, the previous constraints, (particularly individualisation, information
flow and external expertise) that shaped staff learning decreased or became irrelevant, and the
affordances supporting staff learning (such as physical and symbolic tools, trust and
conversation) were recognised and utilised by a wider range of staff.
This is not to portray that in Phase Three there were no longer elements of a specialist school
pedagogic setting that constrained how school improvement unfolded at Correa Park. It is
acknowledged that difficult and challenging conversations were ongoing. For example,
conversations persisted around what constituted academic press- the value placed on academic
goals- and the effect of staff expectations on student progress, (see also Spillane & Seashore
Louis 2005). Timperley et al. (2007) offer some insights based upon a different distinctive
context, the Māori community in New Zealand. “It cannot be assumed that mainstream
achievement values such as those identiﬁed in the New Zealand curriculum are necessarily the
ones most highly prized by Māori” (Timperley et al., 2007, p. 2). Timperley and her colleagues
noted that there were distinctive (alternative) achievements valued by the Māori community.
These included: the success of the group as well as success of individuals: physical, emotional,
and spiritual as well as intellectual accomplishments; good spoken and written English; and
knowledge of what it means to be Māori (Timperley et al., 2007, p. 2).
Timperley’s comments bear relevance to the Correa Park context. As in the Māori community,
at Correa Park there were alternatives to mainstream achievement values. For example, there
was not a specific emphasis on student academic achievement in the School Charter (see
Appendix 6.3). The values in the Charter reflect the distinctiveness of the values Correa Park
school community, and the acknowledgement that academic progress was not the main priority.
It was the Data Wall discussions allowed the staff to clarify what constituted student progress at
Correa Park and how to ensure that all students were learning. irrespective of their perceived
progress at any one time. Staff shared stories of how best to work with these types of students
who appeared to be making no or little progress. Ziggaboo responded to these types of
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discussions by writing in her PL evaluation: “I learnt that it is really possible to make progress
no matter where kids are” (September 2012). This shows a significant shift in her views of
knowledge and learners and learning. It also reflects on how Correa Park staff valued student
achievement across many domains, as will be discussed in the next section on staff culture
and accountability.
Summary of Phase Three processes and the relationship to staff culture and accountability
In Phase Three staff participated fully and used shared toolkits, including shared practices,
discourse and artefacts. Timperley et al. (2007) describe the power of discourse to shape staffs’
sense of agency, and also the agency of the students. There are implicit workplace expectations
hidden within idiosyncratic school discourses, as evidenced by shared jargon, behaviour,
practices and expectations. Such discourses identify insiders within the group but also may act
to exclude others (Webster-Wright, 2009). The significant change at Correa Park was the
development of a shared discourse that focused on problem solving rather than problems, and
reflection rather than opinion. Just as Timperley et al. (2007, p. xviii) suggest from their own
research, there was a sense at Correa Park that “some discourses hold solutions to problems,
and others don’t”, as Correa Park staff acknowledged the importance of being on the same
page. A discourse that shaped staffs’ thinking, from the individual ‘I’ to the plural ‘we’ (as
described in Chapter Six) changed the way the school operated daily and linked to the
development of shared understandings.
Shared discourse became an essential element of Correa Park’s professional learning, as it
facilitated shared analysis, criticism, and communication of ideas, practices, and values,
particularly through the Problem of Practice sessions. Furthermore, the whole school
discourse expanded beyond the attendees of professional learning sessions to the rest of the
school. Anita said “As far as the culture goes I hear people talking about communication so
often and they are pretty excited about it” (LSA, Interview 2012). This discourse was critical
to building and sustaining a community of practitioners who collectively sought school
improvement. As Ball and Cohen (1999) work foreshadowed, discourse also helped to build
collegiality within the school and created a set of relations based on acknowledgement of
shared values and shared challenges. Notwithstanding the limitations and constraints, staff
expanded their capacity to grasp uncertainties (as for example, Ziggaboo revealed by
questioning her previously held beliefs about student progress). In turn, this new openness
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improved their ability to learn with a discourse that focused on teaching and learning (as for
example, Rose described a shift from sharing an administrative process to a discussion on
teaching and learning). These characteristics show Correa Park had become a discourse
community.
Shared artefacts build on shared discourse, and serve not only to enhance learning, but “to
transform learning” (Putnam & Borko, 2000, p. 10). These tools are also critical when
distributing learning, through (for example) shared videos, computer systems or documents.
They are highly effective in a learning community as staff can learn from one another and
utilise common templates and various pedagogical tools with comparative ease (Putnam &
Borko, 2000). Generating a shared and coherent system for organising files on the computer
can be a powerful tool for school leadership to enact, regardless of the type of school. More
broadly, collective artefacts may include information and resources within the community
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). The internet has taken artefacts to a new level as teachers can access
and share files with extensive learning communities from anywhere across the world.
Shared pedagogies emerged at Correa Park as the staff began to feel a sense of common
purpose and their learning trajectories became more aligned with one another. The literature
describes how staff in learning communities develop shared practices as their work becomes
“deprivatised” (Lieberman & Miller, 2008, p. 24). By basing the professional learning on
genuine problems within staff professional practice, staff begin to see, discuss, and evaluate
each other’s practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Webster-Wright, 2009). A common discourse and
shared artefacts assist in this process (Lieberman & Miller, 2008, p. 24). Through these types
of activities the group can begin to adopt a collective orientation to problems of practice
(Horn and Little, 2010), a process that contributes to a sense of shared identity. As staff share
pedagogy and make joint pedagogical decisions, collective responsibility emerges.
Collective responsibility for learning took two forms at Correa Park. Firstly, staff
increasingly shared openly the progress of students in their own classrooms. When placing
their individual students on the data wall, staff were publicly demonstrating the progress of
each of their students. Whilst initially skeptical of this public demonstration of student
learning (and hence teacher effectiveness), discussion quickly moved to how to progress the
whole cohort at one level (irrespective of specific class) to the next level of communication
proficiency. Annelise’s reaction to this development was [“It is] lovely to see how the
students are progressing across the school” (PL evaluation, September 2012). This was the
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beginning of all staff acknowledging their responsibility for students across the school,
evidenced by (for example) their reports of increased motivation to enhance the learning of
all students when on playground duty.
Secondly, staff increasingly shared collective responsibility for and acknowledgement of
each other’s learning in both informal and formal ways: “It was great to share and see what is
happening with others” (Elise, PL evaluation, November 2012). Ivy described the process in
equally positive terms: “video recording really helps. It was good to watch students and see
what the teacher had missed seeing. Good for constructive feedback/ ideas” (PL evaluation,
August 2012). This coherence of purpose both drove, and was driven by, the whole school
approach and the shared goals developed in Phase One and Phase Two of the school
improvement processes.

All Correa Park staff increased their participation though mutually understanding and sharing
their learning experiences. Staff came to understand the power of a situative approach to
professional learning (although they may not have named it as such) as they valued the
contextualised, social and distributed nature of learning together. The capacity of staff to
understand their underpinning theoretical approach to learning is a powerful component of
school improvement (Lancer, 2014). Supporting the findings of this study, Hopkins et al.
(2011) conclude effective professional learning is the main tool to establish a clear focus
(coherence) on learning within the school. Coherence occurs as the professional learning aligns
with school improvement priorities and goals (Wei et al., 2009). This alignment also includes
school toolkits (Robinson & Timperley, 2007). Coherence facilitates the development of a
range of shared elements and toolkits in the school such as shared vision, discourse and
artefacts. Murphy highlighted the importance of cohesion and alignment:
Cohesion and alignment are essential… Creating separate galaxies for content
elements and their related anchor programs is a poor way to pursue school
improvement. The better approach, and the only one with real hope of
promoting successful change, is to bring whatever content is engaged into one
galaxy with a common center of gravity. Employing building material that is
of medium quality … but that is universally supported and richly linked to
other elements in the school will insure greater improvement than will using
high-quality content elements that are poorly connected (2013, p. 260).
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7.4

Chapter Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to highlight the key processes within the pedagogic setting of
a specialist school enacting school improvement in order to answer the third subsidiary
research question How does the distinctive context of Correa Park influence its school
improvement processes? This chapter helps to clarify what schools need to do to improve.
Harris and Young (2000) claim that:
…despite a good deal of research describing effective schools once they have
improved, there is surprisingly little known about how they get there. While
case studies of schools that have improved do exist, they are rarely incisive
enough to expose the process of school improvement (p.31).
The chapter answers the third research question by demonstrating the range of key
participation processes the school undertook, as outlined in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Summary Correa Park’s school improvement processes
7.1 Phase One - Peripheral participation: Shared expectations
learning and assessment activities, views of learning and learners
Pedagogic setting
dimensions
individualisation, mindset, external expertise
Constraints in this
phase:
experimentation, authentic learning, physical tools
Affordances in this
phase:
7.2 Phase Two- Partial participation: Shared goals
goals and purposes, roles and relationships
Pedagogic setting
dimensions
individualisation, information flow, symbolic tools
Constraints in this
phase:
trust, congeniality, conversation
Affordances in this
phase:
7.3 Phase Three- Full participation: Shared toolkits
views of knowledge, discourse, artefacts
Pedagogic setting
dimensions

This chapter fulfilled its purposes by:


describing, from a situated perspective, each phase of school improvement at Correa
Park School (Phase One, peripheral participation; Phase Two, partial participation;
and Phase Three, full participation), and relating these to the specialist school context;
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describing the key learning trajectories (the shared expectations, shared goals and
shared toolkits, in Phases One, Two, and Three respectively), and pinpointing the
significance of these within the distinctive specialist school context; and



ascertaining the affordances and constraints present in each phase and identifying
their role within the distinctive specialist school context (the shared knowledge of
context).

This chapter has drawn on Leach and Moon’s (2008) model of the pedagogic setting. The
model of a pedagogic setting focuses on seven dimensions of a school that may often be
implicit, and thus invisible even to those who work there. This chapter has described these
dimensions and the staff as a collective unit of analysis within the pedagogic setting.
However, the model allows for more subtlety than simply implying all staff at Correa Park
held the same views on learning and learners, for example. The shift over the three phases of
school improvement at Correa Park was not that all staff began to think the same way in
accordance with the school’s dimensions. Rather, the shift was that all staff learnt together,
through dialogue, to think reflectively about each of the seven dimensions (without
necessarily reaching consensus). Using the pedagogic setting model highlights how Correa
Park staff learned to learn together, with all the productive conflict and cognitive dissonance
that the journey entailed. The model allows for much of the implicit about Correa Park
School to become explicit.

From a situated perspective, which views learning as social, distributed and contextualised,
this chapter has described the distinctive pedagogic setting of one specialist school. The
social elements of learning were considered with particular regard to the two pedagogic
setting dimensions of ‘roles and relationships’, and ‘discourse’. The distributed elements of
learning were highlighted in the three pedagogic setting dimensions of ‘learning and
assessment activities’, ‘(physical) artefacts’, and ‘goals and purposes’. Finally the
contextualised nature of learning was explored in the pedagogic setting dimensions of ‘views
of mind and knowledge’ and ‘views of learning and learners’. This way of examining a
school’s context runs counter to those who wish to use purely demographic information
(school size, demographics or ethnic diversity) to explain context, or who claim that to enact
school improvement there is no need to treat every school’s context as completely unique
(Hallinger & Heck, 2011). The current study’s model of a pedagogic setting illuminates the
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crucial elements that shape or support school improvement through the identification of the
dimensions that make a school, and its staff and students, distinctive.

Through examining and making explicit the three phases of school improvement at Correa
Park School, it has become increasingly apparent that there is considerable overlap and
interaction among the processes for school improvement examined in each phase. This
overlap will be seen in the explanatory model presented in Chapter Eight. The current chapter
has argued that for school improvement to occur in a specialist school, and for accountability
and a collaborative staff culture to flourish, the following conditions must be present:
significant constraints on teaching and learning must be overcome, the existing affordances
must be capitalised upon, and the focus must be on sharing, as will be described in detail in
the next and final chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter 8 - Learning to Share, Sharing to Learn:
The enactment of school improvement at Correa Park
The purpose of this study was to examine school improvement within the distinctive context of
Correa Park, an Australian primary specialist school. It investigated, from a situated perspective
(Lave & Wenger, 1991), how school improvement was enacted at this school, through
exploring its constraints, affordances, staff learning trajectories, and school improvement
processes between June 2011 and December 2012. This eighth and final chapter reflects on the
previous chapters to summarise and integrate the major research findings of the overall study. It
begins by presenting the proposed explanatory model of school improvement in a specialist
school and then in Section 8.2 provides an explanation of the model’s usefulness and potential
for ongoing use. In Sections 8.3 and 8.4, the limitations of the study arediscussed and the
implications of the study’s findings for theoretical literature and for policy and practice relating
to school improvement are considered. The next section (8.5) makes recommendations for
future research. The chapter concludes in Section 8.6 with a final reflection on the study’s
significance.

8.1

Overview of the study

As outlined in Chapter One, the main research question for this study was How does a
specialist school enact school improvement? The study answered the three subsidiary
research questions below in Chapters Five, Six and Seven respectively:
1. What are the affordances and constraints within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
2. What are the staffs’ learning trajectories within a specialist school enacting school
improvement?
3. How does the distinctive context of a specialist school influence its school improvement
processes?
In order to answer the main research question, this research has developed an explanatory
model of school improvement in a specialist school (See Figure 8.1). Many components of
the explanatory model of Correa Park’s school improvement have been presented in response
to the sub research questions in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. The final, completed model,
presented in this chapter, is the major contribution of this study. The model has been
developed from findings in the field at Correa Park School and is based on the situated
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perspective of the continual dynamic interaction among staff as they learn to share
experiences and understandings. It describes three phases of increasing participation as staff
in a specialist school engaged in various forms of collective and collaborative professional
learning activities. By using this situated lens, the importance of sharing to learn in a school
is specifically highlighted as the means to create internal accountability and a collaborative
staff culture, the key drivers of school improvement in a distinctive (specialist) school
context. The model (see Figure 8.1) illustrates, in abbreviated form, the complexity and
interrelationships of the findings of the study. The model incorporates the following ten steps:

Phase One: Peripheral Participation/ Learning to learn together
1. Shared expectations (Selection of whole school approach)
2. Shared experiences (Engagement in partnerships)
3. Shared knowledge of the context (Attunement to constraints and affordances)
Phase Two: Partial Participation/ Learning to create shared identity
4. Shared goals (Identification of school’s values)
5. Shared identity (Affirmation through learning)
6.

Shared understandings (Development of intersubjectivity)

Phase Three: Full participation/ Learning to use the same toolkits together
7. Shared toolkits (Development of shared practices, shared discourse and shared
artefacts)
8. Shared pedagogies (Alignment of learning trajectories)
9. Shared learning (Coherence of learning mechanism)
Renegotiation:
10. Shared new cycle of action (Transformation)

While this process is presented sequentially, it must be remembered these phases and steps
represent neither a simple nor linear process, but are steps that may occur simultaneously or
iteratively throughout ongoing school improvement processes. Each step contributes to the
overall school improvement process, and none can be omitted. However, certain steps may be
identified as more crucial in some contexts.

In this explanatory model, Phase Three Step Seven Shared toolkits has been identified as
central to the school improvement processes at Correa Park. This step is fundamental for
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several reasons. Firstly, shared toolkits represent the key tangible and explicit changes in the
school. They are the concrete evidence - that could be seen and heard- of sharing to learn
and learning to share. Secondly, shared toolkits were both the catalyst for, and the result of,
sharing to learn and learning to share. For example, the Problem of Practice Protocol gave
staff a tool to share their pedagogical concerns, so they could learn from this disclosure
(sharing to learn) and it provided a structure for them to share this concern in a consistent and
cohesive way (learning to share). Thirdly, shared toolkits represent the key means that
overcame the constraint of individualisation which was pervasive at Correa Park. Previously,
Correa Park had few shared artefacts, little shared discourse, and minimal shared practices.
Shared toolkits were central to overcoming the constraint of the individualised approach to
learning and teaching. Finally, shared toolkits were critical to the development of both
collaborative staff culture and strong internal accountability.
This study has created a new explanatory model of school improvement to better illustrate the
processes that occurred at Correa Park. The explanatory model, summarised in Figure 8.1,
recognises the complexity of the processes which are represented as ten interconnected steps
subsumed under three phases. Within this model, Phase One represents the shared pedagogical
approaches that were integral to the development of the whole school approach and its shared
goals. Phase Two emerged from the increased sharing of roles and relationships, combined
with the more explicit shared vision and goals of the school. The third phase developed from
the implementation of the shared vision and the the elaboration of shared practices, discourses
and artefacts. As will be elaborated in Section 8.2 the final completed model illustrates a
possible version of a differentiated model of school improvement. That is, the model suggests
processes that are tailored to the specialist school context, reflecting the situated nature of
changes in both the learners and the context that were necessary for the enactment of school
improvement.
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TEN STEPS TO SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT AT CORREA PARK SPECIALIST SCHOOL - Learning to Share, Sharing to Learn

Processes

Definitions

Ten Steps

Phases

Phase 1 – Learning to share expectations

Phase 2 – Learning to share identity

Phase 3- learning to share toolkits

Renegotiation

1.
Shared
Expectations

2.
Shared
Experiences

3.
Shared
Knowledge of
Context

4.
Shared
Goals

5.
Shared
Identity

6.
Shared
Understandings

7.
Shared
Toolkits

8.
Shared
Pedagogies

9.
Shared
Learning

10.
Shared
New Cycle Of
Action

Selection of whole
school approach

Engagement in
partnerships

Attunement to
constraints and
affordances

Identification of
school’s values

Affirmation
through learning

Development of
intersubjectivity

Development of
shared practices,
discourse and
artefacts

Alignment of
learning
trajectories

Coherence of
learning
mechanism

Transformation

Selection of a
main emphasis for
the learning
endeavours of all
staff and students–
on Alternative and
Augmentative
Communication
(AAC)

Institution of
sharing as integral
and valued part of
the collaborative
school culture and
implementation of
professional
learning format
with a focus on
pedagogy

Recognition of
constraints and
affordances that
influence the
selection of
processes and
practices through
minimising
constraints and
maximising
affordances

Identification of
the shared
mission, vision
and values of the
school community
that permeate key
activities in the
school

Establishment of
distributed
pedagogical
leadership where
many staff
demonstrate their
expertise

Investment of staff
in each other’s
learning, as well
as their students

Translation of the
abstract into the
concrete through
artefacts that
reflect the shared
practices and
discourse in the
school

Participation in
learning increases
as all staff value
whole school
learning

Utilisation of the
situative
perspective shaped
learner
participation,
learning activities
and how learners
saw each other

Renegotiation of
shared goals and
expectations, thus
returning to Phase
One of the school
improvement
cycle

Shared artefacts
(Appendices)

Shared discourse

Shared practices

Evidence of shared toolkits that develop collective internal accountability and collaborative staff culture
Activities with
explicit school
wide focus on
learning

Activities with
staff sharing (both
formally and
informally)

Activities build on
school and staff
strengths and
work within
organisational
structures

Activities that
celebrate when
goals are achieved

Activities
(informal and
formal) where a
range of staff lead
professional
learning

Collaborative
activities occur
across the school
with a focus on
student need

Cycle of activities
that influence
practices through
the creation,
implementation
and evaluation of
shared artefacts

Activities involve
all staff sharing to
learn and taking
collective
responsibility for
whole school
learning

Activities have
continuity and
consistency as
they use a
coherent
perspective on
learning

Activities involve
new practices that
build on previous
shared learning

Discussion within
professional
learning with
explicit focus on
AAC / pedagogy

Discussion agrees
that learning is
flexible and
responsive to
group’s changing
needs

Discussion
highlights the
factors that
support or hinder
shared learning

Discussion and
staff input create
whole school
shared goals

Discussion reveals
that understanding
that learning is
both challenging
and affirming to
the group

Discussion
concurs regarding
the topic of
learning and
robust discussion
about pedagogy

Discussion that
focusses on the
collective and
openness to new
ways of doing

Discussion builds
consensus
regarding the
ways staff learn
together, and
values multiple
viewpoints

Discussion
incorporates
theory and
practice and aligns
both.

Discussion
involves new
discourse that uses
staff’s knowledge
of sharing to learn.

*School
Operational Plan
*Teaching and
Learning Cycle
(6.1)
* School wide
AAC system (6.2)

*Communication
and AAC
Framework
Learning Journey
Poster (6.6)

All artefacts
contribute to this
step.

*School Charter
and Motto (6.3)
*Celebrating
Communication
Successes miniposter (6.4)

*Communication
pedagogy video
(6.13)

*ILP/ Report
writing guides (6.9
& 6.10)
*AAC rubric for
staff (6.8)

*Matrix (6.7)
*Data Wall (6.11)
*Problem of
Practice Protocol
(6.5)
* Culture of
Communication
poster (6.14)

*Communication
Handbook (6.12)

All artefacts
contribute to this
step.

*Literacy matrix
*Coaching
Framework

Figure 8.1: Completed explanatory model of Correa Park school improvement
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Each of the ten steps described above will now be explored in detail. Each step will begin with a focus
on the context of Correa Park and then on school improvement in other contexts more generally. The
subsequent section of the chapter then will examine the relevance of the explanatory model developed
within this study of school improvement in a specialist school.

PHASE ONE Step One: Shared expectations

Step One, the selection of the whole school approach and the establishment of shared expectations,
was pivotal in the enactment of school improvement at Correa Park. This step represents the most
significant shift from the identified constraint of individualisation described in Chapter Five, to general
agreement on a school wide approach. This approach established the expectation across the Correa
Park school community that a whole school Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC)
system was vital for all students in all classrooms. This shared expectation provided boundaries and
focus to the school’s improvement efforts. During this step, the school wide Alternative and
Augmentative Communication (AAC) system (Appendix 6.2) was developed, following from the
Correa Park Teaching and Learning Cycle (Appendix 6.1). These artefacts were strongly informed by
professional learning activities that had an explicit school wide focus on communication and AAC,
and discussions around pedagogy to support students’ communication development.

In general, once a school has selected its focal approach, school improvement efforts can be structured
and tailored to meet that approach, rather than being piecemeal or arbitrary. Coherent expectations are
crucial for school improvement (Newmann et al., 2001). Furthermore, consensual expectations for
school wide professional learning content provide the vehicle for staff to learn to learn together.

PHASE ONE Step Two: Shared experiences

Step Two at Correa Park was characterised by whole staff sharing and partnerships. There are
compelling reasons why engagement in partnerships is essential in school improvement, particularly
the development of collaborative staff culture (Bolam et al., 2005). The current research confirmed and
elaborated upon these reasons. First, as Correa Park staff learned to learn together and develop agency,
more staff increasingly participated in their learning. Staff learning occurred through shared
experiences that were not discrete pedagogic sessions but comprised jointly constructed learning
activities. These activities incorporated practice, discourse and artefacts and they involved many staff
in the school, across most areas of the school. Second, as staff learned together, they shared their
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successes through a variety of celebrations. These celebrations reaffirmed staff’s shared commitment
to the agreed expectations. Third, shared experiences, built further on the affordances of trust,
congeniality and conversation, led to deeper and richer pedagogical shared experiences where staff
began to acknowledge the level of expertise within the school.

For staff in other contexts, engagement in a learning community that harnesses shared experiences
may serve as their first step in the school improvement process, as the more symbolic elements of
Phase One become embedded in concrete activity (Borko & Koellner, 2008). These experiences may
be the opportunity for some staff to begin to attune to their context, a process described in the next
step.

PHASE ONE Step Three: Shared knowledge of the context

Step Three saw staff becoming attuned to the constraints and affordances at Correa Park. Whilst Step
Three has been identified as a discrete period, constraints and affordances shaped and supported
learning differently and dynamically throughout all school improvement phases. As detailed largely in
Chapter Five, there were opportunities for Correa Park staff to identify, explore and examine the
constraints and affordances that shaped their school context and influenced their participation, and
their shared practices, discourse and artefacts. For example, during the initial interviews, many staff
described what worked well at the school, and they identified also what was not working well. It was
during the initial interviews that the identification of the constraint of individualisation occurred,
which then served to highlight some of the future steps for action, including the need to develop shared
practices, discourse and artefacts.
Attunement to school’s affordances and constraints, a process described by Greeno (1998), means
more than simply viewing the context as an external influence. For Greeno, attunement focusses
attention on the dimensions of the context that shape the processes of an activity, which in this case
study, is school improvement. When schools are commencing the school improvement process, and as
the dimensions of their context emerge from implicit to explicit, staff may identify the possible
constraints and affordances for themselves and discuss possible approaches to minimise constraints
and maximise affordances in their context. Fullan et al. (2015) encourage staff in improving schools to
work together across their education system to identify the institutional practices that constrain their
work and then to devise solutions.
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PHASE TWO Step Four: Shared goals
In Step Four, Correa Park’s goals and purposes emerged from the implicit, to the explicit. For staff,
shared expectations and shared goals were significant because they gave them a sense of authentic
learning, an important affordance first highlighted in Chapter Five. Authentic learning gives staff
agency to make their own connections within their learning. Agency, defined by Leach and Moon
(2008) as connection to, and ownership of, the expectations and goals of the learning community, is a
central aspect of the whole school learning process as was exemplified in Correa Park. Having and
meeting goals was central to activities that occurred in Step Four. Once initial goals were met, success
was celebrated. Input was encouraged by the entire staff team and the process was supported also by
the School Charter and Motto (Appendix 6.3) and the Celebrating Successes in Communication miniposter (Appendix 6.4).
The process of fostering shared expectations facilitated the development of shared goals. The shared
goals of a school identify what the improvement processes will achieve and answer the question “How
will we know if all this is making a difference?” (DuFour et al., 2010, p. 33). Fullan (2009) suggests that
system wide school improvement reformers should have “a small number of ambitious goals publicly
stated” (p.279). Fullan goes on to say that shared ownership is an outcome of a school improvement
process rather than a precondition. That is why shared goals were not the first step of the process at
Correa Park, as the school first needed to discover, and concur with, the shared expectations.

PHASE TWO Step Five: Shared identity
In Step Five, Correa Park staff celebrated their students’ successes, and their learning (both students
and staff) was affirmed. Staff began to share their particular areas of expertise (such as in the
Communication Pedagogy Video, Appendix 6.12) and lead professional learning activities within the
school. Staff discourse encouraged questioning and learning from each other. Staff’s discourse, such as
the pronoun shift from the use of I to we, also reflected their increasingly shared identity. Furthermore,
the staff described their increasing sense of collective responsibility for student learning across the
school, which is critical for the development of internal accountability.

From a situated perspective, throughout the process of learning and participation in a learning
community, the identity of each individual, and the group as a whole, changes. Learning involves the
construction of identities, which in Western society have complex interconnections with learning and
work (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). Through participating in the practice of learning, “the
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learning implies becoming a different person”, as the person’s membership in the learning community
evolves (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 53).

PHASE TWO Step Six: Shared understandings

During Step Six, as Correa Park staff developed a shared identity, intersubjectivity emerged.
Intersubjectivity is the negotiation of shared understandings that occurs in a learning community
(Leach & Moon, 2008; Lyons & Cassebohm, 2012; Watson, 2014). As Correa Park staff developed
artefacts such as the Matrix, the Data Wall, the Problem of Practice Protocol and classroom videos
they brought with them their understanding of the school context, their social knowledge, and their
knowledge of the student learners. Consequently they were able to explore and solve problems through
robust discourse, which served to again reinforce the belief that the Correa Park staff were in the best
position to solve their own classroom issues. This, in turn, bolstered a sense of power and pride in the
learning community, which was then further strengthened through the school culture of celebration
within many shared experiences. During this cycle, shared understandings were also developed
through the school executive team, the ILP/ Report writing guides (Appendices 6.9 & 6.10), and the
AAC rubric for staff (Appendix 6.7). Shared understandings were further emphasised through the
development of shared toolkits as will be described in Step Seven.

From a broader perspective, the idea of intersubjectivity aligns with the view of learning as
participation because it also suggests that learning may be in a state of flux as the group changes
(Fenwick, 2011). This intersubjective process occurs in a school through the negotiation of roles,
meanings and norms to ensure mutual understanding of a situation achieved through all the
participants (Westheimer, 2008).

PHASE THREE Step Seven: Shared toolkits

Shared toolkits, defined by Leach and Moon (2008) as the recognisable repertoires of a school, are
essential for staff to participate fully in their learning. With the development of the whole school
approach to AAC which signalled the outset of Phase One at Correa Park, a unique set of practices,
discourses and artefacts were created, implemented, reviewed and improved. Through the processes of
school improvement, Correa Park staff developed shared practices, shared discourse and shared artefacts
(such as the Matrix -Appendix 6.6, Data Wall -Appendix 6.10, Problem of Practice Protocol- Appendix
6.5, and the Culture of Communication Poster- Appendix 6.13) that stretched across the school, leading
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to greatly increased staff participation as described in Chapters Six and Seven. During Phase Three, staff
learning at Correa Park became shared across people and toolkits. The social nature of this work
participation and the exposure to differing sociocultural practices promoted the development of staffs’
differing abilities, as also described by Webster-Wright (2009). This process also enabled staff to
appreciate that learning began from their own experience.

In general, shared practices emerge from shared experiences and collaboration through the learning
process (Fenwick, 2001). This occurs as staff assume agency in their learning process, and are not simply
passively imbibing facts (Durning & Artino, 2011). Shared discourse can enculturate staff and their
commitment to improvement by shaping the way they “view their world and go about their work”
(Putnam & Borko, 2000, p. 8). This type of discourse is reflective and reinforces a school’s shared goals.
In schools with shared artefacts, learning is not simply distributed among learners and the context, but
across various abstract and physical artefacts as well (Putnam & Borko, 2000). Artefacts shape and
support staff views of knowing and thinking about learners and learning within their pedagogic setting
(Leach & Moon, 2008).
PHASE THREE Step Eight: Shared pedagogies
As detailed in Chapter Six, Correa Park’s staff learning trajectories of developing a whole school
approach, forming common goals and creating collective practices, discourse and artefacts were the
foundations of both building internal accountability and developing a collaborative staff culture, the key
elements of school improvement (as described in 2.7 of Chapter Two and elaborated in Chapters Five
and Six). Each phase of school improvement had a strong but slightly different focus on learning, thus
shaping collective accountability and collaborative culture by structuring learning in a new way that
required staff to learn together. The development of a collective pedagogical knowledge artefact (such as
the Communication Handbook- Appendix 6.12) emerged as the learning trajectories of staff members
came into alignment, and each served to fortify the other learning trajectories.
From a broader perspective, this process of increasing participation means that learning is distributed
across each individual within the community. This process signifies a school’s enactment of a type of
learning such as that described by Lieberman and Miller (2008, p. 16): learning “is not about what
happens in people’s heads; it is about what happens in their relationships and conversations with others
who are engaged in common work” (2008, p. 16). Learning is distributed among co-participants, and is
not a one person act (Lave & Wenger 1991). This highlights that each individual brings their own goals
and circumstances to each activity. As learning is a flexible, open ended engagement with the world
learning for each person may be different (Chaiklin and Lave, 1996). Shared pedagogies will be
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distributed throughout the complex structure of persons acting with one another within their pedagogic
setting (Leach & Moon, 2008).
PHASE THREE Step Nine: Shared learning

For Correa Park, it was not until the end of 2012 (eighteen months after the beginning of the
formalised school improvement process) that the researcher articulated with the whole staff the
participative, situative perspective of school improvement that had been adopted in the school
improvement processes. As described in Chapters Two and Three sharing a clear theoretical
perspective on learning develops continuity, consistency and coherence among the staff professional
learning and the student learning in classrooms and creates a framework for school improvement
approaches (Lancer, 2014; Newmann et al., 2001). Theoretical coherence enabled the researcher to
conceptually organise professional learning experiences and describe, explain and analyse the
specialist school context and the learning that occurred. This is further explored in this chapter, Section
8.4 – Implications of the research findings for theory and practice.
Staff’s awareness of the situative perspective may have emerged relatively later in the phases of
school improvement at Correa Park. Once attained, however, the staff’s ability to articulate a coherent
perspective on learning ultimately reinforced the specific student learning that was central to the
school improvement practices. In developing the whole school approach to communication and
Alternative and Augmentative Communication, learning in the classrooms and playground was based
on social interaction among staff and students within the whole school learning community. The
particular use of discourse, practices and artefacts was central to the learner process, as it shaped
learner participation, learning activities and how learners saw each other. This meaning making
(Lancer, 2014) celebrates the social relational aspect of learning. Whilst student learning outcomes
were not measured within this study (for the reasons cited in Chapter One), this process of all staff
learning the new AAC system together alongside their students, encouraged staff to adopt of new way
of teaching and learning.

RENEGOTIATION Step Ten: Shared new cycle of action

This step acts as the renegotiation to this research, which as described in Chapter One, was the case
study of a specialist school from July 2011 to December 2012. This 18 month period represents the
intense research phase, but obviously the school continued on its school improvement trajectory after
the research phase had finished. The term renegotiation reflects the renewal process the school enters
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at the completion of the three stages, as the school moved from one school improvement cycle to its
next improvement phase. Beyond the intensive research phase, the staff were involved in the following
whole school learning activities:


whole school action research projects (which were shared with other specialist schools);



whole school literacy matrix development and implementation; and



whole school coaching framework.

These activities represented a new school improvement cycle at Correa Park School that built upon the
shared history, including the shared constraints and affordances experienced in the previous three
phases. However, in this new cycle, staff encountered new constraints as the new learning presented
different challenges. This tenth step required the renegotiation of shared goals and expectations, thus
returning to Phase One of a new school improvement cycle. Again, as in the previous phases, Correa
Park staff used mainstream school improvement processes but adapted them to their context. In each of
the above steps, significant investments in time were spent adapting pedagogical resources from
mainstream contexts to suit the contextual demands of Correa Park School.
Relevance of the explanatory model of school improvement for Correa Park
The proposed explanatory model of school improvement in a specialist school (see Figure 8.1) serves
several purposes which are outlined below:
1. The model provides a detailed cumulative overview of the school improvement process in a
specialist school over a specific 18-month period. Varied dimensions of the context of a
specialist school have been categorised and analysed including the constraints, affordances,
learning trajectories of staff, and school improvement processes. These were identified from the
staff interview and focus group data, and describe positive and negative aspects of Correa Park’s
school improvement processes that were both compared and contrasted with research on school
improvement in mainstream contexts. Building on the analysis in previous chapters, Chapter
Eight provides a synthesis of findings, integrating the various elements into a differentiated
model of specialist school improvement.
2. The model can in the future serve as an artefact staff may use in discussions regarding
forthcoming school improvement endeavours. The model serves to elucidate the aspects of
school improvement that were vital at the time of the study, in particular the importance of shared
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toolkits. The model may be a useful tool to track changes in emphasis over time as current
learning impacts upon future capacity of Correa Park staff.

3. The model presents a theoretical and empirical framework that staff may use as the basis of
generative deliberations. The model may be shared with educators or administrators from
outside the immediate specialist school context as a resource revealing the complexity of
enacting school improvement in a distinctive context. Issues for discussion might include, for
example, a jurisdictional differentiated approach to school improvement. Considerable time was
spent adapting pedagogical resources from mainstream contexts to suit the school’s distinctive
contextual demands. Undoubtedly, the considerable amount of human resourcing required to do
this with each new innovation is an extreme demand on specialist schools. This suggests that
specialist schools either require extra resourcing to enact school improvement, or need to be
adequately linked with other similar specialist schools in order to share both pedagogical and
human resources.
4. The model provides an external accountability tool that may be applicable in the specialist

school context. The model could be further developed to assist future research into differentiated
school improvement measurement approaches, including a focus on external accountability, by
linking the processes more closely to specialist school student learning and in particular to
Individual Learning Plans, as the central teaching and learning whole school focus. This
represents a new application of the current study, which set out to investigate the complexity of
the enactment process and identify the necessary elements to create internal accountability.
However this development of practice based measures for internal use by distinctive school
contexts is only the first step. A credible means of specialist schools demonstrating both internal
and external accountability is central to ensuring the improvement is sustained over time, because
knowing that the school’s new processes are making a difference to student learning is a
powerful motivator. Increased external accountability also leads to greater transparency, critical
to families as consumers of disability education. The identification of appropriate external
accountability measures for the improvement in specialist schools is described further in Section
8.5-Implications of research findings for future research.

8.2

Major findings and discussion

In addressing the research questions, Chapters Five, Six and Seven have presented and discussed
findings derived from the data analysis using NVivo, computer assisted qualitative data analysis
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software. This chapter integrates these findings into more general reflections through the following
five key themes:

1. a conceptualisation of school improvement for specialist schools;
2. a differentiated approach to the enactment of school improvement;
3. a culture of staff collaboration;
4. a continuum of accountability; and
5. a celebration of distinctive provision.

The major findings that led to these understandings are outlined and discussed below in relation to
both the mainstream and (sparse) disability education school improvement literature.
1. A conceptualisation of school improvement for specialist schools
As explained in Chapter Two of this thesis, there is no universally accepted definition of school
improvement for mainstream or specialist schools. The focus of researchers and policy makers
generally has been on effective mainstream schools and how they become more effective (Harris,
2000). Effective schools may be defined as those having students performing highly in national
testing. For those schools that do not fit the effective mainstream school model, such as specialist
schools, the research and policy on school improvement may seem at best, adaptable to their context,
but at worst, irrelevant. Ainscow, a leading researcher in inclusive education, claims that school
improvement needs to be centered upon changing the school, not changing the students (1998).
According to Ainscow, the theory of action for school improvement thus would change its emphasis
from a school with high performing students, to a school with high performing staff.

Alma Harris (Harris, 2000, 2002, 2006; Harris et al., 2006; Harris & Chapman, 2004) has been a
leader in the quest for a definition of school improvement relevant to a broader range of schools, with
a particular focus on what she terms schools in challenging contexts. Her specific research focus has
been on schools located in areas with low socio-economic status mainly in the UK. This body of
literature, plus that from the developing world (Leach & Moon, 2008; Leach et al., 2002) has strongly
influenced the understanding of school improvement presented in this study. Harris and Chapman
(2004) in particular, offered a typology for the study of school improvement in challenging contexts by
suggesting two key drivers: collaborative staff culture and internal collective accountability.
As described in this study’s explanatory model (see Figure 8.1), this study offers a conceptualisation of
school improvement at Correa Park as Learning to Share and Sharing to Learn. This
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conceptualisation relates directly to the typology suggested by Harris and Chapman above. Learning to
Share represents the development of a collaborative staff culture. At Correa Park staff learnt to share
as they together developed, implemented and reviewed a whole school approach to communication
and Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC). Staff learnt to share as they opened their
classrooms and practice to one another, shared their classrooms concerns and used shared artefacts
such as the Matrix, the Problem of Practice Protocol, Data Wall and classroom videos. Staff learnt to
share in the formal collective professional learning activities, and also during informal opportunities
such as celebrations. Staff learnt to share as they maximised the affordances of trust, congeniality and
conversation, and began rich, deep pedagogical conversations that both challenged and were
challenging. The theme of a collaborative staff culture is elaborated further in Section 8.2.- A culture
of staff collaboration.
Continuing the links between this thesis and the important elements of Harris and Chapman’s (2004)
research, Sharing to Learn represents a focus on the development of internal collective accountability
of staff. As Correa Park staff deprivatised their practice, during the formal and informal professional
learning activities described above, they opened themselves up to the evaluation of their colleagues.
During these shared experiences, staff spoke openly about their data practices and the progress (or lack
thereof) of their students. This descriptor of school improvement was particularly vital in a specialist
school that has historically been structured by the constraint of individualisation. This constraint had
minimised staff opportunities to share, examine or evaluate student progress as a school wide cohort.
As identified in Step Ten of the school improvement explanatory model, Correa Park staff further
overcame this constraint after the completion of the research, as they engaged in school wide action
research, school wide literacy activities and classroom coaching. Staff also demonstrated their
exemplary pedagogy in system wide forums. These activities were examples of what Fullan et al.
(2015) describe as the activities of a school with high internal collective accountability. This
accountability theme is further refined in Section 8.2- A focus on collective accountability.

This study has examined the distinctive context of one specialist school and offered a
conceptualisation for school improvement in that context: School improvement is Learning to share,
and Sharing to Learn. These two phrases serve to characterise Correa Park and what it looked like,
sounded like and felt like as a staff member. Firstly Correa Park looked like a school that shared –
through the evidence of shared practices and artefacts around the school. Correa Park sounded like a
school that shared- through the shared discourse that permeated the classrooms and playground. Correa
Park felt like a school that shared- through the expressions of trust and congeniality that existed in the
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staffroom. Lastly it was a school that valued learning, not only for the students, but for the staff. This
conceptualisation of school improvement powerfully encapsulates the ongoing journey of one school
striving for excellence.
2. A differentiated approach to the enactment of school improvement
Whilst focussing on the distinctive context of a specialist school enacting school improvement, this study
has presented through the explanatory model (Figure 8.1) a differentiated approach to school
improvement. This differentiated model acknowledges that when engaging in school improvement staff
must adopt “powerful and increasingly specified strategies and tools … to deal with the challenges
presented by globalisation as well as the increasingly turbulent and complex communities they serve
(Hopkins et al., 2014, p. 276).
This study concurs with Evan and Cowell’s (2013) assertion that schools cannot select “off the shelf”
(p.219) solutions to their school’s unique problems. A context sensitive (differentiated) approach to
school improvement needs to be tailored to each school’s progress along its school improvement
journey, because schools’ capacity for change varies greatly throughout the expedition (Harris, 2000).
A context sensitive approach also fits within a school’s own context, history, leadership and staffing
profile (Harris, 2000). Murphy (2013) illustrates this point by citing a school which adopts block
scheduling (e.g. all grade teachers released simultaneously) as a single, critical, structural reform
within their school improvement process. However, without a range of further supports facilitating
teachers’ collaborative work, block scheduling alone is a non-context sensitive school improvement
strategy that is unlikely to lead to improved student outcomes or other improvement measures.

Differentiation is a term known well to many special educators and researchers, for example (Conway,
2014; Pagliano & Gillies, 2012), although, like school improvement, it has a contested definition.
Ultimately, most agree differentiation describes the strategies used by staff to meet the needs of all
learners through a flexible approach to context, goals, content, methods, materials and assessment
(Alchin, 2014). Appropriating this term and applying it to school improvement in a specialist school
appears a logical action. As outlined in Chapter Seven, this study represents a differentiated approach by
a specialist school to the enactment of school improvement through the adoption of flexible and specific
approaches (often adapted from mainstream). For example:


Context- by using the concepts of constraints and affordances and the model of a pedagogic
setting to understand the school’s distinctive context, the school improvement methods were
tailored to minimise the specific constraints and maximise the affordances for staff learning.
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Goals – the specific staff goal was the implementation of a whole school approach to
communication and the implementation of an Alternative and Augmentative Communication
(AAC) system. This staff goal focussed on the professional learning content. The content goal
was differentiated from mainstream approaches which often focus on curriculum areas of literacy
or mathematics.



Content- as described above, the content of the school improvement processes was selected to
meet the distinctive needs of Correa Park students, many of whom have complex communication
needs (CCN). This specific content required the development of the Matrix (see Appendix 6.6),
an artefact to guide assessment, curriculum and pedagogy. The Matrix was developed with input
from speech pathologists, a process that required significant time and professional knowledge
specific to the needs of students with CCN.



Methods – the methods of school improvement were tailored to the context and this process also
required significant time and specialist professional knowledge. For example, video rather than
direct classroom observation was widely used to deprivatise practice and minimise the stress
unfamiliar adults might place on students. In the same vein, as some students respond best in
familiar contexts, video was also used to demonstrate practices pertinent to students of varying
communication levels to all Correa ark staff (including Learning Support Assistants).



Materials - the Data Wall (see Appendix 6.10) was an example of a mainstream artefact that was
adapted to the context of Correa Park. It was adapted from the mainstream format to align with
the school Teaching and Learning Cycle (see Appendix 6.1) and the Matrix, and to demonstrate
the whole school student cohort’s progress in the area of communication. This artefact assisted in
the development of collective accountability as the staff shared discussions on the progress of all
students.



Assessment- data use, including data collection and analysis was an important component of the
professional learning content. All staff had developed their own data tools to measure the
individual communication goals of their students. These artefacts were shared, debated and
reviewed by staff particularly during the Protocol of Practice (Appendix 6.5) sessions. The
assessment of student learning was not part of this study, for reasons outlined in Chapter One, but
it remains an important area for future study (see Recommendation Two in Section 8.5).
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The advantage of a differentiated approach is that the school improvement processes aligned within the
school context. As described in Chapter Two, centralised approaches which rely on the implementation
of an externally developed mandated curriculum program are simply not available, nor relevant, to
specialist schools.

Extending upon Table 2.6 developed in the Chapter Two literature review, a differentiated framework
can now be compared and contrasted with centralised and decentralised models. Table 8.1 (below)
shows that, in the Correa Park context, the differentiated model shared some elements of each of the
two other models. The Correa Park differentiated model of school improvement adopted two key
elements from the centralised models of school improvement. These were a coherent curriculum and a
focus on accountability. These two aspects were seen as central to the success of the school
improvement endeavours, and critical for those staff who were responsible for the learning of all
students. The Correa Park School differentiated model was also strongly influenced by decentralised
models of school improvement. Three aspects of these models were particularly influential. First,
Correa Park viewed school practice measures as the key measure of accountability; second, the school
worked closely with its community to achieve goals; and third, the school adopted a situative learning
theory to underpin its school improvement approach (which aligned with Model Two - construction of
meaning - presented in Chapter Two, Section 2.2).

However, Correa Park also demonstrated a distinctive differentiated approach to its goals, content,
methods, materials, and assessment that led to its own differentiated model of school improvement
(detailed in Table 8.1). Correa Park placed teacher learning at the centre of its drive to change student
learning. Correa Park also acknowledged that both internal (and, eventually external) accountability is
important in a school. This combination of approaches has led to a unique understanding of a
differentiated approach to the enactment of school improvement.
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Table 8.1 Characteristics of three school improvement paradigms
Centralised framework

Differentiated framework

Decentralised framework

Example: used widely in the
United States
Top down

Example: adopted for Correa
Park
Bottom up

Example: used widely in
Finland
Bottom up

Students’ performance is
central
External testing measures

Teacher learning drives
student learning
School practice measures

Teacher learning is the key to
change
School practice measures

Coherence of curriculum

Coherence of school
curriculum
School working in their
community
Closer to Model Two of
(participative) learning
Internal accountability and
staff culture are BOTH vital
School seeks both internal and
external affirmation

Broad interpretation of
curriculum
Schools working in their
community
Aligns with Model Two of
learning
Focus on school and staff
culture
Internal school responsibility
for learning

Schools in competition
Aligns with Model One of
(acquisitionist) learning
Focus on accountability
External rewards and
sanctions for learning

This differentiated framework, whilst simple, may offer a starting point for a clearer definition
of a differentiated model of school improvement.
3. A culture of staff collaboration
This study affirms the affective as well as the cognitive aspects of school improvement, through the
focus on staff learning to share. This study explores more than simple instrumental conceptions of staff
learning. This study places cohesion in schools as a critical lever for change. It could be possible to
dismiss the importance of the community aspect in the term learning community or a community of
practice. It could also be possible to dismiss specialist schools as simply places “centred upon
unexplicated and unproblematised humanitarian values such as care” (Armstrong, Armstrong, & Barton,
1998, p. 32). Instead, this study, has identified caring and community as key elements of effective school
improvement enactment. This focus on caring and community may appear to contradict the pedagogical
and ecological constraints of individualisation and mindset identified at Correa Park School. However,
this apparent inconsistency will be reconciled as follows.

Through the identification of key affordances (see Chapter Five) such as congeniality, trust, conversation
and the development of shared expectations, goals, identity and understandings, this research upholds the
importance of community in a school in order to bring about change. Furthermore, placing value on
community is a logical extension of the situated perspective, which emphasises interactions. This study
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has focused neither on the individual nor on the collective specifically but on the interactions among
them. In particular, it has identified successful interactions with a focus on care and community.
Care is the element in a school that makes a difference because people have interactions that “nourish
and take care of [other] people” (Stoll et al., 2006, p. 247). Noddings (2012) states the key elements of
caring in schools are listening and empathy. Although she is describing primarily the teacher-student
dyad, she refers to the staffs’ moral purpose and to the need for trust, two foundational aspects in staffto-staff interactions. If school leaders agree with establishing these foundations they will know that “time
spent on building a relation of care and trust is not time wasted” (Noddings, 2012, p. 774). In fact, her
perspective acknowledges that developing the affective element of school improvement may take just as
long as establishing the cognitive elements. This study supports the notion that care is no longer framed
in a cultural viewpoint as a feminine weakness or from a disability standpoint as a disempowering
discourse (Ware, 2009), but as a power in a school to be harnessed. Strong school leaders will strive to
create a climate of care. In this environment of trust, supportiveness and care, cohesion emerges
(Sahlberg, 2010). In this climate, cooperation and collaboration replace competition as staff learn to
share.

The enactment of the community aspect of school improvement is difficult to analyse because it is about
all the implicit elements hidden under the school’s surface: community norms for collaboration, shared
beliefs and goals, and the development of practices around mutual support and commitment. These
elements can lead to what Westheimer (2008) describes as the ambiguity of community, as described in
Chapter Two, and elaborated in Chapter 5.4. Community may be constrained by contrived congeniality
or build on the affordance of congeniality to support community. This study highlights the key tension in
specialist schools that have both a strong history of building community and family involvement and an
equally strong opposing force of individualisation and individualism built upon the medicopsychological foundations of special education. This study has highlighted the affordances of trust and
collegiality as powerful enablers for staff to learn from one another. Researchers such as Westheimer
(2008) and Ainscow (2010) suggest that schools with a strong tradition of social justice and a belief all
children can learn can be schools where teachers (and students) are transformed.

Researchers (Hargreaves, 1997; Westheimer, 2008) warn of the dangers of promoting community alone,
without substantial cognitive challenge and professional learning content alongside it. These authors
assert that simply sharing lunch or utilising a shared workspace will not suffice as the development of a
learning community, nor will it lead to generative discussions of improved practice. Many researchers
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also highlight the importance of productive conflict, and the importance of disequilibrium within the
community to produce new learning (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Timperley et al., 2007; Westheimer, 2008).
This highlights a complex balance: on one hand, shared goals and beliefs are necessary; and on the other,
differences of opinion and experience are essential. There is a need for both similarities and differences
to exist if individual staff are to learn from one another. A finding in this study, supported by
Westheimer (2008), is the development of a shared identity that moves from “I-ness” to “we-ness”
(p.775). Consequently, staff could view themselves as part of something bigger than themselves, as a
group that learned to share, and develop a shared identity that allowed for productive differences to exist.
4. A focus on collective accountability
This study traces the evolution of collective internal accountability in a specialist school, as staff
shared to learn. When staff assume collective responsibility they become responsible for the success
of all students (Hargreaves & Shirley, 2008; Knapp & Feldman, 2012). The emphasis on collective
responsibility is critical to the process of school improvement in a specialist school for several reasons,
two of which relate to data use. The first reason relates to external accountability; the second, to
internal accountability.

As described in Chapter One of this thesis, many students who currently attend Australian specialist
schools do not participate in the national standardised testing that is integral to national external
accountability measures (Davies, 2012). The social justice implications for students are beyond the
scope of this thesis, but the repercussions for staff are relevant to this study. Accountability is a major
concern for specialist school staff when future school funding and teacher performance pay will
potentially be linked to student performances on national tests (see also Recommendation 2 in Section
8.4). Furthermore, there are implications at the school level when specialist staff attempt to develop
accountability measures analogous to those used by their mainstream counterparts. A major concern is
that specialist school staff are unfamiliar with specific types of data utilised within professionally
driven efforts to develop appropriate and robust indicators, accountability measures and shared targets
that relate to their own students (Hargreaves et al., 2009). This means that all staff, irrespective of
context, teaching standards and accountability, are placing new demands on schools and staff, bringing
with them the need for a new kind of staff learning (Fullan et al., 2015). In time, it is hoped that the
development of differentiated alternate assessment systems could enable all teachers to learn about
appropriate data use thus providing meaningful information about the progress of all students,
including those with signiﬁcant disabilities, to guide decision making at the classroom and district
level (Davies, 2012).
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In order for staff to be developing the skills to demonstrate external accountability, they first need to
develop the skills to demonstrate internal accountability (Fullan et al., 2015). Effective data use is
critical for specialist schools in order to demonstrate internal accountability. Effective data use can
only occur when the right conditions are in place, including:





processes to support an active, accountable learning community;
measures to deprivatise practice;
opportunities for conversations based on concrete evidence from classroom practice; and
data driven methods to enhance teacher learning (Ingvarson et al., 2005).

Specialist schools are often unused to analysing their student data at a school, or even cohort level
(Farrell, 2009). Lyons and Cassebohm (2012) identify four key issues relating to data use in specialist
schools with students with severe disabilities: meaningful data collection; opportunities for students to
demonstrate their learning; the collection of evidence of student learning; and the high level of context
dependency in student demonstration of learning. These four issues reinforce the need for staff to be
working collaboratively in order to mitigate these difficulties.
Correa Park School demonstrated key elements of internal accountability through staffs’ data use. By
using mainstream artefacts, adapted for the distinctive Correa Park context, such as the Data Wall (see
Appendix 6.10) and Problem of Practice Protocol (which included showing classroom video)
(Appendix 6.5) staff were able to engage in data based discussions around both effective learning and
effective teaching. Using the Data Wall, staff were able to see, for the first time, student progress
across the whole school and to discuss appropriate pedagogy for cohorts rather than for individuals.
The Problem of Practice Protocol facilitated initial staff discussions about the tools they used to collect
data, how they collected data and why they collected the data that they did. Through these discussions
staff shared data collection artefacts and shared strategies for more effective data collection. Both the
Data Wall and the Problem of Practice Protocol served to increase collective accountability by
deprivatising staff practice, using concrete evidence from their classrooms and making decisions based
on data. This was a powerful foundation for the coaching and action research projects that occurred at
Correa Park in 2013 (the Renegotiation to the research). These school practices that effective because
they capitalised upon “using the group to change the group” (Fullan et al., 2015, p. 6). Most
importantly, accountability became central to the culture at Correa Park, supported by and supporting,
the emergent culture of staff collaboration.
5. A celebration of distinctive provision
This study has focussed exclusively on the distinctive context of a specialist school. Compared to
mainstream schools, this study has highlighted the similarities and differences in curriculum, assessment
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and pedagogy, school and classroom organisation, and the use of resources that Farrell (2010) suggests
are the key aspects of special educational provision. Farrell (2008) also describes the distinctive
pedagogy that may be required for students with complex communication needs, intellectual disabilities,
behavioural challenges and physical and/ or sensory disabilities. At Correa Park School, the whole
school curricular and pedagogic focus was on communication, and in particular, the use of a specific,
school devised, Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) system. In order to implement
this AAC system, the school staff devised distinctive assessment, curriculum and pedagogy, and
developed intensive material resources and organisational supports. The implementation of this system
was the primary focus of the professional learning over the eighteen month research period. The physical
artefacts that were developed, such as the Data Wall are like those used in mainstream settings (Sharratt
& Fullan, 2012), but were adapted to suit the distinctive context of Correa Park in order to trace the
students’ progress specifically in communication rather than literacy or numeracy. Other artefacts such
as the Matrix were created specifically for the specialist school context with far more detail than a
mainstream curriculum document would provide.
Using a differentiated approach to school improvement allows specialist schools to function within the
school improvement framework but also to celebrate their distinctive status, rather than being thrust
into a mainstream school improvement template. By understanding how specialist schools fit within
and outside the mainstream context of school improvement, there may be opportunities for ideas from
either side to bridge what in the past has been perceived as an educational divide. Special education
has been (perhaps justifiably) critiqued for its penchant for fads (Farrell, 2010; Heward, 2003) and
there is clearly much it can learn from the mainstream. Likewise, the ability of specialist schools to
continuously adapt to the demands of their distinctive context (being open to experimentation) may
also be a helpful lesson to share with mainstream counterparts. All schools can benefit from a clear
defining or redefining of their own distinctive context and purpose. Correa Park challenged the
“banking concept” of education (Freire, 1972, p.46), a tradition which has dominated traditional
special education. Staff no longer perpetuated a deficit model. This study describes a time of school
improvement that was characterised by adopting a growth mindset model for both students and staff,
viewing all in the school as fully participating learners.
A final point about differentiation in the proposed school improvement model is that it accords with
literature that recommends an “ecology of equity” (Ainscow et al., 2012, p. 198). In Shirley’s (2011)
words, an “inspiring and inclusive vision” of school improvement “should be carefully adapted for any
particular context” (Shirley, 2011, p. 193). The model is based on the view that every school has a
pedagogic setting with its own unique affordances, constraints, learning trajectories and school
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improvement processes. This model may create the possibility of more open dialogue among all
education sectors around the processes of school improvement, particularly for mainstream schools
who teach students with complex needs.

8.3

Limitations of the study

The possible or perceived limitations of this study include the single study case design; the study’s
rigour; the evaluation of professional learning effectiveness; and the researcher’s insider perspective.
Some issues arise due to the methodology and others relate more particularly to the specifics of this
study. When addressing these limitations it is essential to bear in mind that the aim of this thesis was to
uncover the processes of school improvement, not to measure the final outcomes.
The first possible limitation relates to single site case study design. The scope of this case study limits
the capacity to generalise to other specialist schools or make causal claims (Yin, 2009). The main way
of addressing these limitations is to understand the type of research that the case study methodology is
relevant to, and to apply it to that context, not requiring of it a result that is impossible to achieve. In
this situation, the single site case study, even with its inherent limitations, is the best tool to tell a rich
story of the implementation of school improvement in a specialist school. The study emphasises the
distinctiveness of Correa Park, not its similarities with other schools as would be required for
generalisation. Thus the study aims not for generalisability but for transferability, where the analysis
of Correa Park can enrich the readers’ apprehension of school improvement (as explained in Chapter
Four, Section 4.9). Similarly, Cobb et al. (2009, p.180) describe their hope for readers of their
research: “as members of one community look at others through an analysis, they might instead begin
to appreciate that their actions are rational (or at least understandable) given the constraints and
affordances of their institutional niches within the school and district as lived”.

In any study, rigour is of the utmost importance. As clarified in Chapter Four, Table 4.8, there was a
range of actions taken within the study to promote its credibility. Data triangulation was used to support
the study design. The data collection included documents, interviews, and focus groups. Within the data
analysis the researcher looked to uncover discrepant data (Yin, 2009). The data were cross checked by
critical peers within the context to assist the critical self-reflection and member checks occurred to
confirm the findings with participants, as recommended by Mills (2007). The study was longitudinal and
tested the same group over time, thereby eliminating the problem of individual differences thus
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increasing study credibility. Furthermore, there were certain practices, validated by staff feedback, that
were adopted by the researcher to increase the authenticity of the research.

When designing a study there are strengths and weaknesses associated with each procedural decision.
The overarching principles are that the type of research should be aligned with the intent of the research,
and the measures taken to address any ensuing limitations should be justifiable. The current study chose
a qualitative case study as its aim was to provide a rich description of the process of school
improvement. Perceived limitations were addressed using strategies that were based on
recommendations in the literature, such as Mills (2007). These included: talk a little, listen a lot (as seen
in interview transcripts); record observations accurately (observations were recorded immediately using
a recorder and verified with staff); begin writing early in the project (writing occurred simultaneous to
the data collection); readers are allowed to see for themselves (primary data is used throughout the
thesis); report fully (positive and negative data was included); be candid about any biases (the
researcher’s background and subjectivities were disclosed in Chapter 4.10); seek members’ feedback
(written evaluations, member checking, focus groups and interviews were designed to elicit feedback)
and write accurately (writing was reviewed by colleagues)

8.4

Implications of the research findings for theory and practice

The focus of this research is on the enactment of school improvement in a specialist school. This study is
significant in four key areas articulated by Marshall and Rossman (2006): theory, policy, practice and
action. Within these four areas, the following four characteristics respectively mark this study as
noteworthy within the research on school improvement in specialist schools:
1. the detailed description of a the theory of situativity within school improvement
2. the contribution to literature and policy on school improvement in specialist schools
3. the blending of theory and practice in the ‘real’ setting of a school
4. the deep examination of school improvement actions within a distinctive specialist school
context.
Each of these shall now be examined.
1. Contribution to theory
The power of adopting a situative framework in this study has been to provide a context sensitive
approach to school improvement that couples the learners and their context, thus facilitating the clear
depiction of what Riveros et al. (2012) describe as the contextual complexity of a social learning
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environment. The relationship of learner to context is described by Bredo as “a kind of dance between
person and environment rather than one way action of one on the other” (1997, p.27). The reciprocal
influence of the context and the learner challenges researchers to identify where change needs to occur
(Wilson & Myers, 2000). For those researching school improvement, issues cannot be identified solely
in the learners or in the context, it is always both. A situated methodological perspective offers
researchers a powerful tool to explore a school’s identity through an appreciation of the multiple
perspectives that constitute their distinctive context. Those who view school improvement with a
situative lens, may acknowledge the constraints and celebrate the affordances of the distinctive context
rather than trying to fit a specialist square peg in a mainstream round hole. Indeed, “[a] situated
account of actors in schools provides a different and richer way to analyse the processes of knowledge
production and its relationship with professional practices” (Riveros et al., 2012, p. 210).

This situated view of learning contrasts with traditional perspectives on learning often held in
specialist schools (Farrell, 2010). It is a rejection of cognitive individualism (Riveros et al., 2012).
Situativity “further challenges the superiority of positivism and empiricism by blurring the traditional
separations between what traditionally have been considered very different incompatible ways of
knowing” (Heshusius, 2004, p. 151).

This thesis uses an alternative to the positivist paradigms that appear to saturate the acquisitionist
/behaviourist school improvement research and praxis of many specialist schools. However, it must be
reiterated, this thesis does not seek to dismiss alternative perspectives, but as recommended by Leach
and Moon (2008) it has sought to understand the different approaches, and to appreciate their insights
and limitations. In this research, the situated theoretical perspective was most useful to provide rich
insights in the case study of a specialist school.
2. Contribution to policy
This research may assist school improvement policy development and implementation through its
contribution to the sparse literature on school improvement in specialist schools. The large gap in the
school improvement literature is neglecting the existence of up to 4.5% of the schools in Australia which
constitute the specialist category. Eisner refers to the adverse consequences when policy makers are
insufficiently aware of the real life world of schools “… to know what schools are like, their strengths
and weaknesses, we need to be able to tell others what we have seen in ways that are vivid and
insightful” (Eisner, 1991, p. 22).
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This thesis presents a positive picture of a specialist school removed from the often overtly political
inclusion policy context, which often portrays specialist schools as undesirable (Farrell, 2010). This
study could facilitate the inclusion of specialist schools to the national school improvement policy
discourse providing useful information to leaders of specialist schools, policy makers and scholars who
are interested in this field.
3. Contribution to practice
The third element contributing to the significance of the research is the blending of theory and practice in
a specialist school setting. This study has highlighted the importance of an explicit learning theory/
mechanism underpinning school improvement enactment, as supported by Lancer (2014). Well regarded
researchers describe a situative approach to learning as the optimum professional learning strategy
(Borko, 2004; Borko & Koellner, 2008; McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006; Westheimer, 2008). Using
situated learning theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991) to define explicitly the learning that occurred in Correa
Park during the school improvement process, strengthened the professional learning model by helping
staff to understand the difference between the old (one off, outside school) and the new (ongoing,
embedded) approaches to professional learning. Whilst teachers could articulate the kinds of professional
learning they found valuable from the first professional learning session onwards, they did not have the
discourse to describe how or why it was effective. By aligning a situative learning theory with the
professional learning practice, staff were able to acknowledge the power of:


learning through participation, in context;



learning as distributed;



learning as social;



learning through shared practices, discourse and artefacts; and



learning through authentic activities.

By embedding situativity within the professional learning and the broader school improvement
context, the staff developed new practices, discourse and artefacts as described in Chapter Six, Section
6.5. They participated in authentic learning. They developed a shared identity as they learned from one
another. Moreover, as its advocates maintain, a situativity perspective for professional learning
changes both the learners and the context for the better, as described in Chapter Three (Borko, 2004;
Borko & Koellner, 2008; Hansman, 2001; Leaman & Flanagan, 2013; Owen, 2004; Peressini et al.,
2004; Putnam & Borko, 2000; Spillane, 2014; Whitcomb et al., 2009; Wilson & Myers, 2000).
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To facilitate improvement in schools, both theoretical and empirical approaches need to be consulted
in order to make change (Webster-Wright, 2009), particularly in the distinctive context of a specialist
school. In this study, the empirical approach was the implementation of a learning community.
Avoiding an idealised basic description has been avoided through the powerful addition of the situated
theoretical perspective. This study has sought to work with a school, not on a school (Ainscow, 1998),
and thus it is well positioned to meet the need for researchers to understand the real school context.
4. Contribution to action
Finally, the study is significant for those seeking to enact change in their own context. Many
researchers have begun to call for specialised research into context specific school improvement, or at
least an acknowledgement of how context shapes school improvement. This view is reflected in
Hopkins and Reynolds (2001) and Chapman (2000), as well as the writings of Goldenberg (2003),
Harris (2000), Murphy (2013) and Little (2002). For specialist schools seeking to embark on school
improvement or to strengthen their current efforts, this study has:




provided a unique in-depth perspective of implementing pedagogical change (in AAC) over
time within a specialist school context;
described a set of interrelated long-term professional learning activities that are guided by a
coherent framework for assessment, curriculum, pedagogy and learning climate; and
proposed an explanatory model of school improvement in a specialist school.

8.5

Implications of research findings for future research

This section describes six major areas identified from the findings of this study requiring further
research.
Recommendation 1: Undertake research in a variety of other specialist school contexts
An area for ongoing research is the study of school improvement within the complex contexts of other
specialist schools, such as Primary to Year 12, high schools, those in regional areas, or those with a
diverse multicultural populations. Greater understanding of the distinctive elements of specialist school
contexts would be valuable in addressing how school improvement can be enacted and measured in
schools that do not easily fit the mainstream template. The explanatory model generated by this research
could serve as a tool for other schools to consider their contextual affordances, constraints and learning
trajectories following their own school improvement processes. In this way, the model could be tested
for transferability in other contexts.
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Recommendation 2: Examine accountability in specialist schools
This study assumes there is support for specialist schools participating within the national framework
of school improvement, and it identifies some of the difficulties experienced by specialist schools
when attempting to do so. This research recognises that current school practice measures used in the
broader Australian educational context are not all applicable within the distinctive context of a
specialist school. Further studies to answer questions such as How can specialist schools demonstrate
internal and external accountability? are necessary to incorporate a differentiated approach to
jurisdictional or national school improvement programs. This would enable specialist schools to be a
part of the broader incentive mechanisms from which they are currently excluded. Further research
into specialist schools’ signature practices such as using Individual Learning Plans as accountability
measures would be vital to this endeavour.

Recommendation 3: Explore the learning theories underpinning school improvement
A major contribution of the study is the demonstration of the successful use of an explicit learning
theory, situativity, at the centre of both researching and enacting, the school improvement process.
This may motivate the jurisdictional and national school improvement implementation teams to
provide an unequivocal description of the theories/ mechanisms of learning underpinning the school
improvement approaches espoused. This study challenges the assumption that school improvement is
atheoretical or an objective science. School improvement, when it is theory driven, can assist those
implementing it to understand and appreciate the often diverse, multiple, or even contradictory aspects
of a school. Further research to explore the underpinning theoretical paradigms of school improvement
may assist the many schools facing the enormous challenges of schooling and school improvement in
the 21st century.
Recommendation 4: Focus on students’ and families’ roles in school improvement
As explained in Chapter One, an exploration of student and family outcomes was beyond the scope of
the current study. That is not to deny the importance of these participants. Including the students in
their own goal setting, assessment and feedback is seen as integral to many mainstream school
improvement endeavours (Fullan et al., 2015). Using the rich array of existing data, further research
could be conducted at Correa Park into the students and families and their perceptions of the school
improvement processes and outcomes. Furthermore, following on from the work of researchers such as
Ainscow et al. (2012) and Armstrong et al. (1998), families and the school community may have a
broader contribution to the research in specialist schools and the broader school improvement process
that was not explored in this study and may provide a range of rich new findings.
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Recommendation 5: Research whole school approaches to communication
The importance of a whole school approach to Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) as
a key pedagogical strategy for students within Correa Park cannot be understated. As Freire states: “We
cannot be truly human apart from communication...to impede communication is to reduce people to the
status of things”(Freire, 1972, p. 123). For most students at Correa Park, access to an effective AAC
system was the central means to access and participate in the curriculum. Therefore, communication was
adopted by the school executive team as the central content focus of the professional learning. However,
as reiterated in Chapters One and Four, the AAC component was simply the content focus of the
professional learning and not the particular focus of this research, and therefore research into whole
school approaches to AAC could provide powerful insights especially for those who wish to understand
and use this medium effectively in their teaching and /or everyday life.
Recommendation 6: Understand the relationship between school leadership and school improvement in
a specialist school
The role of the principal and executive team in a specialist school enacting school improvement could
be further studied. This topic was beyond the scope of the current thesis. There are many useful
research implications for school leaders that were simply not the focus of this study. For example,
Rose’s excellent distributed leadership style, which facilitated the development of the school as a staff
learning community, was a key factor that led to the school’s transformation. Further research set in
specialist schools is required to explore whether transformations can occur under different leadership
styles. Furthermore, research is needed to document how school leaders can sustain school
improvement over time, and with ongoing staff changes in a range of (particularly specialist) school
contexts.

8.6

Final reflection

This study, Learning to Share, Sharing to Learn; A Case Study of School Improvement in an
Australian Primary Specialist School has developed deep insights into school improvement within the
context of an Australian specialist school. Using a situated perspective, the research has uncovered the
pedagogic setting, the contextual constraints and affordances, and the staffs’ learning trajectories all of
which underlie the processes of school improvement. Furthermore, the research explored the
distinctive aspects of the differentiated school improvement approach, through the development of an
explanatory model. The research process resulted in emerging insights that represent a significant
contribution to the field of school improvement in the context of previously overlooked distinctive
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settings such as the Correa Park School for students with disability and complex communication
needs.
School improvement research in the past has focused strongly on effective schools. The majority of
these types of schools have been mainstream schools that serve the successful, powerful and nondisabled hegemony. This research, set in the distinctive context of a specialist school, has shown the
power of learning to share and sharing to learn. This power, which Ziggaboo described at Correa Park,
was fueled by being “on a single track”, having high expectations for student learning, and believing
that teaching can make a real difference to student learning. Ziggaboo stated:
I think Correa Park is more on a single track, I think we more seem to be all riding the
same bus…There has always been a positive feeling in this school, but I think if it is
possible, it is even more so, more positive about the kids. Sometimes I find it difficult
myself, but I think on the whole, this school has such a positive attitude towards the kids,
always looking at their attributes, not their deficits. I think I am more positive about about
having high expectations. Now I've seen that students …can use some type of symbolic
communication and get a sense of power out of it (teacher, Interview December 2012).
This study, by exploring and analysing one specialist school from the inside out, has described a living
process aimed at identifying, documenting and celebrating the learning of both staff and students at
Correa Park School. It makes an important contribution through the identification of processes for
other specialist schools to utilise in their enactment of school improvement. This study has shown that
many mainstream school improvement processes can be adapted and utilised to suit the needs of the
staff learners within their distinctive context. This study honours the shared learnings and the
possibilities of internal accountability and the strong collaborative staff culture in Correa Park
Specialist School and hopes the findings may offer a clear path to school improvement for other
specialist schools, and their staff, students and families.
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Appendices
Appendix 4.1 - Staff interview protocol 2011
Participant Group: Staff (teachers and LSAs)
Interview 1
Introductory Comments: Thank you for agreeing to participate in the interview today. I just will remind
you briefly about the project. This interview is part of my PhD study into Professional Learning (PL) at
Correa Park. I am exploring how the context of the school interacts with other aspects of Professional
Learning and what factors might lead to improved outcomes for students.
I remind you that your participation in this research is voluntary. You can chose not to answer any
questions or to terminate the interview at any time. Your personal details are not going to be used
directly in the study, however what you have said in this interview may be quoted in the research under a
pseudonym (made up name). Is that OK with you?
This interview is being recorded on a data recorder to ensure I obtain an accurate account of your
comments. I will also take some notes. This data will be stored securely and will only be accessed by
myself, and my supervisors, not by any school staff. I will maintain confidentiality about your
comments. Your comments will be summarised into an interview summary which I will return to you
for checking to ensure you are comfortable with what was recorded. Your interview summary will be
kept with just an anonymous code.
Please feel free to ask me questions at any time or ask me to repeat the question, and the interview will
go for about thirty minutes.
1. Can you please tell me about how long you have been working here at Correa Park and your
role?
2. How long have you been teaching, and do you have special education qualifications?
3. What PL do you participate in here?
4. Who/ What organises PL at Correa Park?
5. How would you describe Correa Park’s approach to PL?
6. Do you think Correa Park has a ‘culture’ of PL?
7. How is curriculum change facilitated at Correa Park?
8. What resources are made available to support change?
9. How successful is the school in supporting classroom change and, if so, what are the key
ingredients?
10. If you need advice or ideas about strategies for your class room , who or what would you use to
get that information?
11. If you described Correa Park as a type of transport, what would you choose?
12. If you described Correa Park as an animal what would you choose?
13. Have you got any feelings about the PL we have just started?
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Concluding statements: Do you have any questions for me or anything further that you would like to
add? Thank you again for your participation today. I remind you that I will give you a summary of what
we have chatted about today within the next two days so you can ensure you are comfortable with what
has been discussed.
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Appendix 4.2 - Teacher interview protocol 2012
Participant Group 1: Teachers
Interview 2
Thank you for agreeing to participate in an interview today. Like last time, I will maintain confidentiality
about your comments. Your comments will be summarised into an interview summary which I will
return to you for checking to ensure you are comfortable with what was recorded. Your interview
summary will be kept with just an anonymous code.
Please feel free to ask me questions at any time or ask me to repeat the question, and the interview will
go for about thirty minutes.
1. In general, has Correa Park changed over the past eighteen months, and if so, how?
2. What do you think were the core features of the PL?


What worked well?



What did not work?



What should we have done differently?

3. What do you think has changed in terms of your attitudes and beliefs around AAC?
4. What do you think has changed in terms of your knowledge and skills around AAC ?
5. What changes in instruction have implemented in your classroom?
6. What changes in student learning have you occurred in your classroom?
7. How have you felt about this process?
8. From your first answer, can you use a metaphor to describe Correa Park’s change. E.g. Correa
Park used to be like a ……, now it is like a ……..
9. If you had to compare Correa Park with a season, then which season would it be? Why?
10. If you had to compare Correa Park with a colour, then what colour would it be? Why?
Concluding statements: Do you have any questions for me or anything further that you would like to
add? Thank you again for your participation today. I remind you that I will give you a summary of
what we have chatted about today within the next two days so you can ensure you are comfortable
with what has been discussed.
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Appendix 4.3 - Principal interview protocol 2011
Participant Group: Principal
Interview 1
Thank you for agreeing to part of the interview today. I am recording and will give you a copy to
check that you are comfortable with what has been said.
1. Can you please tell me about how long you have been working here at Correa Park?
2. How long have you been teaching, and do you have special education qualifications?
3. What do you think of when you hear the term PL?
4. In your opinion, what are the key characteristics of effective PL?
5. Who/ What organises PL at Correa Park?
6. How would you describe Correa Park’s approach to PL?
7. Do you think Correa Park has a ‘culture’ of PL?
8. How is curriculum change facilitated at Correa Park?
9. What resources are made available to support change?
10. How successful is the school in supporting classroom change and what are the key ingredients?
11. How are successes celebrated at Correa Park?
12. How are staff supported to learn in the school?
13. How are students supported to learn in the school?
14. How are families supported in their own and their children’s learning in the school?
15. What resources do you have/ need for PL?
16. What difficulties exist in implementing this PL at Correa Park?
17. A key indicator of the effectiveness of PL is measuring student outcomes. How do you envisage
this being achieved at Correa Park?

Concluding statements: Do you have any questions for me or anything further that you would like to
add? Thank you again for your participation today.
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Appendix 4.4 - Principal interview protocol 2012
Participant Group: Principal
Interview 2
Thank you for agreeing to be part of this interview today. I have some questions here but of course we
will chat around the issues that we want to discuss in more depth.
1. One of the core features of effective PL is duration. How do you think we are travelling along our
journey and how do you think we can increase/ maintain our momentum?
2. How has the authority of this PL developed?
3. How do you feel we are going in terms of achieving deep sustainable change? What are the key
factors?
4. How are we measuring our effectiveness in terms of the depth and breadth of our work as PLC?
5. Have you noticed any changes in attitudes and beliefs around AAC as part of this PL process?
How do we, and will we, continue to address cultural change?
6. How do we maintain a focus on achieving improved student outcomes?
7. Are there any factors unique / strong at Correa Park that you feel have influenced this PL?
8. What do you think our next steps should be?
Thank you again for your time…
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Appendix 4.5 - School Executive Team focus group protocol 2011
Participant Group: School Executive Team (SET)
Focus Group 1
Thank you for agreeing to part of today’s discussion. This is an opportunity for all of us to discuss
together our ideas about where Correa Park is going. Please feel free not to answer any of the questions.

1. How long you have been working here at Correa Park and your role?
2. Do you have special education qualifications?
3. How are staff supported to learn in the school?
4. How are students supported to learn in the school?
5. How are families supported in their own and their children’s learning?
6. How is PL organised at Correa Park?
7. Is this a shift into Collaborative Action Research? Is this something different?
8. Do you think Correa Park has a ‘culture’ of PL?
9. How is curriculum change facilitated at Correa Park?
10. What resources are made available to support change?
11. What difficulties exist in implementing PL at Correa Park?
12. A key indicator of the effectiveness of PL is measuring student outcomes. How do you envisage
this being achieved at Correa Park?
13. If you described Correa Park as a type of transport, what would you choose?
14. If you described Correa Park as an animal what would you choose?
15. Anything you would like to add?
Thank you for your participation today…..you will have an opportunity to check the transcription to
ensure you are happy with what was captured…
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Appendix 4.6 - School Executive Team focus group protocol 2012
Participant Group: School Executive Team
Focus Group 3
Thank you for being a part of our chat today…
1. How has Correa Park changed over the past eighteen months, and why has it done so?
2. What do you think were the core features of the PL?


What worked well?



What did not work?



What should we have done differently?

3. How have teacher attitudes and beliefs changed around AAC?
4. How have teacher knowledge and skills changed around AAC ?
5. What changes in instruction have implemented in your classroom?
6. What changes in instruction have you observed?
7. What changes in student learning have you seen?
8. What do you think in this process has been unique to our context?
9. If you had to compare Correa Park with a season, then which season would it be? Why?
10. If you had to compare Correa Park with a colour, then what colour would it be? Why?
Thanks everyone…..
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Appendix 4.7 - Learning Support Assistant focus group protocol 2012
Participant Group: Learning Support Assistants
Focus Group 1
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this focus group today. Like last time, I will maintain
confidentiality about your comments. Your comments will be summarised which I will return to you for
checking to ensure you are comfortable with what was recorded.
Please feel free to ask me questions at any time or ask me to repeat the question, and the focus group will
go for about forty five minutes.
1. In general, has Correa Park changed over the past eighteen months, and if so, how?
2. How have you accessed training around AAC?
3. What have been the hurdles around implementing AAC?
4. What do you think has changed in terms of your attitudes and beliefs around AAC?
5. What do you think has changed in terms of your knowledge and skills around AAC?
6. If you had to compare Correa Park with a season, then which season would it be? Why?
7. If you had to compare Correa Park with a colour, then what colour would it be? Why?
8. Anything else you would like to add?

Concluding statements: Do you have any questions for me or anything further that you would like to
add? Thank you again for your participation today. I remind you that I will give you a summary of what
we have chatted about today within the next two days so you can ensure you are comfortable with what
has been discussed.
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Appendix 4.8 - Listings of major nodes from NVivo
This is a screenshot of the major Nvivo nodes from 7/7/14.
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Appendix 4.9 - Listings of Situativity parent and child nodes from NVivo

This is a screenshot from NVivo7/5/15.
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Appendix 4.10 - Informed Consent
Informed Consent Form for Project Participants – Staff
Project Title: A case study of Professional Learning in Alternative and Augmentative Communication in
the Environment of a Specialist School.
Consent Statement
I have read and understood the information about the research. I am not aware of any condition that
would prevent my participation, and I agree to participate in the project. I have had the opportunity to
ask questions about my participation in the research. All questions I have asked have been answered to
my satisfaction.
I agree to take part in the above University of Canberra research project. I have had the project
explained to me, and I have read the Participant Information Form, which I may keep for my records. I
understand that agreeing to take part means that I am willing to:


be interviewed by the researcher



allow the interview to be recorded.

This information will be held and processed for the following purpose:


to evaluate the effectiveness of the professional learning in AAC

I understand that any information I provide is confidential, and that no information that could lead to
the identification of any individual will be disclosed in any reports on the project, or to any other party.
No identifiable personal data will be published. The identifiable data will not be shared with any other
organisation.
I understand that I will be given a summary of my interview for my approval before it is included in the
write up of the research.
I agree to the researcher, Sheridan Kerr, recording and processing this information about me. I
understand that this information will be used only for the purpose(s) set out in this statement and my
consent is conditional on the University complying with its duties and obligations under the University
of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee.
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I understand that my participation is voluntary, that I can choose not to participate in part or all of the
project, and that I can withdraw at any stage of the project without being penalised or disadvantaged in
any way.
Please circle your response:
Yes, I agree to be involved in the research project.
No, I would not like to be involved in the research project.
Name: ..................................................................................................(please print)
Signature: .......................................................................……Date: .............................
A summary of the initial research findings will be discussed at a staff meeting at the conclusion of the
data collection phase.
Researcher’s signature: .................................................................................................
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Appendix 6.1- Correa Park Teaching and Learning Cycle (TLC)
Correa Park TLC adapted by the researcher from the NSWDET Quality Teaching Project. This was
made into a large poster and displayed in the school foyer and school workroom. It was also embedded
within other school documents such as:



Student Individual Learning Plans (ILPs)
The Correa Park School Communication and AAC Matrix.
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Appendix 6.2- Correa Park Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) System
Developed by Anita, LSA and school AAC expert, based on Gail van Tatenhove’s
(http://www.vantatenhove.com) AAC system. The key concepts of this system were printed on
laminated paper and shared with the broader community during excursions and other activities.
This is a student using the Correa Park AAC
system. It includes a Core Vocabulary Board
(CVB) which according to student’s needs with
a CVB 14, a CVB 42 and CVB 90. All the
words from the CVB 14 are incorporated into
the 42 and the 42 into the 90. These words are
selected as they serve a variety of pragmatic
functions able to be expressed by these words
include:
 request for objects - food, drink
 request for action - help, play, go
 request assistance - help
 rejection - no
 protest - no, stop
 responding
 recurrence - more/ another
 cessation - stop, finish
 directives (very powerful) - go, stop, more,
play, finish
All systems use the same colour coding to assist
students and staff to locate words and to give
semantic cues. The student also is using a Fringe
Vocabulary Booklet (FVB) to provide nouns
relating to various topics.
The goals of having a whole school approach to AAC were to:
 provide the opportunity for the child to develop a robust receptive and expressive
communication system integral to the child that would transfer from school to their home;
 ensure continuity and consistency of communication throughout the year and from one
year to the next and subsequently to their next school;
 enhance receptive and expressive communication skills across all learning areas;
 promote peer to peer communication (as all children would be utilising appropriate
versions of same system);
 promote communication within the community with non-expert communicators (as the
system was adopted in a local playground) and accepted by shopkeepers at the local mall;
 give greater support to the family concerned with the development of their child's
communication (as families would be able to support one another as all children were
using the system) (Correa Park School Communication Handbook 2013).
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Appendix 6.3- Correa Park School Charter
Correa Park School Charter - co-constructed with staff in 2009
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Appendix 6.4- Correa Park Celebrating Communication Success mini poster

These sheets were created by Anita (school AAC resource and LSA) and displayed in staff workroom
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Appendix 6.5 - Correa Park School Problem of Practice Protocol
This protocol was created by researcher based on Easton (2009).
Professional Sharing Conversations template
PL Session: Teacher forum

Date:

Facilitator:
Note taker:

Each session involves teachers bringing a problem of practice to the group.
Teacher
Focus Student
Question/
Problem of
Practice
Teachers’
Questions

Suggestions /
Discussion

Celebrations!

Other items to share:

Overall comments - and reflections on the process:
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Appendix 6.6 - The Correa Park Communication and AAC Matrix
This document was developed collaboratively by the researcher and Anita with Therapy Services and Correa Park school staff 2011-2013(front page of
document only).
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Appendix 6.7 - Correa Park AAC Rubric for staff
This rubric was developed by the researcher, used by staff to measure change in the attitudes and skills

Quality Learning Environment

How do I know when my
students get there?
(Data Collection/
Assessment)

How will my students get there?
(Strategies)

What do I want my
students to learn?
(Goals)

Where are my students
now?
(Initial assessment/
screening)

Question

Emerging
Each student’s
AAC
assessment is
limited in terms
of
documentation.
There is a
limited plan for
further
assessment.
Students who
use AAC do not
have an AAC
goal in their
ILP.

Basic
Each student has
an AAC
assessment,
however it is
incomplete.
There is a limited
plan for further
assessment.

Developing
Each student has an
AAC assessment
completed as a ‘once
off’, by the teacher.
There is a limited
plan for further
assessment.

Proficient
Each student’s AAC
assessment is current
completed by some
members the team in a
limited number of
activities.

Leading Classroom
Each student’s AAC assessment is
current, completed by a team,
clearly documented, during a
variety of activities at a range of
times.
The assessment is summarised into
conclusions
There is a plan for ongoing
assessment

Each student who
uses AAC has a
goal in their ILP
(Not in SMART
goal format).
The student’s goal
in AAC is not
clearly linked to
previous goals.

Each student has an
individualised AAC
goal/s in ILP in
‘generally’ SMART
format.

Each student has an individualised
AAC goal/s in ILP in SMART goal
format.
The goal/s reflect the student’s and
family’s preferences.
The goal/s reflects a progression
from the last AAC goal.
All communication partners know
student’s communication goal/s.

AAC is used
incidentally by
staff in a limited
range of
activities.
Communicative
exchanges using
AAC occur with
one
communication
partner.
Staff do not
expect a
communicative
response from
student.
Data collection
on AAC goal is
non-existent.

AAC is used
incidentally by
staff daily in some
class activities.
Communication
exchanges occur
as ‘one way’
interactions with a
limited numbers of
communication
partners.

Each student who
uses AAC has an
AAC goal in their
ILP (Not all in
SMART goal
format).
The goal reflects
student preferences.
The goal builds on
previous AAC goals.
AAC is used by staff
and occasionally
students daily in
some class activities.
Communication
exchanges occur as
‘one off’ two way
exchanges with a
limited number of
communication
partners e.g. making
choices.

AAC is used by staff and
students within most
class activities.
Most exchanges are
reciprocal.

AAC is used by students who use
AAC and staff within all daily
interactions, routines and
curriculum domains.
There are extensive opportunities
for reciprocal communicative
exchanges with a variety of partners
for a range of purposes.
Staff expect an AAC response from
the student.
All communication partners know
effective communication strategies
with their students, and these are
clearly documented.

Data collection on
AAC goal occurs
irregularly.
Data reflects any
changes made and
range of contexts.
Documentation on
student feedback is
clear.

Data is collected
regularly but there is
inconsistent
documentation of
problem solving or
feedback.

Data collected regularly and clearly
demonstrates student achievement
in AAC goal (or problem solving
decision making process).
Student feedback is explicitly
documented.

The AAC
demonstrates staff
and student’s
communicative
needs and wants.
AAC is in a range of
areas in the
classroom.
AAC is generally
accessible.
AAC generally
remains static.

The AAC reflects a
recognition of the
student’s autonomy.
AAC is in all learning
areas.
AAC is accessible to
students.
AAC changes as teacher
decides.

The AAC meets the needs of the
student’s for today and starts them
on their needs for tomorrow.
All learning environments are
AAC/ symbol rich.
AAC is accessible in all students’
contexts, and problem solving in
AAC is explicitly taught.
The AAC grows and changes in
response to the dynamic needs of
the partners involved in the
communication exchanges. This is
discussed and documented.
AAC is integral to behaviour
support.

AAC is
available for a
limited number
of purposes.
AAC is in one
learning area.
AAC is
accessible
during some
parts of the day.
The AAC is
displayed in a
static format.

Data collection on
AAC goal is
irregular and
inconsistent.
Data does not
reflect any
changes made.
Documentation on
student feedback
is limited.
The AAC reflects
a small number of
communication
opportunities.
AAC is in some
learning areas.
AAC is accessible
to students at
times.
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Appendix 6.8- Writing Reports Guide
This guide was written by Frances, Executive Teacher, May 2012 (front page of document only)

Writing Reports at Correa Park School
May 2012

Timing of Reports
Reports are sent home to parents twice a year – at the end of second term and the end
of fourth term.
For most students, the Term 2 report marks the “end of cycle”, i.e. the culmination of
a twelve month ILP. A new ILP is then prepared at the beginning of Term, 3. The
Term 4 report is a “mid cycle” report, as the students are mid-way through a 12
month ILP at that time.
Students who are new to the school in Terms 1 or 2 may have a new ILP written
soon after they come to the school. The mid-year report will then not be an “end of
cycle” report, but a progress report on a relatively new ILP.
Students in the Autism Intervention Units (AIUs) have an ILP cycle which runs from
the start of year to the end of the year, so the mid-year report is a mid-cycle report

and the end of year report is an end of cycle report.

Reporting Templates
Templates for reporting are stored in the G drive under

G:\Teaching and Learning\Templates and Admin ILPs and
Reporting\reports templates and information
Each report consists of two separate documents, a report and a cover sheet.
There may be a slightly different format for early childhood students and/or AIU

students.
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Appendix 6.9 - Correa Park School ILP template for communication goals
This example was based on Correa Park Teaching and Learning Cycle (based on a fictional student) developed by the researcher for all staff discussion in PL
session.
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Appendix 6.10- Correa Park Data Wall
Did you know YOU are an integral part of Correa Park’s
Professional Learning Community (PLC)?
Part of our regular teacher forums is examining the school data wall. We are using our data wall to
track communication achievement and to identify patterns across the whole school. The data wall
is based on the Correa Park Teaching and Learning Cycle (TLC) and it follows our ILP cycle,
throughout the year. This gives us opportunities to discuss assessment, goals, strategies and data
collection in ways that will improve teacher effectiveness and increase student learning.
Using the data wall is a multistep process:
Step 1:
Each student is allocated a coloured paddle pop stick and a small photo stuck on the stick. Write
your student’s name on the paddle pop stick. This is a great way for us to ‘put the faces on our
data!’
Step 2: (Beginning of ILP cycle - usually term 3, but for new students/ AIU - beginning of term 1)
Using the early communication matrix, place your students in the top row of the data wall at the
appropriate communication level. You may also complete the second and third sections of the data
wall, indicated the type of goal you selected for your student (receptive, expressive or playing and
socialising) and the number of strategies that you wrote on the student’s ILP that were selected
from the matrix.
Step 3: (at various teacher forums but particularly after report writing at the end of the year)
Over time and at teacher forums, move your students ‘down’ the data wall demonstrating their
achievement in ONE communication goal that you have selected. Write the progress on the
student’s stick, (in case it falls out and to see progress over time).
Where are our
students now?

What do we want our
students to learn?

How will our students
get there?

How will we know
when our students get
there?

Step 4: (we can have these data wall discussions throughout the year)
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The data wall is a tool we can use to understand how our student’s progress, but it will not ‘reveal’
anything- unless we ask the right questions! The questions could be related to teaching or to
learning.
The following are some examples you can ask when looking at the data wall. There are also more
sample questions on the wall in the library that may be useful prompts.
Data Wall
Teacher practice questions
Student learning questions
• What questions about teaching and
• Which students are doing well? Why?
assessment did looking at the data raise for • Which students are not doing well? Why?
us?
• What doesn’t the student data tell you that
• How could this data guide our planning?
would be helpful?
• What other ways of collecting data would
• What are assumptions we can make about
help us see our progress?
students and their learning?
• How can we establish, review and
• What patterns of student achievement can
celebrate student targets?
you see?
• How can we use this data to identify
• What patterns can you see of students not
students who need further support?
achieving as quickly?
• Why is this data important?
• How do we know that a high level of
• Why does the data look like it does?
learning was achieved?
• What factors may have contributed to the
• How can data be used to identify and
student achievement results we are seeing?
support students who need further support?
• Did certain classrooms outperform others? • Did certain groups of students at
• What instructional strategies were used in
communication levels outperform others?
the classrooms that outperformed others?
Some people may feel vulnerable putting their class’ achievements on display for the whole school
to view. However this is part of our culture of sharing and collaborative problem solving.
Furthermore, as a staff we are ALL responsible for ALL students’ progress across the school.
Step 5: (these action steps can be taken as a result of formal discussions in teacher forums or
informal chats at any time!)
Take minutes of the data wall conversation and take action as a result of the discussion.
The actions could be more training for families, increase the use of iPads with a certain
communication level, promote peer interactions with same level communicators etc. As we grow
more experienced at seeing and understanding our student data we will be able to see the key
patterns and make important decisions as a staff to increase student learning in communication.
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Appendix 6.11 – Correa Park Communication Handbook
The handbook was developed by Anita and the researcher (completed 2013).
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Appendix 6.12 - Correa Park Pedagogy Video and Family Meeting video

The videos were developed by the researcher and Anita to use in PL sessions with teachers and LSAs.
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Appendix 6.13 - Correa Park Culture of Communication Poster
The poster was co-developed by all staff in January 2012 and displayed across the school.

-
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